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P R E F A C E

The original title of this thesis was "Christian and 
Marxian Conceptions of History in the Twentieth Century".
This offered several alternatives. First, one could 
arbitrarily select the work of certain twentieth century 
theologians as representative of Christianity, to be 
compared with Marxian thought —  but which theologians?
Second, one could aooept the premise of a parallel between the 
two systems and accept, almost arbitrarily, certain inter
pretations of Soviet developments in historical theory, and 
proceed on these bases to compare and contrast classical 
Christianity and Soviet Marxism - but with what degree of 
validity? An interpretation of Soviet developments 
requires a specialist's knowledge of the language, politics, 
philosopliy, and history of twentieth century Russia, and 
even the specialists do not agree.* Third, one could evaluate 
the premise of many twentieth century theologians, that there 
is a parallel between Marxian and Christian conceptions of

1. See J. & M. Miller, "A New Stage in the English Study of 
Marxism" Soviet Studies 7, 276-277 where they claim an "oral 
tradition" in Soviet Marxism. See also Herbert Marcuse,
Soviet Marxism, in which he revises many prevailing interpret
ations, especially 137ff •
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history and thus lay a more certain foundation for any further 
studies. Preliminary studies revealed a problem within this 
third alternative and this has been pursued. By examining the 
so-called "fall" In Marxian doctrine and compering it with the 
Fall In classic Christianity, (not only in a superficial end 
formal 6ense, but in the sense of the plaoe of the event in each 
system) It is Intended to contribute to a more precise definition 
of the relation between Christian and Marxian conceptions of 
history.

ii
This field of study has been well worked over and at first 

glance appears fruitless. However, it de rinds re-appraisal 
because (l) it has seldom if ever had the prevailing pre
suppositions examined, and (2) it is in an area of work which 
now i ooses an additional task upon Christian Apologetics.
(l) The survey in Chapter I will reveal that the assumption 
of a parallelism of doctrines in Marxism and Christianity is 
invoked more to explain certain facts than because of facts.
The religious traits of Marxism and the desire to speak a 
prophetic messape to the Church - to impress upon it its 
responsibility for social issues and its past failures - both 
of these lead theologians to view Marxism as a Christian heresy 
or a secularized version of it, caused by Christianity's failure 
in the social sphere. Enemies of both religion and Communism
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stigmatise them by asserting their kinship. All start from the 
assumption of a kinship but few try to define it or show its 
historical origins. By questioning this assumption and defining 
it more precisely, new light is thrown upon this well-ploughed

• * . I • . * ■ l , ,* , . V .*■
field: by taking account of a neglected "corner”, the angle of 
vision of the whole field is affected and a new view is needed 
to be adequate to all the facts.
(2) There is now a new task for Christian Apologetics which 
goes beyond the traditional handling of purely academic problems 
for trained minds acquainted with the subject matter handled.
This task is that of safe-guarding the accuracy and clarity of 
the popular understanding of the issues between Christianity and 
the secular world. It is imposed by the fact of mass communication 
media that reach the whole of the population (books9 magazines, 
radio, television), compulsory education, and democratic 
institutions. Apologetics must examine and revise the exposition 
of issues which are either used or apt to be used by the writers 
for the popular press and radio and television. Formulations of 
these issues must be such as to enable the untrained mind to grasp 
the truth of the matter| it must avoid analogies and generalizations 
which may suggest faulty views. Apologetics must demand dear 
and unambiguous statements oof the truth. This is not only the case 
with the non-specialist mind but also with the increasingly 
specialised mind demanded of many professional people; they do not 
have the opportunity for the broad and flexible education of 
former generations. In the field of this thesis, touching as it
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does such living issues, it is doubly imperative that Christian 
Apologetics demand a presentation of the issues which will 
adequately portray the truth for all readers*

iii

Several explanatory remarks arc in order regarding the 
intent and scope of the thesis. The primary intent of the study 
is to contribute to a factual and precise definition of the 
relationship between the systems of Christianity and Marxism.
The scope of this study is the historical or genetic relationship 
and the structural and functional similarities of the respective 
doctrines of the Fall and so-Called "fall". There are many other 
areas, and in fact, other aspects of the area studied here, which 
need investigation. Ciere is especially a need for an examination 
of the daily propaganda of the Communist Party as it appeals to 
people, of the responses of people to these appeals and the 
"confessions" of converts to Communism, to determine whether 
there is any evidence of the motiv of "paradise lost - paradise 
regained" on this popular level of thought. Only then could this 
question be considered adequately covered. In addition, on the 
broader question, there is a need for a critical study of 
similarities between the psychology of Communist life, 
institutions, ideological developments and problems, and their 
counterparts in Christianity. This study, however, is limited 
to the historical, and to the structural and functional relation
ship of the doctrines of the Fall and so-called "fall" in Marxism.
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Reference is made in Chapter I to the varied uses made of
the religious interpretation of Marxism. Since the writing of
that chapter incidents continue to occur in which well-informed
men and women of firm Christian convictions assert naively that
there is a dose similarity between the Christian and Communist
systems and ideals* It is as Professor E*P. Dickie has written
of the easy comparisons of the communism of the early church and
modern communism: "So many people say, lightly and unthinkingly,
’After all I suppose that the first Christian Church practised 

2communism*”1 The uncritical assumption that Communism is a 
religion —  the modern version of Christianity, or a Christian 
heresy —  haseeveraL possible effects upon the person holding it* 
He may on the one hand, easily accept the Marxist view of the 
world and life, or if a committed Christian, at least fail to 
comprehend the depth of the issue and the true challenge of 
Communism and its seriousness* On the other hand, if on ardent 
exponent of Christianity, the West, the American way of life, or 
democracy, his thought and influence will be either insipid and 
Ineffectual or it will be dangerously fanatical and reactionary. 
There is no safe usage of easy generalisations and analogies in 
the light of thoir potential impact upon the non-specialist mind*

To see just how misleading the incorrect usage of words and 
terminology can be, ono need only consider the claim that Marxism

- V -
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is a Christian heresyt heresy "• • .presupposes loyalty to the
essential tenet or tenets of the creed whose strictly orthodox

3 .form is rejected, while communism repudiates Christianity and
its doctrines. To use such a term then, one must do a
considerable reinterpretation of religion to make it a term to
describe human experience end reactionsf regardless of their
object- Rather than do this, is it not better to use terms such
as: "quasi-religion”, Tlseculor-religion", or "religious type of

4experience”? Several have urged this restriction.
It is not to be inferred that the attack upon the validity 

of the thou^it of a number of theologians on a specific point 
constitutes an attack upon their entire viewpoint • The writer 
appreciates the basic intention of many of these thinkers, that 
the Church be self-critical Instead of self-ri^iteous as regards 
social Issues, and that the Church be conversm t with all the 
aspects and realities of life about it. However, he feels that 
the Church cannot engage in the conflict of ideas and the struggle 
for the minds of men if it is armed only vlth cliches, unexamined 
assumptions and generalizations often originating in the secular 
world- Scholarship must free the Christian mind for an encounter 
with the facts of the case, both historical aid contemporary. It 
must enable the Christian mind creatively and independently to

3* A.C. Knudson, Basic Issues in Theology. 208-209? cf.
J* Pelikan, "The Marxist Heresy! A Theological Evaluation'', 
Religion in Life, XIX, 356-358 for such a serious usage of it.
4# Cf. E.A. Burtt, Types of Religious Philosophy, 398; C. Lowry, 

Connunism and Christ, 9, 13? Prof. E.P. Dickie in class lecture, 
25/2/58, urged this limitation of the word religion to its original 
meaning*



analyse t criticise, and contribute to the solution of, modem 
problems, bound only by its allegiance to Christ its Lord add 
the truth.

iv
The bibliographical Abbreviations” give the shortened forms 

of certain titles which are much used. The first names or initials 
of the classic writers (theologians, philosophers, and Marxists) are 
given only in the main bibliography” • This bibliography” contains 
only those works used in the text of the thesis and does not include 
those titles cited or quoted from the works found in the Biblio
graphy. Also excluded f*om the Bibliography are a number of works 
cited from Marx’s reading excerpts or listed in the "Inventor” of 
the Morx-Engels manuscripts: only if the books themselves were 
used, ore they listed. Obviously mmy works were read thoroughly? 
partially, or merely scanned, in the course of the study for the 
thesis. The writer feels that it would be pointless to burden the 
Bibliography with these. Also, the various Individualworks 
whether books, articles, or treatises, of the classic writers 
have not been given. These will be found in the text and the 
footnotes while the Bibliography contains only those books or 
publications needed to find them
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C H A P T E R  I

maopuarcoi ahd thesis t m t m m

A persisting fhct of the twentieth century Christian 
comprehension of the Marxist view of history is spitodosft 
in the following quotations of recent nod influential origin* 
In 1953 Alnodnir MacIntyre snids

• •• t&rxisa ie the fona under which the concepts of 
traditional Christianity hnvc entered into the 
conteoporary world*
Coatsunias is in fact the fora under which ouch 
strains in Christian thinking os wore relevant hod 
to enter the nodcrn worlds and becauoe Oomunion 
wna religion it was open to the corruptions which 
oluoys beset political religions*
nictilorly, l̂ nrs: inherits through Hegel n Christian 
interpretation of hiotory in tcrae of conflict 
sad reconciliation.*

1 *  Alnednir Maclntyref ttn r x io c  o n  Interprotntioni 
15y XC7t 7*
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In 19*39 Rcihhold Hiebuhr soldi
Marxism la a secularised version of Cbriatinn-ecctt'rian 
apocalypse which oxprccoco a perennial hope of 
mmakind to break through the perennial maLiguitioo of 
history nyd establish a kingdom of porfoot brotherhood 
on earth*2

Another American, Frank Vilcon Price, wrote in 19971

In Marxism, matter in notion beoocaco a god* the 
proletariat ere the new ohoecn people | m m  fell 
froa primitive innocence when he von corrupted by 
private ownership* the most r̂ ricvouo Bin, nd in 
fact the unpardonable oin, ie exploitation; the 
revolutionary blood of the proletariat taken the 
place of Christ*o saving blood| the state is 
almighty* Marx and Tngcle and Lenin have be cone 
a trinity incarnating the truth, and their 
writings hove become infallible sacred scriptures*
**• *•« Heaven io to be sought, not in heaven, but 
on earth* The dialectical process of history 
supplants the providence of Cod* *•• The universality 
of non is to be realised tbrou/*i a world-wide 
ocoounist ccdesla, and s classless society is the 
coning kingdoms

And in September I960, J*H* Cnasron stated on tho BBC
Third Programme i

The power of the Marxist myth lies in its being a 
myth of sin, suffering, and redenptio • The Fell 
in Marxian io the transition ffon primitive 
corrtunieo to olaos society• ••* The redemption, in 
the fulness of tine, io the work of the meet 
suffering door of modem society, the proletariat* 
and through the passion of the proletariat mankind 
ponses into communion, a return to nan1© primitive 
Integrity but at a higher level* Death 1© swallowed 
up in victory or, if with the Marxists you prefer the 
categories of the Hegelian logic, the negation is 
negated* It is the power of this myth th^t has made

2* R* Hiebuhr, The Godly and The Ungodly* 44*
3. Frank ilaon Price, Mors Meets Chrlat, 137-130.
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of Harxlso fos m  mnny What Mnrx himself enid of 
religions •the heart of a hc rtlcoc world*
These etotcmento, made by respected scholars for both

scholar and non-scholar, represent a major trend in Christian
interpretations of Hernia* CocsBuniem. Many wore citation©
could be made, fron other languages, which would bear out
thio assertion (and will bo node when the particular problon
is sot forth « This is a trend which is finding acceptance
outside the theological wo rid. ̂ In addition there is a host
of superficial popularisations of this interpretation which
is absorbed by the ©o-cnllod ,torn In the street”. Thus n
fellow student In Scotland has said that certain of his
acquaintances who were members of the Gosmniet Party felt
thoaselvco to be religious and felt that Mars was in the
Christian tradition— a view they would not get fron the
publications of the Party! Or again, when others have
learned of the field of this study their first enquiries
Invariably revolve around the question of parallels between

4+ J*K. Cameron, 'Agents and Victims'’ ( ’fhe Hew left in 
Britain - III”), ictc,^ LXXV, Ho. 1643 (Sept. 32, I960) 
460. Cameron is not a theologian but believes that the 
classic Christian thinkers arc relevant to our nodera life*
5* Cf* Robert V. Daniels, The Mature of C unlqp (1962), 

who use© the religious inter :rotation a© one of severs! keys 
to the understanding of Marxian Car monism. lie soys*
CoaauniOD bg a faith is Christianity brought down to 
earth” (326).
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airiotinn and Marxist doctrine* not around the question of 
the actual heritage of tterx or of the actual content of 
hi© teaching* It would appear th t this is the result of so 
ouch superficial writing. For the non-specinliet in this 
field it has a fascination which deadens genuine enquiry end 
understanding* appeals to naive idealise* and results in 
faulty points of view*

The religious interpretation of Marx is used for
g

oany purposes* os one writer has noted* The ©oonunist Party 
□cohere mentioned above furnish odd example of ite use* Heart 
to their position is that of those who feel that Qonrcunien 
and Christianity are essentially the oaoc or that Oonrunioo
is 'more Christian than Christianity itself* as Professor

7Dewick has said of Professor John r&cMurray* On the other 
hand the comparison of Ooraounlsa and Christianity may he so 
interpreted as to disolee some of the reel significance of 
Cotinjunisn while perceiving certain very inportrnt aspects 
of it* Gustav Vetter* in his recently translated book 
appears to do this* Shoving the ramy parallels and points

6. ChorlcB wwt, S H HHlflRJrtLtfw «•
7. E.C. Bewick, The . Q & m i m  Altitude to Other B. Union., 35, 

His reference is to MncMurray’s 0? cntivi Society* P2ff. anil to 
The Clue to HlOtory, S06 (of, 35, note 4 of icfc . It f**>uld 
be mid* however* that MaeMurrny seen both Coaouniso and 
Christianity os deficient and in need of a dialectical 
transformation (cf* Croat--iv. aocfc-.y* 143-144)* Cf. also*
Martin D#Arcy, Co; zzirilm  and Ch^Btianlty* 5t-39* on the 
various viewpoints concerning the relation of Christianity
and Marxian Conounism.



of similarity bet' oen the two syotene, he soys that in spite 
of these there can be no reooneilintion because the ultinate
basic of m r x l m  llee In the will which seeks to dismiss

0God, This io certainly an important and valid aspect of 
ftaSKiflHh’ ite promethean hunnnioo-~but one feels that thio 
ie not the whole of the Marxian Communist impctuo and that 
it io perilous to approach the problem oe though it were*
One oust assume certain points of contact because of the 
existence of a comon factor* modern non, Idle world and 
hie problems. The denial of a possibility of reconciliation 
oust not obseuro this which is also one of the most 
important of the sources of Marxian Oomaunlon'e ori gin end 
power*

The foot of the problem of modem man and his society 
points to one of the tacks ofChriotinnsi the analysis of, 
end ministry to, this aspoot of life* If the Marxian 
"religion Is accepted as a pseudo-Christian frith which 
needs only certain dialectical chnn es, the Chriotinn is 
likely to accept the Marxian analysis of society and fail 
in his responsibility to make a fresh analysis which at

- 5 -

6* 6* wetter, Dialectical Materialism, £60* of, also, 
I.H. BochonBfcl, Bey, 
t SatcridiagBiSi 124-126*



least takes account of present day developments (whether
either a f'Christian” or a scientific analysis is possible

> 9 or not)#
The work of Charles t’oct hns been mentioned in 

references several tiaeot this might well be considered a 
new trend in Christ! n intorprctntione of Marxism which 
ought to be purouoti# Vest asounce the religious interpretation 
of Marxism but does not dwell upon it# 'lie method i© a 
pnviantic approach which socles to evaluate the various 
interpretations of, and x\ oronse© to, Marxism in terms of 
their value to people who oust live under Comnunist rule 
and who taunt witness to their Corasunierfc neighbors and rulers. 
This is a right direction# Ho amount of pure anti Comuniso, 
or purely academic understanding of Marxian Ooomuniot 
principles will meet either the problem of modem life or 
the threat of Coosunisn# Renee the fascination end fomalien 
of the religious interpretation oust be kept to a minimum 
and thi Christ inn mind and conscience kept free for a 
creative encounter with rodcm life and the Oonnunist 
challenge*

It has been seen that there are dangers in on

~  6 -

9* Charles h’eot, op# cit*# 20, note 1, notes that most 
Christian socialists hnve discarded Marxism as a scientific 
instrument, in the post-war years; Alexander ‘tiller did not, 
but wo© able to retain it because he oonfuocd a prophetic 
view of 19th C# capitalism with a scientific analysis#



uncritical religious interpretation of Marxian* On the other 
hand* no the work of cot (and others) testifies* there le 
a value in it* ?hcrc is undoubtedly a certain amount of 
secularised Chriotin doctrine in the philosophical heritage 
of Marx* There definitely is an element of religious 
psychology in ouch of the response to Cbmnunlsn* Certainly 
the ChurCh* in varying degrees in various countries and 
situations* was remiss in its prophetic responsibility 
regarding society and social evils* It 1b* then* 
necessary to use some form of the religious interpretation 
of Marxism in order to understand it* and in order to 
apprehend correctly the Church's relation to it* The host of 
scholer® iho have rendered great service with this view 
confirms this judgement* But just because there is none 
truth in thio interpretation and because it is fruitful and 
yet has its dangers* It must be refined* criticised* and set 
within proper limits* with ©special regard for n dear 
popular understanding of it*

Therefore* the more general purpose of this Study is to 
seek to contribute to the setting of proper limits to the 
religious interpretation of Marxian as a Christian product

V

or heresy* by n. critical study of the historical origins of
Marxism* and of the elements of Marxian doctrine* As a 
opecific contribution to thie* and to show the fruitfulness of
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such a study, a critique of one particular aspect of the 
religious interpretation ie to be mode# This aspect ie the 
equating of the historical schemes of ManeUtt and Ohrintirnity 
ee regards Original BJ^htcouonoss, the Fell, end Original Sin 
on the one head, and trinitivc Ooocjunioo, the division of 
labour t end private property, on the other# It is intended 
to show that these ore parallel only In a superficial 
analogical sense, have a limited validity, and obscure the 
true theory end spirit of Marxian Cooouniarat the parallel 
interpretation io an inadequate description and also fells to 
take account of historic*! feet# It Is hoped that this 
limitation of the religious interpretation in its form of 
pomllsl doctrines will help to clafify the picture whi ch is 
given of MaMtaa doctrines and to shift attention to the 
more pragmatic approaches which seek to understand the reel 
force and intention of Marxian Coosa isn and especially 
Christianity *0 task in the modem world#

Unfortunately this study can not at the present be 
concerned with the nans of popular leaflets, pnrphleie, personal 
testimonials, peroonnl reflect ions and reminiscences# These 
would reveal the thinking and concepts involved in the actual 
popular understand-ng of, and acceptance of, Marxism#
Certainly much of the classic Marxist literature has been so 
used (hence the validity of this study for this facet of the



problem also), but there is undoubtedly ouch relevant 
material of the former typo nvrdlnblc for the investigator* 
However t m  ore fsced with the problem of understanding 
established Comunion m  well m  the process of Its 
eotnbliohacnt end for this purpose the classic Marxist 
writings represent a significant body of ideas* hatevor 
religious ideas are brought with them# convert© who nr© to 
riso to importance in the Forty must soon discard them and 
think in the traditional pattern*

She next otep in introducing the study ic to consider 
briefly the history of the religious interpretation of ? tarsi on 
and the v rloue foms that it takes,

11,
Perhaps one of the earliest religious interpretations of

Marxism is that reported in impels9 writings against Kugen
Duehriug (1076)i

Incidentally, Her* JXaehrin considered that he hod 
brouciit the 'negation of the negation sufficiently 
into contempt by choraerfceriaia it os a copy of the 
old fable of original sin and redemption*** e

This attempt to discredit Marxism by acaocintlng it with 
religion Is s tactic not yet forgotten by certain anti-

10, Anti-Puehring (Bnglish odition, Moscow, 1955)# 213*



religious thinkers.11 Duffing the pro- orld nr X yenrs there
appear to fcrffli been a nunber of writers who noted the religious
charoctcristico of oocinlism find who sought to explain this
phenomenon by ©xaminin r the history of cofanunieo among the
CStrietirn sects. The work of Belfort Box, and Karl Kautsky
suggest t is, though Eauteky would not have said that Hrrxisn 

12was a roll-ion. rdunrd Bernstein noted Engels • ontlmsinocj
for the primitive state of men and srid that r^ols described the

13formation of the State m  v ... einc Art Ouendcnfall ...
In 1906 nlleans published an article on the religious

14character of socialism* Also, very early in the present
century B# Croce characterised the major historic 1 forces of
cooiuuniSD, author! torianisr, libemlira, CctholidLan and

Itenocrscy m  religious '. *' This interpretation hns continued

11* Cf. a quotation used by G. ‘otter (oi . cit., 554-^55; 
from a review of hie book by n Ctociol-Dcnocrrtic organ* The 
reviewer otrceccs the similar "states of soul" of the militant 
Catholic and the bolshevik agitator* Cf* also H* Fyfe,
Conmunism as Religion", hibbort Journal* XUX (1950-1;, 67 12.
12. Soe 't,Hordern, a^,qtla^tgl..qMngigffii rjad jiljrtor̂ , 50, 

note 15» and E* Eautsky, Bis Vorlaoufer dec neucrcn 
Sosialiome (2 volumes)• ................  ""
13# IS. Bernstein, '’Beaerkungcn uebcr Engel’s Ursprung 

der Pnollie", Socinllstischc Honntco fiofte (190c), 452#
14. v# fonbart»o bibliography in Per SoslnligpuB. 439.
15. Richard V* Burks, ftA Conception of Ideology for Historians"

In Journal of ?hc History of Idcne, X (1549, 190. He refers
to Croce, »lo or, cf Europe In The nineteenth cntnnr.



on into the recent decodes, re the writings of Grrl Booker

(5M »<ggsgte,^iaf..^. .^8P-iM^Saifi£8 ft9») ■ *  *• Voofelin 
(Ole sollUachen Hgligtoawi (1939) lndioate. The Stonaor 
applied it to the 10th Century r.nlif$tenacnt philosophers 
end the latter applied it to Fasciae, Oonrcunion, and Boston# 
Professor Dewick used it nloo in The Christian Attitude to

Qfta t . .w s a s M  (1955).17
The nuooinn October Revolution of 1917 cron tod a Oooountst

power whose prccenoe called forth interpretation, exploration,
and criticism, no well no providing new aatcrlnl for oaaparloona
Frits Cerlnch, In X>«r Kotrmniaaia »lo Lehrc voq 1000-lcghrlgen
TiClch (1980/ attempted to tmoe a line f m  Chriotinn ctiilinatic
thought through Arndt, Coccejuo, Dponor, and £inocndorf to the

10Gernon Xdeolioto ana thcnoo to Marx* In 1924 M a r t ' s  work
appeared with nn j nolysic of the mythical element os the dynnnic
power in socialism and describing it os a oceol r vcroion of
the older Christian and Jewish chilinsn and hope for the return

19of a loot paradise* This he traces through Itore, Morollyf

16* Ibid*, l t M
17* E#C* ©wick, op• cit<t 5*6,9,11—12»
18# E# Thier, ’*Etappen dcr ^^interpretation" t in 

:tnrgiso ostudien (1954 •, pp* 12-15#
19# Coobart, ou# cit»# 317ff#



owl Rousr eau no taking the tom of the property question, re 
well oc showing the view that property le sin in nrny of the 
sectarians#

In theological circles two significant men were H. Bcrdyoev 
and Prul illich. Both were at once Christian philoeophere and 
theologians end they exci ted © groat influence u;on the 
theologica l thoug ht concerning Marxist Ctoonurlon. Berdyaev 
wrote with the experience of the Hussion Revolution and 
Bolshevik state behind him, having been exiled only in 1922, 
and hnvin been a aeabcr of a roup of Harriets discredited 
by Lenin about 1900 for their rcll'ioue views# Tillich was 
versed in the philosophy of ̂ croon Idenlion nd was confronted 
by the post-war Ccrorm situation with its unemployment nnd 
Conmuniot versus anti-Oooiauniot otrurrlc# In 1953 his influence 
was felt in the United States when he was exiled by Ilitler#
He was a friend of another influential exponent of the religious 
interpretation of Harxia , Hcinhold Hicbuhr#

In %itain in the 1930fe tills interpretation developed in 
the confrontation with the problems of the depression, th© 
existence of a Bol she vile state, and th© rise of Fascism and 
liasicaa# Two co-opemtive volumes give on idea of th© whole 
oovecenti CEnintionit:: and the Grieio (cd# by BcniM*, 195: } 
and airistmnlty M  the Social Revolution (cd# by John lewis, 
Karl Polanyi, and Donald Kit chin, 1935 )• John Middleton tterry

- 12 -



was another in t' io movement (The Necessity of OorxraniflP:
Heaven and Earth* 1930). John MfccHurmy wee certainly the 
clearer thinker and one who sought to give nn explanation 
of the relation between Christianity and Marxism (in the

article in Ongi&^BkSSLSSA & SL&S&83L SflflWfeB nnd ** hl° 
book Creative Society • Maty of these writers were assuming a 
similarity and/or cone kind of alliance between Christianity 
and CocDuniso.

Following orld or XX there has been a fresh outpouring 
of studies of Christianity and Marxism, the really cigni leant 
studies being done on the Continent, especially by Gercra 
Protestants, French existentialists, and Catholics from nil 
countries (predominantly F r e n c h ) T h e  moot persistent 
exponents of the religious interpretation of Marxism are the 
German Protestants whose works are cont Inod in Eforxiqnuo 
etudion (1954, 1957) • Rtreoeing the Henolian heritage of 
Kant, they seek to find fundamental points of contact from 
which to witness to the Communist bloc and from which self* 
criticism and eolf-arderstnndini: of the test as well as 
criticism of the Fast »ny proceed.^1 Frich ‘‘‘hicr io one of 
the most prominent of this group end has boon preparing a 
full study of the relation of Qurlstlanity to Marxism, and

20. Cf* Jenn-Yvee Calves, I*\ Ecnscc dc Karl Marx (1917 , 
especially his bibliography* Of* also Krich Frcmn, 
t'nrx’o Gppocpt of R p* 1, note 1 ff.
21. I^jrxispusrtudlop (1954), Vi - ix.



*  22 of the development mid tranoforo lions of Mnrxiera itself.
Studies written in the English language hove been fewer

but there ore W in d  worth nentioninc. Alnodnir t4nelntyre
in Marxism An Interpretation (1953) has availed htaself of
ouch of the continental scholarship. Karl Loewith, cm exile
from Germany for a ramfcer of years (but now again there) hoe
published Meaning io history (1948) in which ho uoes the rellrlous
interpretation of Hnrxicn. In the post several years there ore
alms of a deepening interest in the norol and religious
backgrounds of Mnrx among non-theological writero. iric From*
forx'c. Concept of Mon (1961) pal B.C. Tucker, nnd
rtyth in Karl Meant (19611 both earhaeloc this sid. of Marx ond
pre^ouppose sone forta of the religious interpretation.
Robert Daniels, The Nrture of Oorrainlaa (1962 sokes use of this
facet of Cooounioo no one of a number of its traits. And ono
Aooricon reviewer of Ti cker’s book said tfeet it gave foundation
in tho early writing of Marx "... for the increasing!: often
encountered thesis that Marxist Cocnunlon is really religious
in nature, a kind of Christian heresy.’*

The most significant characteristic of these studies
spanning half s century io their increasing concreteness of

20. E. Thl*r, ^>iS,MgaBg m W . 4 dee.Jutygcn jtegS (1957)# 
n paper cover edition of the introducti n to his 1950 
edition of the Marxian manuscripts of 1044*
23* Rene D.V. Mlliaiaeont Tic Journal of Politico. XXIT

(1962), 593.

-  14 -



the interpret^ tions of the religious nature of Morxism and 
especially of its dependence upon the Judneo-Cliriolirn 
tradition# Definite accounts of the development of Marx's 
thought replace mere nnalo ice and vngue historical 
references# Yet, in spite of this, nan:' publications still 
continue to show a wide variety of areas of comparisons and 
explanation&• This suggests that opart from the fact of the 
Christian theological influence upon Germsn Idealism which 
Marx inherited, most o: the accounts are merely attempts to 
explain the religious characteristics of Marxian Conmunisa# 
The following summary of the various comparisons end their 
©xplaarti ns confirms this#

Hi.
There nr© several types of comparisons of Marxism as a 

rcl l;ion with Christianity end Judaism sone writers ug© one 
type while others combine several# More it is not possible 
to work out a precise classification of each writer but an 
attempt is and© to ehov the diversity of such oooporioonr and 
time to indicate the ne d for caution in using them#
1# A Coi,Tporison o_ The Pl>cnoncnn of Marxism with Those of

This type of comparison notes the psychological, 
institution 1 and methodological pheno: ©nn common to both 
Marxism and Christianity#

- 15 -
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(a) Pey.cte.lfiglcrl S&t&PJ
Fnnrvticiora, intolerance of other religions or viewpoints, 

as -well as the complete surrender of self to the cause of 
Oomunion, ere ooaraonly taken to be on expression of the 
religious nature of Oonounisn. Also, the.r-pô chologicrl 
implications of ouch phenomena ao public "confessions" end 
"repentance*1 of "sins agninst the Btrtc or Party any bo 
included in this type*^

<*> IdoqlQaf .aRd, ftaSE*
Oorreegonding to these psychological traits are the 

doctrinal claims of the Oormuniet Party and ideology upon its 
adherents* The doctrine olaios to be a total world view 
embracing nil aspects of life, poeocooing the Obsolete truth, 
and desiring the whole soul of Dan* Xt is also a nisnionary 
□oveoent, seeking to spread its doctrines to nil lands and

2 5conditions of men* Only & religion possesses such claims* '

24# Cf* H. Lnoki, ConauTdcp, 51-531 246* H. Pyfe* op. cit**
67-72} John C. Bennett, QMlotl M l  Coaauniccb 21-22}
51-34} John MacHurroy, ^Centlvc .Society, ??-23,28|
Ouadon, Dolshovisa* 3-4 i million Hordern, Christianity*
OSHBlTdflP jM
25. Cf. H. M d ,  op. cit.* 51-53$ 2461 M* Bpinkr, Christianity 
onf^nt* l&f.t 166ff.| John Bernott, o ^  clt*, 34|
N* Berdyaev, "The Religion of CocnuniGEi" In ter/ :;n in Orders
Bo* 6, 07- 3, IRuooian Religious Pwrofadlaar^in Ibid*, 40-41, 
and -Co aanlot «Vculorion" in S&j&tepfag *»*. ?be ..flfraftflt 
(ed. i)enrnc*r , 564—5651 fe'* Gurian, op. cit** 64—66* 220—221.2* 6*P41i 
Robert C. Tutfltor, mioaoBhy aafl... Jtetfe. In Koyl Hrr», 2P.



In addition to the psychology of the Communist nind m d  
the claims of its ideology there is often noted the similarity 
of the institutions of Christianity end Oonaunion* It has 
its hierarchy, its scriptures, its interpreters, its cults, 
its heresies and heresy trials, itgaorelity, its symbols, and 
its festivals end pilgrl ages*

In tide type of comparison, attention is dram to the 
siilsrity or pnmllelioo of certain concepts in diristlanity 
find Marxism. Some of the most important of such concepts 
or© given below.

(a! LjlMSZ.2S2SS.

Corresponding to the Judaoo-Chrletlaa God there is a
power beyond the individual or even a particular society which
contends the loynlty and trust of men* This Is variously
defined net non, social non or the collective, abstract hurra
labour, the dialectic, anttcr-in~ootion, the economic process, 

27history. The similarity of the determinism of Marxism end

26. Of. Losklt 0P» cit». as cited above and aleo, 191-192,194| 
W. Spinkn, op. cit*, 1C <3-169; N. Berdyaev, Russian Religious 
Physchologs’’, op* cit*. 40—41f G. 'otter, op. cit., 559-5G0; 
Frank ilson Price, Marx Meets Christ, 137.
27. H. liiebulir, The n- -urc and Destiny of Man.I«47. and 
Faith and UistoryT 239; Hordern, op, cit., 15;
K. Berdyaev, "Ooarsmlst Secularism', op. cit,. 579-: 0;
F. Jslekat, Vo® escn des Gel eow in ttnr:dm.icctiKlicn (1994 } y 
0. otter, on* cit** 558-559; R»C. Fucker, op. cit*. 2: •

- 17 -



of Calvinism has been noted also."
(b) A ttoUr-r View ox History.

Both eyoieua tnkc history sariouaLy't for the Christian, 
history le the scone of the activity ond revelation of the 
supari-historicr> 1 Goa, the point at which man and God meetf 
for the W\rxlet, lilstory is all of reality- or oil reality is 
historic.'and & knowledge of history supplies the necessary 
knowledge of life, further, the view of history is sinilar in 
its structurei it has a beginning# a centre, and an end} 
it is an irreversible and unique process whose end and 
;>iar̂ oso coincide. Often it is said that there is a rFhHri at
the beginning which plunges the uholc oouro© of history into

29evil which is overcoat, at the end.

(«) A.
Thcxe is a strong sense of the "troubles of the tines" * 

m u  Is not as he should be* end "sin" la seen In self-interest.

20

tie coopr a cod .lion to Luthoronien nnd’̂XTTunlan to 
Cnlviulsu with its greater intellectual clarity end predolon, 
and seyst Handoo is* In fa.ot, Onlvinia. secularised..•”
Gf. olso, J. Middleton :Mrry, llpmm. and. Rarth. 367-560,
29. Cf. R. Rlcbuhr* H’-nia-i na cc iia ol ’'- n. X*2!>ff.|

I. Tillich* T e groteotpnt awi. 27<-g79i Ch'trloa Most, op. clt.. 
17-13; Kduord clnoim, Hlctgra ol, nronon&c .po.ct^npe, 143>144| 
Ksrl Hoowith, liconia-Jn Uleto|£. 44-45* W. Stnrt, r o d *  .Theory 
and flhrtotas. Thou/ht 54* A. MacIntyre, eg,, clt., vneqi£j 
W, Hordern, o clt., pnooin; B.C. Tucker, op. clt., 23*
Karl Jaspers, o^_j^l-R.^son In .our Tina, --g.



exploitation* the property system* ideological thinking* nnd 
30the state. ryhe reoult of this is a oonse of ninoion and 

struggle, of catastrophic events in which a minority group* 
the Party, the Proletariat, or the Party elite carry 
forward the struggle and make the sacrifices. This gives 
a mythical power not otherwice obtainable for a purely 
scientific theory nnd comparable to religious taesoianiBn*-'1 

ProFhetiaa.
Mruqy writers h ve seen Vvrxlm an a prophetic protest 

against modern thought and society* ttrrx is said to have been 
in rebellion against the? abeolutlsod and un-human (or inhuman 
systems of Hegelianism, bourgeois Christianity, or an industrial
ism based upon classical coo nonice* A quotation from Charles 
’ ecrt epitonioec this view at its beoti Tillich's basic view 
of Hnrx wno • as a prophet standing on the spiritual 
foundation of a bourgeois society* and the socialism which be 
founded as ’prophecy on the grounds of an autonomous* self-

30* Of* H* Berdyaev* Religion of Conanunico,1> in op* d t ** 
t-*4. mmA &-~'lnrUm" in op* dt.* 575,577, and

Revolution. 156-1,7 (on I*nln).
45| C. Vetter, op. dt., 5591

r 2 4 e

31. Cf. 13. Berdyaev, Oetamnlet Sccularison in op. clt*.
564-565y J* BMmsttf op* clt** 44 (on both Russian.and Conmunlst 
MeooicnisnOy K* Spinka, op* cit.* 166| R. TTlebuhr, Faith, nnd 
i.is ory, 238ffy R* Toewith, op. clt** 44—45f J* WLddleton rlurry* 
Heaven and Forth* 3*55-3:7* 349| H.-D. endlond, op. d t **
21fV$20, 2F6-22 iy K* Jaspers, oj). clt** 9-10; R*C* Tucker, op* d t * 
231 A* Ahlberg* ’I scato3o*gisci,e Motive des Hantienus”, 
hcorin. XV, 1-16.

at Ja>,Of. also* K* Loewith, op.
aid R.C* Tucker* op. cit*



contained world*.’
- 20 -

3 • Kiplpaatioiia of the Sinilrxltleo.
There; btg several widely used account© of the source© of 

the Judneo-Chrietton religious traits of Marxian Oornunion.
Many writer© use several of these (Berdyaev for exnnple *

(* 9 1 M ft J.*?iBAaiigThe Hupnn Mind*
Berdyaev, in interpreting 3olshevitaa as well nr Marx,

use© the concept that nan is s religious being whose religion
ary take various forae but that it will never disappear* This
religious nature woe trained by centuries of Christian discipline
and ideals and hence* though receiving a different content in

35
Oorsaunlan, has ©any o f  the structural 3bnsa and ideals*

In the cr ee of HussIp , this CSuristien spirit becnoo perverted 
by the religious conflicts and by the inhuman conditions 
associated with the Church, resulting in a reaction ngrinst 
suffering which iteelf suffered but did not understand this

32# C* west, op* cit** 91$ he quotes fro© Tillich, Pl^
Social!stioche rntschoidung (1933), 06$ cf* also in ’West's 
book, 1 -19,20,23* Of* also: K* hcinaim, op* cit*. 143-144$
J. niddleton Mum'. £i£_il< v . g U & J M R U B 5
K* Loewitb, op* cit*, 43$ R* Riebuhr, ’Christian Politics and 
Conmunist Religion1, in Christianity and tho Social Revolution, 
461-463,471, Faith and History, 241-242$ M# Spinkn, op* d t ** 66, 
says Mnrx, Engels, Lenin, Stnlin are prophets* J*C* Bennett* 
op* cit** 46-47$ R*C* Tucker, o p* cit.* 2-25*
33. B. Ikrdjftcv, Thp Ort/Ana o£Tta. 170, 

"GBasuntSt Scculnriaf, op* cit*, 566-567t cf. Hordern, op* cit** 16$ 
Mnrx owed ixioh of his passion for ©oci j. justice to the fact of 
living in the Judaeo-Ghristian tradition surrounding hin$ 
cf. 57 also*



21

condition of life* it become a doflnnt athclen sad humanism.
34This wns coupled vith the Russian national bcsnirnicsn.

This io merely a prrtioulrr application of the more general 
thesis that Marxism is the reaction against the failure of 
Christianity to meet the problems of mankind in the nodcm
vorld and its tendoncy to ally Itself with the established

35powers*

(b) ]£23LlgJ^a, SgiteCTaia*
Marx* a Jewish background is often cited as the source of 

his moral Indignation and his messlrnic and oschntolorical 
fervours this influenced him unoonecicualy. It io also
said that Hoses Hoes influenced hire in the direction of 
es^mto logical thought

34. H. Berdyaev, Russian Religious Psychology and 
Conaunlstlc Atheiaa", In Eoarg. !■•: Oydtari Ho. 6, 5-49, p.edot 
of. also, V# Gurirn, op. cit.. 5, and re salmi I# von Kologi'iwoi 
in, Pie tfrtsahwife Iftft folschiwliBui, 3 f£ia, ^  Bennett, 
op. cit.. 44, who uses the idenjof a nrtionnl measlnios.
35* Cf. A* MacIntyre, op. cit.. who tagtamiats this, 

ea- -otaiy chapter lj H. tnmur, JjgUdsajgLVft qyl.qttsg 
Faith, 142| R. tliebu r, Faith onu History. £41~24Pi
’Christian Politics pad Cornuniot ftelitTion ’, in Christianity 
and ?hc Socjnl ncvolut^oa44g-<7g. coped U y  460~  6 1, 4ft,
J. Bonnctt, op. cit., 4Cff.

36. Cf. K. Poeuith, op. cit.» 44} Cftcrleo Lowry, 
Cogarainim a  nnd Christ. 26~£7, 32,175} H.O. food, op. cit..
13-14} Toynbee, A Study of History (Socsacrvilie’s nbrl<lp©rxmt 
399-400, quoted by M.B. Foster in Og!^^s^.mth n^d 
Christian Faith (cd. Hnckinnon,, 91.
37. F. Shier, Dcs Hknechenbilfl dog Jur̂ pen Krrx. 61.



(o) The J&voraloa of J.c-4r,h aad agiatfem Poctarlan.
Closely related to both of the previous explanations 

1© the explaintion often given that Mrrx, consciously or 
unconsciously, inverted the Jud? *eo-Christian theology nnd 
hence retained way of it© foroo categories. Hcnoe he

i " L  _ .. _hne a "fnll '. b ra®80inrdc clnco, the reotoretlon the loct 
porodise on ©srtfc instead of in heaven, a”godM, and various

Joother counterparts to Jewish or Christian doctrine.

(d) H ie Influence of Goronn Idealism*
Hie previous view is often treated with more discrimination 

by tracing Mars's Christian traits to his intellectual birthplace, 
German Ideplim, which had already seoulorifced Christ! n 
doctrine or re-interpreted it. Hegel and Feuerbach are 
especially import *nt to tlds interpretstion.' Hie doctrine
of property as oliemtion and the equivalent of Original Sin
(and its oriî ln an the Fnll) is traced from Rousseau to

40liegel to Iter*.
iniî niit ^  mn mm m  ,    > - ■ i ■ i i i ii ri it  nn i  - ~ - i i . _ i. . u f  i - r - -  -  r  n- it — -  ■ ■ »jm  nr i [ r m it  r

38. Cf. Lovry, o . cit.. 25-27; Loewith, op. cit.» 2,111, 
nnu passim (his view ia that all modem p ilosophles of
history are merely inverted or secularised fbtras of Christian 
philosophy of history); R* Rlebuhr, ’Christian Politic© and 
Coanunlst Kelinion" in hrinti nlty ary’ the rQ'l l Ptvolutlcn* 
401-462; Faith undHistory, >
If 231 Bennett, o;;̂  cit., 4Gxf«} Tucker, op. cit.. 21,2; ,23, 
who docs however ace that it comes through German Tde^liso.
39. Cf. QpihSm, op. cit.. 130ff; Deitlyoov, "‘Religion of 

Cot25uniO0f- in o p. cit.. 82-U3I A. MacIntyre, op. cit.# chs.
XZ,XZZt J. Hacflurrny, Creative So lety, 90-91|
‘Tusker, oi» cit., baoco hie thesis on fen's German 
Idcnlietic horitny^ •
40. P. Dclolmt, op. cit., 61.



(e) Classical conooice aa an Inverted Theioa«
Several writers have traced certain of the religious

trait© of Marxism to el^eoicol economics which asserted the
41autonomy of economic life* mnkinr it a substitute for God*

(f)

The Christian sectarian heritor© in philosophy of history
and ms regards the evil ofproperty has been emphasised by

42both Niebuhr and Tillich* TV is heritage presumably cones 
through French oocilista.

jfronrko on "ho survey of '•.ypcB of Conprxlcona.
There arc both sound and fruity arguments cwong all those 

types of oomporiso c. Kcny are related to* or coincide with, 
others* and hence their multiplicity per se does not render 
them imr lid* tinny arc in a mthrr nebulous sphere* the 
psychological explanations depending upon ttnrio rrcinl 
background* and Rusoion nr tionrl ooncdousncoo* The 
unconscious is hardly a sphere of historical Investigation* 
though after investigation Xcrwee unexplained gnp® in the 
whole* it mry be invoked*

- 23 -

41* lieimann* op* cit** 143-144; cf* Stark* on* d t *« 
20-29* 32-34, S>2~£3* and Delete t, op* cit** prssjo* 
for n closely related view*
42. Niebuhr, rho Children of Llf»t end V.he .e i l d r o n M  

>xl{«cse, 65-70j Fi lth end lii»tonr, 2?7ff.j The Godly nq1 
The .OAJBffl X,441 Tillich, Th^.A /cntant JXa, ge. Cf.
v. Hordem* o * cit*, who hoc mode the sectarian 
similarities to ;n the basis of the book; set 1 6 ,
21*3Tff*, ear. 38*39t$9*63.



The important result of the survey 1© the impression
thnt the religious interpretation arose because of the need
to account for oertnin phenomenological similarities of
Christianity and Marxism. Since its original usage, it has
been refined and extended and ouch h '© been established by
historical nnd comparative studies, Much solid ground h^s
been found, but it is apparent that eminent scholars do not
ogre*» and moreover, that more popular works continue to

43grasp at every conceivable analogy end similarity. An 
example is the varied explanation of just what constitutes 
the Marxian ‘ god’1* mntter-in-motion, non, collective men, 
history, the dialectic, abstract human labour, CoEanuniao 
itself. Sows of these variations arise from considering 
different periods of M n rx ia a ,  some from imprecise definitions 
of terms (crn, society, labour, all have a common denominator 
man;. But they also indicate that their ortdha lies in the 
need for an explanation, not in the discovery of factual or 
historical relationships between the two systems. In view 
of the liability of popular misunderstanding, it must be 
insisted that only the results of concrete historical and 
comparative studies are permissible.

There is one word of caution or critlclem which should 
be voiced briefly, even though it warrants an exposition not

'3. Cf. Price, on. cit., cf. tlote 3 above} Lowry, on. cit.
29, 32-33,55 (recently re-issued •



possible herei not every similarity or analogy Involve© © 
genetic relationship to Christianity* "Itere ore ocvernl footers 
ranking similar but unrein ted pfcenoraena possible! the* f~et of 
m n hlnaclf being one of the basic factors in ©11 oystone; 
connon tn.sks, i*e* the pronotion of an ideal and the securing 
of adherentof the creation of institutions) the law of 
probability providing n coincidence in number© (godc writer© 
rankc a play on trinitarian schemes • Hence the raany 
similarities and possible ©calories raust be evaluated upon 
the basis of historic 1 research in order to sift the grain 
froc the ohaff. One night well cl air, on the basis of bare 
similarity» that American political parties, labour unions, 
and businessmen * a clubs were but a scculrriaation of American 
religious doctrine©, institutions, and life* The oinilrrity 
of methods, organisations, spirit; the conoem for social 
amelioration (on the part of many churches and clubs , the 
fact of social work being done by churches, union©, nnd 
political wards; the me© race time, moral appeal®, ncosirnic 
ideas, pessimistic evaluations of the situation coupled with 
m  optimistic view of the possibilities for the future; the 
personality cults: all those could bcjused to support such a 
thesis But no one goes beyond noting the influence of 
certain religious ideas upon American life, or asserting th t 
all areas of it are indirectly affected by religion; no one 
cl irae that there secular deportraents of life ©re either

- -



conscious or unconscious inversions or ecculrvrle/'tionB|(af
l

American Christianity in either doctrine or practice* The 
fact ie simply thnt similar tasks, co exlstcnoc in t?e ennc 
society, often tbril membership, these nod other f~oete of 
life cause a certain similarity of traits*

iv*

The particular fncet of the theological interpretation
of Marxian Oorou-lem to viiich this study ie limited ie the
assertion th*t Original Hightcousneec, the Fall and the
origin of evil, and Original Bin in Christian theology, ie
paralleled in the Hnrxiot historical scheme by Primitive
Cocraniop, the division of labour, end the consequent private
property and the State. This io a prevalent interpretation,
node by some of the moot competent and scholarly writers
end is currently e^pc ring in non-thcological verfee#

Bom writers speak of a P?nncist view of a "fallen" condition
of man without mentioning a specific "Fell", implying a

45symbolic view of the Fell, a non~historicol event. This 
io not really valid in considering n system which insist©

«• 26 *»

44. Cf Robert V. D niele, The H-turc of Coop nlco (1968 , 
3^7, where ho ©quotes the Garden of Fden and the Fall with 
Ptimitivo Communism and the onset of the else struggle*
Cf* Tucker, op* cit** 2?TP$.
45* Cf. TiOcwitli, oi>* cit*, 4 herdyocv, nThc fiellpricr ftf 

Cormunisttjit in Fscoys iu Order Ho* 6, 6C-69*



upon a purely historical acooimt of everything/^ The 
aurvcy to follow will deni only with the direct no cert lone 
of a opeciflc "ftail*#

Zt should be stressed that the following cxpresot no 
of this interpretation nrc recent and have a wide audiencet 
this will be noted in the references and should not be

sss&agsA .qteKte y m s m J X  A & j& J M S s£L&. & sl£$sl%vs$s«*

It indicates that the view is neither obsolete nor limited
to a narrow circle of academic minds and render c, hence it
is of importance for our considerations and contentions*

A recent expression of this view is that already quoted
from The Ustoner of September, I960, by a non-thoolorlnn,
but one who things th t in addition to Marx, Freud and
itt cnotein, "••• St# Augustin© and Faecal, for example,

and the greater men who ©t nd bchindthcn • •• should be
heard to-day* H© says?

The power of the Marxist myth lies in ito being a 
ayth of sin, suffering and redumption* The Foil 
in Marxism is the transition from primitive oomnuniem 
to dans society* (Anyone Who doubts this, t> inks 
it for cod, should rend what Bagel* has to say in

.QEteta. 9 f.M & ls S 3 2 3 xstate about the vt stiginl raoirlity of that early 
state surviving among modern primitives. •*•
^  by tho suffcrincL^' of the proletariat mankind
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46. However, it appears that fl*C# Tucker, on# cit** has 
given an exposition which allows such an Interpretation! 
tinrx i© soon as writing myth, or projecting into a system 
bio own inner vision and struggle* Hcnec, Hnrx'fi stated 
principles and actual expreonions do not necessarily 
coincide#



20

passes into communion, a return to nan's primitive 
integrity but at a hiriicr level. '7
Alcsdir MacIntyre’s useful and penetrating snail

volume discus cog the view of primitive n n presented by
tier* in the Deutsche Ideologic of 1045?

In the beginning there io simply the community of non, 
producing to satisfy their basic needs of food nnd 
shelter ... living to ether In failles and worlds# 
together as need demands. The bonds between then ore 
the eoci :1 bonds of aatsrlal need end language* In 
it© e irlieet simplicity non is still largely rninrl 
in his social life. But here the diviGion of 
labour intervenes, to piny the part that the Fall 
pluys in Christina theology* Che division of - s 
labour creates tbo first renl cleavages in society.
In 1957 1111 dn Hordern’s work was published in Great

Britain (U.S.A., 1954}* He ©ays:
The first striking similarity between Christ inn and 
Communist views of history is that both begin with 
he bought of a golden age in the post and the fell 
thereITom. £  The Cocsaxnlsto sec this In the primitive 
communism in which there let/ •*• no privets property, no 
govemnent separate from the people as a v/hole, nnd 
no exploitation of one nrn by another* Into this 
peaceful end harmonious scene there craac eybhnnge in 
the methods of production which led to priv te property. 
This, like the serpent in the Carden of Fden story 
led to a host of ills nnd the fall of nan»4$

47* J.H. Cnxaexxm, op. cit.* 460; this circulated as both 
a broadcast and in popular printed fom, for specialist nnd 
non-specialist * like.
4t'. A. MacIntyre, Knrxism? An Interpretation* (1955’, 

62-63* Tills was published in r»n inexpensive edition by
the 6.C.M. Tress.
49- * illlan Hordern, Christianity. Ctoimmlam ; nd "ir-tory, 

57-5 • Tiiio was also presented in an article in Religion 
in Life. XX, Re* I (winter, 1950-1), 99-101| this is a 
popular quarterly' journal noon# A erican ministers.
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Gustav hotter*o work appeared in English translation in
America, ami Greet Britain in 195 • In hie conclusion he
departs iron hie present; tion of Soviet philosophy to
consider the similarities to Christianity, especially
Catholicism* ' ith reference to the view that the world is
not as it should be, \m soyas

As with the Christirn, so nioo for comunisn, this 
corruption of the world io the outoone of a sort 
of •fall1, occurring in the earliest days of oanfo 
history; for M rxisra, it wo© the introduction of 
priv te property through the transition from 
primitive ooominiem to a slave-owning society*
Tliis Initial error works Itself out ^roughout 
history a© a sol t of ’original sin’*"
Another 1958 publication in Britain held the saoc

view* eroer Stork presented the relation of social
theory generally to Christian thought, finding a
secularised Christian 'core * This he holds to be the
case with H rx, who, however, being an aggressive atheist,
took pains to prevent suspicion that he had Introduced the
god idea into his philosophy!

And yet this is precisely what he does* His whole 
scheme of history is code lied on Christian conceptions! 
first a state of happiness (primeval cooaunisn ; then 
& fall (the origin of private property and the state ; 
then e period of suffering and expectation (class 
societyj; end finally a return to hnppineor— not the 
pristine happiness of imocence, but the final 
happiness of fulfillment (the world communism of 
the future.^1

50. Guetnv < ettor, :>inlcctl,<nl ^atcriqicr. p.559. Th s 
is transited from the fourth Germm edition (being 
ori inilly published in on Italian edition/, hence nay be 
considered a very influent! 1 work.
51. . Str.ru, aocifq Theory nnd ChrinMtm 54



In Octtxin work© on the &:bjcet, eevcrol instances of 
the e-r*© vlow appear (in addition to ettor’e Which hoc 
been mentioned already. Christine Dourbecl: presented a 
detailed outline oijpnrellei doctrines taken from yet 
another Gonann work, in her 1957 book. In brief parallel 
columns the following la included!
?• Ursuende * Hocfcout. 5. Ursuende « Privn*eigcrrtutn.
3* Krbsuende « perooenlietier 3* rrbeuende « Gelbetentfreodung 

KnagDletond dee Menschen. , (Abfhll dee Wcnecfaen von
seiner resell&chnftlicken
Aufgafee*?*

R«*9» Wendlnad published on ortidc in 1953 in which thin
interpretation woo uocd in an exposition of the conmniot
Hoffmng'. Ho shows the parallel structural eleronte
of the Q rietinn and Comunict hope* The Comuniet cysts©
hoe a concept of evil in the history of Mankind, m  evil which
is incorporated into the cocinl structure! the close of
Capitalist cx loitersj

flit dloocr Vorstel lung dec Doosen in dor Gesehloht* und 
des geseHschnftlichon Sucndenf lie iet notuendigcrweinc 
nuch cine Vomtellung von oltgcricht vorbtmdon. ... 
die VeXtrevolution vcmichtet doe (foam Heicjh dec
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52. C. Dourbeelc, KonaunlBnuo Frogo an dip ota-im-on (1957) 
59-60* This is token frees yet another work* by Rudolph 
Enrieeh, Dot Chrinl und dor Dlslektinche Material. arr©
(Berlin| 199&7, if u* Xtcmbeck's book was soon in the 
possession of oeveml Goran students and woe roconaended 
for it© view oint by Dr. Kric Thier in on interview in 
September 1 58* in hie booe at lYiedewnld, eot Ocrranny.
He nice indicated acceptance of the secularised ,*fnllf* 
interpretation of norxiet doctrine, thouffc he doco not appear 
to stress it in hi© writings# Cf* Bns I?c nrchenbild - cr 
Jim en Ham. 60s "MnnclOBus"# an article in fvnnuelisches 
Social lexicon, (c<l. by F. Knrrenberg) col. 69%
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Boeecru ... Auch tiler 8©ht die Goochichto von foil 
dee Hcnsctien su coiner Frloesung ••• ...der "cnoch 
brlcht i/icdcr ins Pnrndie© hinein, or ©pronrfc oclne 
Norton auf# or nocht den Brach to der 
nenscbheitspeech!chto raecl^^nflg.**
In the m m  issue of Barxtomeotudien Friedrich

Delekat describee Mrrxien a© a eeculrrl«©d theolog in
which obstruct labour le the "Gotteabc^rlff1 which met
be ’incarnated" in concrete labour and products. The
result ic an incarnation" which io also a "fall"*
private property result© in exchn©g”©t nnd noney which io
the false god of mankind a© opposed to the true '‘God",
abstract human Inbour.

Die Arbcltotellunc 1st nloo dor Suendcnfnll dor 
Geoellsoimftt durch don ©ic ihron Gottf der 
intorochicdloeen ncnechlichen Artcit ob< roennic 
euordon lot* Diceer Gucndenfoll let ebcnoo 
ochicko lhnft wie der von Adma und Bvaf or hat die 
:lcichcn kntastrophen Folgon. Buret ihn cntoteht 
der golem© de© Privi itcicentunc 9 der J^mncotnat, die 
Dnfreivilli^eit der Arbeit— Inst not least </eicJL 
das Gold. Mors brnuebt nntuerl ich den theolo/iochen 
Begriff dco Gucndenfall© nicht. Br eogt dofuer ©it 
Homely "Bntfreadung". £Phip usee© car:se fron 
fousoonu to Hegel to nont*.

53* H.-D. Vcndlondy 'ChriotlicUeund teTJuniotioehe
Hoffnung in Ifor^isnusmudiop (1954It 21 -219* Thin appear© 
in a condonreu fore in a collection of radio brordcncrt© 
published os Christen oaor rolcchcwietcn* 116-117 (on 
inexpensive Eroencr MTnshenaufig*'bc'•
54. P. Delckn ty ”Voo ’ escn doo Geldes" » in ffi-rnicr̂ o- 

©tudjon (1954 It 61 cf. 60-01 for context • TMc article 
apienrcd in 1950 in £vdtv:ello<he ĥeolo/tie.
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In American publication© similar expressions of the
. M 55Marxist "fall* have not been lacking* *" It io sufficient

to ohow those of two lending theologians, Fml Tillich
and Heinhold iioluhr* In articles republiohcd in The Protectant
Hra, Tillich discusses the Marxian view of history*

Sometimes the first stge lo described as original 
coonunlmn, a stage of innocence expressed in 
sociological t m # ”
^Hegariiing the structural nonlory between 
Christianity and Horniest/ Men is not whnt he 
ought to be; his true being and hie real 
existence contradict each other* Han is fallen,
If not from an original actual goodners, at least 
from a otago of undeveloped innocence * He io 
estranged firon himself and hie true huen tty, 
he has been dehumanised, he has become an object, 
a aenns of profit, a quantity of vorking power - 
according to Marx.-"

In a poet-wnr address in Gorroany, Tillich spoke nuch acre

In oinigon ganz ocltencn Gedankengncngen hat Marx 
die Moe/;lichkcit exvogcn, dase das, was dor Menech 
weecrrtlich 1st, in Forr elner Art von Uitonminieous 
einoal wirklidi gcweoen 1st* Fr folgt darln d r 
Fouasemischen Idee dcr primitive Unachuld dos 
I lonschenroschlechtce • Aber cr hat 1m Unterschied 
nu onnchen cpnetcrenr Marxietcn diescn Gedpnfccn 
nlcht dtarchgefuchrt****

55* Cf* alco, F#w# Price, H rx Meets Christ, 137;
Jnroslav telikan, The Itarilst Heresy - A Biological 
Interpretation", in Religion in life, XXX (1:90), 356-366; 
and Hordern*e book mentioned above*
56* P* Tillich, The Protect;- t rrn* 25 (on ncldrcce in 1939)• 

Tillich's book is published in U#S#A*, Britain, and in Germany 
in translation.
57. Ibid*. 279 (an article of 1941).
58, P. Tillich, jgr jlensch Jpmi£^ p t ^ n t m  und Jji 

Harxisnuc (1952), 6*
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Reinhold Niebuhr has consistently maintained th-1

Horxit» centalne a secularised doctrine of the Fall* In
1939 in the Gifford lectures he eaid that Marxism*

••• derives human evil ••• fron a prior fault in 
economic organisation* ... Man vrs alienated fron 
hie natural .goodness at that period in hiotory when 
the ©quailtnrinn and oorouniotic organisation 
of the prinitive tribe grew into the close 
organizations of the more advanced societies. •••
In the Marxist theory of nan's alienation fron hie 
true ooonunol essence*•• / there is a oiiailarity to 
Rousseau, seeing evil more in civilization thru in 
a particular evil in arm's history, though unlike 
Rousseau florae sees a new innocenoy in the future., 59

Ten years later he stated that the nyth of the Fall vast
... reinterpreted so that on ordinal state of 
lnnoccncy was posited as existing before the rise 
of private property* In this state ran bad not 
lost the ootnounol essence of his existence* The,, 
rise of private property constitutes the Fall*• *6°

And in 1996 ho wrote:
Did not history , for the Marxist J begin with an 
original communal wholeness of man which represented 
his 'true earcnce'?
Gonjnunisn, as nn econonic-*i oil tied creed, is based upon 
the theory that tho institution of property is the root 
of nil social evil and that therefore its abolition would 
ushrr in an Ideal social harmony* Marxism as a religlo- 
raorol creed is booed upon the illusion that the social 
solidarity of prinitive society expresses the 'social 
essence' of onn, fron which he has been alienated by the 
rise of civilization/*

59* R# IJiebuhr, Ifaturq ami Destiny of Han* 1, 110*
60* R* Niebuhr I rdth ni History* 239*
61* H* Niebuhr, The Kell and The Dropas of ioton/t 139,239*



In The Qdl<j^ of V m * M M

(1949) Hiebuhr expressed the aacre idea:
In Marxist thought* the eocrf'cnce of private property 
represents a kind of "Fall" in the hletory of 
nr rtrind. All oocirl evils are traced to thle root 
o o u r o © .^

iierct however # lie elaborated the hlatorlcal background 
of thia thought# he above the tension within Chriotionity 
between the Church* which saw property as ncceeoary to curt 
the evil in o m  Issuing f*om the Fall* find the oectori<uis 
who rejected this noeesoity on the basic of a hope for the 
return of the primitive perfection# This antithesis vac 
sharpened in the Cslvinistic doctrine and the sects of tire 
reformation. It reached an absolute breach in the secular 
thought of Liberalise! on the one hand and Marxism on the other# 
Hence he soys that the Reformation sectarians *#•• laid the 
foundation for the property ethic which finally culnirrtcd in the 
Handel theory. She sectarians and the Church f #•# thus 
contain the seeds of the contradictory opinion on property 
which have divided the donocr* tic world from the sixteenth 
to the preoent centuries #rt He docs not say thnt Hrrx used 
the sectarian teachings but places Marx os the end result of 
the whole movement and links bin with these teachings#

62# R# Niebuhr* The Children of Mrttt and The Children of 
Darkness# 65#
63* Ibid## 69* cf. 66-70.
64. Ibid.# 70.
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Thin v/ao also done by • Hordern in hie book w id: ir based 
u;od the similarities of the sects end Connunicn (he me citod
a b o v e }«

Ihio eurvey of the uee of the religious interpretation 
of Marxian with reference to the assertion of parallel 
doctrine© of the Fall shows that it is currently being 
used by reputable scholars and writers* Furtherf as is the 
case with the religious interpretation generally, non-

- 3 5 -

65theological writers ore using it in current publications*
There io also a considerable variation in the understanding 
of Marx*e view of the ’'fall” nnd of the source of the 
influence of this doctrine on him*

She asserted par lie! of the Fall doctrines in 
Christianity and Marxian has boon selected for critical 
study because, (l) it is used with regularity, though it

f r
is seldom discussed in detail, and (2) its uncritical
use or ncsumption affects the understanding of Marxian in 
its entire scheme of history and pathos* ttic format became 
clear in the preceding survey of tho expressions of it| the 
latter is the theme of the entire study, but should be 
anticipated here*

The fundamental impression created by the use of "Fall'

63* Cf. R.C* Tucker, 11^oopj>hy: njad in Yj tI Mnxxt 23; 
Robert V* Daniels, The Nature of Conrranicr* 327*
66. Tho no crest approach to an adequate treatment is found

(footnoto overleaf)
J



and "Keturn" is that of a perfect condition which is loot, 
and, follov toe ^period of evil consequences of this, of this 
former perfection being regained by the action of an agent 
or process which rclusoato tolerate the evil consequences of 
the Fair1. This is, in most cases (thoufh not necessarily 
in all) the impression conveyed to the popular religious rdnd 
or to the uncritical render, in the preceding citations*
The traditional view of the Foil of clncsic Christinity is 
still held by many in critical discussion and is certainly 
held by most people in their uncritical impressions ond 
thou$it* The symbolic viev; of th© Fnll, held by aany of the 
ti eolofi no discucscd, has not effected the thinking of noert 
people, and these writers do not appear to ©ssurae it to be the 
view known by Marx. It is the contention of thin study that
this interpretation of Marxist teaching about prinitive
connunis© sad its diointocxntion is at boot an inr&equnto and 
nisi ending portrayal of the essential thott̂ ht of Married 
concerning history, tarn, m d  evil.

The view of history, arm, and evil which oner* co ftoa a
careful study of MsntiaR which is two of these foraal
presuppositions concerning its structure and content, io that

** 36 —

(footnote contd.) in tracing Marx1© *’fnllw doctrine to 
Rousseau by way oi Hegel, and to the sectarian contributions* 
However, then© do not take into account the true nature of 
Morx*e doctrine of primitive society*



onn htio been In o diolccticl prooeoe of evolution in which 
he pro coeds from an undeveloped berlnnin through necessary 
stages of imperfection which are not only evil, but also an aid 
to the development of true man, to the final perfection of 
mankind* <Iherc ie a similarity in the form of social and 
property relatione of non in the first aiid Inert otago (which 
Morac and ln*:els noted but did not uee no an argument for 
communism), but here the sirilarity censes* She dominant 
notif in jtiwien ie the development of m n  (and the fact of 
primitive society io used to prove the f^ct of a development 
of various forme of society)f hence there ocn be no more than an 
analogy to the ’Tnll-netum’' doctrine* The wholeness of social 
relations does not constitute the total h man essence* man is 
a crentur© destined to us© and dominate nr tore and to 
develop his own powere, as well as to bo a social being* 
thus there is a dual essence of man* This become© more 
apparent wben it i© seen that the evil oonsequenccs of the 
"Fair1 (division of labour, private property, money exploitation 
arc ins - ruocntal in the development of the final fulfillment 
of man, hence are good in their own time in the scheme of 
development* Man is viewed as a creature whose nature is to 
be self-determining a master of nature, and a social boing*
As man advances in hie conquest of nature and self-determination, 
lie loses the undeveloped and imperfect, tbow*h ideal form of
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hie social nature and laye the fbuod-tion both for further 
conquests of nature and for a higher fora of social existence. 
Ti:is is not a fell and return, pure end simple, but a 
dialootioal dovelopmcnt of or in and society froa within 
themselves, through inner antagonisms* The movement is 
from on undeveloped social unity through antagonisms nnd 
development into a^i#ier unity In which the total nature

67of m  kind hoe been fulfilled, in a Qualitatively new way. 1 
Tide points to both the basis and the limitation of the 

criticism attempted in this study* Marxism is an Inversion of 
iief’ellanlSL, and Hegel*s doctrines of the Full, nnd of 
development are repeated in it* It is thus an evolutionary 
oonioc, in thich change is necessarily in the fom of 
dilccticnl change or inner antagoniODS. Hence one may say 
that the form of the He olinn and Horxirn Fhll is the only 
rosoible fom in ouch a system in which tho Christian Fall 
doctrine night be invortc U This is the limit of the criticise, 
logically* However tho point to be stressed lo that! (l) Marx 
inverted Hcrel* not Judacxv-Christian doctrine (and oay be shown 
to have derived his i? petuo from Hegel's implientiorui}|^

67* Several of the enters (Tillich, Cameron, stark, for 
example; indicated a "higherr! for© in the new sooiety, but none 
indicated the pooitiv- ;>ar| played by the foil or by tho 
v rious evil effects of thin "fall*, in tho development of this
M d M J D S E -

68* Herbert M reuse, Reason and Revolution* chapter VI, 
eop* 202ff.



(2 the unqualifie d comport sop of the two systems on this 
point is misleading to the popular Bind, rind may be so even to 
the uncritical mind trained in other fields of study;
(3 i t ^ s aOTS the real significance of Hnrsjgcn its 
understanding of m m  in terns of history, progress, 
development, human cclf-determination, hence it© 
promethean hunrnlsr. Thus, while logically the analogy 
mny be defended, and while it may be shown that Marxian 
is th© end product of Christian doctrine by qy of Hegel* 
it does not pronote a clear understanding of Marxism in its 
theory and driving impetus, and draws attention nwny from 
other more essential religious choracterioticr* In short, 
it tends to create n formalism in the study of Harriso 
which does not confront its user with the living rcelity 
of the struggle of the modern world, and mokes the historically 
false implication that Marx himself had direct Christian 
roots*

In addition to these considerations, a study of the 
Marxist doctrine of primitive society leads to a study of 
Marx*s concept of Asiatic society which hue been neglected 
by a ny and distorted by others* For this ©t idy, previously 
neglected reading excerpts from Marx hove been utilised, 
as *;cll os the printed materials.
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Vi.

The plan of the t. eeic ie first to trace briefly the 
development of Marx's thought r>nd to outline his system, 
with referoncc to its philosophy of history* Thle will 
involve a more detailed investigation of oertnin points 
than of others» especially with regard to Mnrx'c original 
system and intent ions. Following this, a detailed survey 
will be »ede of Mnrx's and Engels writings on primitive 
society to determine the nature of its role in their 
thought, and their evaluation of it, nnd their writings 
on Aoiatic society* After having ascertained the nature 
of their concept of ancient society «nd its dissolution, 
a brief survey of the Christian doctrine of the Fall in it© 
classic formulations and in its modem re-intcrpretatin© 
will be cade, to determine the degree of similarity to 
Mrrx,c doctrine*



C H A P T E R  II

HAKX *S to 11143

i.

Karl Hcot (1818-1893) was bom In Trior on the Hosclle, 
Hoy 5, 1318, into a comfortable middle close frailly, his 
father being a lawyer and a minor off Idol* In spite of 
ancestral rabbinical associations, hia fattier left the 
Jewish faith to join the Lutheran Church in I w  nnd Hear* 
grew up in an enlightened, rmrainnl Chriatinn household.
He attended tho University of Bonn 1833-1336, and tho 
University oj(Berlin 1836-1841, rand completed hie studies 
with a doctoral dissertation which he submitted to the 
University of Jena (as a precaution against Prussian 
censorship) in April, 1 41* He planned a to ching career 
at Bonn in philosophy, at the instigation of his friend 
Bruno Bmier, ond settled them in July, 141, but Bauer's 
dismissal fpr heretical doctrine closed this door in 
Merehf 1842* Proa Bonn he went to work on the staff of the

1, Gustav etter, irlce&icgl fofr. rtrliflBt 17.
Karl Marx was baptised in in?4.
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liberal Rhoinische gcitung of Cologne, of which he become
editor in 1842* ’the paper was suppressed in March, 1143#
and Marx then wrote a critique of Hegel1 s philosophy of
the State# carried# and opent a summer at Kreusennch when
he rend widely in history to support his attack on Begel.
In November be went to Pr rie to collaborate with Arnold Ruge
in publlehinc the l>cutgch - rr ngoeeiache Jnhrbuccher. a
dismal venture which published only one edition# in
February 1B44. Tide# however# contained two important
transitionrl articleo by Marx♦ In the spring and aiiancr he
wrote tlie ao-cnllcd "Paris ?&nuscrlpte of 1 44 ̂ or

o'l-oonomic and Philosophic Me nuscrlpts of 1844 in which 
he outlined the foundations of his system (not published 
until 1932; now a crucial document)* In August he met 
Friedrich ! -ngels s second time and formed a life-long 
association with him# writing a joint work immediately#
Die Helll o Fnmilie# against Bruno Boner and his assocl tcs* 
Here# in Pari© he made his Initial contact with the working 
clf'Go# read political economy for the first tine# and crde 
many contacts among the intelligentsia (Bakunin# Proudhon#

2m The Mrrx/Tn, qle Gcsgptnuo^be (hereafter? HTQA) 
entitled them as: Hekono i cch-Fhi 1 osophische HnnueltripGs"* 
Hereof ter they arc designated os 1:44 Hen in the text and 
oppropriat© reference to various editions will be given 
in tlie notes,
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Heine, Herwegh, to name & few). He ms expelled m d  nrrivod 
in Brussels in January of 1045, and remained there until 1 46# 
Agnin he participated in workers* movements, collrbomted 
with Engels in writing Pic -teutsche Ideologic (1845-6) a first 
systematic statement of historical materialism (published 1927) 
nnd replied to Ircudhon Mth Mccrc dc Ip hilosophio (147)*

Together with Angela he prepared the Q&qauniet Manifesto end 
oooentnrily re turned to Germany during the 1048 rcvolutiono 
(having been expelled frou Bruoools to England}.

He lived in London for the rest of his life* studying 
in the British I'useum, writing newspaper articles for the 
New York Tribune and other papers, and publishing %ur Kritik 
dor olitischonockononie (1839 # end tic first volume of 
'Me Kepltal (186?) • He mint* ined contact with the revolutionary 
roveocnte and helped to organise the fotemetioncl orking 
Hen1 f? Association in 1 67* His final volumes of Das I'apitnl 
were edited by Engels after his death which occurred in 10 0 3.
Ho published various pamphlets, compiled masses o notes for 
h*e g»̂ nuin opus* corresponded widely, and lived in poverty.

riodrich r a d o  (l 20-1 °95) me bom in Bnrnen, Germany, 
November lo, 1030 9 of a family of textile nillowncrs of 
pietistic bent. In Brown, learning the merchant*c trade, 
he began M s  wide rending which led him out of traditional 
religious life into liberal nod Inter, radical and 
revolutionary, drol.ee. In 1841, in the arny, he mode tho
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acquaintance of Bruno Bauer and the Left-Hegellans nnd 
became a Left- egelian himself• In 1**4? he went to England 
to manege his father’s business in Mmcheetcr and c ne into 
contact with industrial inra in the raw and witti the Hnglioh 
radical rcoveocats* He brushed with Msrx in 1C42, but Marx 
distrusted him because of his association© with the radical, 
literary group of Berlin and it was not until 1044 that 
Marx accepted hiaf having sampled his writing in the 
meantime.

In lt'45 he ; ubllotied his book, Pie Ln<-,,-oder arbeiteadcn 
Klaasen in ryXaafl* He too returned to Germany during the 
1648 uprisings and ployed a part in then. Until 1^0 he 
lived in Manchester, directing his business (signed over to 
him by his father , helping vith MbTx*! finances9 rending 
and writingt studying languages , ocience and mathematics, 
oe well as politics and economics* Upon retirement nnd 
rscjorl to Iiondon in V 7Cf he devoted himself fully to 
writing, study, and political activity* In addition to 
short articles and p xaplileto he wrote Anti-Duchrinn 
(publlshedjflr31 as articles in 1375-76 then ao a book 
in 1B73)» and ffrsgBSBtary manuscripts on )iclectlk der nature 
(187 -08 § first published in 1925 ;• Bis rending nnd writing 
on pre-history was carried on intcmittently and si loved 

hlB M  write rapidly Sor .M.TOiPTC^ il3e^jJ!sa 
Privaci/tentunB und dee fitnatB (18G4; he aloo utilised
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Marx's notes on Levis Henry Morgan). In 1385 he edited rind 

published volume II of Dna Kapitql* in lBf l6 he wrote
.Jfflrt. dai Aû ivtw- der jqt 3riact>cu dcat.Ohw 

Philosophic (first as articles. Inter so a perrphlet , end 
in 1G94 he edited the third volume of Tk\& tla it&l* lie died 
in lvJ95> considered by many an the sago of socirlieo nnd 
ooamunieo* ii.

The early life of Unrx won a oomplex of free and 
enlightened father, schools* ctcrs, nnd future father in-lav $ 
a home province which had experienced the Hapolconle rcfonas; 
and on the other hand n period of reaction, restoration and
repression* The details of there sw-y be h- d in the works of

*loainh Berlin, A* Cornu, K*X. Ad̂ ne, and others* It is 
sufficient merely to point out this complexity of influences 
which offsets tU© quiet and trouble-free life of th© young 
Mars# The eorly influences of home and friends bred a 
belief in freedom and pro re on, sad a love of intellectual 
pursuito, though we nay dismiss any Intense religious 
influence/' Those vcre countered by the repressive censorohip

3. Isaiah Berlin, Krrl ?%rxs H*B* Adnme, Karl Marx in Hie 
nrlior ritinget Auguste Cornu, Krrl Pjarx und modrtch

Bd. i.
4* Cf* Adnme, op* cit** 11*16, which indicates a pre

occupation with the moral anti beneficial effects of religion, 
a lack of otherworldly interests, and n typically mtlonrl 
istic or ^enlightened’1 view of religion# Cf. Berlin, op* clt*. 
26-20, end Cornu, op* cit.* 53-55*
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of the Prussian regiiae which impinged upon Merx1 a adult 
life oo often nnd the aU-scfcrocing official" He; *c linn
philosophy which wr s the end" of all philosophy, Personally 
Itonc was a fortunate person, who suffered little of thio 
until Inter, and who fe d a healthy, unenbittercd love of 
freedom and prorreSE,

Mr;rx • o intellectual venture proper began in Berlin in 
his year in Bonn does not reveal t*ny no re profound

interests then tobacco, cof ee, wine end conversation - and
6an absence of participation in radical org nltsrtions, In 

Berlin he plunged into writing poetry which revealed a strong
7rofisantic spirit, and rend widely in art, history, lew and

philosophy. in iiio first sopeoter he attempted a philosophy
of law, which was aarked by the idealist opposition of
" ues irklidien und Sollendcru*, and which allowed the

0  —separation of abet; act principles end reality, This ie 
reported in a letter to hi© father on Hovcaber 10, 185?, 
describing the previous year, and he later rou rke In the 
aone, that at the end of the semester lie was forced to rest 
at otrniov where he encountered the Left-Hegclians of the

5* Cf, Adams, op, cit,, 16,
6, Ibid,, 181 Cornu, op, cit,, 64*
7, Adonis, op, cit,, 19-205 Cornu, op, cit,, 69-72$ 5-96, 
S. OF, 3, (JMA> 1.-15)J Of. Adnnfi, pp. d t ., S2.
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4?
Qoktor Klub. tie at this tiac isceae to !iave renounced

ioenliofii for lu* ©ayei
Bid Vort: n® wr nel-llen* aein Alle rhcilifetes 
scrrieoen, und e© f>u©eteu ncue Qoetter hinoin^eetrt 
uardou

Von den Xdô jllnDti8f den tch bolloeuflf: 
nit Kruitlochcn und Fichteeehen vernlicbcn und 
•coachrt, eoriot iefc d»«uf Id irfcllcheo aclbet die 
Idee 2u euchen. Hatton die Gocttear trustier ueber der 
Er&e cowohrrfc, bo unroa ole jetet dee ?entruR dcretlbon 
g n e r t e b

^  he had only known frwzmnto of 1 o/*el» but now 
he plunged into hi© eyrteo. ... o’er nit der ’ertinwten 
Abeichtf die (joictire tfr tur oboreo notwondl£f koBkrct 
und feot erundct su flnden wie die toeerperlie* e* nicht 
s»hr rechtcrwicwtt su ueben« ©ondcm die mine Perl©
*ms ^Jonrscnlicht su h a lten . 30

It is here that one see© the first glean of fcrrx’s 
thought. He Is turning to e reel ©: here for hie philosophy* 
selecting pure thought* mid decking to find the Idee in 
Reality itself* not nlove the © rth will his oode dwell*

that ttwro to no indiortion 

■SLakJ^jy.Jas. .-.w. M  ooaccras

Obeying the fouaon ur&c to owe rthrov idonlim *n& He^sl'o

9* Tt 3* -9 (ttXA* HDt 2X9**220)f of* Adnno* os'*# clt<
10. 3F, 7 vtroAt 21 219).
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system (which ho used la order to find spirit in a concrete 
11maimer;. In the *>ktor Klub, he first beoanc acquainted with

thin now view| which oou/ht to "realize" philosophy at a tine
12when its formulation woe complete. It was not until hie

work on the Rhciniocho Seltung that lie boctvie acquainted with
13social sad economic injustice and misery* And not until

tlie next Gene a ter ((spring of 1037) do we hear of Feuerbach
among his studies.^ Further, t^ere was an initial
reluctance to accept Hegel: he only turned to Hegel to
find a more concrete expression of spirit (sec above/*
This is revealed by a dialogue seeking to unite art and science*

• ••an einc philooopliircb-diolektisclie rntvdcklunf* 
der Got belt, wie ole ale Begriff m  ich, ale 
Felt Ion, nls Hstur, ale Oeachichte sich manifest- 
iert* Mein letster Sets vox* der Anfnng des Hogelsclien 
Systems unddicac Arbeit ••• tmcnt nidi wie cine 
falech© Gircne dco Felnde in den Are.*5

His struggle against Hegel is revealed in the ©tntcoent 
that in the fellowship of the Doktor Klub he rend all of 
Hegel9 fbund many insights in the discussions*

11. Cf. R. Posits, Big nntfrepdete Mgnoch, «f, and 
B. Londalmt'e introduction in Hr**, jac_nruShed^tcu,*iv-xv. 
Cf# also* Cornu, op# c' t # # t>5»95* for bis anti-reactionary, 
anti-Philistine, anti-idcr1ioI biases•
12# Of# Cornu, op# d t #, 124ffi 136#
13* See Ihrx’s preface to 7ter Kritjk der polltl8c>#n 
( ckononlo, (lt99 In S ’« I, 527-5*8.
14. i£, 8 (MCOA. 219).
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und inner fester kettcte ich n&ch sclbst an die 
jetzi^o ' eltphilooophie, dor icti zu entrinnon 
aedrdht, aber alles Eiangreiche wnr vcTStuoat, 
cine wchre Ironievut befiel nich, vie ec wohl ... 
leicht nficb so viel Ho^ierten ncechehen kormtev

"These statements have led Ht?« Adanoio s oak of Marx’s
reluctant Ho^slinniaa* and 8* Londabut to say, that in
spite of usiiyr Bigil'e ideal of reason in reality, Marx
never fully accepted Hegel's system bemuse he saw ito

17obsourity and abstractness, Portiap© Marx could always
speak of the .*• Keoelsdhen Philosophic • •• deren .arotosks

%Q
rdooraacIodic mir nldht behaete!* as he said of hie first 
Impression of it#

lit.
At this point it is important to survey briefly the main 

features of the philosophical world in which Morx (rloo 
Bagels; found himself in Berlin* Hegel had diod in 1831, 
having bwen the undisputed, and official philosopher of 
Germany for fifteen years* He left an aibiruouc heritnpe 
which soon split into opposing coup©* Ills system was an 
al -encompassing whole based upon the unity of Ionic and 
existence which was mediated by a dialectic* Hie Loric

16* Ibid** f^(MEGA, 220).
17* Ibid** xiv-xv; Adams, op* cit,, 37*
18. V2, 7 (."EGA. SIC).
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presented the oelf-devclopnent of the Absoluts in its self 
di teratnntlon, proceeding from pure Being vie I*ot>~Bcin£ to 
Becoming, through nn entire sesle of increasing dctcrainacy 
until the Absolute Idee is reached* This eternal nature of 
the Absolute is then alienated in fine and Space by being 
embodied in tfsturo - the "otherness” of Spirit - which 
progresses through increasingly higher grades of self- 
deterraiancy to the point of tbs emergence of "Kind" (Ccict)* 
Stoe philosophy of Hind or Spirit consists of subjective mind 
or Individual psychology nd anthropology, then of 
objective mind or social and historical phenomena, both of 
which arc nnite<ijln Abool.utc Hind (Spirit cspresoed in Art 
(intuition , Religion (imagery and symbol; end Philosophy 
(concept)* Absolute Hind is the self-consciousness of the 
Absolute Idea, it io the Absolute Idea become real to itself, 
an object to itself.

*Itoe contradiction in Hegel was his fusion of a dir lectio, 
which had no inherent limitc, with the present - with hie 
Absolute of (l) Monrrchy, and Prussian Honnrchy especially,
(2) the Christian religion (3) Hegelian philosophy*1^ Thie 
latent schisia was soon exploited by a loosely connected group 
of intellectuals, Young- or Left-Hegelians, who opposed the 
Prussian absolution largely in the one of philosophic or
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intellectual freedom nnd bourgcoiB liberal nine. Absolutism 
bad choked any effective opposition* hence philosopliy* nnd 
philosophy of religion especially* became their field of 
endeavour. A. Cornu says th-'t Edvard Gano first gave 
impetus to this schizoid movement of Hegelianism by identifying

POliberalism with the development of the Aboolutc Spirit.
David ?• Strauss with hie Dos Leben Joou (1855-36 * however* 
appears to have given the movement its foundation raid overt

PIori In. He opposed the union of philosophy and religion given 
by Hegel (tho same content in different form of perception nnd 
expression) by (1) denying that* ne Hegel had affirmed* one 
could reducc/the do mes to concept* without changing the ceocnoo 
of religion* and denying tb it tho logical truth and specific 
religious truth are identical; by (2 denying that Hegel could 
ueo the Christ revealed in the Gospels as a symbol of the 
mediation of God and the world* since by Hegelim terns God 
reveals itia&clf t rodually in history *m& a historical Christ is 
only s part of this revelation. Following th o  example of 
F.C. Bauer’s ae irch for the historical content of the Old 
r4?eatament* Strauss sought the historical Jesus in order to 
counter Hegel’s trariSfomation of Him into symbols* He found 
the Gospel accounts to be* not a philosophical symbol* but
myths springing from Jewish prophecy end expressing the

2?endeavours of the Jewish people.
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Further, having denied the historical Jccuc, he also 
rejected a personal God in favour of m  impersonal God of 
historical existence os suggested by Hegel9 s philosophy of 
religion! hence Christ was a moment of the total iarson history 
and a moment of the revelation of God, \ho ls^evealed only in 
the .hole course of human history# Strauss hod destroyed the 
harmony of reliction and phi esophy and the unity of the logical 
and historical developments - the bade of Hegel: actual,

23historical existence does not nccossailly conform to the truth* 
Hence, the thin end of the revolutionary wedge had entered*
Hegel hcid justified the present by placing it at the end of 
the development of the Absolute: Christianity and ‘rueoian 
monarchy vei* absolute (tisough Hegel did not try to see the 
future, this omission itself, however, being an expression of 
lack of vital interest in it/*‘ ̂  As oppoeedjto Fichte (vho sew 
the future os the fulliliacut) c\nd aciielling (who looked to the 
past) Hegel glori led the present / S t r a u s s ,  hieeelf no 
political critic, gave the Young-4 iegelians a basic for attacking 
the absolutism m d  reaction of the present*

In the polemics that followed Strauss* book (1835-30 the 
Henellan I<sft took more definite form in opposition to 
conservative ilegellcais and conservative Anti-Hcnelions. *ihe 
left sought to carry bio initial attack further by moons of the

23 • Ibid#, 128
24, Cf. Heed* .iIoc;?hi/ of ~ Urt (trono. by T.M. Knox , 12-15. 
25# Cf. Cornu, or. dt.. 37-38.



contradiction of the endless dialectic with liogel’s nbeolutc
system and political order* ftie firftt agniwrt aboolutiCD
(no before etc ted wns conceived in philosophy because the
ncturl opposition, the hourn©oisle, wno weak end ineffective,
and conservative* hence they nuot find a theoretical solution,
& philosophical eolation springing from within Her ©lionise}*
August von Cieeskov/aki (1014-1 94) & Pole, did this in hie
ProlcfPPcw^ur. Historioagphlc (1353). Aeoeptlnc Heccl'e vlow
of i.orld history as the expression of th© dovolopeiont of th©
Idea, he ©et out three stages: feelln; (antiquity;, thought
(period of intcmalirrtion, fron Christ to Hegel and will
(action, though In n theoretical sense! Hegel, Who hod
shown the laws of world d velcpaeat iron its past history,
failed to show hum' n activity no will, but only as thinking*
Ciesskewsll prophesied the ago of will, cf "die Philosophic
dcr Tatn of ‘?pr xis‘ in vhlch ucn would consciously shape their 

27destiny* This new a;© he saw first cooing forth in the
socialist terchincs of Fourier, and in Sriiirt Sinon’s enphosis

28on productive relatione. While the Left-He eliano did not 
follow his break with liberal bour»coio aloe, they wore rospc^tlble
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to hi© concept of influencing the eouroe of historical
development by theoretical critidaa* through ill.9*

At thic time Arnold Ruge founded the HUiochen
KWM!t und isaeoWilKtft (1858) Which proved

to be an organ for the ox'gaadon of ariticisa fron that of
religion end philosophy to crltidas of politics and codety.
Bp October of 1339 Huge and hie oo-editor bed icoucd an
attack on the Reaction* accusing Prussia of becoming reactionary
under tho influence of roannticisn m d  oiling on her to return
to her r.'iedon* to be liberal state end promote progress an at 

31the Refoitaation." This was followed by another article of
32attack in November.' Wie Young-Hcgelian© and the Dolrtor Klub

now become Increasingly political* a new turn for the Doktor Elub*
33wfcicfc in 103Q contained no "political* members. '

Another facet to the Young~i ie/'elian complex offcicrs m d 
personalities w e that of Heinrich Heine* tho pont. Hie view 
of Gerosn philosophy being essentially the theoretical expression
of tho French Revolutioa was accepted as tho bads of their

3Aefforts to adopt Hogoli nioa to the liberal nirno. ‘
As a aoveoent of political opposition* the Young-Hegeli uo 

nov possessed a foundation of at tad;* (stvoueo * a theory of
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transcending llegel, (Cionnkowoki’c doctrine of activity, WHlJf
end an orfpn of attack (Hugo's publication • They lacked,
however, a dcorly defined code for the trr neforortion
to will. This v e eoon supplied by the work of Bruno Bauer,
a fonaer Elght-Hegellans the transcendent© of O ristirmity
by critieiaa.*^ Bmier distinguished the revelation of the Old
Teotmaent from that of the Bow Teotoncnt by asserting that the
li tter was hi her, hence superceded itt he concluded that all
revelation wee conditional end to be trnnsoendcd. Further he
followed IIcccl (havinr just denied his view of Christ as
universal saodlator of God a d Man) by saying that the Christian
faith was the result of the situation of the Boom world (not
oerely the Jewish world) nod that it transformed it. The next
task of huaanity is to trneforo the nodera world by reeing

36it from Chrtotlnnity, by aeons of criticisn. Bow philooophy 
had not only its task, to determine the future, but also its 
octhod. He denied the aboolutenessof Christianity, hence 
weakening Hecclianion’c position and pointing to oovaactrfc in 
history instead of the absoluttsing of certain stages of it, 
as binding for oil others) he drew firon Hegel hloself, the concept 
of transforming the world (just as Chrietimity had done in
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Hegel*o view of Christianity and the Grreoo-Ronrin world , •
liegellanlca was being trnnsfonaod into a weapon for the
liberal effort by trnnsoending the basis of reaction within it.

Bauer bad no particular political allegiancef nsnucdng
that criticiaa would sadly destroy Christianity (ar Chriotinnity
destroyed the nndcnt world view) and ttort th© Prussian state

37would support this new view as a Vc-munrtotnnt. Hugo held
t

sinllar views but did not limit his critidcn to rellglOB* 
criticising the irrational in politics as veil.

v*e have not considered Feuerbach here. He hod by 1839 
broken with Hegel, attacking his basic premises ins tend of 
tr nutfonaing his philosophy into a progressive one. He stood, 
in one sense, outside the lle/̂ elian X*eft but had no doubt added 
to the general transferor tion of Hogol s thought. His 
important role cones later and will be oonelderod there.

Here thon we have the general character of the intellectual 
world of Mm* the student. A reactionary, romantic, and Right- 
ilegolian government and party of thought was opposed by a 
critical, liberal, Left-hegelinn circle of thinkers lidding 
general liberal ideals, seeking the freedom to say oo, and 
hoping to * convert1’ the {evernnent to an ©nli/Jitoned view. 
Excepting Strauss, the main thought was propounded from 1038 
onwards, and explicit politico! involvement set in only fron
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I 39m tfpxx either cratae with his ovn ideas of realising the
«Qgood, or received the non~polltical rand non-oociol views of

the anaccnt Left-Ucgelim group. Only after hi© stratcnents
shout finding the iderl in the reel, (in 1057) could he hevo
reed Cieotskowcki and others on these matters. (St should he
©raid thrt nfter 1841, Hccolicniem m o  abandoned by the
Government - it wo® too subversive in any for© - rand that the

40suppression end opposition become more bitter#)

iv.
Turning ncide fron the nore concrete detail© of the 

development and position of the Left-Hegeliran aomiont of 
which Marx wno a pert, or even of his pert in it, we consider 
next hie uniqueness, his doctoral dissertation, r nd later, to 
his editorial experiences and wosfe Just prior to his acceptance 
of OomDuniom rand the formulation of hie cysts© •

Marx did not follow the Left- cpeliran viewpoint entirely: 
generally they followed the Fichteraa philosophy as opposed to Hegel, 
en regards the relation of Spirit and Being# Hunt followed Hegel, 
who sourht the contradict ions and tensions of concrete reality, 
the Objective S irit, not the otntic opposition of Sein - Sollep 
rand Sein. of Gg&& Rna In opposition to ?rendelenberg,
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(.4io criticised Hegel by means of s non-dirlictical view of
Aristotle# saying that Spirit met always receive new arterial
froo concrete reality nnd thue denied that Spirit could develop
by an inner dir lectio M-*rx held that the o r  Id ic an orgrnic
unity of Spirit end concrete reality* Molding to the absolute
creative acting of Spiritv Herx aocribod thir activity to

41Objective S irit, not to Subjective Spirit* Hero is the gem
of Marx's later break with the Left-' c elinno and his empb sis
upon upon ctual transformation of reality» of codety.

The primary importance of the doctoral dissertation for
us rests upon his remafcfes In the apiendiac containing

42prepfdratory work for it* Ihe important point was onde in 
hie consideration of the relation of PMlosophy to the world*
Harx had not yet oritl&ed Hegel as Feuorbrch had (and as ho

41* Cf. Ibid., 159-160 and the references*
42* In the work itself# a study of Eplourenn nnd *>c ocritcon 

philosophies of nature# lie favoured Epicurean philoaophjr. By 
its doctrine of atone in free novenont Instead of movement only 
in straight linos# it gr vo freedom to tho atom# end as it node 
the aton th symbol of the individual solf-conedouoncso it gave 
it freedom* lie differed \dth tho epicurean abstraction of nan 
from the world in frecdon-conotituting activity# ae this mode 
effective action upon the world impossible# end isolated Don*
(cf• Cornu# op* cit** 163-164; 172ff.) NafK also favoured the 
atheism of rpicuruo against the theiro of Plutnrdh and resembles 
the interpretation of religion found in Feuerbach: that Cod and 
belief in Him is the self-nlionntion of nan# the setting up of 
man's etcm 1 nature as a separate being to bo contemplnted# 
end immortality as baaed upon fear of death* (cf* Ibid.# 165-166)*



hinoelf would later and be sought a way to go beyond Henel to 
die Philosophic der Tut without falling into the error of the 
idealistic critical philosophy of Bauer* This he doe© by 
reoouroo to the history of philosophy* there ere periods in 
which Spirit ,-̂ ves coinplctc and universal expression to itself 
in theory* in system - no in Aristotle and Hegel* (Then© periods 
are colled Knotcnpuritrto • Then nind socks to find the external 
world in its own iaa*:c>f finds it not* end vfll 11 is generated by 
this pain of dissatisfaction springing from the contrast between 
inner satisfaction (of complete and harmonious theory) i nd the 
outer world* Spirit mz 1H  then seeks to offset its

A*reconciliation by trcmsfominr the world into its own te$e.
Here then H nt expresses the thco© of the renlinntion of 
philosophy* which noarm the ’’end11 of philosophy, not no rejection 
but on fulfilnoTTt - a theno to recur Inter. Praxis, the 
changing of the world* action instead of contemplation - this 
cnao to be Marx’s keynote. At this tine* howvor* he was still 
in a theoretical frnc end saw a dialectic between philosophy 
end the world*4 The f  nitration od^hilotgphy end the 
identification of Spirit or Ood wiHi Man’s self«consct'usneos 
shO' Mnrx’e position at this tine* in relation to Heflsl*
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43. Gi% 22fc 12-15* 15-19 (iSGA 131-133? 63-66)
Cornu* op. d t .* 146ff| R.C."¥uckor, Phiiosopliy and Myth 
In Karl Eiarx. 77-79•
44. Cornu 9 op. cit** 179.



fferx ouccoeofully submitted hie doctoral dlosortatlon to
45Jena9 April 6 f 1341, and the decree was swarded on AtxpII 15.

After a few nontho in Trier he lived in Bom awaiting aqploynent,
hut this hope ended when Bruno Bnuor wnc dionioocd in tlarch of
1842• Marx had, however, become involved la the publication
of the liberal newspaper, Hheinieche j&ltsatg in Cologne,
securing th© appointment of a raoobcr of the Doktor Klub flfl
editor, end upon hie resignrtion, securing the poet himself,
(October, 1342) having contributed article© since
During this ; erlod li-rx wrote hie first political end social
articles (the first one \ Titter wee not published until 1343,

47in Switzerland, for fear of censorship. * It wrs of this 
period that ttarx later sold he first enmc into eontcct with 
tho “mntfrlnl quoetione' and the questions of economics and 
politics.*^ During this period (until Hrreh 16, 1843) ® Marx 
became increasingly critical of Hegel *e view of the State, but 
he did not go over to socialism or connuniac until the wi nter 
of 1043-44* During his Hhelnisckc ?oltung deys he wrote against 
th© government fe action in matters of censorship, divorce laws, 
law© depriving peasants of the age-old rî jht to gather fnllen 
wood, and tbs covcrnoent’e policy in relieving (or failing to do 
so) the distress of th© wine-growers cau^it in th© economic
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45# Adams, op. cit., 42. 46. Ibjd.t 45t51|59*
47. Ibid., 46. 48. Cf, note 13 above.

49* Adorno, op. qlt.» 71.



adjustments of the tariffs union*
It is not our purpose here to follow his problems, 

arguments, or slitfit shifts of viewpoint during this period*
It is of importance only, to note his viewpoint generally* 
that of a radical democrat* The state should embody the moral 
will of the people, but leave oertoin matters private; free

■ 50discussion was not to be suppressed. Liberty was reason, the
51essence of humanity. The state is the representative of the

52social whole, the manifestation of reason, the individual and 
53the whole. The conflict of classes is not irreconcilable and

there is no need for a general social conflict in order to
54arrive at egalitarian institutions. He denounced imaginary

ideal standards such as Hoses Hess had propounded (in the paper
just prior to Marx9s editorship), that when in the ideal state,
with on identity of the individual and general interest

55prevailing, there would be no need for a State- Also the 
historical school of law, which justified all institutions
purely on the basis of their existence, came in for criticism.'6

r'7The state is not to be trampled by a fetishism for property*
In fact Marx waxes eloquent on the splrituel nature of the Statei

50* Ibid*, cf. also 53, 66-67. 51# Ibid.* 54.
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In a true state there is no landed property# no 
industry# no gross natter, which in their condition of 
row elcooniG coulu aokc a brxgain with the afc&tsy there 
nr© only opirituol powers# and only in their resurrection 
in the state, their political rc-birth, arc the naturel 
powere qualified for the fr r chioe of the otate* Stoe 
st**tc pervades tbs ..hole nature with spiritual ncrvec, 
and at every point it nuot be at)porent that not natter 
but form, not nature without the state but the nature 
of the atnte, not the unfroe thing but the free onn 
doninntee.

Thio docs# of course, reveal tendendee of his later thou/dit • 
tho doraiirnoe of ’free nan , but the state ic the condition 
of this.

Marx reveals several interesting realist ic views * however#
which find a place in his later aye tori* First« in Ids very
first series of articles on press censorship# he attributes
the viewpoints of various speakers in tho parliasaentary

59debates to their class position* 3cco,nfl, he denounces
censorship os an action attributing to individuals (censors

60the perfections which belong to the totality of aanklnd*
Thirdt in his last series of articles, deploring lad: cf 
Govomracntsl action for relief of the distressed v/ine-groi/ors, 
he crkee a doaging critidsci ofjtbo psychology of bureau c m  oy, 
which paralyse© nil proper action* date interest nnd personal 
interest conspire to create a fenr of action and initiative 
in the bureaucrat. The individual is the victira of the 
occhine, tho isaehlne is to serve the people, but it bo cooes

56- Ibid*, IB) quoted by Adnee. 59* Ibid** 52*
60. Ibid., 50.



a edf-enatMned :>ouer unto iteelf • Hero rvnin there le on 
imtpht that receive© further attention, in fhet it in the 
bcalo H  M e  nest anjer Shift of poeitton# hie critidro of 
liegol’e phUeooptgr of the State*

o have seen the incipient critidm of reitrlon in the 
doctoral diooertation in the identification of Qod with the 
etcra 1 nature o^rrn no a loot projection of non; 112a*iee 
we hrvo eecn th© potential critique of philosophy (potential, 
because ftnrs etill live© b; pfilooophy! } in the concept of the 
ro liontion of Tiitloeophy - ite fulfllaent in rrnMo* In the 
above we have just aeon the norm of dioenchfmtraont with 
political life which led to M e  criticico of political 
institution©* Hero wo hove throe of the four critiques of 
Bars (religion# philosophy# polit ico# eecnoMea) in their 
order of origin. Ill «tf *»— c b a n  b— i nata In tfao nano at 
qpjg: the criticised fora is an alienated form of non and le 
criticised fron the standpoint of a free nrn (cf* the above 
quotation on the State no ft condition in hich free arm 
denteslee^)* Shic nothod le the heritage of ©trance (rolifioue 
doctrine le n ayih of the ooaraunity ret* Feuerbach (the object 
is the red nnd all dec la derived fron it f in particular# 
and of the eg* generally*

- 63 -
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61. Ibid . o 69-70
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v*
Feuerbach become increasingly important in the formation

of Marx's thoughts his "Kritik der Hegelschen Philosophic*’
62appeared in 1839, his Das Wesen des Christentums in 1841, 

his "Vorlaeufigen Theeen zur Reform der Philosophic" in 1842» 
and his "Grundsaetze der Philosophic der Zukunft” in 1843* 
These appeared during Marx's period of ’fermentation1 and are 
used extensively in his writings during 1843-44* Already, the 
criticism of the censorship for placing a perfection of the 
whole of mankind in particular individuals has been a use of 
Feuerbach's key idea in Das v/esen des Christentums (as we 
shall see later)* It is necessary to make a brief summary 
of Feuerbach before proceeding to the writings of Marx 
during 1843-44*

Feuerbach was early a rebel anu an outcast! a student 
under Hegel at Berlin and a graduate at Erlangen (1828), 
where he was Privntdozent and where he published an anonymous 
pamphlet (1830) attacking the doctrine of immortality. This 
prevented further academic advancement and he retired from
Erlangen in 183^, married in 1837, whereby he had 'independent

63means', and lived in Schloss Bruckberg bei Ansbach.

62. Tucker, op. cit.. 30, says some months” after the 
dissertation.
63* Cornu, op. cit., 137* note 29*
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This life in the country, howeverf ©eons to have ©et bin on 
his final devolonocrnt.^ In any event, tr.turaliee, huaaniso, 
and sensuousnes© were hi© hey idea©, mad he was in opposition 
to abstract, speculative philosophy and religion ^Ath their 
absolute© and systems* At he-rt he w e a humniot whoso 
concern woe to free nrrn, to ©et hlo on hi© own foot in hi©
own world, nod his various viewpoint© and aethods ©re for this

65purpose.
She first trait of Feuerbach to he noted ie his rejection

of Hsgsl by inverting the relationship of thought (Spirit )
end beittfl (Haturs). In this he brdke with Hegel by starting
from different premises instead of trying to go beyond M n f

66as did Mar* and the oth^r Young^leaeliftn©. ve tfiall not be

64* In the notes from thio period io found*
£inct in Berlin und jotslauf eineo Dorfo! VslShe Unoinn!

Hicht doch, osin tiicunr Ikindt metis, dsn Send, den e&r die Berlinn 
ntnatsnhllosophic in die SlTbeldnwCiit, woisiu or gshosrt* aber 
leidr t ouch in die Augen streute, vnSShe ich sir bier on dee 
Quell dor H tur vollendo cue. LogUc Ionite id: m t  einer 
deutschen Univercitnet, aber Gptik - die Kunst ncn .cn lemte 
ich orst nuf oinen dcutochon Borfc. (Sucmtllqfyi Ueg&e II 
(hereafter cited net jjj;t 40?| cf. Oomu. op. cit.» 137« note ?9.
65. Cf. m a r w  Hook, Fgon Hefyfl, to Hp^c, 221-2P6. Aleo 

Cf. Feuerbch’s ©totencnt, ’ ">er Oott war nein eretor Oodanke, die 
Vernunft acin Zveiter, dor Monsch ocin drlttcr und Ictefer Gedrnke.
Das Subject der Gotthsit 1st die Voranrift, riber das Object 
der Vemunft der Monsoh." (swt 11,410 Or in Ibid.a 413*
"Die Fhiloaophie but Sache der fUmechheit m  mophen, <Wi \rr 
ttein ere tea Beatreben.' And Ibid., 414* "Blast war tiir dns 
Donken Rweck dee Lebcrsa, aber jetet 1st air d o tcber fvcdk des 
Detikens." ' 3>i© wfdurc Philosophic bestsht dorin, nicht Buechcr, 
oondem ricnechen nu Machcn. *
66. However, it will becooe increasingly clear that 

Feuerbach does retain much, of Hegel and at tines even occae



concerned with the details of this criticism of Hegel, as by
it Feuerbnch merely wine hio position of naturalism or
ontcrinlior* tho prianey of Being, of nature, over thou< ht.^7
i’h© truth io not to be hi d by assuming a result, going to
mturc and history nnd forcing then into the result; rrthcr,
the truth is to be hod by going to nature, observing it in oil
its concre eneoo and detoils nnd allow; n it to Impress itself
upon the perceiving mind* This inversion of fhou^it and Being,
Spirit nnd Butter, ic the basis of all hio later thought,
though he seems to have found it *n instrument for his hucrtnlim
rather than n clocely defined philosophical doctrine*

£fce second point on Feuerbach is hio distinction between
religion end philosophy, i.e. true philoso hy* Hegel hnd
equ ted the two ne boing different nodes of perception and
expression of the once contenti Feuerbach declrcs there to be
n radical and qua litative distinction between then. Religion
is the relation of non to himself, philosophy io the relation
of nan to hie object, as in sciences

ttt die Religion die Dosichung dee Subjects ?ua Object 
lot, we 1 che in d r Beciehung auf den Cegcnotand 
lediglich nur cine Besiehung des Mcnsohen auf oich cclbst. 
auf oeinc inncm und selbet plyoiknlisohen Bcduer'niooc 
nusdrueckt, die Philosophic daaegen die Beaiehung des 
Subjects sum Object, welchc in dor Beciehung ouf den 
Menschcn ohne nolch© lot, wie gesngt, Hichts flier ihn—  r>n 
ledlgllch nur ©ine Bcsichun • auf den egenetand nuedruckt*

67. Cf. S. Hook, o . cit.. 226ff; Feuerbach, S ̂ .II.l bffi
Bur Kritik dvr Hegel'schen Philosophic*'*; ’ctter, op. cit.. 10-11.
60* Feuerbach, jfe.II.131*
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Of couroct Feuerbndh did not deny# rnd# in fact# mnd© it hie
point of attack# that idealistic phiosophy was identical with
religion# as it Iteelf claimed.

Shis rejection of the union of philosophy and religion
loads to © third point# the discussion of Feuerbach*© philosophy
of religion# the details of which are esq at inportnnt for our
understanding of Hnrx. She cost important expression of it 1c
Par; osen dcs Qu^iatentuae (141) whose elaboration© Merit used;
its basic premises arc d  rifled by referring to several
articles written in 1039.

70In tiie remarks to a previous article# Feuerbach said
that the essence of religion is "Fhantasie und Gentieth”*^; in
>,c esen deo Clulatcntuas he onid nDic Grunddogocn dee
Cfcristentliuras sind erfuellte !iereeoc uuensohe— dre ©sen dee

72Ghriotenthinao let das ' eocn deo Geouoths. * Ort
Jer wceentliehe Stendpunlrt der Religion let dor prnkticehc ̂ 
d.tu. Mcr aer oubj»ktive. Dor ewock der Roll^on 1st dns 
‘ ohl# das lleil# die Seligkelt des Menochen* *. *3

-  67 -

69* Cf* Cornu# op. cit** 137-130*
70* Feuerbach# T’Uobcr Philosophic und CJirictentua y in Jgf II# 

179-14# which, refers to "Ueber Philosophic und Christen tun in 
Desiehung nuf deo der Htgelschen Philosophic gennChten Vorwurf 
der Unehristlichkcit” in ̂ #  I#42-107; both published in 1359•
71# Feuerbach# JJjf# 11,179.
72. Ibid*. VII# 197.
73. Ibid.# 294.
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tbs heart?- the fl— islh sad are contrasted with the
reason ond objectivity. Geaueth exprccnco need of the
individual, htsntt sio to the intellectual expression of
Geaueth while on the other hand reason expresses the
objective reality of the thing in itself apart froa the
relation of the thing to the needs or possible satisfactions
Of the Individual. Hence:

Das Geaueth druockt Boduorfnise nue, die Phentv sie 
lllkuehr— das hoechete Genets des Geraueths lst9 was 
lefricdigt, dro hoechctc Geoeis der Fhnntneic, was 
gef&ellt*** Boo Gcauoth crchtoich selbet sun Ootrt9 sum 
abeolutcn 1 eocnj co will dasshichts self was on Gemucth 
wid< repricht— seine itienscb© sind ihn die allcln 
guel tiger: Gesets* mbs Go sets dee Uerscne, in iderspruch 
nit don wirklichen Geocte dor cit, ale rcuseerc $hst 
ver irfclicht lot dno V’under— das i under dnher die 
ntuorlichc, aber ebon doevegen weBentlioh 
ehfiractGVlatloohG Ansehnuung der Religion von der ’ elt*

Die Phnntrsic 1st dio eul j< c ivc intcllcctucllo 
?hretigkeit, uclchc die Binge ci rot cllt, wie sic don 
Geoueth cntsprechcn; die Vernunft f die old/ ivc 
intelloctucllo Thnotigkdtf welchc die Dingo drro elltf 
wie sic eindp ohne nuf die Boduorfnlsso doe Genuotho 
Rucc&slcht su nohraen*
^dorigln of this Phsntnsle io the discrepancy between 

the needs awl the desires of non end his reality* Zn an 
article on miracles Fcuerbneh expresses this in n passage 
which contri.no ouch of his philosophy of religion oonpreoecd 
within it* He explains how it is that Phnntnolc rrioco, 
IMntcsiOt the intelligence which is determined by the needs 
and wishes of the hearts of con.

74. ibid*, n,ino*
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Den Itenochcn, der m  cine© gcllebten Oegenstcnd in der 
Feme eilt, let jeder /river, forbidding ground, tree, 
hill,—all of which nr© obotncleo to him_/,,«einc Schmnlrc, 
die sich stosrend mitten ewiochen ihn und den Ctaycnetnd 
oeincr \ uensche hinetcllt? in eelncr I hnntneie let er echon 
on Oca crochntcn Orte, nber lnngoam echleppt er els cine 
lnestige Buerdc selnen schwerfnelligon Rocrper nit clch 
fort* Der Schnera ueber den Jidersyruch der irklldhkelt 
alt den Beduerfnic© seines llcrcene preset ihn den xmsch 
nuns 0 vner ich doch lelcht wie eln Vogel, so ochnell wie 
der indj er 8c f  st—und olchc! dort oben in Hininel 
schwebcn seine Seufser nlc Kngel— vogellelditc, ungebundene, 
selige V'eeen— und ueber diesen Kgcln das tioochste Uesen 
al« eln i^lgdithln flcjirj^nloaoc,,. nlo ©in coen,
dessen illen nichto in ere oteht, bei den Befehlen 
(wuensohen, vollen) und Dchnffcn idcntieeh 1st* Bus flora, 
vergegsnstaen&llcht, verselbetocndigt ocinen unsch und 
Dmng, frei su oeln von alien Deoticraungor. und Gchrenkon, 
ols die absolute, die gocttlic!* lllkuehr, die Allnacht.
In der roettlichcn Allan oht oncht der bodrcongtc Funsch sich 
Luit, bier etroeot das bcklooncnc Here seine Seufcer cue, 
filer entledigt ee sich dor oignen 8chmnkenj hicr 
cntechaedlgt os oich fuer dns, was es in der cit entbehrt; 
hicr gibt sich dor Monsoh, was er bnben nocchto, was ihn 
schmortB, nicht su besltsent hler oncht er seine tfucasohe 
su don Gesetsen, der eieyroichcn Mnechtcn der Welt* Gott 
1st in ihn die AnsChnuung und Eapfindung der Freihelt von 
den SChmmkon der Vlrkllehkeltt Gott krrnn aiIq o: ihn 1st 
nlchts unroeylich, ocin Will© 1st dns eincige Gescts©
Der vtmech scrbricht die Schrnken der Subjectivitnet—  
or will daeo dns oci, was er wuenecht—die Alloacht 1st der 
reallmrts vjllc dee unochccj denn dpa ttnech lot nichtc 
unmocgllcht or tan;;; und vernar; Alles.7*̂

Hicreforc, the Ihnntnsic " ... lot dcr Fngcl des Persons, der

Hinael nuf Frden, der Spiegel der v©it, wie sit den t'uenochen
76des Hcnschcn entopricht." llimcle expresses the serencc of

Phonic sic beouee it io nothing but ”••• die wil Ikuehr 1 i chc

Vcrk upfung und Vcrwnndlung widornprechendcr hinge nit - und 
77ineinander,*’ hence expresses the wish in eensu us fom.

75# Ibid** 1 ,31- 52 . 76 . Ibid.. 32.

77 . fold., 29; cf.130
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In these passages Fcuerbnch located tho origin of religion
in th© lioitrtion of Brut in the contradiction between reality
end man* a wishes ana needs* the object if ice tion or projection
of these into a heavenly reals i© rosily a projection of taro
himself. This idea is more fully developed in Pro oeen deo
Christen turns. with a further development of its content t there,
God is the projected esoencc of the species* the general nature

70of stnn as s whole* though he still supplies the wishes and 
needs of the limited individual, and as we hove seen, tho 
doctrines are fulfilled wiches. It is thi© aseclos concept 
that is central to the book end to Brunts writings of 1844* 

Religion is limited to the human race* snyo Fouerbaehf 
man is distinguished by consciousneos—  r onsdousness in the
strictest sense, "... wo einerc Weson seine Onttung* seine esen*

79heit Gegenstand ist* Mnn hoe an inner life* is able to 
discern liis own species (and is thus capable of discerning the 
snecics life of other beings - I.e. he is capable of sclcr.c© , 
and converses with himself* is at one© I-ff ous he is not bo nd 
by consciousness of his individuality but is able to have his

78. This is also evident in later writings* In hie 
Grundsn©ts der ihilosophi© dor 2ukunft% P 12 he snyst 
1 Hier hnben wir unhor ein sinuf illigoe Beispiel von der 
nhrheit, dose die Vorotellumg dec Mensclien von Gott die 
Vorotellung dee racnechlichen Individuuns von seiner Grtturg, 
daso Gott als der Inbegriff aller Renlitaeten odor 
Volllcocxaenheiten nidits Anderes ist* ale der sum Hutson dee 
beochroenkten Individuums compendiarlsch sus-mnen ofaset 
Inbogriff der unter die Hensehen vertl ell ten, in Lcufo der 
Veit-eschichte eich renlisirenden Figenechafton der Gattung. 
(fi&XX* 282-283.)
79* Feuerbach* ?II* 24*



own essential nature and species nature ae an object of thought. 0 
'This eelf-consciousncss io identic?'! with the bun n uniqueness, 
which includes religion! Boa \ ooen dee Mcnachen in Untcrechlcd 
vod Thlere let nicht nur der Grand, sondem ouch dor Gegcnstnnd 
der Religion*nv* However, since religion io conacicuoncos of 
the infinite, it is the conocioucnceo nan hne of hie own 
infinite nature, connciouoncoo of the infinity of cnedousneos* 

The nature of nan of which he io conscious ie Die Vernunft, 
der ille. dae Hg£»f’| to the complete nan belong the pooore of 
those* Die Kraft dee Denkeno let dae Licht der Frkcrmtniee, 
die Kraft dee lllene die Energie doo Characters, die Kraft

godee iiercenc die Liebe.” These nokc up a trinity over the 
individual nan, for In reality non doee not possess then, they 
constitute hie being* These powers exist for their own soke, 
i.e. for the onJcc of thinking, willing, loving* These powers and 
all supra-lndividual characteristics make up the gpccico natur* 
of man, his general nature, his universal nature, that which ie 
the boeis of science* This ie a tern and concept used by Hegelf 
he also says that nan’s nature is double, that he has the ability 
to know his o n inner, universal nature, as well as to know his 
icsscdlnte individual, sensuous nature, as do the anin lo# ^

One very important feature of Feuerbach ie his concept 
of the aubject-object relation (a concept used later by Marx

- 71 -

0* Ibid., 24-25. C3L. Ibid*, 25. 02. Ibid*. 26.
35. Cf. Hegel, SnsmSSBS&St’* 2< (Sb£JS£4£jOoQti 

(inllooe), 47 .



In the 1 44 Moo, rand interpreted by some ne being an
84artificial method of escaping into the social world.

Feuerbach says that a subject’c object lo a revelation of
4

the nature of the subject * it reveals the subjects powers
of perception, interests, understanding, and other qualities.
In the case of the relation of the sun to the earth and to the
other planets* the sun as the earth's object reveals the nature
of the earth for the sun is a different sun to tho different
11 nets, depending upon the v rioue distance© fron the sun*
intensity of light reveals the distance of the earth fron th©
cun# Hence the planets' object, the sun* minors the
planets * own nature. Similarly with non* regarding both
spiritual and sensuous objects:

An dea Gegeustnnde wird dnher der Hensch qclno: 
sclbqt bewusstt das Bewucstsein d o Oegonstnndo ist das 
iKlbotbevr icctf.ec in. Aue detn Gegcnstnnd© erkennst Du den 
8cnnchcn| an ihm erocheint Dir oein cscro dear 
Ccgenotaud ist r̂ in," olfohboree ^pooi|, sein wnhroe, 
objectives I ch. 06

STMan is %• .debts ohne Gegenstnnd" t if the snae object is 
beheld by different individuals of the s me species but under 
various conditions, f’.#.s© let ex^eninstens jg>, wio er dieocn
Indlviduen je nach ihror Verochicdenhcit Objcctiot* Ihr eigcnos

08at«r rxrenctncndlichco 1 caon. {f uo when Marx C";.-o non'c

84. Cf. R.C. Tucker, I'lijloapUar nad Ksrth In g.-jgl tom* 
144-149, 174 176.
89. Feuerbrsdi, jgv, Vll, 2-25. 06. Ibid.. 29.
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or. Ibid.. 28. 08. Ibid.



relation to womnn or to hie fellow® reveal c hio own degree of
realisation of hie essential nature— no ye shall see Inter—
he i© following thie principle of Feuerbach*)

Feuerbach draws rm inrportrmt consequence iron this
nxioo. The power of on object over the subject merely reveale
the power of his own nature, hence his o n nature is tho

absolute to him* For example, the power of an object evoking
feeling io the power of feeling itself, an attribute of the

pafeeling subject, os in nuolc* Therefore Feuorbnch holds
that Das absolute i coen, der Gott des Monschsn lot ssln 

90eignso looen* This gives concreteness to his doctrine 
that God is the objootlfied or projected eneenoe of nan*

Having mads these preliminary observations about Dos eeen 
des ChriatentuDSt it is perhnpe moot profitable to examine next 
his doctrine of true arm, man as he is species man, man as he 
should be* Then hie interpretation of religion eo the 
rlienstod state of man will become more acningful.

Interspersed throughout tits work are indications of what 
Feuerbach considers the true nature of non and the true view 
man should take of this nature* Die following points are 
instructive*

(1) That man is a natural, material creature who also 
thinks, is hardly In need of exposition* It io the vell~knoun 
position of Feuerbach* A creature in space and time is subject 
to the limitations of spaoc and time*

Ibid*, 30. 90. Ibid*
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(2) Gontrrry to Ifcrrx’e critidcD, H u t f M i  oesuDod man
to bo a developing historical being (though it 1© the case
that Feuerbach did not draw the consequence© of this • In
©olcnoGt the scientific genius of n particular age comprehends
In itoelf the po^ro of the preceding age end at the nano tin©

91nodlfieo then according to it© own needs and Character#
tfitf imvination, feeling (not sensation lf acumen, rcroon,
art? all the products of society and flourish in ©^historically
produced situation* f\irther, oon's history • •• bestelrt in
nioht© Andem d o  ©in©? fdrtrehendcn Uoberwlnfong von ^ron&gb
die su einor beetinaten Eeit fUer Schr nloen der Menschfreit, und

92
ton** fucr absolate# gelten.
Tliis unlimited nature of the species is seen particularly in
philosophy and physical science* Corresponding to this
cvclopaont of man's knowledge end capabilities is the
development or tr^nsfonaation of religion in thlch a m  takes
tron God end adds to himself t

Der oben in Allgeacinen angogebene 1 ntvtddungBgBmc 
der Religion bearteht doher nachcr dnrln, das® der 
Honsch iirmor mohr Gott vh,wmr raohr efoai su fl?rictit.
Anfange eetst der Henoch Alls© ghnc Jntorotf iod
mieoer aich. I a© elner epaotem -cit cxfer ctnet?
gebildoten Volk die IJatur oder Vcrnunrtf do© giebt
elner fruehem felt oder einen noch ungchildctcn Voiko Gott
ein*53

Further, in a different context, he says that religion and
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science ore in inverse ratio i nJe bcoc&raeriktsr der
Geoiehtekrels deo Menschen. jc wcnigcr er wcioo von
Goshidhte, Hatur, Philosophic# desto inrdger hnonrt or

94on seiner religion#1 font was religion yesterday is not 
such to-day; whnt is atheism to day will be religion tomorrow. 
She great turning point in history is at tho irooent when nan 
has really outgrown religion by virtue of Ids practical life 
and is now to renounce it in his consciousness, making his own 
being and essence his highest, hie absolute. It is obvious 
that there is a foundation of historic! oa beneath Feuerbach *e 
System.

(3) Kro is a species being; tho individual ic United and 
inperfect, the species lo unlimited, the absolute for nan, and 
is continually surmounting new limits s the fndividual is to 
appropriate the perfection rod infinitude of the species. The 
individual is a creature of space and tine; ho cannot utilise 
all his powers at the ecsac tine* he cannot be in all places at 
onoe. The species is unlimited in time m &  space, in 
perfections and attributes and in pooolbility. Hot only docs 
the individual utilise, in the more literal sense, the powers 
and perfections of his fellowmen, of the species, but he 
develops only in the company of hie fellovnen-—  honee the 
greater development In the cities than in the country
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mentioned above* there is a qualitative as well as a 
quantitative incro' so in liunan power in anno edition. Only 
through jxm docqten become hiaeolf.^ This io oeen also in 
love between the ooxco in which osle nnd female ore required 
to make a complete human betnc (biologically in reproduction 
of tlie species, and spiritually in terms of personality 5 in 
friendship where friends complement each other? in the
cnnoelliTvr out of elns in the race— one person's virtue e-mode

_ onanother's sin and vice versa* Hence?
• ••do* IXi m r  Vollkoonenhcit dee Ich pehoertf dose die 
Hcnschcn orst suaraaacn don Hcnschcn ausoochen, die 
:5et*©chcn nur suoansncn dns sind und so ŝ ptif was und 
wie der HctUKh ooin soil und coin harm.™

This received furtbor expression in throe theaee in hie
"Grucndoatse der Philosophic der fukunft" of 1B43*

t50, Die ahrhoit exiotiert nicht io Denken, nidht 
io ’ttssen fUcr sich selfest. ZHo 'aftrtx*t 1 st nur 
dlo TOtalltcst flea Mcnechliehen Vtieno und ' oocnc.
P59. Der einaelne ttonoeh gucr nidi hnt des vjjpcn dee

[• Bee M h w  Maosehon 1st nur In der
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ffonelnsete’.ft, In d r figjtb dca Hcnochcn Jit den 
MenOOhen onthcltcn— clnc rinholt, die oleh eber nur raif 
die RftttUteet. des Unturaohledee von Ich und Bu stuetet.
?6°* Mtaaate&t 1st ]MlA<fl&elj und ..losrfir-rddiolt, 
£qticin:iG]yem^d-on 1st rtyi cit. und l!r,cnclli<ttficit.
Der Henoch fuor sich 1st Henoch (le cevoehnlicfcen Sim)| . 
Honooh sit Menoch— dio rinholt von Ich und Du let Qotte *°°
(4 ) This loads to Beuorbneh'e oonoept of the f othor” as

mediator between the Individual and the species. Shis is the

97. Bids, 127~1T3| 213; 217-2X9♦ M M * >  P16-219? 2?l-2 ‘
99. Ihid., 216. 100. Ibid., II, 344.
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cnee in the cancellation of oin (moral imperfection or the
natural reconciliation* V  Per Anflere 1st an und fuer sicb
dor Mittlor swicchen nir und dor heiligen Idee der Gettungt
end a nan1 o sin is c ot into nothingness because it is his
end not that of his other ’ or hlo fcllounnn# However, beyond
this particular application, xxm Is one because of another exsu
The truth of the doctrine of creation by the Second leroon of
the Trinity io the tanith of the nature of onni

Die nhxheitf die su Grand© liegt, 1st das jipoon dec 
Henochcm die Elnheit seines Selbstbevusotselns ait 
den Dowuseteein von ©inen Andem, welchoe nit ihn einc 
let* Und das svelte* das vcsensgleichc Andorc let ~ 
notwen&lg des HltteXglied svlochcn den Ersten und 
Pritten. Dear Gedankc cincs Andem ucberhauptf einoc

entotsht nir crot torch den Gednnfccn 
i&r ,

Tiie absolute Other— the world— io a licit to the crcicr, the
unlicdtednsss of self (God •— it cannot pass directly to it#
Thio contradiction is mediated by belsvH confronted with
another who ie not self, yet who confirns self and is of
like nature of self#

Erst staehlt das Ich sclnen Blick in dcm Auge cities Du, 
ehe os die Anochmnmg cinco Weoene ortrae^f welches ihr 
nicht oein eigncs Bild suruocketrohlt# Dor nndere 
Henoch lot doc Band swisdien nir und dear Veit# Ich 
bin und fuehle 'ich obhncngig von der M t *  veil suerst 
von andem Hcnech aich abhaengig fuohle.103

It is by the other nan that ann identifies himself— coaoo to 
oclf-ccnsciousneoc, and differentiates hinself ffon the world;

101# Ibid## VII, 222 
103# Ibid,, 126#

102. It id## 125-126



It is by socinl contact nnd conblnrvtion that hunrm powers care
developed (as nbovoh it is by social existence that thought 

104first nriseo. Hcnoe it le that natural# rational nn», true 
nan, ie related to the specieo by his fellows# by hio relation 
to the other.

(5) I*ovc ie tho subjective reality of the species and the 
unity of oonkind# In oontr ot to hie own view# Jtoucrboch erye 
that Christianity oedintoe the species to the individual by 
Jesus Ghriet who is the lance of the epccioo* ?hcr© is an 
imedinte unity of the specie e and the individual through 
faith in Christ# which kills any real and prinery relatione 
to others r Christian love is oocondory, Christinas love each 
other bcoause Christ loved them* (This also 1:111c the 
theoretical faculty of mn.) She true subjective unity of 
the species is love (as reason le its objective reality. | love 
is, h-vever,

vie gessgt# nichts Andres, ale die Bcthaetifung# die 
Vcrwirfclichung dor Blnhelt der Gnttunc diarch die 
Geeinrsung# Bio Gattung 1st kein blosser Ocdnhkei 
oic exlstiert in Gefuohle# in der Gcsirsnunc# in der 
l-̂ ner/Tie der Idobe* Die Onttunc 1st eo9 die air 
T iobe cinfloeot. Bin llobevolles Hers ist dno ! ere 
der Gattung. ••• Wcr also don Menschen uo dec 
Menedion wiUen llebtf wcr oich su Liebe der Orttunc 
crhebt# but unftversalen# dee Wsttn der Get tunc 
enteprec: endon Liebe# dor 1st Christ# der 1st Christas 
selbst. We also d m  Bevucstoein d r Gattung ole
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Gat tun entotcht, da vcrschwendet Chriotuo, ohnc 
dons ooin vnhrce cccn vergchtj dcnn Bar was ja der 
Stellvcr^retor, dan Dild dee Bcwuootseins der
Gattung.*®*

nonce Christ disappears where oonodousnoas of tho ope doe
arises, because he was a substitute for tho conedouenoeo of
the species, the inng© for the popular mind.

In thin analysis mid explanation of love and the species,
Feuerbach ie bringing theology and philosophy into the
secular or nature! plane of existence, realisinf it. Love
le not real in tho relation of Christ and nan (though this
illusion served a good purpose in its tine) but 1s only real
in the relation of w m  to man*

(6) A prominent feature of Feuerbach1 c view of man le
culture (Bildunrt or purposive activity which ootiblncqfche
theoretical and practical activity of man. This activity is
missing where nan is truly religious and places the realisation
of his needs in God and Christ, where the individual and the
species are imediatcly unified in the religious sphere,
whore the nature of God contains tho theoretical nature of man

m s(creativity, reason, knowledge, etc.'. The exclusively 
practical nature of roliflon, and of Christianity in particular, 
satisfice nan's ncoo inoodintcly and emphasises this side of 
hunon nature. However, it is door that Feuerbach's true non
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1g a being who docc not negate his llcdto in inogirr«tion nod
fouling* who does not unlink tiioeelf fron nature, hut rather
applies himself to the nature of things theoretically find to
the meeting of his needs practically, thus exhibiting loboujt
and culture and science (which is philosophy for reuerbobhU Ilcncc ■

Der rcllgloeae Hensch 1st gluccklich in seiner Hientaelei 
er hat Alios in nuce inner beiennncn; ocln Bucndcl 1st 
iixjcr geschucrt. Jehovnh bogleitet nidi uobcrnll? ich 
broncho nicht ous r&r hornuSEugehen? ldi hnbe in ocinon 
Ontte den ̂ nbcrxif: -Her Schnetee und Kootbnrkeitcn, 
•33aUASSSaSr^A 2)10 Bildunff rber
ist rbheongi von Auoaen, bat crnohorlei Beduerftaisoe,
&cxm ole uebervimtet ate Scmankon dee ainiaichwB 

- ■ P J Z & J - m J S & M m Z  ortbot vi.drr Ourcl: similltte. 
v&rtOlttoa Pipctlrfrcit. nicht relldoeeen rvmntonta. iV7

Activity (or creation) la a divine idea, le applied to Oodi
la Thun fuohlt dch dor Henoch fral, unbesohraenkt, 
gluodclidi, in Leiden beschraenkt, gedruedkt,
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Begrif*»er relnen, u^cotfgv^tfia, Frcujy.. Ea oclingt uno 
nur, was vir v m  thunt Alio© usberwindot die Proudi^cit. 
Bine frsudige Thoetigjfceit ist abcr einc oolchc, die ait 
unoerotn Vosen uoberelnstinnt, die vir nicht nle Bchranke, 
oogleiob nioht ale ftwaog enpfindcn* Dio glucckXicfoe, 
oeligate Thactigkeit iotjedoch dio produciertmde.

This highest Joy lc placed in God in the religious Inclination

and thur token fron non; in so for na it affects onn it occurs
109in miracle. Ac oppoasd to egoistic and subjectively oriented

10 *»miracle*

107. Ibid.. 293.
100. Ibid.. 29A.
109* Ipid*; c • IBP*



Arbeit lot £cauetlo8« ungloubift, ratlonelistlsch? detin 
der Hensch orcht hier sein Dasein cfohoencit5: von der 
£wecktneti{'dceit, die aelbet wider ledi^lich durch die 
Aneohruune 3er jc^cnstrond^lchon cit vornittclt lot. 110

The roli^ioue feel inn centered in Geoueth does not bother 
itoclf nbout the objective world nnd ie happy within itself; 
it does not know of oclf-ronuncintion end eclf-objectifieation.

Bee Kleoont dor BilGung, dao nordieche Princip der 
SelbetenteeueecrunG sbht den Geoueth ab. Dor 
olnoaiochc Geiat, der GeiBt der Bildtmg let der oich 
eolbet durch Geoct^tc beechrnenkcnde 9 durch die

.der _ cit, durch die Itotvondlrfeclt, die 
Jteiulic.it cier der THt iYO.ieirt und vSmtrelc
beet t : endce der Gciot. An die etollo
dies Gcistee tret nit den Chriotenthun die wfteeohrneriktc, 
nasslose, ixjberechwren^liche, eupcmntumlietioche 
Subjectivitnot— ein in ocinco inncreten Vcecn dec Princip 
dor riooenochafti der BilGung entfttcengeectetce Princip* 
flit den Chriotenthun vcrlor dor Henoch don Sinn, die 
rrehigkeit, eicb in die If tur, dr a Univeroun 
hineincudonken.111

Hov/cvor, in rolici.on the theoretical element in enn, no
11Pnecensor; to culture, to placed in God nnd loot man/

(7) How, Fcucrbach'e true nan, the new nan, ie
deel^n^tcd ae natuerlichen oder verauenftigen Woneehen'

115who hn* a nntuml activity* Thio non ie one vfcot
• •• dahcr io Dewuootoein der Gettunc lebt, uer 
oein Geoueth und ocine Phcmtn.sie beocfcmenkt, boertinert 
durch die Anochnuunn deo wirlrlichcn Lebcne, dee 
wirklichcn Mcnsctteu, der keira eich kein tcbon dehken, vo 
dne Gattungoloben und donit der Gcochlochte- 
untcrrchiod nufgtihoben lots erhnclt doe /xochlcchtlooc 
Individuua den hirrliochcn Geint flier cine 
geoucthlichc Vorotellunr: der Phnntnoie*^^

110. Ibid*, 100. 111. Ibid* 113. Ibid*. 108, 836-297
115. Ibid*, 190; cf.249. 114* Ibid.. 235.



And in hio concluding application, he calls upon arm to
comess openly the identity of the coneciouonooe of God
with that of son's species nature, and that,

• »i dase der Hsosch sich nur ueber die ScTsraenken 
seiner Indlvidualltaet Oder I’ersoenlichkeit 
crhebon kann und soil, aber nicht ueber die 
Geaetat#, die
dfissder Henoch keln rmdres 'coen nlo absolutes t 
nip gocttlichen , v oocn denken, nhnion, vorstellcn? 
fuelilen, glnubeu, uollrm lleben und vcrehren ale 
daft ̂ qschl^c ,

To this he appended a footnote stimulating that hunrn nature
includes external nature— it belongs to the oeoence of tana—
and theti "Sur dure t die Verbinduug dee Menocfien nit der
W tur koennen vir den eupranrturalietischen Egoiscuo doe
Chrlstenthun uebesvinden#”̂ 6 True nan for reucrbadi is
the creative nan, subjecting himself to the discipline of
culture and science, thereby creating his own world and at
the Base tine realising that he docs this only in conjunction
with others and under personal limitations* the unlimited and
divine being is only the totality of mankind#

(8) Feuerbach often praises the heathen philosophers 
for their theoretical and aesthetic concern with nature as 
opposed to the Jewish and Christian util ism 5 this does not 
give the whole of his view of the relation between Christianity 
and heathenism, however# The demand for culture which combines



the practical and the theoretical activity of atm nnd at the
80130 time ends the supmavtumlistic egoism of Christianity
corresponds more closely to his true attitude to heathenism
and Christianity* Christianity has raised nan above nature,
and thereby unleashed hio egoism* for which Feuerbach has

117nothin: but contempt. Christianity has also robbed nan of
hi© specie© life by directly uniting the individual with tho

118specie© in the person of Christ* Howeverf if Christina©
fell into this extreme of severance fron nature*

T1•*• oo vcrfielcn dogegen die Hoiden in das nndere 
Extrem* in die Genelnheit* welche den Untcrochicd 
S5viechen Thitr und Menoch nufhebt* odcr gnr* wie 
s.B. Celouo* der Gegner dee Christenthunc, den 
Menechen untcr die *ftiier hcraboetct."^'

And the ancients
r... opferten dac Xndividuura der Cnttung ev$t 
die CiiriBten die Onttung den Itidividuuo.

Further* the heathens allowed imagination to run riot in
non-huaan forme— in a lnek of concern for nan—  while Christ
performed miracles for the sake of needy humanity* implying

121again th t heathenism was deficient* ' It is dear then 
that tho species consciousness# the humanism of Feuerbach* 
is a fusion of the crass theoretical vie of heathenism and

117. Ibid.* 209-213. 118. Ibid.* 214-217*
119. Ibid.. 210-211. 120. Ibid.. SU.
121. Ibid.* 203-209.
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the equally crass view of Christianity. Primarily^ this union 
results by the fact that man views the world by first viewing
hio othoy. hio followqan. nnd viowe the world through him. This

12?is expressed in love*

(9) An important question iethnt of why txm objectifies 
hinoclf in reliction. It has been seen thrt it is due to ncod9 
to unfulfilled wishes or needs— due to the discrepancy between 
reality and the inner nature of man. But why should man live 
in phantasy mther than in realism and hard won reality by
which he would exercise his true nature and powers' Cf primary* } 1 + .
importance is the concopt of the necessity of tm object for ©an
and of the relation of subject and object) © n is nothing
without on object and the object rovwnle hie inner reality.

Notuendlg oetst doher in der Religion der Hensch rein 
Veeen eusocr eich, seln tfoeen file ein rnch cs jjecr .1 • 
notwendig, veil nTl eeln bcwusstpo eoen aufgcht in 
die pmirliechc Subje ctivitnet • Oott ist eein anderea 
Ich* seine nnderc vcrlomc Hrelfte; in Oott ermenst 
er aich; in Oott ist er erst vollro T.mcr Msnsch.
Gott ist ihn ein Beduerftaisei os fchlt ihn Ktvas9
ohns ssu wieoon, was ihn fchlt— Oott ist dieses fehlcnflo
EtvaS: Oott ihn unentbehrliohi Oott :ehoert zu eelncn t eoen#

122. Moses neae9 and following hlnf Mnrx# viewed this as 
being embodied in actual activityf in economic activity and 
its mutuality. Marx eepeci lly seee nan*e oocir-l relations 
expressed in the Interrelationships of the ©onnodity worldf 
objectified in objects and their relations. But for nll9 the 
species cotaoc to be in the union of individuals and their 
activityf instead of by reference to eooe third porty9 nucfc 
as Christ or ©onoy. In all this they are using conceptc found 
in 110001*0 philosophy of nature; but unlike Hegel9 they find 
the final form of the species In this snzac plane of existence, 
this sane sphere of reality9 instond of finding it in the 
higher plane of mental activity.
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• H  Bur in Gott crgaenst sic de n Mnngel dee Lcbens, de n 
Mangel eineo vesentlichcn Inhnlte, den in unendlicher 
Puelle doe wirklicho Leben der vernuenftigen Anochauung 
darbiotet. Oott 1st ihr dor Jfrsate der wlognro }’AXr- 
Gott lot ihr die rcinc Anochauung, dee ftcben dor Thcorls* 
mi  Die Religion orroensst daher in Gott den Moiinel der 
oethotiochon Aneohcuuty;* «*« Oott iet daher die mine, 
unbeectaautsto, d.i. theorotieche oder rcothetische 
Anochauung* Oott iet dne Object, su dea oich der 
religioeee Menech objective verhneltf in Oott iet iftm 
«or Ceffinetrad urv: «ir aclbst -lllen G*0sn*t«ad. Gott iet 
Selbstrveck; Gott hot alee fUer die Religion die 
Dedeutung, welehe ftier die Thcorie der Gogencrtnd 
uebcrhnupt hot.
let der Helicon ©in Bceonrtres ©een*17̂

Men mot express bio inner nature and when hie technical, 
practical, real existence, hie society imd cultural 
development do not allow hiia to do it in the proper fallout 
he mist find other aeons* (in another passage he relates the
creation of religious objects to the writing of poetry and

124fables* } Again, he enye that whatever arm oonccivee to bo 
true he conceives to be existing, hence met be projected 
outside himself.^

Above we saw that when non ie not hiaeelf a proper object 
for hiaeelf by virtue of hlo development - hence his lack of

123* Feuerbach, jjtf, VII, 267.
124* Ibid., I, 367 (additions to Vosen der Religion" of XG4$* 
125. Ib\d>, VII, 47.



development preventa hie being a proper object for hiaeolf—  

yet how enn he become this without come objectification of 
what hie proper eecenec la? Zn the above quotation we saw 
that God is this true essence of mnn. In another pi nee ho 
cays that religion io the common book of nan which conccntr tea 
m n  and gives hln a direction which the irrellgicuo orn does 
not h ve. F on all those Indications it appears that 
religion is a natural necessity fbr a developing crenture 
whose development consists in bcoooinr hio own absolute» nni 
who hence oust have his own nnture before hie in a fora 
ooprehcnsiblo to his undeveloped Bind and understanding* 
Feuerbach's conflict with religion springs from the fnct 
that men do not surrender it when they roach maturity, when 
thoy themselves hove become proper objects for themselves* nnd 
the species nature of arm enn be lived by the relotion of nan 
to his fellows* True religion io an aid to the development of 
mrm but man must continually abstract from God and give to 
himself until it is outmoded*

Feuerbach's main features have been soon* First* be 
inverts Hegel and says thnt Reality, nature, is primary and 
thought or Spirit is secondary* Second, he separates 
philosophy and religion end thus rejects German Iclcollom as

126* Ibid* * 103, 104-105* Cf* quotation in note TB* nnd the 
following from the some works n,M  denn Gott 1st nichte Anderes 
nls Ur - und Vorbild d s tkmochen: vie und vqa Gott 1st, _so 
und das coll, oo und dns will der Henoch oein, Oder hofft cr 
wenigstens cinot su werden”* ($['% IX, 290-F15 •
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being merely rationalised religion os opposed to true rcnoon 
m l  ocicnoo. Third, hio philooophy of religion prcoonte 
religion as a nccesen^ prooeea of projection or olienrtion 
of nrm'n essential self and ito history as the history of 
onn’s recovery of that essence• She God of religion in the 
epecico life which projected ao God and Christ (in Chrictinnity 9 
in whom man's proper powers and activities ore poelted9 nnd by 
which act the eodnl bonds of men ore brolcen. !This projection 
was necessary when non was undeveloped and had no proper 
objectification of himself| it served as a guide to man, as 
a revelation to him of hie true self* nowevor, as oaa bos 
developed his true and proper poors, he has abstracted fron 
God and now in modem times is rondy to oak© himself hie 
true and proper end. Only the belief in the supernatural os 
opposed to the natural remains as religion, end thin is in 
contradiction to the life of man In on age of railroads, 
insurance oonpnnies, museums of both art end science, and 
then tree. Hon ie ready to affirm himself and thereby 
complete bis process of oomine-to-be. Feuerbach'o system 
will be seen appearing in Marx with a different content, or 
to be more exact, with a more concrete content*
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vi.
Another toy pereon In the (Jevelopoent of Hant'o thoutfrt
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vms Hoses Sees, the "Oommumiet Rnbbi0, tfio supplied an 
interpretation of Feuerbrch. He is said to hove* converted

127Kneels to Ooosuniaa in one nirht and tried to convert
Mar* who was not oo cosily persuaded but Who finally accepted
it on hie own terasi he worked with Harsc on the ftholnlrg c
MjaffiS «nd portions at the Swtocte iaeolosUi arc cola to b*

120in his handwriting. Hone was cm ecstatic Dcosir nint whose
systematic tJaoû ht m m  unified more by his deeire to promote
social harmony than by forms! eyston. Dtsurfcin̂  fton Spinosa
and He^el, he incorporated Fichte*s raetnphysics of activity in
order to overcome contemplation and then turned to Fouerbndi
for the ‘species" to have a social b sio for ethics. Then,
usinc Proudhon and French socialism, he wont beyond Feuerbach
in onlline tor new institutions to overcome the evil of private
property end money:

The essence of Qod, sat e Feuerbach, ie the transcendent 
essence of man, and the reel theory of the divine 
nature is the theory ofhumnn nature- Theology is 
anthropology. Tfo t is the truth, but it is not the 
whole truth. The nature of man, it oust bo added,
is social* involving the co-operative activity of all 
ivdiviou; io for the same ends and Interests. The true 
theory of men, the true huaanloin is the theory of 
human society. In other vorde, anthropo^ o/*y Is oo d alicn Tloo. cit.,k>.115-116}.150 ' *'*

127. Pucker, oo. cit.. 107| but of. Cornu, op. c^t.t 396-397, 
for Hess* remark about it; it has no mention of ovcraitfit".
128. Hook, op. cit̂ ., led, 129. Ibid., 195-196.

Pbid., 196. Hook*s references arc to 8ogjU lirtioc e 
Aufeoetso, ed. by f-lodsti.



Ueoc viewed the history of society ao comiict between 

e/t>lop nnd love* The former hne marked all previous nocicty 

end to the fine! source of social evils? oppression, 

exploitation, cruelty, fraud, robbery, feudalion, slavery,

wage slavery* She history of society hrs boon the replacement

of one form of o, dso  by another until the capitalist form of

society completed its ... the system of free competition is

tlie Inst -joixi of onoion. . . .  Oonnunisn iqtbe law jr.cbenaGcsot^
131of love applied to social life ... ; love is the conecioucnceo

of identity of tho individual with mankind* Bovine borrowed all

this from FeucTboch, Boos aoyo thnt one must put love into action

in social life:
You have been told ti»t you cannot serve two nrstere 
at once—God and Mnoaon. But vo tell you that you 
cannot serve either one of them, i f  you think and feel 
like a lar^n beirv:* Love one another, unite in spirit, 
and your marts will be filled with that blosoodnoea 
which you h&vo oo vainly ooû ht for outside of yourodvee, 
in God. Qrfyinî o* unito in tho ro^l world, and by your 
deeds and worse‘you will possess all the wealth, which 
you have oo vainly ooû ht, in m j ; .  So long ae you 
strive to bo not hu»-n but oupqehurym and inkunnn 
orcaturoc, you will become inhmen, you will look down 
contemptuously u on human nature, whose real nature you 
do not recognise and treat "the masses" os if  they were 
a wild recast# She beast which you sec in the people 
ie in yourself. (’Ueber die Not in unaemr reeellechaft,^ 
und deren Abhilfe," Ho^lnlieiimdieche Auf seethe, p.149 •

131* Ibid •, 197* No referencce piven by Hook 
132. Ibid*. 190.



Hood has Identified e,*oioc, capitnlisn, money; e/̂ oiem, the 
seeking to be a supcr-ann or inliurann being le the root of oil
evil* Ana ecoian has ito roots in the system of private property*

In addition to the uoe of efloiaa as a key tern, Hoes
appropriated the idea of productive activity ae essential to the
opedeo, as the activity In Which love and consciousness of
identity idth tlic opedee should reign# but in uhich, in fact,
egoin r igne, end each produces for hie own coin. The wealth
ond power of the opocioe be cooes the Health ^nd po^r of private

1*4individuals \fi\o wordily ooney. Here, then, Hess used 
Feuerbach*o philosophy of religion wltlup eoononioBi non 
objectifies the species powers in money (Feuerbach« in Ood 
cj^uorshipe this as the true beiti*;, thus losing the unity of 
the individual with the species* This thcne wr a taken up by 
Hone* who likewise trotted ecc ocicc as religion, money ncftod, 
and capitalism as fix' alienation of man by the objectification 
of nan's true specie© powers in money. There vn»f ho. ever, a 
difference in Mnxx’a system, or tlx contest of Ids use of itf 
which proveuts any i-ealiotic interpret t on of Hnrx: Mnrx 
returned to Hegel and Feuerbach, tffiicdog the necessity nnd 
good of thie alienation, ?®d thereby locating tlie ultmrtc 
source of evil* not in ogolco but in the primary condition 
of man, os subdued by nature end his lack of development*
It is our nost task to show ids in the development of Marx*© 
tiiought in 1^43-44*

1:3* Cornu, on* cit*, 370* 134. Cf. Tucker, on* d t *, 10-,
who refers to m  article, "Ucbcr doc Geldwosen •

— 90 —
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C H A P T E R  III

MARX’S DEVnOPtrNTi 1843-1*44

Following tho suppression of the Hhciniache ?eitung 
in the spring of 1*43, Hnrx set to work to rend end to write, 
to develop n criticism of Hegel find to develop his own view. 
He wrote a crlHelen of Hegel’s political philosophy, 
several articles, end then in lfH4 eouiit to develop hie 
own system, in the 1 <4 Hoc.

Marx’r criticise of Hegel*e philosophy of the State, 
written between March end August of 1043# began with P261 
of Haeal'a Philosophy of Rtrftt nnd broke off at P313.1 It 
proceeds laboriously paragraph by paragraph and contains 
little of consequence for our study, except its general 
principle end method, nnd the fact that in it Mnra enters 
upon n serious critique of rjolitlcs ond doles priva te 
property to he the proper basis of Hie state.

IIHOA, 3d. l/lf 402, 403, 353* The greater portion of 
the m nuecript io contained in Die Fruchcchriftcn edited by 
Lnndshut, 90 - 149*
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Hegel hod started from tho Idea; actuality exprcsoee this 
Idea hut the Idea le primary, actuality secondary. The State 
for Hegel ie the concrete foro of the Ethical Idea in Objective 
Mind - ’ the actuality of concrete freedom"; the Stnte then io 
tho primary reality by which the family and civil society ore 
determined and upon which they ore grounded; it ie primary, 
they arc derivative (despite their prior temporal existence).
Marx overturns this order nnd declares that civil oocioty ic

2primary *n\ the Stnto secondary. Hegel's valid truth© nnd 
facto come from the observation of avtunl society, snuggled 
in, nnd not iron the logical unfolding of hio philosophic 
principles; however, he does not proceed on the basis of
empiricism nnd oo inverts and mystifies the true relationships

5of the family, civil society, and State."
Marx develops hio critique by following Hegol through the 

v rioue sections and pointing out the errors and consequencen. 
On the one hand he follows the above criticism, base upon 
Feuerbach, criticising the acceptance of oonoopts nnd 
Institutions oo primary, in the place of man nnd his reality: 
be bnocs this critique upon man. On the other hand he also 
makes an immanent critique of Hegel, showing that he does
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2# Of. Hegel, Fhiloeonh;- of Rirfit, P144, FP260~261;
OF, ?"-24 (trOA, 406-8 II.P. AdnmD~K^rl Itox in Hie Tnrlier
ritinno» 73; Quetav better, Dialectical H^terlo'llam. ^-22.

3. Of. UP, 23-26 (HEOA. 406-400).



not follow hio own principles, shoving that hio logic ic not 
in acoordr noe with bis frets? logic and reality are not united.* 
For our study the significant fact le that here Mrrx hoe 
entered upon a criticism of politico, saying th-1, no in 
religion and philosophy, political institutions arc derivative 
fron nan in hie actual sod 1 existence, hence that they should 
reflect m n *d actual situation and not constitute it (though, 
as in religion, they do influence man's existence • Thir 
easily leads to a doctrine of revolution, and beyond, to the 
abolition of the state, when man's perfected life no longer 
needs this external being over him. ifce transition to this 
doctrine occurred during the remaining months of 1843 and arc 
reflected in a published correspondence, in the articles on 
the Jovlsh question, and in hio introduction to a critique of 
the Hegelian philosophy of State, all published in Ports in the 
^ t e ^ - j^moeeiA»e Jnhrbucofacr In February 1844.

The relevant correspondence is between Marx and Arnold 
Ruge, the publisher of the annals, during the months between 
March and September of 1845* It is concerned with German 
conditions and difficulties which hinder a revolution there*
In repl (in May) to a despondent letter from Rugs, Marx admits 
the mediocrity of the Prussian absolution, of its philistine 
ruler and hie philistine followers and retainers* Thon he snyo
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4* Cf* Adorno, op* cit*, 04-19 f Heinrich Popito, Die 
.ill: 1 cnoch, 9-73, 7 f f .



that the enemies of this system, the thinking end the suffering
men ore coming to on understanding, that the rupture of
society by the economic revolution will bring a situation

5which will be unbearable for the philistines. Here, then,
in a letter of May 1843, published in February 1844, (and 
possibly rewritten for publication) we find the first
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5* J>F, 166 (MEGA, 565-566)*
Ich rede gar nlcht von der Unfaehigkeit der Herren und von der 
Indolenz der Diener und Untertanen, die alles gehen lessee, 
vie es Gott gefaellt; und doch reichte beldes zusammen schon 
hin, urn eine Kataatrophe herbeizufUehren. Ich mache Sie nur 
darauf aafmerksam, dass die Feinde der Fhllistertums, ait 
einem Wort alio denkenden und alle leldenden Menschen zu 
einer Verotaendigung gelangt Bind, wozu ihncn frueher 
durchaus die Mlttel fehlten, und dass selbst das passive 
Portpflanzungssystem dor alten Unteranen jeden Tag Rekruten 
fuer den Dlenst der neuen Mensdihelt wirbt. Dae System des 
Erwerbs und Handels, dee Besltzes und der Ausbeutung des 
Menschen fuehrt aber nodi viol sehneller als die Vermehrung 
der Bevoelkerung zu einem Bruch innerhalb der jetzigen 
Gesellschaft, den das alte System nlcht zu heilen vermag, veil 
ss ueberhaupt nlcht hellt und sohafft, sondem nur exiotiert 
und genlesst* Die Exist cnz der leldenden Menschhelt, die 
denkt, und der denkenden Mensdihelt, die unterdruedrt wlrd, 
muss aber notwendig fuer die passive und gedankenlos 
genlessende Tierwelt der Philisterei ungeniessbar und 
unverdaulioh werden.

Von unserer Seite muss die alte Welt vollkommen ans 
Tngeslicht gezegen und die neue positiv gu sgebildet werden. Je 
lnenger die Ereignisse der denkenden Menschhelt Zelt las sen, 
sich zu beslnnen, und der leldenden, slch zu sammeln, um so 
vollendeter wlrd das Frodukt in die Welt treten, welches die 
Gegenwart In Ihrem Schosce trnegt.
6. Adams, op. cit., 92.



fornulntion of Karx’s future system: b* ced upon th© oodfil 
disorder caused by the economic forces at work, drawing its 
theory rod its power out of the develop ng preoentf and 
uniting theory (denkendcn nenschen) and huoan reality 
(leidendcn ! fenschon •

In August Rug© wrote that he would found a new journal
in Pari© os his old one had been suppressed and asked Mrrx a

7opinion and advice upon it. Hrrx replied from Erouncnnch in 
September: he plane to cod© to Paris ©s censorship allows him 
no scope for his work in Germany, and Paris le to be the 
capital of the new worlds tho idea of the journal ie good, 
the question ie really its viewpoint rod policy, the ohIn.
In the various ref a m  oovements none h e  ^definite fornula for 
the future, rod Jtorx takeethic to be their position, not to 
proclaia a do&antic position but to find it within the criticises 
of present reality:
Indessen ist das gernde wioder der Vorzug dor neucn Richtung, 
daoc wir nicht dogmaticok die *-felt antisi; iorcn, sondern erst 
auo der Kritik der niton ©It die noue finden wollen ®
They oust criticise everything without fear of the consequences
because philosopliy itself met be cone purified, as it is now
verveltllcht nnd cannot solve its riddles in its study and lonvo
the solutions to the worlds it oust be involved. They oust have
no dogmas, not even Cor.v uniso:

7. J£, 166-167 (iSvOA, 572 ♦
8. Ibid., 168 (HBOA. 573).
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Ich bin nlcht dofuer, dno* wir cinc dorontioche Fnhne 
aufpflonsen, io Gcgenteil. ir nuooeen den Donaatikcra 
nnohzuhelfen euchen, daeo sic ihrc Soetzc sich klnrcrchen.
So 1st nooentllch dur Konounlsoua cine dogontlcche 
Abetmktion, wobcl ich abor nicht irgendeinen elngeblldeten 
und moegllchGn, sondem den virkllch exlatierendcn 
KooLiunioauo, vie Urn Cnbet, Dezdmy, 'eitling etc. lehren.
Id Sinn hobo. Dieecr Forr unioauo let selbet nur cine apnrtc, 
von eoinen Gcgensatz, dea Prlvntwesen, infizicrte 
rocltcinimg dee humnlotiBChen Prinzipo. Aufhefcung dee 
Privnteigentums und ironounlaaus sind daher kelneovegs 
iticntlsch, und der Koeauntsnus hat ondere ooriHotioche 
Lehren, vie die von Fourier, Proudhon etc., nicht 
cufnellig, conderphotvendig sich gegenuebcr entetehcn, 
well er oelbat nur eine besondere, elnseitige Verviifcl ichung 
dee sozloll tiachcn Primips let.

Furtheroor , tldla socialise neetc only one ei<l of reality,
they concern theaoelvce with the theoreticrl side oe uellv
religion, science nnd political theory. They will Identify
themselves vdLtdi the various parties nnd engage in the real
political struggle, but they will seek their principles
from within the struggling world.

ir treten drain nicht der 'elt doktrinner alt cinen 
neuen Frinzip cnt ot-eu: hier 1st die Wohrheit, hler 
knlee nledcr! 1 ir entvlckeln der ’elt ruis dsn 
Principicn der ?elt neue Prlnzlpien. Wir sagen ihr nicht t 
loss fib von cleinen Kaeupfen, file sind ducxaes "cug; 
wir wollen dir die wnhre Pnrole dee Kmayfea uechreibcn.
-fir scigen ilir nur, wnrum ole einentlich kneopft, und 
das Deuuoststein 1st eine Saohe, die Diê  etch 
' ncigncn pups, wenn sie rudh nicht will."*0

Again here Ib tli© denial of doctrinaire programmes; it ohould 
not be overlooked by contrasting this with the doctrinaire 
nature of Mont in later life or of the Marxist portico?

9« UiM*. 160-169 OtCA, 573).
10. Ibid., 170 (tgXA, 574-575).
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It to. of funtUMWOtol Importance to »cc thnt in ita orjyj.no
Itryxlgn jrew out of tbe phlloaophy of Hegel and -nd
eoujfrt to evolve ltc aro.-TfH3Dc out of the aoroaent of ranljty
(however brdly It nty hr>ve f-ilcd la bcoidc the point)* Ttiue
Vittsl î oce on to sec, that reform of the consciousness is none
other than awakening tst̂n from is dbrenne and explaining his
own actions to him} ttort

Unoor gencer Zveck knnn In nichto rwdereo bestehon, 
vie dice auch bcl Pcuerbacho Krltlk der Rcli;*ion der 
Fall lntf ala dass die rellgloesen und politiochen 
rmgen in dlo eelbstbewussto mensdhllohe Form 
(Tcbrncht werden.

Reform of consciousness throurh analysis of the ^rotlonl ?»nd
unclear consciousness* will show*

• •• dnos oB sid) nlcht urn einen rTosocn Gcdonkenotrlch 
svleohen Vergangenheit und Eukiraft hnndelt* sondera 
ub die Voll-lc der Gedanken dor Vcrcnngenheit.
Be K-lru eldi oncilich saigon* dnno die Hcnachcit keine 
ncuc arbeit beginnt* condom nit Dewuaetstein ihre alte 
Arbeit zustande bringt. ^

These citations doarly reveal Mars*:: orlcntrtlon in the
evolutionary phlloaor ;/ of Ilerel and Feuerbach. seeking to
discover the principles of action within the principles of
reality as it is.

It la important to note here thnts (l) Mnrx has a balanced
view of the nape eta of reality (os far ns their tasks arc concerned f

11. Ibid.. 170 Ot.GAt 575)•
12. Ibid., 171 (tlECA, *75.



gocI lieo io only one side of the problem, the theoretical
le also important* (2) He therefore hoe a double tnak, a
revolutionary (political nd ooci l) struggle and a theoretical
stru; r.le (to brine about clarity of self-understnnding for more
perfect action • (3 } He le following an evolutionary theory
of the development of reality and c nceivocpf arn's activity
in this to be booed upon the immanent lines of development,
not upon utopian or other unrealietlo principles: the future is
to fulfil the pan. CT4.6 Id a pagoiafnt trnit in Hwnc whloh
ohould bo remembered, ae it io n direct oontr diction of any
assertion th t Marx started from utopian, romantic, or
religious motives or systems and attempted to give them a
• scientific1 claim (in the following sections this will
become clearer as one eeea how he evolved hie own system out
of Feuerbach's and Hotel's philosophy. Here it Is evident,
and it will become increasingly clear, that Marx started from
the philosophy ana from the problems of his time cad systematically
worked his wry out of them from within the system, not fron
within himself, and that his solution is a logical projection
of the various strains of thought, not of hio own Inner drives 

14and feolings.

13* Cf. Adman, op. clt.. 91-92* H. Popits, op. cit., 109-lOn* 
Marcuse, Reason -nd Hevolu ion, 290-261 •
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14. Fliio latter io the view set forth by Robert C. Tucker in 
Pli^iyiCI y nnft WXfa in Kirt. Hgx. 140-141, 5*18-220, Ml I>22, 228,



The two articles contained in the publication to which 
this oorrespouaenct formed nn introduction reveal more
clearly the aspects of Mnrxfo thought et this time ofy
transition* Of these# Cornu says that that on the Jewish
question was written first, as the excerpts for it are
found in the notes node in July - August of 1045 at 

15Krousenach • In it Mnrx is reviewing end criticising a 
book end on article by Bruno Bauer on the subject of Jewish 
emancipation. J In the book nsuer had argued that the 
demand of Jews for political emancipation was ill-founded 
and impossible# os even German Christians were not politically 
emancipated and certainly could not emancipate anyone else; 
further9 so long as each retained his religion they tjould be 
op osedt both should emancipate themselves from religion*
Mnrx countered that in some oountrles political cnancipotion 
did occur and religion wns separated from political affairs, 
os In the Amerionn constitution* But9 Mnrx continued9 
politic 1 emancipation doss not kill religion# rather it oeccs 
to allow it to flourish* However:

15. Aucuat Cornu, K xl Vrrz und ?ried*rich T-nnle. 1,
£62, Note 50.
16. Bruno Bnuor, Pi. Judcn Txivicr.i (1843)* raid* "Die 

Fnehi/̂ cr it der hcutlgan Judcn und Christen fret au warden'*.
Cf. DF, 171-199» 199-207 (HEOA. i A  576-5991 599-606).
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Dn aber das >sein der Religion das Daoein cines 
M ngelr. let, so knnn die Quelle dieses Mangels nur 
no oh im eeen dc s Stoatee selbst eoucht werucn.
Die Religion gilt une nicht nehr ale der Orund, sondem 
nur noch ale das Phnenooen der vcltlichen 
Beschreenkthelt.

Therefore to remove the religious trait one must remove the
deficiency causing it, not religion ltsclft

ir bshauptcn nicht, door, etc ihre religioese 
Doodireenkthelt nufheben inucnocn, un ihre veltlichcn 
Schmnken sufzuheben. vir behnupton, deso sie ihre 
religioeoe Beeohmenkthelt nufheben, oobald sie ihre 
veltliche Schranke nufheben. wir vcrwnndcln nicht die 
weltlichen Frngen in tl eologische. Wir vorvandeln die 
t> eolo/Hschen Fmgen in veltliche. •»« Dio Fmge von 
den VcrhngltnAaae der poUtlaohen Itengiration a g  
Rollnloa wlrd fiicr une die von den \V-’ oltnl:
’■Zl j m j s p ™ * .  z z & g iT^nsipntlon .

Here Marx is applying the Feuerbnchian formula for religion
to deficiencies and their phenoaenrl or chimerical expressions
within the social nnd worldly scene instead of confining it
to the worldly versus religious relationship. He oryo;

Den /idcrspruch des Starts mit einer bestinnton Religion, 
etwn den Judentuc, vorocnschlicben wir in den 
Viderspruch deo Stunts nit bcetimnten weltlid on
rienentcn, den Iderspruoh dee Stnnto ait der 7 clfgion 
ueberhaupt. in den Wider spruch des Stn 'te nit Seinen 
Vorau eac t si mgen ueber .nupt. ^

This practice of placing the worldly heavenly conflict vlthin
the worldly life of m n  is Indlspenr.ible in understanding Hunt's
total system and its presuppositions; it antes more certain the
interpretation of points upon which evidence is scanty though
suggestive•

17. Ibid.. 178 (H"GA. 581), 18. Ibid.
19. Ibid.» 170 OrOA, 5 2).
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Marx explains this conflict as follows: In political
life nan is emancipated from private property by having the
vote; he lives in a community of equal members who share
together the life of the community, the species life of man,
which corresponds to the heaven of religion. In fact, however,
differences of wealth, of birth and of education make themselves
felt in the actual life of men, which then make the political
life a chimerical life, just as the objectified species life
of mnn in God and its fulfilment in religion is a chimerical life.

Der vollendete politische Stoat 1st seinem Wesen nach 
das Gattungaleben des Menschen im Gcgensatg zu seinem 
materiellen Leben. Alle Voraussetzungen dieses 
egoistischen Lcbens bleien ausserhalb der Staatsphaere 
in der bucrgerlichen Gesellsohaft bestehen, aber als 
Eigenschaften der buergerlichen Gceellschoft* Wo der 
politische Staat seine wahre Ausbildung erreicht hat, 
fuehrt der llensch nicht nur im Gedanken, im Bewusstscin, 
sondern in der Wirklichkeit, im Lcben ein doppeltcs, 
ein himDlisches und ein irdisches Lcben, drs Leben im 
politischcn Gencinwesea, worin er sich als Gemeinweeen 
gilt und das Leben in der bucrgcrlichcn Gescllschnft, worin 
er als Privatmensch taetig 1st, die anderen Menschen als 
Mittel betrachtet, sich selbst sum Mittel herabwuerdigt 
und zum Spielball fremder Maechte wird. Der politische 
Staat verhaelt sich ebenso apiritualistisch zur 
buergerlichen Gesellschaft vie der Himmel zur Erde.'

So m  is in his actual life an untrue being and the
chimerical State allows this condition to exist, just as
heaven allows the limited conditions on earth to exist; in
the State he io robbed of hio individuality and real life and
filled with an unreal universality. Just as Feuerbach opposed
real man to the religious and chimerical world, of man's species

20. Ibid.. 101 (MEGA. 584).
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being in the abstract, 00 Marx opposes nan's actual, concrete»
egoistic and individualistic life in civil society to the
universal but chiDcricnl opeciee life of the State* Thus the
life of man io split, divided, and he ie "religious’’ therobyt

Beligioeo oind die Clieder des politiochen ©torts 
durch den Dunlienus ruiccher. den individuellen und 
dsn Gattungalober., svischem den Leben der buernerlichcn 
Geeellaohnft und den politiochcn T-cben.
It oust be eophasiocd again that Marx ie applying 

PeuorbaphVs foroila of religion to all reality and finding 
the chiasrlenl renin* not in the world of Bnn*s ippgination 
rind oind - in the religions ronecdouonBSS - but in the world
Qi hxmikJMsU^M^S. The abstract species ie objectified in
eooG worldly form, in this ease, the Statef especially the
vlenocmtic State* This method will be used by Mrrx again.
And, no Feuerbach called for the union of the individual and
the species in love and the relation of each to the other, and
the open confession of this, so Mnrx concludes hie review of
the book by saying that only when the individual - the
individualistic and egoistic non - io identical with the
citlcen, the species-con, and his personal capacities are
realised os oocinl capacities, is onn emancipated:

• *• erst wenn der MensPh seine "forces proprco’ als 
-lgc . Isc-irftlich Kraefte crkannt und orgonisicrt hat 
und daher die /esellschaftllch Kraft nicht sehr in 
der Gestalt dor politischen Kraft von slch trc?:nt* cret 
dnnn 1st die re* < 1icr.e Ttensipatlen vollbmcht*' "

The sioilarity to Feuerb ch io significant*

21. Ibid.. 1C (lt:GA» 590 .
2r>* 199 (tTOA» 599).



In the review of Bauer's article Marx carries his thought
further. Bauer had argued that the Christian had only to
surmount hio own religion, the Jev oust surmount hio own and
that of Christianity, which is on alien development of his
own: the Jew is less capable of political emancipation than
the Christian. This, Hnrx charges, ic nothing more than a
new fora of the old question of the possibility of the
salvation of the Jews and Bauer of course had sold that they
must be converted to Christianity before they transcend
roligion. Mnrx shifts tho crux of the matter to tho social
question, In keeping with the principles laid down above:

... Welches bccondore gooellochr :tllciie Element su 
jcberwinden sic, um doe Judc't*>n nuftiweeff ^enn 
die I^nsipationsfnchigkeit dee hcuti cr. Juden 
ist das Verhneltnis uee Judentume eur Emancipation 
der heutigen Welt. Bios Verhneltnie orgibt sich 
notwendig aus der beoondcren Steilung dee p,
Judentume in der heutigen cknechteten elt.‘v
rhe religious consciousness io the product of a sodrl

condition and hence con be eradicated only indirectly, by
removing th© oocirl disorder.

Ear:, no ; follows up this question with a definition of
the Jew— the real, everyday Jew, not Bauer's "Sabbath Jew’,- 
and soys that '*••• der veltlichc Grund...” cf Judaism ie 
... Tkm praktlschc Deduorfnis, der Eigennuts.2* Itc cult io 
trading (Bor Dei achcr and its God Is money* The emancipation 
from these constitute th© emancipation of this epoch: an
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23. Ibid., 201 feGA. 601).
24. Ibid.
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organisation of society which throws off the possibility of 

aoney aakcs J«wo lopoeeible. Ifrrx hris no- plppojirtod the chief

$z*£. >lg>
*»!£. l £ q g £ U » W M  »»U8 bo bno reached the final
stage of his critic!ca— society itself in its economic activity.
He has done thla b: applyinc the rell^loue forcula to the
eoglo-egenonilc world (tnatond of the eocio-poUtlftJ. ’orld ra
In the preceding article) » the earthly, real condition le that
doi tinted by pmcticci needs and individualism or egoism, a
condition in which mtm is de-hunaniocd; the rheavenlyM or the
religious expression Is that of money and its realm of trade.
Money io the essence of man's work which has become an
Independent being over him, alien to him, it is the Jealous
God of Israel who will havo none other before him.

Das Geld let der ei&rifts Gott Ismaels, vor velchen kcin 
rmderer Gott beatehcn dorf • Dns Geld emiedrigt rile 
Gocttcr dec Mcnschen— und verwanddt file in cine Ware.
Das Geld 1st der allgeoeine, fucr sich sclbst konstltulertc 
Wert allcr Dinge. Es hot dehcr die grnae Welt, die 
M< nachenuolt vie die Hntur, ihrec cigentuemlid.cn 
\ crtes bemubt. Dns Geld 1st das dem rienoc’ cn 
entfreradote vescn seiner Arbeit und seines Dree ins, und 
dies tremie Feacn bchcrrscht ihn, und or betet es an.

Der Gott der Juden hat sich vcrveltlich, er let 
sum eltgott gevorden. Der echsel 1st dor Wirkllohe 
Gott des Judcn. Coin Gott 1st nur der llluoorlsche 
cchsel.'

Thus man is alienated from himself in the Feuerbndhirn religious 
sense of the word: money is tho objectification of man's 
labour, his essence, and yet this objectification of man's

25. It la.. 204 (tt:GA. ® 3  .



osconce rules over his* (bile he does not Mention it* it 
should be remembered that the alienation of man in noney has 
a reason - due to limitations - if he ie following his previous 
asthod*)

At this point it should be dearly understood that the
usage of egoism* (der Fgoioouc* der f&genruta) does not
indicate the possibility of interpreting It to aeon the
ooiem of perverted will or a Foosti a egoism as lias been
dons by R*C* Tucker in his book* Philosophy and rVth In Krrl
bh.ru/ The context rood uorge of the word indicate that it
refers to individualism in the Method of meeting the needs
of nun's pmctioal life and in the conduct of commerce* It
roote in Hegel's definition of civil society* which he sees as
a complexity of inter related* mutually dependent* yet
individual* members whose bond is the satisfaction of needs
(Deduerfhlsse ^  As we have already seen* Feuerbach finds
the nature of Judaism to bo egoism* need* utility* thus linking
egoism with practical needs* Only when this egoism completely
transcends limitations of nature and the species does
cuerbach treat it os perverted* and hie centr l concept was
that of a union of concern for husmn need with a proper 
respect for the objective nature of things* Marx's use of
the term appears to be similar* In this article it is
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26. R.O* Tucker* o p* d t ** 156ff.
27. Cf. Hegel* g- llosophy of Hjdli* PJ> !T9ff.



invariably qualified by practical needs: rDno pnaktlaohe
Bcducrfnis* der feroisttno***" ie the principle of civil society;
tho God of doe pmfctisehen Beduerfnisoes und Eigennuteos#**”

mmie money. In a number of sentences he describes the essence 
of Judaism as "das praktische Boduorfhiso ’j sperike of "das 
praktiachc Beduerfnis, dcsson Verntand der Kigennuts let'’, 
and says that Dor juediscke Jesuitisms, dcsoelbe prcdrtische 
Jcsuitisous • •• 1st dee Vcrhocltnin der Welt des Eigcnnutsoe

90su den sic bcherrschendon Gooetsen..* These numerous 
sentences and the background in Hegel and Feuerbach show 
beyond reasonable doubt thnt Marx does not have reference to 
a perverted, Faustian will within man, but to concrete, 
practical needs nnd the individualistic oonncr of meeting 
these needs (which It is true nay encourage and produce the 
perverted will In some individuals)*

Tho ultimate basis of man’s alienation end objectification 
in money and its rule over him can not be finally defined on the 
basis of this article| however, certain points can bo made, 
which will be exponued later as more facts appear* Ac we have
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2B. H£, 204 (tt PA, 603).
29. Ibid., 209 (U'GA, 604). Cf. nleot Only under Christianity, 

which breaks all nntur l bonds of men, and n*«* den Egoisous, das 
Elgennuetsslge rcduerfnls on die Stelle dleoer GottungCbonde 
setson..• Jbid*, 306 (604)f Christianity v s too spiritual,
• •• urn Ho! cit des pmlrtischen Beducrfnisaos andere als durch 

die Frhebung in die blnue Luft m  beseitigon*’, Ibid*, 206 (604)* 
Only after Christianity fe alienation of man could Judaism come 
to universal nnotory end make die cntncuooerte Natur m  
veracucserllchen* verl^euflichon, der SCnecfctcehrift des 
e cic inctK ch orfnlsse, d m  Schncher onheingofollenon 
Ge enotneiKh n aachen." (ibid#)



seen* the "religious” configuration arioco when there is a
conflict between nan's actual condition and his potential*
species chnracter$ in religion proper* the potential* cr ocies
nature is plooed into the realm of consciousness and imagination*
into Phantasje* and men are ruled by lt| in the politiorl-
social world* there is a conflict between the actual condition
of men in civil society as individualistic end egoistic men
and their Idealised equality and inter-relntionflhip in ths
democratic state (the heavenly sphere • Mow* within ths
cranomic-social cphere, the same configuration arioee:

Die Vemeuocernng 1st die Praxis der rntococcrung*
?ie der Mensch* solonge cr religiose befancon lot* 
sain ©sen nur su vcr crenotacndlichen weiss, iujioa 
er es su einem frcn- vn phrntnotischen ?esen nccht* so 
knnn er sich unter der llcrrsctmft des ogoistiechcn 
Beduerfnieces nur prhktlseh betnotigen* nur prnlrtiseh 
Gegenstnd erraugsn* indeo er rains Produkte* vie rains 
Tnetighsit* unter die Herrochnft elnes frenden Vfesens 
stellt und lhnen die Bedsutung einco freslcn coons—  
des Gel tic ©— verleih t •

Thus* there oust be a discrepancy between the life cf ths
individual and the human species potentiality which onuses men
to objectify his essence (labour) (and Inter to be seen*
exchange activity - already foreshadowed in Marx'e statement
that "die ’©ohsol” is the God of the Jew) in money which
becomes an alien power over him. The question is* What is ths
nature of this discrepancy? Is it acre subjective egoism
versus the objective species life* or is it a material
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deficiency in terras either of sufficiency of quantity or of 
degree of development?

Utopians end religionists would onewer the above question
by affirming that individual egoism of will against the
objective species nature of m m  is tho cause of the need for
money* money, they sny, originates from private property which
causes the need of brrtcr, exchange, nnd therefore money? .
the egoism which demanded private property then uoes the

51power of money to enhance itself* However, if wo follow 
the ori inal Pouerhnehlan formulation, this d e  viate 

orlgitrtcB In na .qgtual l.M.t HBflft PHftJteMflft M  M.P. .*&»■ S& 
ability to A#xlcyc M »  ̂ Qtoattq bftlag. Blncc the ccoica hna 
been shown to have reference to practical needs, is it not 
possible that the Berrschrvft dec egoietiocheu Bertuorfhieoes" 
refers to the dominion of need caused by insufficiency of 
production and a system of distribution forced by such a 
condition (both of quantitative Insufficiency and of 
Insufficiency of development)? If this is the case, there is 
n much more consistent pattern based upon Feuerbach1 a pattern* 
man must have ra object, is known by hio object, and primitive, 
uncultured, isolated man can only objectify himself in religion? 
Hnrx says that under the domination of egoistic needs, man era 
only objectify himself in practical activities and objects by
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31* Cf* H*C* Tucker, op* cj^». 107*111,for an exposition of 
Hodos Hess who stressed egoism? also cf* Tucker’o own 
Interpretation of Marx which emphasises nn noquicitlvc mania or 
(Teed as the basic concept of human alienation* (ibid*, l?7ff•)



placing his activity and his object under the dominion of on
alien being, money, his own objectified potential nature*
Again, we any ask if this is not tho morning of the
humanisation of needs, and the transcendence of tho conflict
between the Individual sensuous existence and the species
existence of men?

_Tudf ion and Jews will vanish when the empirical 
brslo of their existence is transcended^/ ••• veil eeln 
Bewusstsein kcinen Oegenstnnd nehr hat, well die 
subjective Basis des Judentume, das rafctische 
Beduerfnis venaencohlldit, veil der Konflikt der 
lndlvidusll-Blnallchen rxistene nit der Onttungse: istens 
des Menschen aufgehobcn ist.^

At the moment wo con do no mere than to state the case and 
raise the question, but more evidence is forthcoming to 
justify this interpretation*

In tho sane publication as the articles on the Jevirh 
question Mnrx published “Zur Kritik der Hegelschen Rochto- 
philosophies Einleitung”, in which his thought is much more 
s- stematic, though in truth it supplements rather them 
develops the former* In the former Marx has loo ted the 
alii nation of man in the socio-economic life, above which 
stands the political alienation and religious alienations 
he has indicated that he is applying the Ecucrb chion formula 
to this reality; he has identified money as the objectified
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labour and exchange activity of man) he has indicated that the 
socio-economic and political conditions must be transformed.
Now, he confirms the use of the interpretation of religion and 
the criticism of religion, politics and economics, and goes on to 
indicate his thought about the transformation of society, the 
revolution.

The critique of religion is the basis of ©11 critiques 
(another Indication of his consistent application of its 
method)) in Germany it is all but complete* The critique of
religion rests upon the assertion: "Der Mensch aachte die

33 •Religion, die Religion macht nieht den Menschen." Religion
ie the self-consciousness of man, the self-estimation (Selbst-
gefuehl) of man, "... der sich selbst entveder noch nicht

34erworben und schon vie der verloren hat." However, man is
not on isolated being, he is society and State, the world of
man, and hence society is the basis of religion* Religion is
the inverted consciousness of this society,

• •* well sie elne verkehrte Welt aind. /it ie its logic 
in popular form, its general theory, its encyclopaedic 
compendium (all out of FeuerbachJ/ ••* sie 1 st die 
nhantas t ische V crwirlcli chung des menschlichen We sens, 
well das aenschliche Wescn koine vahre wirklichkeit 
besitzt. Der Kampf gegen die Religion 1st also
mlttelbar der Kampf gegen jene v/elt* deren geistiges
Aroma die Religion 1st*

Das religioese Elend 1st in einem der Ausdruck

33. Ibid.* 207 (MEGA* 607).
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des wirklichcn Blendes und in einem die Protestation 
gegen dns wirkliche Blend. Die Roligioe lot der Seufcer 
der bedraeuaton Krertur, dr.fi Comet eincr horslosncn 
olt, vie d o  der Oelot eiotloeer Zuotoeml 1st. Sie 
let dns Opium dee Volks. ... Die Kritik dor Religion 
let file© in Kolia die Kritik dec j}acBcrtolf|> deeoen 
Holii/Tcnochein die Helicon 1 st*?*

A m i  Hen sees the critique of religion cm merely the
beginning* designed to bring men to a oonoidemtlon of thoir
true state, v/hich itoelf io the ooucc of religion; Die
Religion lot nur die illusorloche Sonne 9 die oich us d n
Kenschen bev©gtf eolanc© or etch nicht un sich oelbot bcvegt*"
The % * k  of hiotory to, after "... tern j s n fftitfa & r . Infafa&U
reroeSiwunden lot, die ahrfa.it doe ZHcaocita m  eotrblicrenj"
and no r that the critique of religion has been completed raid
hunrn self-slisnrtiott revealed in lt9 it ic the tnbk of
philosophy, in the service of history ... die unhciliran

«•Gootnlton zu entlnrven. The criticise of heaven met 
be cone the criticien of earthf of lot?, of polities.

A few remarks and observations are in order before 
proceeding to the main body of the article itself* Firstf 
tho prorTession of criticism from religion to the earthly forme 
of alienation io dearly oho'm. Second, Iter* hnc already 
transferred the soot of religion from the individual to the 
social unit, if Feuerbach ever had it in the individual
t
i v . . *  _  _  ... .. .........  ........
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(cf* th© Theeee on Feuerbach a ye!?r l a t e r ; T h i r d ,  Hnrx 
clearly views religion as arising ftm the earthly deficiencies, 
and even more, from the lack of the actual realisation of th© 
hum a essence; in view of the luentiiic&tion of th© essence 
of man with money, with labour nnd ©xchng© activity, on© is 
justified in asking whether this does not refer to th© lack of 
development, lack of the unfolding of the hu»n powers and 
potentials, rather than merely th© existence of "Inhuman*1, i*e. 
miserable ©seditions of human life? Fourth, it io of interest 
to note that here the description of religion as the opium of 
tho people ha© no connotation of its being a sedative, to 
control the oppressed; It is a purely FeuesbaChiaa expression 
of religion (not© the use of Oeufsser* which Feuerbach used in 
hio explanation of the rise of religion: a siojh;* Compare also 
the use of hnlo to describe religion, it is th© hnlo of the vole 
of woe. In these two# religion io both the expression of, and the 
protost of tarn ngninst his actual conditions Fifth, it should
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33. Ibid., 340 (jk M i 635) for 6th. Thesis on Feuerbach. Cf* 
Tucker, op* olt., 1^5-149, who mlnblns that Mnrx mist kenly 
shifted from on individualistic analysis of Man’s inner conflict to 
that of a social conflict, in the 1144 Mee*
39* Cf * Hegel, I’hilosophy of History (Dover Edition), 167, 

where he speaks of the extravagant, wild unbounded imagination 
in the abandonment of reason, morality, nnd subjectivity • 
annihilation - ac a nan who is quit© reduced in body nnd 
spirit finds his existence altogether stupid find intolerable, and 
is driven to the creation of a dream-world and a delirious bliss 
in opium.' {cf. B* Thier, Dae Ilcnochenbild dec Jury cn Here* 52, 
for a possible parallel from Moses Hess It is o fact, however, 
that in later writings Mnrx nnd En els saw contemporary religion 
as a tool for the oppression of the masses*



be observed thrt Philosophy or criticise has a positive tack 
to ploy In the transform tion of earth, Just na its importance 
was procloined in the correspondence of 1843* Tils importance 
of philosophy becomes apparent in the further development of 
the article. Mnrx rullresocc hie critique to Germany, but it is
to bo remembered, "••• nuo keinen anderen Grunde, ale well sic oioh

40 *an Deutschland anschlieeat." Ocrnmy has done in theory what
everyone clcc hoc done in pr ctlcc (from Ileino) end now finds 
Itself struggling to freedom after its death (the counter
revolution and restoration period): the struggle agri.net its 
present ie n struggle aginst the past of other nations.
Germany has a philosophy, a theory vrtiich ie on tftmr with the 
conditions of nations elsewhere; its teak is to join that 
theory to its own conditions, end subject both to critic!so*
Hence the demand that philosophy be negated, which cannot be 
done without making philosophy e reality. Criticism (as 
opposed to speculative philosophy, and hence the He,Mellon ~
Left, — theory— becomes a material force to fight material 
forces as soon nqjSlt grasps the masses) this happens v/hon it 
is radical, when it grasps the root of the matter* ^hen it 
grasps the fact that non is the root of the matter for nan 
himself:
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'Die Kritik der Religion ©ndet alt der Lehre, das©
dor 9sm&i.teP.. teafljirtfe j’m m  dca HcnBohen col.
aleo Bit Own tetaagifitf cn Ispagytly. oUb 
Vorj^ltnieaa ungvmtga, in denen dor tlcnach eln 
^kneefcteteo, oin verlassoneo, cin veruedhtlichco Veoen ist#**tT41

(it should be rcnembered that flarx 1 © now diccuosing
political conditions, \Jtxtn he speaks of oppression, as
opposed to general hutaan unreality in tho previous passage
concerning the origin of religion*}

But, the argument runs, can Oernany have a revolution?
A revolution needs a passive elenent, a mterinl basis; theory
is realised in a people only when it realises the needs of the
people* ’Dili tho discrepancy between Gensan thought and
Gcroan reality be ooaplemented by a corresponding discrepancy
between civil society and the State $ will theoretical needs
be immediately practical nesds? No; Gercmy cannot throw off
its specific 1 ini tat ions without throwing off the general
limitations of the politioal present: it oust have a total
revolution as opposed to a partial revolution* In the latter,
one clafiD aceuoee the task of liberating all dosses (provided
of course that all others are in its own position! j it ncsunoo
upon Itself all the good in society and projects into its
oneoy all the evils of society* But in Ocrnmy no such class
exists: all classes are too cowardly, too oedlocre in outlook,
too philistine* In Gcroaay nc clrsefrias any noed or capacity for
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41. Ibid.. 216 (HEMk. 614-615).



general eiaandpaticn, .*• biu Die nicht durch Hire

ui^fttclbars La&o , durch die apterio.Is He tvoodlgkelt9 Uurch
ipiiire Met ten selbsl aasu cB'Jvuopni wird* . here then la

the possibility ox revolution in Qeraony?
Astvort: In der hildung oinor iOose© ait r diXalcn Uc; Lon, 
ainer Kir roe der buergerllchen Gesellechnft, velche kelne 
Klooee der bucr erlichen Gescllschaft ietf cinco Standee, 
vclchei die Auflocoung rllcr Otnende 1st, elner ftnhnere, 
volcho oincu uaivoraellcn Chnrokter durch ihre 
univcrocllcn Leiden beoitrt und kein Û jvr'jmlcixo Jlccht 
in Anopruch nifflat, weil kein besonderts Unrccfot; oondem 
due Unreofat ochlccl ' hin an ihre veruebt wird, velche nicht 
aehr ttuf einen hicaoricchgn, sendem nur noch suf den 

*itel prcvooicren harm, wolcto in keineo 
eineeiticcn Oegonants su den Konaoquenaon, eondem in 
cincn rllseltlgon Gegensats su den Vorruosotsungen 
dee deutschon dtaatSMMMi steht, elner Splirere cndlich, 
welehs etch nicht eannsipicrcn knnnf ohne sich von nllen 
ucbri* en Sphreren der GescXlechoft und danlt alle 
uebrlgen Sphaeren der Gesellsehnft cu ecwnBipioren, 
volche nit einon tfert der yoelligc Voriuat dee Monochcn iet, 
cleo nur auroh die yoeUlao :^T;x;A m m R  dco Hencchcn 
oleh oelbet gcvinnen koxm# Jiosc Aufloeoung der 
Go cello Christ ale ein beoondercr Stand iet das Proletariat*

Bie doe© of the proletariat is beinr fbrood by the growth of
industry; it is not ••• die nRturwuechslr enet ndensn eondem
die keooBtlicjh prouusierts Arout.**"; it results fron? the
dt coelution of society* especially the niddlc clasn, not from

44the oppressiveness of society ♦ It demands the abolition of 
private property and thereby neroly procloimr as a general 
principle of society, its own principle v/fiioh woo crested by 
society itself/* (Hence, again K'in is following hio oethed 
of evolving; the principles of the future from the development 
of the post and present*)

42. Ibid., 222 (HTQA. 619). 43. Ibid.. 222-223 (ifOA* 619-620



Philosophy end tho masses nre to be united in the
revolution and transformation of society: the proletariat finds
its weapons in philosophy, just as philosophy finds its weapons
in the proletariat. Tbou< *t merely needs to strike into th©
soil of tho people to achieve emancipation.

Die Itoensipntiar: des Deutschen 1st die Enansjpntion dec 
Menecheq. Der l opf "diescr Emancipation 1st die 
1 ilosbphiet ihre Here do© Proletariat* Dio Philosophic 
k nn eich nicht vcrwirklichen ohne die Aufhebung doe
Proletariate, das Proletariat kann sich nicht aurfhebcn 
ohne dio VcrvirkliChung der Philosophic.*^

Marx ends the plcoc by saying th^t ” 'enn alle inncren
Bedingungen erfuellt slnd.*.', the German day of resurrection
will be announocd by the crowin of the Gallic cock
(political action

Here then wc have Marx’s position:
(l) The revolution nnd emancipation of mrokind is to cone .hen
nil tho inner conditions nre fulfilled. This is not merely when
the revolutionary will is agitated; Mrrx is optimistic hero but
he has no utopian drcome of automatic revolution - his theory ie
grounded upon tho social nnd economic development of society, as
evidenced by hi© definition of the proletariat as a product of
the modem dissolution of society by industry* Also he soys
that theory oust meet the needs of the people.
(?) This revolution is to be accomplished by the action of the
proletariat, a product of civil society Itself, fron its own
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ecoenec and it flows fror the course of history itself, not
from human passion (though this of coumc nay be useful; but
the fhet that he does not d al the y>or per sc to be the

4Puniversal class, proves the point (•
(3) The action of the proletariat oust be guided by philosophy, 
of which it io the fulfilment (again showing the deep concern 
of Marx for the contemporary philosophical problems, as this 
idea has nettled hir: since 1^ 3 7 • Zt must be remembered that 
this philosophy is tho critical philosophy of Mrrx whose trslc 
it is to study end criticise the earthly forms of alienation, 
hence to make empiric 1 studies of these, a point not to be 
forgotten when we find Marx forsaking revolution for the stu^r 
of economics to find the clue to the revolution and to justify
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(4 He relates any emancipation to a {general or universal emancipation 
Vised upon the totnl transformation of society, not merely the 
shifting of power from one social group to another; he demands 
s socialist or conounis & society*

40* This distinction of the proletariat from the poor Is 
repeated with vehemence in the Manifesto where the poor of the 
older society is called "Das Lunponrrrletnrint* diese passive 
Yerf ulung der untersten r.chichten dor alten Gcscllsohnft###" 
who are only able to piny a reactionary role* (Ibid** 5 3 6 -5 3 7  
(HKGA* 535-536)# This contradicts any Identification of Mnrx’e 
compassion for the proletariat with the coopneoion and esteem 
for the poor of the prophets or of Joeusi Mnrx*e proletariat io 
a art of tho split society, a product of the course of history 
which has a special significance rooting in Hegel# It also 
contradicts tho popular stigmatisation of Marx as being merely 
motivated by righteous indignation or coveteousncccifor the 
wealth of the rich*
49* This shift of emphasis le often used to support the 

thesis of a radical development or change in Marxism; cf •:
T̂ conard Kriegsr, MMnrx nn4 Pngels as HiBtorinns”, (contd. overleaf)



(3) He is following Feuerbach1 e formula of roll<;lons men in 
hio unrealised human essence, in hie poverty of development of 
human conditions, creates an imaginary world, a phantasy which 
is really the reflection of hio specleo nature; ormncipntion 
comes when that projection io removed by the realisation of it 
and by critic!era of it*
(6 ) He has already located alienation in the economic realm, 
in the system of private property; here ho draws it© solution 
out of it by means of the action of the proletariat*
(7) He is concerned with society and conceive0 of man as being 
a soci' 1 bein'* Hence ho io not concerned with personal 
problems per se, nnd was originally socially oriented.
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contl* . -J-ourgrI tbe Hietory of Idono. XI? (1993)3 1-40?. See ?ucl;ert op. clt.. 169-176, for o discussion of the 
problec, nod Erich Procc, iters'c Concept of Ken. 69-79.
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The point in Marx’c development has been readied at which 
he attempted tho first formulation of hie new system, the 
ormiscripte written in Paris in 1844* This system did not 
contain the fncdliar scheme of historical development but does 
contain the basis for it and sufficient indicrtionc of it to 
or.tr blish the fact that he already hrd it in mind* It woo 
elaborated in detail the following year in the Deutsche IdcolorAe# 
The reason for dwelling upon this early system ie that it io 
often interpreted as the "true” Hnrx in op< oeition to the Inter 
Item* Further, work by Professor H.C# Tucker places the 
relevance of any study of Marx's doctrine of prinitive society 
in question because his thesis is thrt Mors was projecting the 
inner personal conflict of man into © social and historical fom, 
or, that Marx’s eye ton Is a myth. It is evident from an 
examination of this work that while it io in many ways an 
excellent account of Marx’e development, that it distorts the 
facte at several crucial points and that ito main thesis ie 
untenable# It is necessary to gfcf* a sufficient exposition of the 
1 44 Mss, to refute this interpretation of it no myth nnd to 
establish the viewpoint which underlies our whole study# This 
viewpoint is that Mrrx tried to fuse the historical and social 
data of hio time with a philosophy of history inherited from 
lIfi£3L* foom prolectliMi mnn's irmer conflict

50. Cf. note 14



lgto .■fee aoolftl worl(lj, tjranc » «  attwiptlBfi to unit* ths

QpsisEsssLJSL j a s g & t e a  i f l & J M f t ,  a £ . , « m .  s a L M g s a *

(This is borne out by Vie reluctance to accept the oomunieo 
of Hess and his theoretical grounding of It when ho did accept 
it# His conclusions any have been wrong (end we believe they 
were wrong)— that ie not our concern! for our concern is not 
with the validity of his system but with what he thoufot*
\ Latever his validity, it appears that Marx grappled with 
given factors* not his awn or rann's o\m inner oonfllctt he 
struggled with the oontempornry philosophy end the then accented 
facts of economice, society, politics, science, and technology* 

It is extremely important to bear in mind the eta~e of 
Marx * b devolopoont at which the writings of 10 4 4 appear, and 
their fundamental purpose* Marx fed already formulated his 
thoory of a revolution accomplished by the partnership of 
philosophy and th© proletariat based upon the breach within 
civil society) already he had identified the economic 
alienation as the basis of all alienation and proclaimed its 
removal as the prerequisite for ending all foroc of alienation, 
and had identified money as the "God" of the capitalist form 
of economic life* He had already grasped cuerbrch's system 
of alienation and its transcendence, and presumably the form of 
species man" os the positive form of life in the future* In 
the 1 44 writings he Is trying to express this new system in a 
treatise on economics, philosophy, and politics* Ho is not to 
be interpreted ae still in an idealistic stag© of development
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to hio mature materialistic oommunian (Moscow*c interpretation^* , 
lor eo beta: at the peak of his development of a humanistic 
ay stem which he Inter abandoned - or which others misinterpreted - 
for the crude historic 1 rantcrlnlisoi of modern oonounisa (many 
non-communist interpreters, both Ghriotian nnd non-Christian*^ ? * 
She differences bet ween the Knrx of 1844 nnd the Mnrx of Dns 
Kapitol are merely a difference of emphasis, of refinement of 
thcoryt a fact which is obscured if the articles on the Jewish 
qucotlon nnd the introduction to the critique of Hegel's 
Philosophy of Hî fct ore not grouped with the 1844 manuscripts.
Hio Inter preoccupation with eo: nonice was merely the 
fulfilment of the need of criticism of the earthly forme of 
nlienntionf a fulfilment of tho alliance of philosophy and the 
proletariat (no io also hie political activity)* Furthermoret 
it will be eeen that the Feuerbachian scheme of alienation and 
t mnoccmience of that alienation io never loot in Mnrx1© later 
Titinps, even though it does not appear oo clearly because of 
the political and economic emhaeeo, and le not in explicit

51. Cf. Mnrx, economic and n  iloaorhlc HnnuBcripf of 1 4 4. 
Jtosoow, 1959)» 9 (editoitj introduction); f*But in oplto of 
Feuerbach’e appreciable influencet Ilarx be*;ins in this early work 
to lay the foundation of that revolutionary materialistic world 
outlook which was soon further developed in ffic Hcl; Family and, 
in particular, The c m  a Ideology** Ibis io, of c uroo,
’post-thaw", three yearc after Krushchev’s attack on Stalinism*
52* Of* Alacdnir MacIntyre, Marxian an Intcrprc tntlont 60ff; 

Erich Froop, op, cit** 69-79*
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erninology because of hi© attempt to abandon the abstractions 
of philosophy and deal with concrete facte.
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Marx1© manuscripts of 1344 wore first published in 1932 
and have oinoe become the focal point of the current discussion© 
of, and attoapta to reinterpretf Marxian*" The complete 
manuscripts did not survive nnd they now exist In three parts 
which originally ibrmcd three manuscripts* Mss 1 oompriooc four 
sections on economics (tr,GA, III# 31-94, mulisht Moscow edition# 
21-33) of which only tho last soetion on alienated labour is of 
great importance to us* Itss II consists of only tho last four 
pages of the original manuscript, beginning at page XL(MTQA*
97-103| English, 34-92)* Mss IXI con ted no j note© to some of 
the missing pages of Msa II which actually grew into several 
complete sections in their own rirhtj the Preface5 and a 
section on money (MEGA, 111-126; 150-172? 127-144? 33-35—
Preface? 145-149— on r ney? English, 9 u114f 142-171* 115-135?
14-20 -Preface ? 136-141— on money* The displacement of

53* The first complete edition appeared in the Moscow 
sponsored Marx - ISngels Cfestigtnuarabe* AbtellungX, 3d* 1 1 1  
(cited as: *>150A in'* or ffM*~— " when in parentheses with 
other editions • In the same year, 1932, Kroner Verlag published 
a tuo-volurao edition of Mnnc'o early writings, Die rroehcchrlfton 
which contained a portion of the 1344 Mss* in the jumbled order in 
which they appear in the actual manuscripts* Edited by Eiegfklcd 
Lmdehut# It was ro-iseucd in a single volume (used here) In 1953# 
and ie cited in this i«rk as DP* A new edition of the 1643 Pos*
(Nat ionaloekononie und Hillosophie) was lssuod in 1 9 5 0, edited 
by Erich Thler, published in Cologne but has not boon used, 
though ite introduction (E. Thier, aie Menachenbild dco Juasn H o t ) 
has been used* In 1959 Moscow published an English translation 
(cited in note 51 above) which will be cited as rfE _ w in the 
parenthesis* Erich Fromm has published an essay alow: with a 
translation by T*B* Eottooore which omits the purely (contd* ovcrloof)



HB8A, 150-172 (rn/'Uah, 142-171) wns due to Marxfo intentions 
of placinr the see ion on Hegel at the end, though he had 
written it earlier#

In the preface M jpx mikes it clear that he begins with 
political economy an! consider© ether subjects only in so far 
os they are touched upon by political economy itself# Shis 
study is one of a series of separate critiques which he had 
projeotcdf ench to cover its own fleld9 their inter-relationship 
to be shown by a concluding pamphlet* This approach has been 
taken becruQv of the difficulty he encountered in preparing hie 
previously announced critique cf jurisprudence end political 
science« the work became unwieldy because of the intermingling 
of the criticism of speculation with the criticism of ths 
subject matter itself* He has included the section on Ilcgel 
because none of the critical theologians (Bauer, etc. hove 
been critical of their pro-suppositions taken from Ilegel and 
since questioned by Feuerbach. 54

The basic method of the critique is that of Feuerbach (as 
opposed to the subject matter which he soys he oi.se to the 
economists and the German and French socialists f

"footnote contd.) economic sections of ths first nonuacrlpt 
(Erich 5*omm, Mara's Concept of Han (1%1)} • In the references, 
the edition from which the citation is made will be given first, 
followed by the others in parentheses*
54. I£t 226-2?7 (H. 3?-35l 1% 14-20 •
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Die positive Kritik ucberhoupt (verteirt) ihre vahro 
begruendung den Fntdeckung Fouorbcchs* Von Feuerbach 
datlert erst die positive humariotioch© und 
naturnllstlschc Kritik

That this is not a ’sop" to tho popularity of Feucrtach is
indicated by the fundamental structure of the thought of Mnrx,
which will appear in our survey to follow* Me may say,
generally, that Marx took th© method of Feucrboeh and Hoes*
contributions concerning labour and money, nnd returned to
llcgel for clnrifioation before applying; th© results to
economics and society.

Marx’s initial atop in the lo44 Mss* io to sot forth a
summary of political economy in the first throe sections of

56Hoe.lt Wages of Labouri Profit of Ospltal} Rent of Land#
In doing this he starts ffoa th© prindplcc, laws, and
languors of political economy and the real conditions of life

57described by this science. Having accepted the lows and 
concepts of political economy, and its basic fact, the 
pro receive enslavement of the worker as his productivity 
increases, he wants to go beyond the analysis mod© by 
political economy* It, he charges, expresses the abstract

55. Ibid., 227 (M. 34s E. 17).
56. MTSA. 39-80 (E. 21-67).
57. Cf. Ibid.. 81, 82-83 (E. 67,69). This le trdcen fron 

hio transition to th© 4th section on alienation of labour.
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formulae of its material processes, takes those formulae for
laws, but does not comprehend these,— how they arise tron the
nature of private property (11 file begroift dleoe Gesetsc nlcht,
d.h. sie weist nlcht nrch, vie sie ouc don Vesen dee
Privatelgentums hcrvorgehn. 1 > Zt does not disclose the
source of the division between capital and labour, and between
capital and lands It merely assumes \.hat It ie to explain, or
explains it from on external circumstances henoc it confuses
or evades the real issue, the necessrry interconnection of
economic facts*

Mowing disoeed of political economy in this fPshion
(accepting it so for ns it goes, but desiring to go further them
It does! Mnrx now reveolc his purpose in the study (we should not
forget the existence of these inltlol pages on political economy t

Wlr haben also jetst den wessntllchsn Pusnrrenh'tig 
svischen dc« Prlvateigcntua, dor Haboudrt, d r Trennung 
von Arbeit, Kapitnl und Orundeigentun, von Auetauoch und 
Konkurrens, von wort und Entwertung drr Menschen, von 
Monopol und Konkurrens, etc. von dieser gnnsen 
Bntfreodung mit dcia Geldo^Mm su begrsifen.^

( -’e should note that he is concerned with the relation of the 
whole system of economic alienation to the mono: cystems in the 
articles on the Jewish question he hod equated money with ths 
God” of the Jews. Here then he reveals the use of the 
1'euorbr.chirm critique#) Mnrx proceeds to this comprehension 
of the inter-relationships of economic categories by
(1) accepting the fact revealed by his study of economics,
(2 ) forming the concept of this fact, (5 analysing the concept,
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(4 ) returning to the real world to see how tho results obtained
will i resent themselves in actual fhct.

Tho f~ct whibh political economy presents 1st
Der Arbeiter vird vm so nermer, je oehr ncichtum or 
produsiert, je oehr seine Produkticm an Macht und 
Unfong mnlonrt. Der Arbeiter wird elne is so 
johlfeilen/ are, je oehr aren er aohafft. Hit 
der Verwertung der Sachenvelt nlsxst die Fntwertung 
der Henochenwelt in direkton Vcrbneltnis rxu Die 
Albeit produeiort nicht nur Vnren, undtavere in des ri 
Verhoeltnio, in welches sic uebexhaupt V/aren produeiort.

She concept of this fact io alienated labour, the sclf-
allemtion otarn in and by hio activity, labour. Shis
concept further rcvcnlc the Feuerbachinn trend of tfcrx’s
thought, as the following chowst

Dies Faktus drueckt woiter nichtc aue ales Der 
Gegenstand, d n die Arbeit produsier, ihr Produkt, 
trltt ihr ale oin froaioe .'owm. ale eine von den 
Produeenten uncbh onrigc tkicht gerenuebor. Das 
rrodulrt der Arteit ... 1st die Vertwgenetoendlichune 
dcr Arbeiter. Die VenlrkUcbung der Arbeit lot ihre 
Ver gegensir endlichung. Piese. • • erecheint in den 
nnticncloekoaoadschen Eustend ale Itetvirklldiung dee 
Arbeitero, die Vorcogenstaendlichung nle Vorluot ur.d 
Kneel tescP ft des Corona tendc:c. die Aneirung ole 
aatlVei Ŝyigf alo Kntncuseeruqg.^

Hence, the more pan gives to the world of his products, the 
more he produces, the less he has himself, just os in the world 
of religion the oore n man rives to God (the projection and

60. Of. Ibid., 82-03 (F.69-70' | also 90 (B. 78) where he 
©umoarisoe hie jprooedure.
61. raid.. 62-83 (E. 69). 62. Ibid.. 89 (F. 69).



mental objectification of the human species the lees he gives
to himself in terms of attributes and dignity. 6

ISarx now proceeds to hie third step, the analysts of thie
concept of alicnftted labour. This he does by considering!
(l) tho worker's loss of hi© productf (2 ) tho alienation of the
activity, the labour itself, as something which is alien to the
worker's nature and which destroys him instead of allowing him
to exercise His powers freely, (5) fro© these two he deduces
tho lose of the species by man which consists of free creative
activity for its own sake instead of as a means to existence
and tho loss of his objectified world in which man beholds
himself and which oonfirms his nature, and (4 ) from this he
deduces th t man alienates himself fro© hifj&cllow-aon by the

CLlose of the species life. Again we see the centrality of 
Feuerbach in the placing of tho the centre
of hie analysis of the concept of alienated labour (on 
exposition of the species concept iteelf fellows later • 

tferx has started from tho fnot, formulated its concept 
and analysed it? now he returns to the actual world and socks 
to see how this concept and its implications ore presented in it. 
By this he shows that alienated labour must express itself in 
private pro?*>rty and a dnoe of property owners, as its products 
must belong to someone (and cannot belong to the gods!].
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Therefore he says that alien-ted labour le the source of 
private property* and ypt vice versa as it Bight oeeai

Also duBoh die entireodeto. ontneusaerte Arbeit
orseugt der Arbeitor d©g Vextmeltnis sines d< r Arbeit 
fremcien und ousrxr iiur stehenden Ucnechen ssu 
diseer Arboitf das Verbaeltnis des Arboitors cur 
Arbeit ercsugt das Vorbaeltnie de Capitalists* su 
lersclben, oder vie nan oonst i n Asbeitohorm netmen 
vill. Dos ryi^^Uji ê-Ttun, lot also das Produktf das 
Hesultat, die notuondlge Konaoquons der px\t> cusocr/.yn 

dec acueeerlichen yorhreltnisse8 doe Arbcltc 11 
nu cr Hatur und ssu sich oelbet.

Dor Private!/ ;cnt^i ergibt oieii also ourdb 
Anolyae au* d<® Boarlff d< r c n t ^ g o w ^
.&•. «S?Lg5^ga«aB5K ^  ."jSHStiHi* ac5:' *«fcftt»*;cxcn Albeit, dec entfrendcton Tobcne, den ont: rcradcten Menschen*

/L It is true that the result was won by analysis 
of the novenumt of private property^ •••# Abcr ec seigt 
sich bel Analyse dies© Begriffs, dose, ustm das 
PrivBtoigontua als Grand, ale TJrsache der 
entneuoeerten Arbeit erscheint, es viclachr eine 
Eonsequem dersolben let, vie nuch die Gocttcr 
ursnrunglioh nicht die Ursaehe, sttndem die 
wirkung dor aonechlidien Verstandeverirrung oind* g(
Spaeter echlaegt dies VcThneltnis in I'echoelwfrlr ing un. ‘

Mbps tea, then, dcclnred alleanted bunmlty r«d thuc alienated
labour to be the source of private property nnd all other
forms of alienation*

After taro has used this result to elucidate briefly two
problems, the occond of which touches the Question of
political emancipation of the workers (hence indie-ting H a m ’s
concern for this in the nidst of tho philosophic essay , he

6 6* Ibid*, 92-99 (K.82)| the second states that political 
emancipation of the workers is involved in general emancipation 
as alienated labour io the root of all servitude*

•5# Ibid*> 91-8? 0% 30).



reveals the relation of the seotlons of analysis to his 
ori'Tinol purpose of denonstrating the inter-relationship of 
ti c economic categories* Just as the conocpt of private 
property resulted, by analysis, from the oonoept of alienated 
labour, so err, all the other categories be derived from these 
two, ore in fact only definite and developed expressions of 
these two*

Vic wir aue 4«n Degrltf der entJX^jgtgk ejntn.OT.roertja 
Arbeit den Degriff des Privateigentums durch Analyse 
cfunaen habow, so koennen Bit Huelfe dieooi bciden 

Fnktoren all© nntionnl-oehonoc&Gchen r. ĉ.Toricn 
ontwickelt werden, und wir werden in jeder Hatefiorie, 
wie, a.B. deo Set rchter, der Konkurrena, dee Knpitnl, 
dem Oeld, nur einem bestinnrten und cptvd&xltcn 
4 uuruck diecer ersten Grundlagen viderflnden*

Bevor wie jedoch dlose Gcotoltung bctmchten, 
suohen wir svei aufgaben su loosen*^

Ehe significance of this passage io thnt Marx reveals a 
consistont pirn throughout the whole fourth section of Mss I# 
and at the same tine reveals once again the fact that 
alienated labour is his first premise* from it he derives 
priVDte property and from both he Intends to derive nil other 
categories of economics* He announced in a previously cited 
passage (note 5 9 ) that he planned to show the relation of ell 
the economic categories to the money system*

I'nrx intends to return to ti le problem of the inter
relation of the economic categories after answering two 
problems. 2hs second of these problems reveals both the 
primacy of alienated labour and its origin?
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(2) lr habcn dio :;ntfrcadune der Arbeit, ihre 
Fntncucoeruqft ols ein Fnktuo angenoraaen und dies 
Faktum -nnlyaiert# W|ja, fTrgen wir nun, koemmt der 
Henoch daeu, seine Arte it su cntreusaern, au 
entlrcaden? ia let ateSe Knt < i cradung in Vesen der 
taenschlichen Fntvridclung begruendet? V ir h ben schon 
viel fucr die Loesung der Aufgnbe gevonnen, indea wir die 
Frags nach den Uro r ng dee Privn to l;:ent..;no in die Frog© 
nach den Verhneltnie der cntneuorortcr* Arbeit sun 
Entvicklungsgang der Menochheit vcrwandelt habcn. Derm 
wenn nan von Privntel^ntun epricht, so glnubt arm ea 
nit oiner aacbe ousscr den Mcnschen su tun su h ben. 
enn m n  von der Arbeit spricht, ©hot non ee unnittelbnr 
ait derj !’eneci.cn eelbet su tun. Dieoe nque Ftellunr: der 
Fmge lot inkluoive sohon ihre Looming.6®

Unfortunately the manuscript breaks off nfter a few preliminary 
renarks toward the answer to the first question* However, the 
second question itself, and tho remark about it indicate that 
Mnrx saw the alienated condition of labour pb primary and thnt 
he related this to man's historical development. He shifts the 
crucial point to tho nature of nan himself and hie alienated 
activity* Presumably, in view of the remarks, this la due to 
the lack of development of mm, and the alienation plays a 
port in this development, as in Hegel's Spirit coming to full 
self consciousness by alienation of itself into nature or of 
Feuerbach's view of religious alienation playing a port in the 
development of man* Certainly Mnrx had in mind historical 
urn tori' lisra, however undeveloped it m y  have been then ho wrote 
the 1044 Mbs. (which will bo soon more dearly when we examine 
the anthropology underlying Marx's vie we)

09. Cf# H* Popitc, op. cit*. 190, for one of tho few 
observations of this passage and its implications.

6 8 .  Ibid.
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?his brine® to fin end Mae I*
K®s II appear® to b© ft development of the proposed

expo oil ion of the inter-relationships between economic
categories by their derivation from estranged labour and
private property (cf. quotation - footnote 67 - "Bevor wir
jedoch dioec Geotaltung betrnchten In the surviving
pages Mnrx discusses tho nutur.l relatione of private property,
labour and capital 9 the relation of landed property to
capital ind industry. Hence he eayai

Da® Verhaeltnia de® Private igen turn® enthnolt in sich 
latent due Verhaeltnis dee Privatei^etituwe rlo Arbeit 
wie dr.® Verhneltnis dcooelbt n fds R̂ ritrft und die 
Beslehuqg dieeer belden Auedrueke rufelncnder*
Ber V'nterachie^ n K^pit 1 und Krd®, von Gevirm und 
Grundrente > von beidsn, von Arbeitslohn, von der 
Industrie. von dor Agrikultur# von dam unbcue/tliehcn 
un(1 bei.'eglichon Privnteigentusi, iet eln noch 
hietorlecher nicht im Vesen der Snche bocruondetcr 
Unterschied, ©in fixiortea Bildungg - und ^
Ent#tetwngs orient de® Gegenantcee von Knpitnl und Arbeit*
Da® Verheeltnia dee ?rl\r. ci; -cntunc iet Arbeit, (Capital 
und die Be«iehung balder.™

Prom thie no pattern appears which ie eontmry to the initial
pirn, and much ic it® realisation.

He® III consist® of additions to passage® in the lost
portion of Mss II, which, agr in, appear to follow the original
purpoee and plan* After these a critical section on Iiegel ie
followed by the Preface rnd by a section on the nature of money*

70. BF, 304 (M* 93-99! B. <*),
71* Ibid., 305 (M. 99-100! P. 8?).
72. Ibid.. 209 (M. 103! E. 91).



The addition to page XXXVI of the lost portion discusses th© 
relation of property and labour* labour is the essence of 
property, os perceived by A. Smith and Ricardo in opposition 
to the mercantilists and the physiocrats. In the course of
this he also touches on the relation of industry and capital to

73 / \agriculture. The addition to page XXXIX touches on (1 the
antithesis of lack of property (rieentumlo©elicit and 
property which Marx says is a dynamic one, and (2) the trans
cendence of eelf-estrr ngctaent, which leads to a long discussion 
of communism's character end qualities, nnd its various stages 
of development. The critic-1 study on Hegel (which is not 
economic in substance but is related to political economy by the 
concept of labour which Marx imputes to Hegel) - this critical 
study of Hegel is Interspersed with a cooperative study of the 
nenning of huarn need under private property and oodnUra, 
industrial wealth versus extravagant wealth awl the division 
of labour in a bourgeois society. The final section describes 
the power of money in teres of Feuerbach's definition of Gods 
money is the nil-powerful agent Which makes and destroys any 
and all qualities for its possessor regardless of his own 
real qualities.^

73. Ibid.. 22C-232 (M. 107-110? B. 93-97).
74. For the interspersed section of writing, cf. Ibid..

240-296. On Hegelt 248-294, 261-263, 269-200 (M. 151-172;
E. 142-171.. On 'Tiuonn need etc."* Ibid., 254-261, 263-269, 
200-296 (M. 127-144; B. 115-135).
75. Ibid.. 296-301 (H. 145-149; B. 136-141).
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As the contents of these sections nre to be used in on
exposition of Marx's thought in the 1 44 Mss we shall not
consider then further here. Tho purpose of this outline has
been to establish thnt the manuscripts have a unity of
thought end purpose vhicta does not permit indie criminate

76 /quotation without regard for context, (and which to us 
appears dearly enough to assume it as a guide to 
interpretation.} Jhrowftput. 1 3 r-sounloe that l̂lenrtcrf 
labour. le the bogie condition of evil or puree of all other 
ills of society; he relates all others to this condition end 
derives them from it or its derivative, private property* 
Man's situation of unfreedom and oppression (which Mnrx piano 
to analyse in other etudiee) has at its root estranged 
economics (cf* Introduction to Critique of Hegel |

ta ptJPf*. jus/o Ar  aastfflj, Aajr*2£3!&&
IfljayrjrtAch n j ^ ^ s  in the soil of mei&ind's doyelopcxmt

TGJReC. Tucker, op* cit*. 134-135, treats all "labour” as an 
alienation of man's true activity, which is essentially 
artistic* Zt is dear thnt Marx specks of alienated labour when 
treating labour as it occurs in capitalistic economy (in the 
section on estranged labour - ”! ntfreodete Arbeit", it Should 
bo remembered), (HPGA Glff; E. f>7ff)* However, in certain 
contexts he speaks of labour as the lif©-activity of the species, 
or as species-life; the object of such labour is to reshape the 
objective .orId according to its inherent laws and man's needs 
and desires - but it JLs labour. (Ibid*, 7- 9; t . 7 4 -7 6 •
Tucker has failed to take into account the context of th© 
etatemrats he has used.
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Ration . to Feu.crtc»&
Already It has bceooe dear that Feuerbocii is truly the

basis of criticism Marx io making of economics* Urn alienates
hinsolf into hie product by alienated labour (instead of into
God by rlienrted mental activity and tho totality of hie
products becomes an alien force over him* private property.
? io estranges him from his fellow mnn ns well as from hlo
true activity - free# creative activity for its own sr’-e -
man'o speciee being io loot* The alienated state ie related to
man's development as with Feuerbach* m d  man's development io
really his self-development # self-creation by objectifying
himself and then appropriating this objectification*

77recognising it os human and treating it as o oh* It should 
not bo forgotten that these similarities to Feuerbach Involve 
tho fundamental concepte of H rx's system* not mere terns or 
analogies* There ore* also* further concrete similarities.

In the articles on the Jewich question it was sold that 
money was the "Qod” of oopitnllet society* This is developed 
further in the 1 44 Kso* His section on money dearly portrays 
it os having divine qualitiess it is universal* all-powerful, 
supplies oil desires; it confounds realities and chimeras* 
overcomes all impossibilities; and is the most desired

wo
possession. Further* aonsy is the obj certification of ths

77* Cf* this in his remarks on fiegal* BF* 269 (H* 156; F* 151 
7 * Cf. Ibid** 296-301 (m . 145-149; F.



^ 79species nature of o n* of the alienated abilities of man. 
the liuited individual ie able to conoand the power© of mankind 
out of proportion to hio own personal qualities by Hie possession 
of thio objectification of Hie©. It io, hô TCver, nor© than merely 
the representative of private propert; • In son© no too on excerpts 
fron James Mill, n t included in the actual j: 44 Mos but 
published in the same volume of ItHGAt he identifies money no the 
objectification of tho activity of exchange which io a epcclcjB

ng
activity nrioinc trora man's oocinl nature?" at Hie onne tine

• *1
he compares money with Jesus <5 riet who oediatod between ©on

79* "Die Vcrkebnmg und Vervechoclunc oiler menochlichen und 
nntuerlichen Qunliteetcn, die Verbruederuns der Unooeclichkeiten - 
die roettlidbe Kraft - dee Qeldee liegt in eelnew v%een ole don 
entfzmade ten, entoouseemden und eich vemeuootmdon Grtturvrs c ncn 
der Menschen* He let das entrousoertc Vermoe^pn der Mcnschhcit.*’ 
dr, 299? M. 147-148).
30. MEGA, 531* The eoeence of money le ... does die veroittelnde 

Tuctigkeit Oder Bewe&ing, der racr.rd 1 iqhc, gesellschaftliche Afct, 
wodurch sich die Produkte dee ?ieneeben wecheclseitig crnaeoen, 
c;-" .Teniet und die r.lgenschnft oineo tr-tcriellcn Pip/> nueoer den
S535% te* M M  Htoie ••• MH| 55555 S i SSSt Ml trior
to ©an because non ie not the mediator for hie fellow-mrn 
(Feuerbach 1: "’Dae dieeer Mittler nun eiua wirklicl cn Gott wird, 
let klar, denu der Mittlcr ist Me virlf.ichc I In Hit e & r  das, 
woiait er mich verraittelt."

1. Ibid.. 931-532* 1 Qirietus reproccentiort ursruenrtLidh 
(1 die henechen vor Gott? (2) Gott fher die Menschen?
(3) die Menschen dec Menschen.

* So repmesentiert das Geld ursprueoglich seine© Bogriff 
tindh: (1) Dae Privatei^jontum fuor dns rrivnteigontuD? (2] die 
Geselledhaft fuer dae Private! gentum? (3) doe Privateicentu© fUer 
die Gesellschaft.

"Aber Chri8tus let der eptacusserte Gott und dor 
entaeusecrtc Kcnodh. Oott net nur ©ehr ert, eofem er 
Christue, der Meneeh nur raqhr 'ert, ©ofcm er Chrietue 
repmesentiert. Hbenso ©it dera Geld.'



and God In Feuezto&ch's system (hence was the fro dec nnd 
caused ttirieiicnity to Identify the individual and the species * 
(in this comparison one night say thnt he sow private property - 
objectified labour - as God, end money as the mediator or Christ. 
However it le not door whether or not ho had systematloed this 
comparison )

Honey, atfthe objectification of the exchange of products, 
as tho objective mediator of exchange replacing the human act 
of exchange, arises from the fact thnt man as ”••• oin gcselligeo 
Weeen su Auotnuoch und well d*r Auotnuooh— unter dor Vomnsoetrung 
des Privnteigentums— sun Wert fortyohn muss*” Then the actual 
social relation, the actual relation of exchanging oo see to be 
a soelnl and human relation and becomes an abstract relation of
private property to private property - or value, Which has actual

03existence as money* * Honey is the objectified relation of 
private property to private property which exists in the action 
of exchange of products, or objectified vnluo* The activity of 
exchange is the species act, the social act by which the social
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82. Ibid*. 532.
03* Ibid*. Die vcrndttolndc Bewegung dee aaetraiochcnden 

rcnechen 1st nrccHich koine geselleChnftliche, kelne monschliche 
Beweeung, k«ln yjy<ftlichcB Vcrt^talg, ca 1 st das Pbatrsfcta 
Ycrhneltnia des Frivn teigent jms sum ̂ rivateigertuB, und dies 
obstrakie Ycrhneltnio ist dor Wc:. t, (lessen wirklichc Tbcictens ale 
Wert erst das Geld 1st* Weil IHe riuotruoohendcn Hensohen sich 
nicht als Hcnschcn su oleander vcrhalten, so vcrliert die Cache 
die Bcdeutung dee menochlichen, des perooenlichen Figontums* Das 
gooellecbnftl ioho Verhaoltnie von Privnteigentun su Privnteigentun 
let schon eln Verhaoltnie, worin dns Privrteigentum sich solbot 
cntiroad t 1 st* Dio fucr lech seiondc rxictcnc dieses Vcrhnclt- 
nioroo, dns Gold, 1st dehor die Fntncuooorung doc Privnteigcntuae,

(oon^d* ovcrlonf)



hum n being ie created) it ie* both in production nnd exchne 
or eoLmrce* • •• deron der Ga»ttungstaeti|dajit und Gattungsgeist***
it io (in capitalism * .

••• der gooellschaftlichc» der Gattungeakt* due Geneinwcocn, 
der gesellsehaftllchc Vcrkohr urd Integration der Menochen 
innerhnlb des Friv tcincntups und darum der acusoorliche* 
der entaeuoserte Gat tungrnkt .’ ̂

As with Fouezb&ch* the species life of ntm ie alienated into a
power* alien to oon* independent of him, and separating non*
Further, tiio rgodM degrades nan's activity into inhuman
activityi the really human activity - free creative activity for
ltG own sake - becomes merely a scans to existence when man ie
under the dominion of ostranged labour and its counterparts

87property and money* f And os we have seen* in the alienated 
condition, money separates man from mans os did God in Christ 
in Feuerbach's view* Feuerbach ie seen in the background of all 
those concepts of Marx concerning man's alienated condition and 
the resulting god1 - money and its consequcnoss*

A further similarity to Feuerbach is soon in the species 
relation* in its true form* in UiiCh each mediates the specie e 
for the other* We have seen that alienation end the object
ification of can's essence into god-llkc objects and powers

(footnote contd*; die Abstrnktion von seiner spesifischcn*
pcrsoenlichcn Natur*
S4.Jbid.* 535-536. 83. Ibid.* 530* cf* 531
OS.Cf. Ibid.* 90-91 (B* 71-00)f 147-140 (B* 130-139)•
87*Ibid** 7-09 (r. 73-76)*
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separates pen and brooks the tmturaL species relationship of 
man to w m t  the objectified power acts In the place of men.
The alienated fora of this relationship io the activity of

nexchange and division of labour in the capitalistic society.
In the true eoclety9 mutual interdependence of men based upon 
their neods nn^roducto which are mediated by exchange and uhieh 
represent the objectification and confirmation of their essence 
(both os objects needed to oonflra then and as objects to express 
them * is the basis of human society. In this situation each 
finds that hie labour expresses his own eocenes and confirms 
the soeenoe of another by meeting the other's needs; the resulting 
community is not a power over them but tholr own activity* life, 
and wealth. The following lengthy quotations from the notes 
on Kill in 1844 are worthy of more notice than they hove received 
previously.

Der Aifstfiutcn aovohl der raenschliOhen Tcotirffioit 
innerhnlb der Produktion oelbst9 ole ouch der rxncchllchcn 
roduktc gegen einnnder lot—der Gat It mgstce ti^cit und 

Gattungegeiet* derer. wirkliohes* be seri es und wahrec D&oein 
die r̂ sctilector tlicl.c Tnetigkeit und der gesollschaftliche 
Genuce 1st. Indom doe ncnccnljche Weeen das wnhrc Gcreinwcron 
der ISonschcn, so scha fen, rouucicrcn die Hcnschen durch 
Betnetlgung three Vesens dan menschlichc Geoolnwesen* das 
gessllschnftllche csenf welches koine abstrakt-allgooelns 
Kacht gegenueber dem einssclnen Individuum lstf oondern dee 
lessns eineo joden Indlvlduuns* sein eigne Taeti^scit* oein 
eigneo Leben* oein eigner Geiet, sein eigner Reich turn 1st. 
Hicht durch Roflektion cnoteht dahcr Jones wedye Oencln crxni. 
es crscheint daher durch die Hot und dsn Rroisous der Individ- 

uen* d.h. unnittelbax durch die Betretigung ihron Dr r eins 
oclbo produslert. ^ Failure to sec this as human nnd the 
consequent organisation of it results in alienation; its 
existence does not depend upon men's volitioq. 9

8 8. Ibid.. 139 (E. 129-130; DP* 2W)
89. Ibid.. 539-536.



^ln oa; itrliotic production orch produces with a view to 
nesting hie neeuc by layinc dLnin on the product of 
another by the other's need of hlo own product.
(M. 544-546,/

Geootct, wir h ettcn ale Menschen produderti Jeder von 
uns hoette in seiner Produktion sich oolbot und den ondren 
donoelt be.lnht# Ich haette (l’) in nelner Produktion nelne 
In(lî duraitoctt ihre I^cntiMlichto?it ver/raenntoendlicht 
ind daher aowohl uaehrend der Tneiund daher aowohl vaehrend der Tnetî dceit eine lndlviduelle 
lobeaooc-u r:ocrur^ genosson, ale io Anschrucn dee Gogere trades 
ihe individuella Proudc# oelne Persoenlichkeit ale

eianlich J^c v’ujanra und flnrun voter £
In deineo GenurfT 

Hainan Oebraucn nelnaa Produkte hoette ich unnit telbar den 
Genucay aowohl dee Bewusetaeinsv in neincr Arbeit eln 
ricnccP.lichca Beduerfnie be£*iedirt9 ale das ncnsclilichcc 
eeen vergegenatoendlicht und daher den Deduerfr ir cinc r 
nndrwa oenBQhUchop .'•oenc eeinen entepreehowlcn 
Ge^enetr nd verochafft su hr bon, (3) fuer dlch der lUttler 
swiechen dir und der Oattung geweeen su ocin* rloo von dir 
eelbet ale eine Krgnensung deinee atroen Heccne und r»lo ein 
notwendtger Pell deincr eelbet rewuset und enpfundcn su 
worden* also oowohl in deineo Denken wie in deincr I.iebe 
£  Lelbe ?? wwu/ raich bcatoetigt su wicoet^ (4) in neincr 
individuollen Zcbenoaeueeerung uncdttelbar Dcine 
lebenaaauaaerung geatihaffen su hsben9 also in oelne 
individuellcn Poetigkoit uncdttelbar main wohrcs i eocn, noin

neln Omciaueaen tfie&tgt und
su hoban. M#

Heine Arbeit wore flroie Xobencnouoocrune. daher 
Cc\fLGS dee Lcboqa  ̂ Unter der Vornussetsung dec 
riv \,cl ;ontuns iat die Lfficnscnirncorcrun/;, derm ich 
nrbeite9 up su lebcn. urn air eln ‘*1 tel doo Lebane su 
verse!i:-fPen. Heine Arbeit jot nicht 7 c'jen.

rweitenc: In dor Arbeit wnerc daher lie Kl/xnvunllchhctt 
neincr Indlvidunlltoet9 well nein indivjducllcc Lcben bejoht. 
Die Arbeit wren, rloo vohreo. taeti/xc Ejrcntun. Unter 
Voraussetsung do© Priv teinenturae i n  noine Inaividunlitret 
bio su dec Punktc entneussertv dass diese Prctirlxit rdr 
y> r i c,-tt ••• drrun nuch eine nur craninrraff fnetir^eit und 
nur durch eine neuoncrlicha Uot9 nicht durm eine 
li nptwendi/yr Not nir aufcrlerrt iet# 9°

00. Ibid.. 5*6-547.



The full meaning of this human community nnd 00dal life is to
be aeen after on analysis of Marx's anthropology? hero it le
already evident that he has transposed Feuerbach'£ species mrm
into the economic life and found the unity of the individual and
the spodee, tho objective and the subjective, as he cold in the

91discussion of oooauniaa in the 1344 Mss* In this system, each 
man io the mediator between tho individual and the ©pedes by 
virtue of tho product of labour being the objectification of the 
ope des— both o^owcrc and of neodet labour and need (or eelf- 
interest, rgoioaus be ©one tho breio of the human community and 
realisation* Free creative activity 1b the true human activity? 
thie is realised only in the interdependent economic life of man, 
a life baaed uyoa need » d  eaolso. Here Itanc trnc gone beyond He.ec, 
for whom ofiois* was the baole of all evil? Hnrx haqlneorpomted 
this evil into the true structure of human reality* in this le 
seen a return to Hegel in which reality is a whole, each port 
hr e its place and role, and evil is a nooessnry end passing 
element or situation* Hrrx says that Hegel's merit v s to see 
that the self-genesis of nan vro ochleved by the objectification 
of man's powers, the loss of the object or <* Jedification as 
alienation, and the tr nsoondi nee of this alienationi Hegel 
grasped, though in on abstract form, the essence of man os 
labour end oau labour as the oolf-crontion of man* This io only 
poedblc by the objectification of oil the spodee powers of man
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91. Ibid.. 114 (Dg, 235, E. 102)
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throughout tho course of history and is possible only in tho
fora of alienation at first: "... was sunnechst wiedor nur in

92dor Fore dor Entfremdbng ooeglich 1st • This incorporation of
the evil or imperfection into the total process as a neoeoscry
port of it is not a passing ronnrk by Mnrx (already confirmed
by this reference to Hegel $ it occurs repeatedly. Hnrx speaks
of the necessity of private property several tinos. He
criticises a crude fora of comunlem which, for from surpassing

94private propertyf has not even attained to its level* It is 
necessary thnt nan be reduced to niserablo poverty in order that

QRhis inner wealth be drawn from him, This oonoopt of necessity 
io to be dlscu8oed shortly) Its significance here is to indiate 
that Marx has returned to Hegel to incorporate the idea of totality 
and necessity into his system* He cannot say9 as Hess, that 
egoien is the root of all social evil) egoism is a result of

92. j£, 269 (K. 156, E. 151.
93. Ibid., 295 (M. 1441 E. 1J4)» "Kben dorln, daao Fcllur.- ,.cr

Arbeit tmd Austnusob Gestoltungon des Privatoigentuae sind, c!>cn
dnrin lieg-t der doppelts Beweie, sowohl does das qenscfolichc 
Leben su seiner Ver Irkllchunr des Privateipcntuns bcducrfto, 
wie anderereeitSf dass co jctst der Aufhebung des PrivateigentuDS 
bedsrf.
Ibid** 237 (H* 115-116) E* 103)t ‘Ebenso And aher sowobl das 
Material der Arbeit, als der Hensch ale Subject, wie Beoultat co 
Ausgangspunkt der Beueguug (und dass die dieeer Auc/rnggpurikt coin 
mueseen, eben dnrin Hegt die geechiohtllChe Eot^cndi -licit des 
PrivateigentiSMi) * *
94* Ibid** 2-4 (M* 112) E. 100).
99* Ibid** 240 (?!* HP) E* 106)t Auf diese absolute Armt £  dor

Sinn des I n ens nusste das menschllcfoe boson rcdudcrt
warden, drmit ee seincn inncrcn Relchtiaa sue hcrmis gebnere*"
Cf. Ibid** 244 (M* 122) E# 110).



the initial situation of man nnd the social organisation that 
this situation requires* and in time it is itself the basis of 
a hitter stage of development.

Having shown the unity of the 1844 Has nnd the continuity 
of their thought with that of Feuerbach and Hegel* we must now 
examine their contents to see the nature of Marx's eyeten.

hbb.,Jte . t?* u*p-

The key to understanding the 1844 Mas is a dear exposition 
of Marx's concept of men* which concept is evident in asides and 
in deductions from the alienated condition of man os depicted by 
Marx. Marx* the Marxians* and the interpreters of Marx never tire 
of asserting the naturalistic or materialistic nature of non in 
the Marxian system. Bile trait of man will become evident but 
will be balanced by another characteristic of n m  shared by 
idealism and the spiritual view of man's nature. Only by 
clearly dlntingulshin these two conceptions and by understanding 
their inter-relationship can Mnrx be understood.

*• A
A fundamental fact about man (though not the unique fhet 

le that ’Dor Ifensch la unrdttelbar Nnturwesen * His s piritual 
nnd physical life ... mit der ftetur zuecrnenhaongt. * . ' 1 which 
means simply that ... die Hntur nit sich oelbet zuonamehhrcngt*
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96. Ibid.. 274 (M. 160; E. 156).



derm der Hensch 1st ein Tell der Hatur. Ac a living, 
natural being,raon is endowed with natural power© of life 
existing in him "••• nlo Anlngen und Pnehiglreiten, ale Triebe \P 
Further, ao a nature! being, he needs other natural objects for 
the satisfaction of bin needs, and the exnreeeloh and
confirmation of hie powers and drives: he le "••• oin leldenee*

gobedlngtes und beeehraenktcs Vesen*.#", m  the plants and 
animal©# Hence, hunger, a natural need, requires a natural 
object, outside the being in hunger, for the integration rmd 
expression of the essential being of euch a being; or a plant 
needs the sun, which onfirms the plant's life and power, just 
ae the plant confirms the sun's life-giving twero . 10 0 Ao a 
natural being, one le also an object for a third being (as in 
Feuerbach's mediation of nature by another peroon •1C)1Han ie 
then a thoroughly natural being, requiring objects for existence 
as all n turrl beings (and in contrast to Hegel's Spirit whoso
self-expression and alienation occur in realms of pure

i msconeciouonooB .

97. 1CGA. 07 (B. 74). 96. OT, 274 (H. 160} E. 156).
99. Ibid.
100. Ibid.. 274 (M. 1G1| E. 156-157)} cf. 272-275 (K. 159-160}

F. 155-156".
101. II,id.. 275 (M. 161} E. 157).

97



*• a socles 3elnff.
The second tmit of man is thnt lie is a speciec-Bcing

(OcttunGswesen't
Aber der Henoch 1st nich nur N-turweoen* oondem such 
rejasA-liches Knturwoeen: d.h. fuer sich oelbst seiendee 
Vesen, damn alReiches er sich sovohl in
oeinem Sein sis in eeinen isocn bestntigen und
betaetigen muss.10*
2ns vrigkliQhe* tnetir;e Verhalten des Mcnschen eu sich sis 
Gattungsweson, alo dkr Botnotigung seiner olo oineo 
virkliohen Gnttungowesene— d,h, ale menschlichen esens...

ttumm. being is here equated with self-deternincitionf self
related nose— for self (fuer sich - implicit}* Hare speaks of 
species bein or species activity as the distinctly huann 
productive life which is conscious* free fro© the pressure of 
need or instinctf and free fro© bon&are to the needs of the 
human spades: man's activity astern is to refashion the world 
in his own image* freely and for its own snke and his own 
satisfaction in doing it**0**

Fre*t consci ous activity is the Marxian counterpart of 
Hsf êllan self-consciousness in which m m  io aware of himself 
and his thoughts! m m  makes his life activity* his production 
of his life* on act of consciousness and will* and thus his
species character* his "Bebenstaetig!eeit,,# is tt***dle frei

106bcwueote Toet irk eit..*The animal is immediately one with

103* Ibid** 273 (M* 162| E. 158i.
104* 269 (M* 196; £. 1 9 2 )*
305* This ertiefnetion seems to be more than mere meeting of 

needs: it is the satisfaction of the need for lien odiafi. * 
mastery, or oelf-dctermination.
106. HTGA* 88 (E. 79)*



his life activity! "Be iet gig", hut nan mokes this on
object of consciousness and will.

Die bevusete Lcbenot^cti^ttit untersCheidet den Menschen 
unoittelbar von tierischen Lcbeust° c tinsel t • Bbcn nur 
dadurch let er eln Gnttungswesen. Oder er 1st nur eln 
bewusstee been, d.h. oeln clones Leben let lhn 
Gegenstnnd, ebcn well er eln Gottungsvesen ixrU Mur 
darum lot seine Toeti-keit frele Tfurtirifcoit.

The further implication of this is that man produces freely
from all nature) not merely for his own immediate needs, but

109when free from need; not merely for himself but for the 
species) according to the nature of the object (hence as art ) 
universally from all nature, or man mokes all nature his 
inorganic body.* * 0

Mar* further d fines species-bein, by saying thnt it is 
confirmed, or that man proves himself a species-being, by hie 
production, by his work upon the objective world• By this he 
constructs an objective world which ie a reflection of hiaeelf 
and thereby nnture appears as his own work*
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107. ibid.
100. Ibid.. cf. ’Heine Arbeit wnere freie 

daher Gonuss dec Lcbens." MTOA. 547.
100. A si, nificant strtenent is that man truly produces only 

when free from needs ”... der Mensch eelbet frei vor 
physlschen : cduerfnicneo produciert und erst wahrhaft 
produziert in der Prelhelt vom deocelben." Ibid.. 88 (E. 75-76 •
110. Ibid.. 87 (r# 74). cf. Hegel, Herlie (Berlin, 1043)

VIX 1, 609-610 (P 361, Zusatz of Ha turpi iloGQph.it).
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"ben In der Berrbeitung der gegenstandlichen Welt 
bewrnhrt sich der Hcnsch dahcr eret wirklloh els ein 
Gcttungswesen* D ie e e  Produktion let sein wcrktoetigee 
Gattungsleben. Durdh ele ereehelnt die Krtur ole oein 
Work und seine t'irklichkeit. Der Gegenetrnd der Arbeit 
lat dnbor die Vcrj^i^cr^ncfauBa des OettungclebenB 
des Menschen: inden er sich nicht nur vie im Rewusrtsein 
intoT1 cktunl, oondcm werktnetig, wirklich vcrdoppelt 
und sich selbet dnher in elner von lhm geschaffenen 
VNAt onschrait**11

For the full meaning of this otrtcncnt nnd of the species-life,
it Is nsosssnry to understand the meaning of labour for Nerx
end the nature of man's senses or inner reality#

Mnrx sees labour os a process, a series of actions (or
a single action) in which man inennrtes himself in material
objects: it is the objectification of his mental and phyoicrl
powers and ojphio will, in the produet of his labour* Hence t

Das Frodukt der Arbeit 1st die Arbeit, die sich in einem 
(fogenstand fixiort, srchllcht gemacht hat, es 1 st die

And Mnrx considers that the history of Industry is the eraifcot-
115otlon of the essence of man. It is In this sense that Mnrx 

c n say that the world of products is a ' human world, is a 
reflection of non, and appears as human reality* for Mnrx, a 
product ie the inonrantlon of the producer and the powers he 
employs in the production*

111. Ibid.. »-89 (B. 76).
112. Ibid.. 33 (r. 69). Cf. Tudker, on, d t .. 130-132.
113* Ibid.. 121 <E. 109} 3£ 245)} cf. 145 (E. 136} 3F 296,.



Th© roduct ie an enbodloont of son In a further senne, 

that it inenrnato© son's needs: man cannot immediately use 

nature in th© raw, he must prepare it for hio own neede (end 
0 8 a hum n being, his ovti needs nr© themselves cultivated,.

This io true, both of needs of subsistence (food, clothing, 

housing) and of needs for th© expression or confirmation of 

nan's inner sensibilities and powers (nrucic, art, etc.}.***

For Mnrx, human reality consists of the world of 

sensations: they are not merely anthropologies! characteristics, 

but are ... wnhrhoft ontologicche 1 ©sens (Kntur-) Bejchungen.•• ,

only affirmed in so far os their object exists os an object of
115 ^sense. The node of affirmation depends upon the nature of

the object and the faculty appropriating it. For this subject-

object interaction to be truly an affirmation of man's essential

being, the object oust be a human objects it oust be the

objectification of man, objective humanity, the confirmation

of a human need or desire, or of a human faculty.
Xndem d her uebomll einerseite den Mcnsehcn in der 
Gesellschnft, die gegenstnendliche ’dirklidhkcit ale 
irklichkoit der menschlichen Wescnkroe'te, ale 

menschliohc irklichkeit und dnrum ale ' irklidikelt 
seiner Ueacnhrrcfto wird, werdcn ihn olle
Gci'gnstnende als die fer/re/gens t- ■ cndli chung seiner 
eelbst, r.lo die seiner Xndividunlitect bec f-etigenden 
und verwirklichendcn Gegenstaendc, als seine Oegen- 
staende; d.h. Gegenstoende sener sclbct. u o

114. Ibid.. 119-121 (E. 107-109; BF 240-243 •

119. B£* 296 (M. 145| E. 136>.
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In this we see the filler denning of the definition of
erseies-belng no the objectification of man in a world of
objects in which man contemplateo himself.

At this point Marx's anthropology contain© tho germ of
hie kiBtoriden: non1© eoeenee cones into being or develop©
in the process of creating man's world. The objectified
wealth of the created human world cultivates the subjective
huurn sensibility: music awakens the sense for music (and has
no meaning for the person who has no sense for it).

... erst durch den gegenstoendlich entfaltcten Reich turn 
dee mensohlichon eeens wird der Reichtun der subjektiven 
Dcnnckl iclic n Sirmlichkeit, wird eln muaikalischce Ohr9 
cin Auge fuer die Schoenhelt der Form, kurc werden erst 
menechlicher Genuesse und faehig© Sinnc., Sinne, welche 
®1 » wiec^liche Veaenkraefte sich bests©tigcn, toils 
erst auagcbildetf telle erst erzeugt.*1'

Both the five senses and the finer senses of will, love, etc.,
... mit einem ^ort der monschlidie Sinn, die Mcnschllchkeit

der Sinne wird erot durch das Baseln seines Go&onstnndes, durch
118die vonaensch 1 iohte Hntur.*’ The formation of the senses io 

a work of the entire previous history: Die 311 dung der ftienfe 
Sinne iet eine Arbeit der gansen blaherlgen -elt^ahidyte.'*1^ 
Tills is again reiterated when Ikn onye that the history of 
industry and the existence of industry arc a record of the 
development of the human essence;

117. Ibid.. 242 («. 120j E. 108). '
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Mem oiotrt, vie die Gcaehichte der Industrie und das 
gewordene , tj r?ona t'cndl i chc Daaeln der Industrie! dae 
aufgeschlagsns Buch der ncmfeliJBfefift- SQgng^e&«> 
die sinnlich vorliegende menschli^xi Hi, ocholoais let**#
In der jfewoohnUdicn, ^ArtellgR jna ric .#• hr ben 
wir untcr der Form sinnlicher, :rNre^der* met slidhcr 
ferens trends, unter der Form der Entfrcndung die

d 0 i  w  unD *

By natural oclonce and industry man objectifies hio powers and
121nature becomes anthropological nature*

In these descriptions of labour and hunrn activity, it io
i

apparent th t (l) the humanism of Marx, while naturalistic, io a 
definite humanism nnd not pure materialism# (2 Human activity 
is the humanisation of nrturo, the re-creation of it into a 
human world# It is a human world in the double sense that it 
incarnates human activity (will, knowledge, skill I - hence 
ox resses man's inner nature, nnd that at the sane tine it meets 
man's needs# There is, therefore, a non-material factor in 
Marx's definition of man - the element of freedom, of self
determination, self-creation, of non Who is to assert this
self-hoods "••• die frele bewusste Taetl/dcelt 1st der

122qattun^schnrecter dec Menschen* And, this m n  is a 
developing, a historically evolving man#

•nCton,:o ona Spogiea Being.
There is another facet of Hie concept of species-being

120. Ibid.. 243-244 (M. 121-122; E. 109-110).
121. Ibid.. 244-245 (M. 122-123; E. UC-111 .
122. I33CA. 08 (e . 75). Soo tho Bote nt the end of thie chapter.
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which must be understood in order to see dearly the
implications of the concept. If men is to use the whole of
nature freely, he oust l ave access to it end to the products of
Mature• No individual eon hope to do this alone, for time and
apace limit him. Consequently, it ie to be expected— end we are
not disappointed— that tho division of labour and the act of the
exchange of products are themselves species nets, as is production.
Exchange and the division of labour are dedared to be ’species
activity’’ or "human activity" in an alienated form in the
capitalist society. .

Die Teilung der Arbeit 1st dor nationalockonoaioche 
Auc lruok von der djgr. J&bcit
lnnerhnlb der Bntffemdung. Oder, da die Arbeit nur eln 
Ausdruek dor mens chi ichcn Taetlgkelt inner!; nib der 
Entneusserung, der Xebensaeusserung ale Lebensentneuooerung 
1st, to iet ouch die ?eiluag der Arbeit nichte andereo ale 
das cntf ; o dete, entr x oscrte Gctsen dsr aenechlichcn 
Taetlgkelt ale elnor review Gattunns lactipkcit oder nls 
Tnetigkeit des asnsohcn nls G" ttunr^rcoca-

Uebcr dno \ cscn der Teilung der Arbeit—  ••• d.h. 
ueber dl.M «iX s ie$ S J M > k m q « rtc : ,c a ^  * *
qsaa*iip;-^ • *** i «die N tlonaloekoncMBsn sclir unklor und sidh widersprcchend. 
These statements become much clearer in the li^ht of those 

made in the rending notes on Mill in the appendix to the trOA 
volume. There he states that the essence of money is the 
alienated or objeetlflod farm of the social, huam net of 
exchange,

... die der
ncnechliche. Eeeelleohn:?tliche Akt, wo durch eich die 
Produktc dco oonochcn uockseleeitlr orT'cnccn.. d
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Dor Austnus&i sowohl der ncnschlichcn Tnotigkeit 
innerhnlb der Brodukticm oclbot, nlo auch der ncnschlichcn 
VrothMc gegen oinonder iot - der CHttua^tne^Mccit und 
Gnttungsgciot, dercn wirklicheo, bewuostea und wnhree 

«*» .jOBoUectagtUcUo Stoetlsfceit und der 
geoellodinftlichc Qenuso et.

Title ooraee about because orm as a social being must exchange and
because exchange under tho conditions of private property oust be

1 ttflconducted under the form of value Behind tho alienated form, 
however, lies the basic hunnn trait of sodality and exchange.

In tho above etntenente it is evident that the true nature 
of non, a freely creative being using nil nature, ic possible 
only in the highly developed ©concede system of oodcm tines, a 
historic 1 implication which was revealed in the atatencnts 
about industry ae the objeetifleatlon of man 'o essence, and in 
the implied historicity in tho development of human sensibilities. 
The mutual interdependence of production and exchange of the 
capitalist system is of the essence of man and are merely In an 
alienated fora- they must be purified and retained. Tide will be 
done in the truly human society when production, a man's labour, 
is not performed with the sole end in view of making money in 
order to be able to meet oncfe own needs - hence with a view to 
impoverishing the other person by creating a new need in him 
for your product. Then, in the truly human society, each man 
will produce, expressing hio individuality nnd at the same time 
meeting the need of another nnd will be the recipient of the sane 
act in another. In true Fcuerbnchian fashion, each will mediate 
the species to the other, without the "god* of money as a nodintor

189. Ibid., 536. 186. IMd.. 538.
1 27* Ibid.. 546-547; cf. quotation in text (cited by note 90).



In th© acceptance of th© division of labour nnd exdiange 
ae credos activities the social or ooaaunnl elenent is essoin 
expressed in Marx's concept of onn (it was already evident in
the ©peoieo concept)* Hunnn% nsocial'1 and ^spcdcs" aro uood

12 0interchangeably in tho 144 Hoc, Thee© arc linked together by 
the fact that oai^o true or spccioe being con be realised only 
in the social production of hucrn objeotet non can freely and 
universally utilise nature and express hie esocnce and epecice 
character by a oo operative productive system in thieh each h e 
acooes to tho huacn uealth of productive po\«ro and of the wealth 
of nature's glfte*

- 1*2 -

120* Cf* tHU, 89 (E* 7 6 ) i alien ted labour nakcr* "•** das 
Qatturvgaweocn deo Hensdhon* oowohl die Natur, als sein gsistigee 
Grttungcvcmosgont su oinota ihn freixien eeem • •• £  it nlicnatce 
man from his body, external nature^ vie sein geistigeo Vesen, oein 
rienscbllehcs eoen. The next result of alienated labour and lone 
of species life is the lose of social relatione, thus revealing a 
connection between species life, human life, and social life* Of* 
also the discussion of the social nature of positively transcended 
privnt* property, 237 (tCOA, 115-1161 E. 103 )t "Aloo ist dleocr 
nose’1 ischaftllchc Chnrnkter der allgoiaeinc Chamltter der carmen 
cwegungf vie die Gcsellachaft oelbet don Ijenechcn els Kcnsehcr 

jpgdusier% oo irt cie durch ihn produsiert* Die ?cti73reit und 
der :eist, vie Ihrcn Inhnlt, eind auoh der Entctohuiigsuvise noch 
Î cqc',n ecj ;; ;;c ocllociiaTtlidie Toetirffcit und : c sollcclirf4 -
licfaer deist* i o  ixireVlflTchc.; eeen der Hntur let erst 
da fi-cr den .qp.eeIleclmf ■tlidhcn * fence’: eti| derm ©rot hier 1 st sic fuer 
ihn da als Band ait den Menschon • •• erst hier ist sic dn ole 
Grundlnne ceinss olgenen aenochlichcn Daseins.” The emancipation 
of the ocnseOflbid* * 240-241 (tl• llft-1191 E* 106-107)% io 
oxplineds %** docc dicse Sinne und KigSPSOhnfWo nenochlichs 
sowohl subjektlv als objektiv gowarden eind* Dos Auge let nun 
oci:r.Cj j ĵ dicn Ange ge warden, vis sein Co, enctand bu eincn 
gesellochaftlichen acncdilichen, von tkmochen fUer den Monochcn 
horruei rendon Oegenstand gowarden let.” In theset both context 
and usage Shew that species or liusrn existence ie oocial.



/e hove seen that Mnrx conceives of nan no a conscious or 
self-conscious, freely native natural being, who tmnooonds the 
natural order of tine and space by virtue of his membership in 
an objective species which is oorporat© both in tir*c (historical 
development and acquisition of skills, senses and knowledge, °nd 
of industry nnd in apaof (exchange, transportation nnd 
communication) • Han in his true being is the realisation, in 
the concrete world, of Hegel's Spirit— a self-conscious 
(objectified nod re-appropriated) nnd free, autonomous beings 
Han as such has humanised Nature by the objectification of 
hixaself— hie will, powers, skills, and needs. This is 
accomplished in labour, the objectification of non In nature 
in the form of a product— the purpose of which io simply man's 
free, self-conseious activity nnd autonomy (not the mere 
meeting of needs, though this takes place largely in the reals 
of saeeting needs;. This freely active being is the reality 
which is alienated. (See the Note at the end of t ie chapter.)

Accordingly, the f ct of alienation ccraiste of the "facts 
of life” of the capitalistic system of economic life (of the 
early 19th Century). The enslavement and impoverishment of the 
workers increases os productivity incrcaneo, the worker 
becomes a commodity, the result of competition (caused by the 
money system) io tlj© increasingly Sharp division of society into 
two crops, the workers and the capitalist who holds In hie 
power the possibility of the workers to exercise their labour 
and to acquire tho necessities of life; the worker becomes
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only a cocraodlty* The concept of this fnct is thrvt tho 
worker Is confronted by hie product no m  rllon power 
(capital lo the accumulation of the producto of laboury henoe 
la accumulated labour, in daoricnl economics . This men no 
that arm ie self-alienated and lo a counterpart of ami in tho 
Feuorbachirm interpretation of religion.1**0

Marx analyses tho concept of alienation and finds four 
aspects of it* (1) loss of the object, (2 ) alienated activity in 
producing the object, (3) looe of the specieo, and (4 ) alienation 
from fellou-oen* First* the worker is dependent upon the object 
of nature, the sensuous world and the products derived fron it 
because (a) it is essential for labour, man’s human or essential 
activity, and (b) it is required for subsistence* then man is 
alienated from nature and hlo product he is deprived of his moons 
of subsistence and existence, and of his aeons to a "human'* 
existence, or the activity of labour.152.

Secondly: proceeding fron tho result of alienation, loss of 
the object, Marx probes the activity that produces it, of which 
it is the objectifioatlon.15' Ho finds that the alienation of 
labour consists in (a) it being external to the labourer, not 
of his essential being, rtn activity in which he docs not affirm 
himself but rather denies hinself, ruining body and pinch he io
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129. IfFXrA* 01-33 (E. 67-69).
130. Of. Ibid.. 03 (E. 70) where M e n  says this explicitly.
131. Ibid.. 84-83 (E. 70-72).
132. Ibid,. 6f (E. 72).



not at home In hie labour but io at homo only outside hio
labour, (b) Labour is forced labour, net voluntary; it le the
means to satisfy needs external to it, not the satisf ction of
a need (the need to labour to express one's powers, to affirm
one's species being.) "Sie 1st daher nicht die Befrledlgung
eines Beduerfnisses, sondern sic ict nur ein Mittel, un die
Boduerfniose auoser ihr su befMedlgen. 1 : 0  This is elaborated
in the next two paragraphs, where he says that onn (a freely
active being) feels himself men only in his animal or
biological functions of eating, procreating, dwelling,
drcsoing-up (not noceosnrily biological!), and becomes an
animal in his work (works under the pressure' of needs!) which
le hie truly human function. Hence s

Das Tier is die vird das Mcneohlichc und dns McnecMidc 
das Tioricche.

Essen, Trinken und Seugen, etc. sind bust such edit 
menschllche Funktionen. In der Abstmktion aber, die 
ole von dem Umkreie monochliche Taetigkcit treimt und su 
lotscn und nlloinigen Ihdswedoen mncht, sind sie tierioch.

(c) Finally, the external, alienated Character of labour 
appears in the foot that it does not belong to the worker, but to 
another. It is not the corker's free and spontaneous activity 
and it is a losej6£ himself

In these two aspects of alienation Marx has considered the 
loss of the product and tlie result that it confronts its producer 
do an alien power over him, and the loos of his labour itself

13".Ibid.. 06 (E. 78).
IS'" .Ibid., 86 (E. 73). Of. B.C. Tucker'o nlirtrdcen interpretation 

of theoc pROKKjeo wail the word "eroiotlc PeduerfrdBo", oo. d t .. 
136-137? 139.
13S.KCGA. « (E. 73).
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as a truly huann activity* He has seen man os oclf-nlientod - 
his product nod hlo activity are not hie no they should be and 
are opposed to hin no alien powers* How* Mnrx deduces ffcon 
these two the third aorset, the loss of the species* In losing 
ths object, nan loses his advantage over the animals and suffers 
the loss of his inorganic body (nature) ^hich is a disadvantage* 
Further, hlo life activity, his species life, is torn fron him 
and his labour is degraded to a means to his physical existcno©**^ 
Fourthly, as o consequence of those throe aspects of alienation, 
men is estranged from nan* Contrary to the opinion of oooe, 
this is not a forced addition to the thought of Mane but roots 
in the ori/rino of his thou^it in Feuerbach. 1 ^7 Feuerbach had 
already said that a being1© relation to itself is revealed in its 
relation to the object outside Itself.

;e have followed Hrrx in the analysis of the concept of 
alienation, seeing its Integral relation to his concept of nan* 
man as a self-determining being is enslaved to his own object 
(created by his life-activity) which should have been the 
expression of his seli'-dt termination* As a result, instead of 
free activity and a human world created by man for mn, man 
finds himself enslaved by forced labour which yields only a 
greater power over hin, crippling hie life, and strengt oning 
the power of capital* (’’e oust not forget that Hone hod
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written a considerable portion of the 1C44 Mgs. as ft description 
of capitalistic economies, a portion which we have ignored except 
for the e m e r y  statement fron which Marx proceeded to his 
analysis*) At the same time Marx saw the diotinetlvo features 
of capita lioo os bearing the true nature of human life in an 
alienated forms the division of labour, exchange* nodom Industry - 
these are the expressions of man's essence and of hie truly 
social and human activity* As Marx said in his renofcks on Iicgel* 
man must objectify himself and draw out of himself all his powers 
in the course of history, Which can be done only An the form of 
alienation at first« the alienated forms of life contribute to 
the final perfect fern, gov w* auat seek to undcrgtnnd tjho 
relation of money to this eyetea (oo Mont originally planned 
and then seek to see as dearly as is possible in the 1344 Mss 
the nature of the source of alienation.

Honey - the MGod" of Economics.
The nerve centre of the capitalist system is moneys its 

availability determines the economic activity} its "osooosion 
enables its owner to live or to make more money} its acquisition 
is the motive of nil economic activity— it is the veritable 
God of tho system. This is more than a figure of speech, for in 
Marx's system, money occupies the sane position as does "God” in 
Feuerbach's systems both ore the alienation or the objectification 
of warn*o essential being, of the species life, in an alien object 
and abstraction external to man. Honey is the objectifieotion of
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non1 e species act of exchange rnd of his products of labour,
his species activity* Just ns Feuerbach's God overturned oil
natural relations, so Mnrx orys that money does this just because
it is the nllentod ability of tarn:

Die Verkehrung und VerueChselung ollor nenechlichen 
und nntuerliohen Quolitneten, die Vorbruederung der 
•JmaoegHehkelten- die octOlohe Emft— dt s Gcldeo liogt 
in seineo esen sis den cntfremdeten, cntroussemden und 

* sich veroouoserndon Got ury ovece n der Menschen* Ee 1st 
das cntneueocrte Vcrnoegen de: Ik nocbhelt.**

Money brooks all the natural bonds of memktw^and at the om o
tire allows the possessor of it to perform thnt \hich hie

l*onature is unable to do: to be wise, honest, loved, etc*
The money-system, capitalistic economic life, is the 

equivalent of the religious system (we have already seen that 
Marx was applying the religious pattern to various earthly 
situations )t man assigns his proper human functions and human 
nature to an alien being of his own creation which ncempllshcs 
men's desires and functions in an alienated or unreal realm and 
nnncr. The suggestive inference from this parallel of the two 
oyotene is whether there is a parallel concept of the origin and 
role of alienation: for Feuerbach religion was both a necessary 
and a positive contribution to man's progress while he wan in a 
state of immaturity, from which state he progressed by dainisig 
for himself the attributes of the deity* Ie this the ease with 
Marx’s view of the origin and role of money*? One one soy that 
alienation is a natural condition from which man must escape by

130. W ,  299 (tl. 148-149? E. 139).
139. Ibid., 890-299 (M. 147| E. 13 -139).
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a progress within the alienated form of life? - which nukes this
alienated form a necessity and a relative good? As nlroady
indicated, there Is ample indication thnt ttarx conceived of a
necessity of alienation nnd a positive role for its the following
io confirmation of the clues seen so far.
■hSSfigGltj,;, oi m o r t l o n .

In his evaluation of Hegel, Hnrx said that the real merit
of Hegel was that he conceived nan's self-genesis as a process,
ns labour, in which objectification Is the loss of the object,
alienation, and the transcendence of this alienation. True non
is the produet of a historical process which requires the
alienation of mn., hence requires oopltnlion nnd private property.

Bos wirkliche. tnetiro Verbalten dee tienechen su sich als 
Gattungswesens— d.h. als oeaachlichcn v/eeens— , 1 st nur 
noeglleh dadurch, das er wirkllCh alls seine 
Gattungskrnefte, — was wleder nur duroh dns Geonctwirken 
dor Iknca on rsoeglich 1 st, nur als Tteeultat der 
Geschiohte— homusedhafft, sich su ihnen sis Gcgenstaenden 
verhoelt, was sunaeChst w^cder nur in der Fora der 
Bntfrendung nocglich 1 st. 1 * 0

Or again he soys:
Hegel fnsst also, indcn er den positivcn Sinn der auf sich 
selbot besogenen Ilegntion— wenn auch uiedcr in Tntfreradeter 
else— frost, die Selbetentfreodung, Veoensentreucoerung, 
Entgecenstnendlldiung und EntwixkliChung des 1 tens chon als 
Selbstgewinnuagf ’’eecnoneusserung, VergegonstrendlichxajG, 
Vervlrfclichung. Kura er fnsst— innerhalb der Abotrnktlon—  
die Arbeit slo den Sclbcterscn rungsakt des Mcnochen, das 
Verbalten su sich als frenden ’©son und das Bctaetigen seiner 
als eines frcoden Pfcns als dns wordendc Gattungobewusotsein

140. Ibid.. 269 (M. 136| E. 151).
141. Ibid.. 201 (N. 167? E. 165)t of. 113 (H. 125» E.113-114).



The essence of trn, hio species nature, le only brought 
into being by th© objectification of nil onn1© potiers - that 
to by labour, which in modem tinea io in the fora of industry. 
Industry io ©aid to be tho open book of oon'o powers, psychology

\AOnode into a sensuous forn; it is a revelation of Qanvo powers. 
This, of course, has taken for© in the oyeten ofhrivatc property 
an : capitalism, nnd the logic of Mnrx1© position io that those 
ro necessary.

M u m  followr this logic in his actual stutcncnto concerning
private property nnd ooanunioo. In hie discussion of comunion
he criticised a crude # egalitarian fora of ©onounion which nercly
sought to destroy private property nnd return to prinitive
simplicity: it did not surpass private property because it had
not attained to it.

Vie venlg dieee Aufhebung des rrivatetpontuns cine virkliche 
Aneigun- let f beweist eben die abotrokte legation der 
gnnoen belt, der Bildung und der Civilisation; die tfucclckehr 
sur unnntuerlichcn rinfrchheit des nrocn und beduerfnioloocn 
Henochon, der nicht uebor dno fHffnteigcnt in hinsuo, • 
aottdcm noch nicht e Irani bet dcooclbcn ongelongt let.

The next stage of eoaaunioa in hio development nl scheoc of it
still has not yet {rasped das positive ' escn des
Privateigentums. • • ’ nor understood the oenschlichc Bntur
doo Ikxluerffciooes •••"*** He attacks nn incrturo concmniSD
which grasps at disconnected historic 1 phenonena opposed to
private property for its justification (their prstnoso
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discredits then • Instead the revolutionary eoonuniotic
: oveoent finds its oopirlenl nnd theoretical basis in the
Movcncnt of private property, which is the sensuous expression
of estranged t o  n life and its positive tr nsoendenoc is the
transcendence of Ntrfmg— ert# This is the embodiment of
a nan's individuality and his existence for other non and the
existence of other men for bin. Likewise 9 the arterial of
labour and nan as subject are the boninninr and end of the
movement, and ©ben dnrin lient die f^schiOitllche
Ilotvondi kclt des Privaici^tentuns.

Private property ie tho brcis of the division of labour
and oxohrnco (both ore species activities of nan; nnd labour
io the essence of private property# Hsrx says* Further:

Eben darin# dass Tellua der Arbeit und Austnuoch 
Gestaltungen des Frlvatelgentunr oindt oben darin lie^t 
der doppeltc Bowels# oovohl dnsqfcne ocnoohlichc Lcben 
su seiner Vexvirklichung des Private wie
nndererseitc, dass os der Aufhcbun^ der

Here is a dear statement of the thou/ht of Marx on the 
nature of Private Property* it was a necessity nnd a cood in its 
day, proootinc the advancement of aan'n self-creation but has 
now reached & point of development at which it requires its 
abolition (as with Feuerbach, religion oust be renounced in this 
latter day)* The nennitv: of private property is the development 
of nans

145. Ibid., 236 (K.114 15.102).
146. Ibid., 236 (H. 114-1151 Si 102-103).
147. Ibid.. 237 (H. 115* S« 103)#
148. Ibid.. 295 (H. 144| E. 134).
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... erst ciurch die entvickeltc Industrie, id est durch 
die Vemittlunc dee Frivnteigentiioe vird das 
ontologiochc \ coon der meoschllchen Loldenscfcnft 
aewohl in seiner Totolitnet aim in seiner Ikmschllchkelt? 
die Issonschnft von Henschen i8t ''I©© sclbot ©in 
Produkt der prrktischcn Selbotbetaetigung aee Henschen;
5* Der Sinn deo Prlvatcigentums- losgeloest von oeiner 
hi fremdang— 1 st dne Dasein der ve sent lichen 
Gegenetrende fuer den Mcnschen, sowohl ale Gegsnatnnd 
dee Gouusbcs, wie der Taetigkeit.^9

Let it be Again noted that Marx has turned to Hegel and
incorporated evil into tho whole by giving it a positive
function in the development of the whole* As opposed to Ilcoa
and others (including interpreters Frown nnd Tucker who see
«vil coning from within th© nature of man nnd as an unnecessary
factor, Hnrx seee it as a necessity and sees the true m* n no the
result of the long historical process in which he must alienate
himself and then reappropri to hio production for hie final
lunar nity. To neglect this essential Hegelianism of Mnrx io to
open the door for tho misunderstanding and misinterpretation of
Marx which Ignores tho essentially historical and evolutionary
nature of his thought and the necessity of the forms of
alien'tion and evil.

o know from hi® 1143-44 writings how Marx thought
communism was to bo achieved by the action of the proletariat*
Here wo are concerned with his philosophic basis of it in
relation to hio concept of man. It is to be the outcome of
history, the resolution of the strife between the individual
nnd the speciec, between esconce end existence, between man
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and nature, between r n  end m n 9 between freedom and necessity,
150between objectit ioation and self-activity. Communism ie

the fulfilment of human being9 the appropriation of human
development for mam

Der Ijomunisiaus ale positive Aufhebung dee Private!, icntunc 
ole Qenafihlligwr GelbBteitfyeadurv; und derurn" rlo wfrkliche 
Aneignuiv: acs tsensc&liehcn eoenc durch und fuer den Menschen; 
unrura ale vollstnendige, bewusste und innerholb dee gr risen 
Reich turns der bioheri ̂ cn Entwicklung gewordene Rueclckehr 
dee Kwncchen fuer etch als einco gesells chaftliohen. d#h. 
menschli chen Hencchcn. *

The return of man to himself , should be read in the lif$t of 
the following statement!
Die positive Aufhebung dee PriVHteigentuqa ale die Aneignung

des mens dill chon tcbene, let dnher r religion, fnoily and 
state, etc., arc specific modes of production while 
private property is the sensuous expression of alienated 
hum n 11 die oritive Aufhebung eller rntfrendi ag, rleo 
die Ruekkclir des Menacher. ous (?) Religion, Frmiiie, OtMti,. 
etc. in sein nenschllches. d#h. gescllechrftllches Doscin.

Prom this we see that return ie not the pure and simple idea of
returning to a former condition but to come to one's self fron
a contrary condition (though it is implied that there wre n
gerartive condition of this in the idea of the latter condition
being richer by its profiting from the development.) This outcome
of history is the appropriation of man's alienated and objectified
essence, the return of men to himself, to the true species of life
which has been prepared. ”c oust now sec the relation of
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consminioo to the previous description of species life. Private 
property ie to be superseded— when this is ©o, the object (or 
product) io the embodiment of the individuality of the producer, 
ie hie existence for the other urn rod vice v e m * ^  This is 
the situation described in the notes on Kill in which one 
embodies oneself in a produet needed by another and in return 
receives a needed produet from the o t h e r * O r *  this io the 
division of labour nnd exchange on the basis of mutual 
antisf etion of needs and expression of one's powers, not on 
the basis of profit and the need for subsistence thereby. The 
object he© become nn objectification of man— no expression of 
hie essence, his powers, nnd a confirmation of hi© asedftf1 ln 
non-subsistence objects they have become human objectification

.  r /*
in terras of he wealth of the hum: n sensee. ' The transcendence
of private property ie the complete emancipation of all husrn
senses and a tributes— because they have become humans they emanate

1 5 7fron man, for man* She senses hove become theoretician©! they 
relate themselves to the object for the sake of the object - but 
the object ie an objective human relation to itself and to

153. Ibid., 237 (K. 115-116| E. 103).
154. HCCA, 546-547. 155. W j 240-241 (M. U9» F. 106-107)*
156. Ibid., 235-241 (M. 110~119| e . 105-107).
157. Ibid., 240-241 (K. 119l E. 106-107).
15̂ 3. Ibid. See the ffote at the end of this chapter.
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Reed and enjoyment lose their egoistical nature nnd nature 
loses Its mere utility by use becoming a human use.1^  Her©

we have the species bein.: of mans he doubles himself in the 
objective world nndconteraplntcs himself there

160In the social aspect— or the tauwn r opect - the spedec
life of ram also appears as in Feuerbach* when each is the
mediator for the other— (money* to be abolished* is the
objectified act of mediation)* Theoretical activity is also

161united to practical activity.
Alienation was the positing of self in an object tfilch 

become a power over the self* In communion alienation le 
ended: the object (private property or objectified labour* and 
money or objective exchange activity) has been reapproprlntod 
nnd ra n has returned to himself because man has so developed 
hie productivity (and so ordered his life accordingly) thnt the 
object io no longer an object of need and hence of power over 
fellowraent bee use of his development wm's need* and production 
sod exchange are mutual. This assumes (l) sufficiency of 
production for the basic needs nnd (?) a social or mutually 
dependent mode of production and exchange.

This has brought us ag in to points of similarity to 
Feuerbach: man h a pro ucod under alienation a potentially 
human life, Juet as modem win hso produced potentially a 
human life in Pcuerbach *c view—  and in both crscs nan needs 
only to renounce allegiance to the ' higher” being - God and

159. Ibid- .160. Cf. word study in note 12n.161. 21T24C~2a (K. 1191 E. 107)*



money. In Feuerbach the alienation sprang from man's inability 
to live tho humon life nnd from hie need for objectification of 
eelf as a guides hence it originated in man's inonturity.

1  alQQ the

Tho Cause of Alienation*
In suggesting that immaturity is the cause of alienation 

in Mnrx'© system, ve are going against current interpretations, 
but it oeeno impossible to do otherwise in the fr ee of our 
evidence and conclusions and in the face of errors in the 
interpretations of others, /e oust review the course which hns 
led us to this point*

Fir at, vo have seen the pnmllel of structure wtdch exists 
between Mnrx nnd Feuerbach, and that in the latter alienation io 
a necessary condition imposed toy man's immaturity and one which 
has its benefits to the process of outgrowing this immaturity.
In Marx ve hove also the affiliation of the necessity of 
alienation (private property end its system t hence is not the 
other half cf the system identical with Feuerbach? Hecond, we 
have seen a pattern within Mnrx's own development, in which ho 
plnoed the heavenly in some inpcrfcct sphere of earthly life, 
and we found that money occupies the mam place with bin  as 
Feuerbach'o God. Third, we have seen that he hns followed Hegel, 
and has definitely usod Hegel's view of the wholeness and 
development which incorporate© the evil and the good into one 
process* Fourth, ve have seen that he has given ample evidence
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of holding priv t© property, nnd on alienated condition of
can's life, to be neoesoary and instrumental in man's
development. Fifth, he had a view of men which required
development in its very presuppositions and assumed the human
fem of existence to he the result of history end development.

Zt ie os & result of all those clues that we feel compelled
to say that Mnrx saw the alienated condition of ann as part of
the necessary process of development from an incipient or
Inherent germinal state to on explicit and octurl existence
in history by o Hegelian process of alienation nnd ^appropriation
and that he did not think that c m  could have developed otherwise.

be oust recoil the utterances of Marx concerning the
source of estraj^ement. He insisted that alienated labour was
the nource of alienated forms of life. 1 He further soys that
the desire to have — egolos— is the result of private property
(which Itself is the product of alienated labour)i

Bos Frivntelgentum hat uns ao diraa und einseitig remaeht, 
dnss ein Gegonstnnd erst der unsrifls ist, wenn wir ihn hnben, 
(er) also als Kapital fuer uns cxirticrt, odcr von uno 
uncdttelbar bcseseen, gego&ocn, getrunkcn, nn unseren Lcib 
getrngsn, von uno bewohnt etc., kurs rc’-r ucht wird...
An die Stclle a Her physlochon und gciotirx n Pirme ist dnher 
die einforhe Entfraradung nller dleser Sinnc, der Sirm dee 
Habeas getreten. *

And in the single statement in which he roiocs the question of
the orl in of allonntlon, he indicates a definite relationship
between mnn'e ©str ngement nnd th© ource of his developmentt
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ic lot diese Entfreodung la coon der ncnnchlichen 
Emtwlcklung beruendet? ifir hnben schon viol fuer 
die Loeoung der Aufgobe gewoimcn, indoa vir die Frege 
nach den Urogram  d- e Privnteigcntuno in die Froge nach 
dco VcrhrSltnic der ontociioaerten Arbeit sun .g, 
itatwicklungscr ng der tfcnacvlicit vonmndolt habcn.

Vo must roaenber thnt nan's development for Mnrx, ne already
shewn, consisted in drawing out of nan nil hio powers and
objectifying then, though in an alienated form, nnd then

165re-epproprir ting then. And in at least on© place Mnrx 
said that the wealth of ann's inner nature could not be i s a a  
out of hio exert by irnovcriohiiv him. 1

This survey exhausts the statements from Mnrx on the 
subject* (it should be reaombered that in th© crann 

Enlightenment which stood bade of Marx, there was a similar 
idea of th© drawing out of non the cumulative powers of the 
race.) On the basis of the 1U44 Mss it io eaoy to infer 
and construct a coherent system upon tho basis of on analogy 
to Feuexbach - that in nan's immaturity alienation is a 
necessary and a constructive condition— but one cannot give 
explicit statement© beyond those given. In later Marxian 
writings one can find this trend confirmed*

This completes our inadequate account of Marx's 
intellectual development. (After 1 44 he bcorane leco 
philosophical in language and sub jo ct mttcr and devotod more 
time to political and economic studies. As mentioned before he 
does not eocra to hove repudiated hio basic philosophical

164. K30A, 93 (13. 02). 165. Of. I£, 244 (H.12?| E. 110).
166. C f. noto 95 ^bove. 167. Cf. R.G. Collingvood, The Idea 

History, 87-88; 89-90; 97-98, 103. Cf. also Erich Fromm, or.cit.



coitions but simply to hove neglected to express them
explicitly* Cfenpter XV will further reveal the unity in
\Mnrxfo concepts.? It io hoped that these two chapters have 
shown that Marx was a philosopher before he became a oodLol 
critic and that ho oubjoctcd his social thought to his 
philosophic principles, lie sought to knit together hlo 
philosophical heritage and the problems of his time, and 
did not uoo his system to express hie own inner problems 
in c mythical form. Further, Ilnrx'a basic principles are 
seen ©merging onrly In hio life, a fr et which suggests that 
recent re-intepretations have been Dialed by the shift in 
language and subject matter of his later writings, and tfr t 
they have neglected to consider the whole of hie early 
writings* (Thus tho 1843 and the 1844 writings contain his 
basic concepts of economics, society, revolution mad politics, 
os well m  his philosophic position which has been abstracted 
roci these others by modern humanists and existentialists 
in their search for kindred concepts of existentialism and 
humanism* Again, tide study has revealed the presence of a 
considerable body of thought behind the apparent utopianism of 
Marx, seen in tho concept of "species-life” and its back round 
in ilogcl and Feuerbach* As invalid nm it lo, it is mistaken 
thought* not romantic expectations.

For our more immediate purposes, it hast (l) shown the 
validity of a study of Itarx1© system, as it is primarily thought 
anti its confrontation with facte, even though invalid*
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*

(2 ) It shown the idea of dc velopoent as fundaaontrl to Monc's 
concept of true mru (3' It sives strong support for the view 
that hunan alienation is a neoeesnry civil stoixdng fron the 
lock of development nnd at the sane tisae serving os a nccnc toward 
development* 'These latter two will be sought s^ain in Chapter I? 
and its survey of ifcrx'o later thought on the concept of history*
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NOTE

The Theoretical Relation and the End of Egoism;
Labour and the Speciea-Lif© in Hegel.

Marx's 1̂ 344 Hoe use tho concepts of (l) * epodoe” or 
^opecico-life”, (2 ) the transformation of oon into 
theoreticians in the true human world created by th© species 
activity of ona nnd thus the ending of egoism, in order to 
ueaeribe communion. Those concepts were found in Feuerbach but 
more ospedally aro found in the naturphiloooohic of Hegel's
Enci-!:l0;-y-cUlc dc-r Philoco i ̂ioc- on_ iooenschpjftctt lei jssgift&gat*
A brief survey of ti cm in this work reveals their coocntirl
meaning and illuminates furtlier Marx'e relation to Hegel.

Hon le related to a ture practically when the relation is
that of one finite object to another and is governed by man'a end.
This relation la determined through

...die Begierde, welche aelbateuechln 1 st; dns 
Beduerfnias goht dnrauf, die Nhtur su unaereo Hutson 
su verwenden, d o  abaurcibon, rxufsurelben, kura ale su 
vomiehten.^

The contradiction within the Inuann being - n need - is resolved 
by destroying tho object.

2116 theoretical relation reverses the practical relation? 
it is the observation of Nature in itself, to knov/ its powers,

1. orko (1 43), VII/1, 9 (P245, ZuontB).



laws, spccica, nnd to Get this information in order* It
involvee stepping back from the object, r oic Inseen vie eie

2Gind, und une nch ihnen richten. However, it lends to a 
contradiction in that the ciind abstracts oertrin dmmctcricticn

N

fron the sensuous object; the nind onkee an abstract universal 
of a concrete particular— and honoc does not Allow it to ronain 
me it i*.3

In these terms of human knowledge, thie contradiction io 
resolved, according to Hegel, in '’die be'Toifonde Tlrlscmnen" 
which graapc "die Eihheit dee Allgemelnen und Besondcrn •
?: ic constitutes the resolution of the theoretical and 
practical relations* However, for our purposes, we must turn 
to the resolution which he works out in the nr tur 1 world of 
animals in order to find Mrunc'o position* •

Hegel usee species (Onttug^, to signify the general, the 
universal, the essence of a thine of which thinking taon is able

5to perceive while yet remaining an individual* Further,
species is used to denote the concrete self-contained, self-

%

relating Whole* Spirit doubles itself in the human world of 
endeavour (Objective Spirit) which culminates in tho State nnd

2. Ibid** 12 (?2£6, Suonts). %  Ibid.. 12-14*

5* See I*ncyblopredia, P24, Susata (ffiq Logic of c :ol C nllaoe}
47-43).
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In dorld historyt the Idea of the State "is the universal Idea 
as a genus (Orttung) and as an absolute power over individual 
states— the mind Oilch gives itself its actuality in the process 
of orld-Hlstogy."̂

The Union of the 7,.coixtical "ad Prrctigil in the H ccicr : oo^t* 
The union of the t oorctical and practical mentioned above 

was in the realm cf man and knowledge* The most instructive 
aspects of it arc found in the description of the Animal 
Kingdom. The animal is tho highest form of organic Mature and is 
so because in the animal the organic Individuality exists os a 
subjectivity, "fuer sich selndes Selbst1, by virtue of feeling 
(gnpfindung' ♦ which creates an idealised, so If-centered 
universal (fuer o^ch in opposition to the external org nice and 
its external world* This is not thought, but feeling or 
perceiving (Anachoucn >* Biio allows the theoretical relation to
exist in rmionlss the orga nism is able to enjoy a relation to

7another object or animal and yet allow it to remain itself*
There are three processes or aspects of animal orr niesni

the AsaaUsMsa* « »  &at̂ aM5Igy.«SS«
The first, t\\o organic entity— a self-relating, self- 
constituting being (auf sich selbst besiebt und itmorhnlb ihror 
eelbet si eh rait sich eusnmenschliosst) proceeo to relate Itself
to the external world in Assignation* and to reproduce itself

0and relate itself to its species in the Gpttungsproccss.

6. of (Knox), 160<W59).
7. orke. VIl/l, 50-53 (PI>350-351).
6. Ibid.. *352, Zuar-ta (558).



In Assignation the higher nnlanle hsvc a process of 
digestion in which they set up a division within thcnoclves 
(digestive juices) in order to meet their needs and resolve the 
contradiction set up in theoselves— while lower organisms 
merely absorb icnedintely nnd maintain their Identity thereby.^ 
The animal thus io related to the world in a practical way—  

it opposes the natural object and destroys lt9 returning to 
itself after its satisfaction! scorning its own self-division, 
(ibis is very similar to society* s alienation in capitalistic 
economy and society9 a necessary alienation which is later 
forsaken once the necessary material basis has been created by 
it#)

In the Assignation the third sub-process i© that of the
3ildunflstrieb» in which the beginnings of the union of the
practical and the theoretical are (to be fully developed in
reproduction in the Oattungsprocose • The organism relates
Itself to nature in such a way that ito satisfaction io
accomplished by allowing the object to remini

• ••eo flndet hier aber nicht blesses felndlichos 
Verhaltcn dor Begierde sur Aueacnwelt* sondem eine Rutoc 
regen die neusoere Hxistena statt* Die Bcgiorde 1st oloo 
sugleich befriodict and cohenmti und der Orcanisme nrcht 
sich nur objectlvf inden er die unorgfiniscfc© Materis 
fuer sich su recht legt. Praktischee und theoretisdhc© 
Verhnltnioo sind so hier vereinigt*l°
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This action is purposive action on th© level of instinct • 
building cf nests, etc*— only in rann docs this reach the level 
of thought*

Here io seen the parent of Hnrx's concept of ending egoism 
by asking theoreticians of m n  in s humanly produced world 
which embodies nan1 e purposes and needs, powers and talents* 
Shis io accomplished by tho equivalent of Marx's labour* Marx 
took the activity Hegel conceived to be peculiar to man - 
free thought - and transposed its character into the activity 
of Hegel's nninal - the Sildungstrieb - to get his true nan* 
Just as Hegel's Spirit alienates itself by positing the world 
and then transcends this in knowledge and oelf-conoeiouoncsa or 
Absolute Mind, so Mnrx's humanity or society objectifies itself 
in a world of objects embodying its needs nnd allowing it to 
fulfil itself without egoism*

Further clarification of Marx'e species concept cones from 
Hegel's Gattungcpgocesq* In this the organism satisfies its 
needs by being related to a being like itself* Here tho union 
of theoretical nnd practical is more firmly established, ao is 
the inter-reMionship of or aniens to their own kind* In the 
unity of both

*•• ist das Grttungsprocees, worin dno ?hior sich nuf 
sic!: sclbot, nlo auf ein Glcichoe seiner Art beeioht; eo 
yerhnolt sich sun Lcbendigen wie im crsten Process 
£  Gcstaltua&y, m d  sugleich, wie im gwelten Process, 
m  einen Solchem, dns ein Vorgefundenes iot* —
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Kegel include o death by battle and illness in the triad, but 
our concern ie with the reproduction of the species* In the 
ocxual type of reproduction (as oppoocd to asexual reproduction 
in lower forms of life) the species is only renlieod by two 
individuals, constituting a breach of selfhood by this need of 
another entity outside the organism* However, in the process* 
the individual becomes related to one of Its own kind, and 
further, produces one of Its own kind* Desire or egoloa 
(Begjerde ie satisfied by a relation of tho organism to 
itself, not the %ffiOtical destruction of an object*

Again can be seen the basis of Marx* s species-life in which 
nan relates himself to hie own self-created world which reflects 
hiaeelf sad enables hin to establish his being while losing 
his egoism*

In both the j^3fflggaSggg
foresliadovs Marx’o species-life nnd tho ending; of egolso by 
a union of the theoretical and the practical senses of nan* In 
Marx1© world the Bildungstrieb— labour— cnkco tlie latter 
possible* (it is not for**otten that Ibuerbach also related 
those two concepts*)



C II A P ? t R IV

flffi MArXIST OOffGFPTIOE OP HISTORY

TIi© Mandat view of history oust now be dr̂ wn out from 

the preceding chapter ond froo th© Inter writings of Marx, 

go any uisaiooion of th© Marxian teaching on primitive 

oocioty end ito dissolution requirec a ouennry of the 

Marxian conception of history no a whole. Therefore, in the 

following, the bneic elencnto of this are given in a o: oteontic 

manner which it io hoped will nvoid the ucunl formally 

schematic, or merely critica l  assertions which circulr te 

00 widely. Hnny details will be omitted for the soke of 

brevity nnd traditional schemes nnd approaches ore not 

always followed, but the presentation ic grounded upon the 

Marxist texts nnd resumes thnt Marx wns n thinker nnd thnt 

his system oon be re-thought. T îo io not a critique or nn 

evaluation of the Marxian view but a smannry ex ocitlon which 

seeks to underotnud what lt*rx nnd Engel* thou,-ft concerning 

history, not viiat they should have thought* 116 attempt is 

node to justify or to nttndk the Marxian view.
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I. acfinlUon nnd Content of Hlatopr

The clc rest otnteoent concern!nr the sphere and
content of history io the statement o:$Rngele in the joint
vopJj, ;)ic hoiiifg raniiic (1^5 »

History doco noticing, it "posneoooe no irsncnoe wealth", 
it 'wages no battles". It io rann* real livin; an, 
that doco all that, thnt roeoeones and fighto5 
’lietory is not a person npnrt, using man no a raê ne 
for itp own particular aims; history io nothing hut the 
activity of man pursuing hio airac.*

71:ic anti-Hegelian definition of history ie oithor inplidt 
or explicit in all the writings of Mnrx and Engel a. In tVio
foutsdie IvicolOftic (1:45, Marx assumed that 11 hictory is

Pdependent upon the material production of life by man, 
obviously hio own doing. And in the ocoond paragraph of

Pj^lra.o:. JiSHiB d ^ 5) * * *  «*<*»
Hen oulre their own history, but they do not make it 
just ao they pieno©; they do not make it under 
circumetnceo chosen by themselves, but under 
circunet r.ceo directly encountered, given and 
transmitted from the pcot.

If this definition of history appears to oontradict tho
traditional view of the Marxist theory of hictory as an
alien power standing over against man, upon which man oust
wait and with whom he muct co-operate, thin apparent
contradiction c n only be resolved b; a dicscction of the

1. Knrl Mnrx and F# En ds, The Holy Family (Hoccow, 1956)
125 (tTSA.III. 265 .
?. DP, 354-350 (irgA. V, 17-21.'.
3* IE, It £5. 7110 qualification Should be seen in the context

thnt the past is a h im n heritage, no will be Shown later.



Marxian theory and an anlycis of its processes. The first 
stop in ouch a dir section io the definition of nan and human 
nature* the second ie a ourvey of the stages of hietory oe 
presented by Mnrx and Tingle; the third io a consideration of 
historical change* This io to be followed by an exposition 
of Man's analysis of capitalism ao it illuminatec his view of 
hietory, time confirming by reference to hie mature work, the 
interpretation given of Marx*

1 • The Huarn Bseoncc or Hatinctivenooe.
Viewed superficially, the Marxian anti-mo taphy si col and 

historical method appears to preclude any definition of the 
essence of mom man io s oply what he is at the given moment 
of observation and will be something different at the ncxt.^ 
There are, however, statements which indicate a definite 
concept of man nnd which provide the necessary link to the 
antl~mQtaphyslcnl standpoint* In a footnote in the first

4* Tliie io suggested by certain statements of Morxi
•••all history is nothing but a continuous transformation of

human nature. (The Poverty of Philosophy* 165 (MKGA VI* 207}
• •• ^  dieoc_.'Sunnen von Produktionskraeften, Capitalien und 

tosialcn Vcrkehroformcn ••• 1st dor reale Griind desocn, vac 
sich die Philoeophen olo r,0ubstan^t, und 1 eoet> deo Menschen 
vorgoGtellt...” \Wf 368 (MCGA, V, 27 | fro© the Ixeu tecbe 
Ideolonle Cf. Ibid., 347 fKM.1).
' Aber doe oonochllche I esen let keln den eincelnen Indlvluuun 
innewot cnendes Abetmktun. In oclner 'lrkllchkcit 1st cs das 
Enssnble der gesell.chaftliohcn Verhneltnissc. (rixth Thesis 
on Feucrbnch, Ibid.. 340 (53 } end lnEJ, II, 366) Cf. nleo, 
V. Venable, Hue n I? ture, A P-arxlet View. 19-30 nnd 8. Bloc®, 
The V'orld of Bntlonr, 2.



volume of Capital he gives a due to this when he refers to 
*’••• hum n nature in general ... ̂ and human nature as modified 
in each specific historical epoch. There is a definite 
human nature or Chameteristic whose form of manifestation is 
modified in each historical period.

The distinctively human characteristic is conscious 
productive activity! this we have seen in great detail in 
the 1044 ties end it remained a permanent concert in Marx even 
though obscured by other considerations end materials. In the 
1045-46 Deutsche Ideologic he said that one might distinguish 
man from the animals any way one liked, but *8ie eelbst fngen an,
sich von den Tieren su unterscheiden, oobald sie nfnngon, ihre

6Lcbensnittel su produsioren.• . This le merely a shortened
expression of the concept developed in the 1344 Mss when he said 
that free, conscious activity in meeting needs was the human 
trait as opposed to the instinctive action or activity, 
dictated by need, of animals. This same basic idea appears 
again in the mature Marx and in Engels and Soviet Marxists.

In describing labour in Cnpltl, Marx defines it as a 
process going on between man and nature In which '*... man, 
through his activity, initiates, regulates, nnd controls the

7material reactions between himself and nature. Confronting 
nature as one of its own forces, he appropriates it in forms 
suitable to his needs, on activity not to be confused with

5* Capital.. I, 671, note 2. Cf. $• Bloon, op. cit.. 1-10 and 
hie various references to Mnrx.
6. KF, 347 (MESA. V, 10). 7. CanltrJL. lt 169.
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primitive forme of labour ehrxed with th© nnlonlet
v/a have to consider labour In a form peculiar to the human
species* Spiders end bees nry put a human architect to
shame hut hunrn labour has a quality all its owns it
actualizes a human vision or idea*

But what from th© very first distinguishes the moot 
incompetent architect from the best of bees is that 
the architect has built a cell in his hand before he 
constructs it in wax. The labour process ends in the 
creation of something which, when the process began, 
already existed in the worker’s imagination, already 
existed in an ideal fbrm* hat hap enc is, not 
merely that the worker brings about a ch nge of form 
in natur 1 objects? at the same time, in the nature that 
exists apart fron himself, he realises his own purpose 
which f£ves the law to hie activities, the purpose to 
which he has to subordinate his own will*S

Hence, free, creative labour is the essentially human
attribute in the mature Marx* This is confirmed by his
criticism of the stunting effects of the division of labour

10in modem industry nnd a passage in the third volume of 
Capital.

In the latter he soys that the
• m  realm of freedom does not oocmencc until the point is 

passed trtiorc labour under compulsion of necessity and of 
external utility is required *n U

■ ithin the realm of messsmory material production, the only 
freedom is that of a rationally organised system of production, 
but this is not the true human freedom, for "Beyond it begins 
that development of human power, vtoieh is its own end, the

. Ibid. 9. Ibid., 170.
10. Ibid., 373? 304ff.
11. Ibid.* III (Kerr edition:, 994.



true real® of freedom..._ which is beoed upon the natural
reoln of necessity.^ ‘ This io the same concept found in

1<44 ties in which labour woe to be a need in itself* not
the means to moot a need, nnd vac to be an expression of the
character of man ao a free nnd universal being. Ibis woo rloo
expressed in the first drafts of Qnpitnl written in 1057-50
when he spoke of one aspect of tho nature of wealth ne

Sache, vcrwirklibht in Snohen, materlellcn Frodukten,
acnen dor Henoch ale Cubjekt gegenuebcreteht. . • cum 2week

13der Herrschaft... '• vben the bourgeois form of wealth is
removed, io it other thorn

Dio voile intwicklung der menechlichon Herrschaft ueber die 
naturkroefte, die oogennnnten Nntur sowohl, wie coiner 
eignen Nntur? Dae absolute Homuearbeiten seiner 
schoepfcrischen Anlngen, ohne andre Vomueoetsung ale 
die vorhergngangn* hiotorische EntSicklunr nllor 
nenechlichen Itmeftc nls 8olohor» nicht gemesoen an 
einem vorherflegebnon Massstnb, cum Selbstsueck mrcht': 4

And this io found os late os 1 75 in the remarks on the
Gotha Program of the German Socialist Party. In t' cee he
spooks of a higher phase of communist society to cone,

• after the enslaving subordination of the individual 
to the division of labour, and therewith also the 
antithesis between mental and phyoicrl labour, has vanished)
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12. Ibid.. 954-955.
19* Grtmdrioro. 307* Cf.i Hun lot der neictitum oinersolts 

Sachs, vcrvirklicht in flaxen, miteriellcn Produkten, denen der 
Mensch ale Cibjckt gegcnuebereteht} nndrerseits, a ls  Vert lot 
er bios see Kotas ndo ueber fremde Arbeit nicht sum fwodh der 
Herrschaft, eondem des Priv trenusres etc."
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after labour has become not only a means of life tut 
life’s prime want? after the productive forces have 
also increased with the all-round development of theindividual...*5

The ending of the effects of the division of labour ployed
ca part in the theme of the Deutsche Ideologic of 1 45~ 

and the concept of man’s alienation consisting of hie species 
life, free conscious productivity, becoming merely a means 
to existence woo uppermost in the 1844 Hse; the unity of the 
young*’ and tho *oldn Marx on Men’s essential nature is certain# 

It le obvious that Mnrx held a consistent view of tho 
‘ human*1 characteristic into his liter yeorsi man ic a unique 
being by virtue of his conscious and vllful mastery of nature 
and the natural conditions of his life, and his true nature is 
to be o free end creative labourer who labours for the cake of 
self-expression, not because of needs# This did not receive 
explicit discussion or exposition in the writings after 1844 
because these were largely contributions to a program: by 
which philosophy is to become the science of the real life of 
man, for example, of economies and politics# But it underlies 
this science, as we have just shown# And it underlies the 
thought of Engels and the Russian Marxists.

In 1075 Engels began an unfinished essay on the evolution 
of arm from the animal kingdom by labour# He admits that 
ante-Is change nature by their presence, but this is

15# SW, II, 25.
16. Cf. BF, 361-362 (fliGA. V, 22-23).
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unintentional f while the greater the distance of men fron
the animal st tc, '*••» the aore their effect on nature
assumes tho character of premeditated, planned actions

17directed toward definite ends known in advance/’ In 
spite of the rudimentary thinking rstd planning of animals, 
all their planned action

h e never resulted in impressing the stamp of their 
will upon the world* It took men to do that* /  animals 
use extern 1 nature, while./•.. man by his Changes makes 
it serve his ends, onstcrs it* 5hie is the final, 
essential distinction bet’ ccn a n  and other animals, 
and cnoe r gain it le labour that brings about this 
distinction*1^

Conscious, willed labour toward a preconceived and freely 
chosen goal, which subjects nature to his will, is man's 
distinctive quality* In man nature cones to a self-coneciousnocc
which is only complete when m m  subjects his social production

19to the some control os he subjected nature* Shat Engels 
shares Marx's thought is especially evident in a sentence from 
hie original outline of the ’Introduction for Dialectics of 
Nature?

The norm 1 existence of sni^als io given by the 
contemporary conditions in which they live nod to which 
they adopt themselves— those of man, as soon as he 
differentiates himself from the salmi in the narrower 
sense, has never yet been present, and are only to be 
elaborated by the ensuing historical development*
Man is the solo animal capable of working his way out 
of the merely anirnl state— his normal state i© one

17* F* Engels, The Part Played by Labour in the Transition 
from Ape to Man", in English translation in SW, II, 31*

19. P. Engels, Dialectics of Nature (Moscow, 1994), 46, 
48-49(SV/, II, 6 -69 .

IB* Ibid** 02.



appropriate to hio conooiouenees* one th t has to he 
created by hinoeli.?0
The Russian Marxists have never deleted this element of 

Marxist teaching* understandably oo* as they have been 
engaged in social and industrial revolution. Mintevcr its 
inhumanity in social and political strife and the 
rc-organlsatlon of society* Soviet Marxism maintains and 
proclaims the humanism implicit in technology - the elevation 
of taem over nature even while he remains subject to it as a 
natural biological individual* at the mercy of overpowering 
cosmic forces and expanses. \ hilc we do not intend to diocuos 
Soviet Marxism as such in the thesis* it is important to see 
that there is a continuity in this fundamental concept in 
order to establish the rolevancc of the thesis.

G. Plckhonov* (who is the link between Mnrx end mgels 
nnd the Bolsheviks by virtue of his work in the I SO’s) gave 
clear expression to this concept. Hie work reflects not only 
his own view but that of the Soviet government which reprints 
and translates it * Lenin rccomcn ed Plekhnnov’s works in 
spite of his Menshevik viet/s and the edition quoted was 
published in Moscow in 1956. Concerning men* Plckhnnov snyot

20. Ib^a.. 262. Of. DP* 361-362 for a kindred statement in the 
Ideologic Thega* V* 23-24 | this and the basis for it in th©
1844 r»ss shows that this is no mere vogue for evolution of that 
tine. In fact* Engels repudiated Darwin^ basic principle as a 
guide to human developmenti the war of all against all was not 
the dominant factor but rather the social tendency of early men 
(cf. hio letter to l»avrow, 12-17/lVI9, Auarewchlte Brlofe 
(Berlin, 1955), 559.
21. 0. riekhnnov, The l»yclo^n_t of Pie Jtofiia t..YAgv of history 

(Moscow* 19561 written 1 94 and first published 1 957* 8.



Our anthropoid ancestors, like all other anionic, 
were in complete subjection to nature. All their 
development vne that oonplctely unconscious development 
which wro conditioned by adaptation to their environment, 
by means of natural selection in the struggle for 
existence* This was the dark kingdom of physical 
neceseit;/. At th^t tine even the dawn of consciousness, 
and therefore of freedom, was not breaking* But 
physical necessity brou#it man to n stâ jo of development 
at which he begon, little by little, to separate hiaeelf 
from the remaining animl world. He \ crane a tool-crkin: 
animal. The tool io an organ with the help of which nan 
acts on nature to achieve his ends. It is an org^n which 
subjects necessity to huoan ncciouonccct althou/ii et 
first only to a vory weak degree, by fits end starts, if 
one ran put it that way. The degree of development of 
the productive, forceo determines tho measure of authority 
of ann over nature.22

However, the conquest of nature loads to a croation of a
complex world of human oodcty which at first eludes human
control and enslaves the forrer slave of nature. As with
nature, so with society, men become aware of the enslavement
and hence begin to understand its causes.

Tliis provides the opportunity for a new and final triumph 
of consciousness over necessity* of reason over blind law* 

Having realised that the cause of hlo enslavement by 
hie own creation lies in the anarchy of production, the 
producer (' social man ) organises that production and 
thereby subjects it to his will. Then terminates the 
kingdom of necc srity. and there begins the reign of 
freedom, which itself proves to be necessity. The 
prologue of huoan ! istory has been played out, 
hietorj benine.^

Lenin gives expression to the sane idea, though In the 
context of an cpletemological discussion, not of a discussion



of h u m  production. Broedon ie the knowledge of necceoity,
and knowledge of necessity enables men to control nature nnd
hie own nature. Ooanonting on a statement to tl is effect in
Engel's Antl-Juehring. he ssyst

For Engels all living human practice permeates the theory 
of knowledge itself and provideo an objective criterion of 
truth. For until we know a law of nature, it, existing and 
noting independently nn$6utslde our mind, male s us slaves 
of "blind necessity • But once we come to know this lav/, 
which acts (as Mnrx pointed out a thousand tires 
in* c . i naeutly of our mind, we become masters of nature.
The mastery of nature manifested in human practice io a 
result of on objectively correct reflection (within the 
Holts of what io revealed b^ practice is objective, 
absolute, nnd eternal truth.*4
Stalin, the moot "wooden" of the Soviet writers, maintains

this point Just as strongly. In 1952, in opposition to nn
excessive emphasis upon man's power over economic laws, f.tolin
wrote a rebuke which was nevertheless in keeping with the
concept of man we have been examining concerning both natural
and economic la s.

Man may discover these laws, get to know then, study them, 
reckon wit them in hie activities and utilise then in 
the interests of society, but he cannot change or abolish 
them. ... ^ Does this mean that man is powerless in the 
face of nature? Bo, it docs not. Leaving aside 
astronomical, geological nnd other similar processes, which, 
even if he hno come to know the laws of their development, 
man really is powcrloos to influence, in Bony other onsce 
man is very far from powerless, in the sense of being able 
to influence the processes of nature. In ell such cases, 
having cone to know the laws of nature, reckoning with them 
and relying on them, and intelligently applying nnd

24. Lenin, Ff tcrlnlicti and Empirio-CfrltidaB (Moscow, 1952? 
first published 1 ^ ^ ,  19^193Y Gf. Lenin, Aus den 
ilooohlgchen Kachlaae (Berlin, 195'"), 10, 19, 316-31 U
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utilising them* arm can restrict their sphere of 
action* and enn import a different direction to 
destructive forces of nature and convert then to the 
use of society.2*

However much Stalin may have deviated from the teaching
of Marx on some points* his doctrine of the nature of man
remained true to the technological humanism of the first
Marxist*

This tenet has not "thawed with the advent of Krushchev* .
The technological nature of true hummit is seen in tho
description he gives of communism* the goal of human development*

• •• under it £  a classless social system vith one fora of 
public ownership , the all-round development ofpecrle 
will be accompanied by the growth of the productive forces 
through continuous progress in science and technology* 
all sources of public wealth will gush forth abundantly* •• 
in which labor for the good of society will become the 
prime and vital requirement of everyone* a necessity 
recognised by one and all* and the ability of each ;*sroon 
will be employed to the greatest benefit of the people* ••
£  Communism insures development of social production* high 
productivity^ it equips man with the best and moot 
powerful machines* greatly Increases his power over nature 
and enables him to control its elemental forces to m  ever 
greater extent*26
Vith the victory of communism mental rod physical labor 
will merge organically in the production activity of people* 

The purpose of Communist production is to insure 
uninterrupted progress of society and to provide all its 
members with material and cultural benefits according to 
their growing needs* their individual requirements and tastes* 

Oornuniot society* which is based on highly organised 
production rnd advanced technology* alters the character 
of work* but it does not release the members of society 
from work.2?

25 • Stalin* I cononio Problems of Socialism in the U.S.S*r.* 6-7*
26. Khrushchev* "The Hev; Program of the Communist Party of the 

Soviet Union' in Essential /orko of Marxism (ed. A*P. Mendel* 
Bantam Cl sole, 1961)* 420*

27* Ibid., 421.



Lrbor rand discipline will not be a burden to people, 
labor will no longer be a mere source of livelihood—  
it will be a genuinely creative prooeSs ^nd a aource 
of happiness**

Modem Goviet Marxism sees nan's essenti-l nature no thrt of 
power over nature by norms of labour and technology, 
ultimrtely for the sake ofban'e own power and self-expression*

Man is a natural being, endowed with powers of consciousness 
and will, and henoe a being who breaks his natural bonds rand 
limits by his knowledge of, and manipulation of, material powers* 
He is a being destined for freedom* raelf-determination, a condition 
possible only in a freedom from nntuml necessity and in the 
development of technology and the control of nature to the end 
thrt man has ran abandonee of material objects for his needs, 
thrt he is protected from the onslaughts of nature forces, and 
hr? sample scope for hlo energies and talents*

2* Labour*
Han is, then, a self-determining (self-conscious 

labouring org nisai or, true labour— man's distinctively human 
activity— lo the autonomous maintenance and expression of man's 
life, freed from natural necessity (even though immersed, ro it 
must be, in the natural sphere * It ie the creation of man's own 
world, an objectification of himself in the double sense that it 
(a embodies his talents, -will rand energies— his human po ers, 
and (b thnt it is shaped according to his needs and desires*
The underlying philosophic concept or structure is that of nan
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objectifying himself, alienating himself In a world which is 
hie double and then reap; reprinting this world* This le found
In Hegel*e view of man and culture, expressed in idealistic

29terms * $ it is again found in M-rx in tercr, of labour and 
material production*

(a) Labour r.s Objectification of Han s ewers*
After the 1 44 lies there ie no systematic exposition of

the concept of labour and man's self-creation as a process of
objectification, but there arc sufficient references to it to
manifest it as the underlying structure o^iie thought* It is
Implicit in the statement that labour is the expression of the
life of men, contained in tho Ideologic of 1845*

v/ie die Iniividucn ihr Leben aeussern, so eind ele* 
as sis slnd, fnellt also ouoarmen nit. ihrer Produktion, 
sowohl dozaitf was sic produsleren, als ouch donit, wie 
eie produsleren* Was die Individuen also oinu, das hrcngt 
nb von don orr criellcn Bcdingungen ihrer Produktion*'^

In the stntc of alienation he says th't "•*• die eigne Tat dee
Menschen ihn au elner frsradcn {'egenueberstehenden Mncht wird.
die ihn untcrjocht, etatt dass er sie bcherrscht” nnd this is
a crystallisation of social activity, diese Kona lidation

. 51unseres eigenen Produkts zu elner eaohlichen Gewalt ueber uns***

29* 1344 HO*. HI-GA. in, 156 ORnelieh, 151}I Cf. Hegel,
’’’cronc nology of The Mina (Bnllll*, 191 inprooaion'', 509,

517, nnd ?tu rncyc3 opncdln of the Phlloeopidoal Scjcacoc,
PP 395-336, 433-4.
30. DP, 347 (l£M, V, U)| Cf. 364 (34).
31. Ibid.. 361 (22),
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In both eases there is implied the objectification of nan9 8 inner 
nature in the product.

In Capital this concept becomes explicit in hie discussions
of value and labour. Exchange v^lue is nothing but the
quantity of labour time con eolcd in the commodity*

£  when stripped of concrete qualities:, Itothing is left of 
them but the before-mentioned unsubstantial entity* a mere 
jelly of undifferentiated human labour* this meaning the 
expenditure of human labour power irrespective of the 
method of its expenditure. ... As crystals of this social 
substance common to them oil* they are v-lues— co modi ty 
values.^1

Furthermore* the uoe-vnlue, ignored in the above considerations*
or the specific physical propertiegbf a product* embodies the
specific skills of labour as they are inc ranted in specific
natural materials. Hence he says of viewing items In terns of
exchange valuei

All the qualities whereby it affects our senses are 
annulled. It has ceased to be the product of the work 
of a joiner* a builder* a spinner * the outcome of some
specific kind of productive labour 33

Finally* it ic to be noted that in Capital he sees the result 
of labour as the incarnation of an idea or purpose In nan's mind* 
"The labour process ends In the creation of something which, 
when the process beg n* already existed in the worker’s 
irsagiontion* already existed in an ide^l form. ... he realises

^Ahie own purpose...
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32. Capital. 1, 6-7; cf. 16* 20, 35* 47*
5; . Ibid * 6, 20, 29, 36, 44, 50.
34. Ibid.. 170.



Vie see that Mnrx uocc the some conceptual structure in 
Capitol oo he used in the 1044 Most man is incarnating himself 
in a world of products resulting from hie labour on nature*
He is creating o human world, which embodies hie powers and 
skills, which is the objectification of his will and purpose*
Until the present it hns been alienated from man by the 
prevailing form of the proceoo of distribution nnd exchanget 
re in Feuerbach, man's projections of hinsolf become his master*

(b Labour nnd the Development of Hon*
Labour also develops arm's powers as well as objoctif^ing 

them. We have alr©*Mly seen this in the discussion of tho 104/ Hoc* 
In the Grundrlose Mnrx said that ealth is Das absolute 
Pernusorbcitcn seiner ochoepferischen Anlngen... and he 
accounted for the development of primitive peoples by their 
experience with tho new conditions in strong© environments

V  gencountered in thoir migrations* In Capital ho sayst
By time acting on the external world nnd changing it, 
he at the same time changes his own nature* He 
develops the potentialities that slumber within hiC| 
and subjects these inner forces to M s  own control*57

Hence man's own activity, labour, modifies or develops his
powers nnd inner nature* This development io seen also in
the accumulation of knowledge and instruments received fron
the post and in the social process of production*

39* Orundrisso* 307* 36* Ibid** 37-379*
37* (hrltal, I, 169.
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(c) Social Ifoturo of Bbour.
(l) Capitalistic economy rests upon tho inter related

system opcode and products* both Hegel and the Hers of 1044
38presuppose this* Further, Marx saw the truly human

si tun t ion as involving this but as being motivated by this
39fact instead of by profit* The division of labour and

specialisation and world commerce are the bases of this
ACunification of hunrn activity.

Specialization and division of labour are the noons of
41increasing the productive capacity nnd output of human labour. 

Further, by exchange man io aide to avail himself of all tho
iopowers of the human species and nil the gifts of nature. '

The result of all this is that nan's material life and the 
process of production become a ooci l process requiring the 
participation of many* by exchange and by the division of 
labour within the workshop, no m m  ie responsible for either 
the /hole of his own life's needs or for any one product.

39. Cf. Ilenelt Philosophy of Lis3aX(Knox , mo2-183, 189,
1 9-19!:, 198. Cf. Mnrx In t£GA, III, 346-947 (notes on Hill'. 
39. MEGA, in, 546-5471 Oroltrl. I, 52.
AO9 Cf# Mans, "Future Results of British Rule in Xndiar'f in 

Wj I, 324; the Manifesto in §T, I, 34, 36, 37.
41. Capital, I, Chapter 11, 336-352, especially 544-345#
42. Cf# his account of the origin of the division of

labour in society in Ibid.. 370-~72 and 63«
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(This be cooes nn important bool© for th© nrcunont for th©
% 43Bocl l ownership and mngsneirt of industry . " All labour 

beyond the purely self-eubsietent labour of the primitive or 
rustic man io to some degree social, cvon though in the 
present fora of social production money le the only visible 
bond.

(2} Furthermore* labour is a eodnl proccoc by virtue of
the inter-relatcdness of the post end the present in terms
of arterial instruments and conditions of production nnd In
terms of the scientific end practical knowledge of production.
The present inherits a material condition of production nnd
knowledge and skills* nnd then proceeds to build tr on this* to
modify and advance the material base and the knowledge and skills.
In 1345t in the Ideologic. he wrotet

Die Geockichte 1st nichts als die Aufeinanderfolg© der 
einzelnen Generationen* von dencn jede die ihr von alien 
vorhcrgegnngenen ueberxa&chten Mntcrinlc* Kapitrlien* 
Produlrtionskmefte exploitlert9 dnhcr also einerselts 
unter gans vcrnenderten Uroetrenden die ueborkomcne 
Tactigfceit fort set at und mdererseite nit einer gone ..
veraenderten Tactigkeit die oltcn Umstnenden aodiflsiorfc...

In Capital he saysi
The relation which makes capital a possibility arieco9 more
over,upon nn economic foundation which is itself the 
product cf a 1 ng evolutionary process. Th© now extant 
productivity of ln.bour9 which is th© presupposition of
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capital, io not the gift of nature but the *r
outcome of a hiotory looting thousands of centuries*

In those remarks we see the strong historical emphasis which
was centr >1 to Marx's view of man and society* Hietory w?s
not merely an argument to be invoked for the oako of supporting
his convictions, or for securing conviction, concerning the
outcome of the proletarian struggle; it was the pcroouppoeit on
of Marx'o thinking about that struggle nod it rooted in the
historical thought of the German Fnlightcnmont nndjbf economic
thoory and history*

3. t*m rnA Spoolee Bclm .

Marx ce sod using tho word "species’ or ’’specie©-being 
to refer to mankind, after his early writings,*6 but the 
content of his thought about humanity follows the sane pattern 
os When he used the word* W© have seen above that fterx 
still conceived of man as objectifying himself in a world of 
natural objects, the products of hie labour and designs, nnd 
the reflection of his needs and desires, a© in the 14/ ties* 
Further, we have seen above that this is to be done in a 
process of division of labour, specialization and exchange*

45* Qrgltalt I, 559-556; 156* Cf* the inport of the 
chapter "Primary Accumulation", 790ff* and especially 844-C47; 
Grundrjese, $-6, 575 and the preceding section, 363-574 ; 79.
46. Cf , however, Cni itKU I, 545t in co-opera tion a 

worker •*• trruscen s his individual limitations end develops 
the capabilities that belong to him os a aeaiber of a species.M
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This lends Mnrx to give expression to the species life of
o nklnd os a collective, organic whole, universally using
nature, communicating with each part, transporting goods over

47the whole earth. Tor exaanle, in 1853 in an article on
India, he closes by saying*

The bourgeois period of history has to create the 
material basis of the new world— on the one hand the 
universal intercourse founded upon the mutual dependency 
of mankind, and the means of that intercourse| on the 
other hand the development of the productive powers of 
m m  and the transferortion of srterial production into 
a scientific domination of natural aa»nci©s./?®

And in 1957-50 ho wrote o similar description, contrasting
primitive societyfs limited and isolated development of
productive activity with that of capitalistic and oomunictie
society'

Perooenlichc Abhoenglgkeitsverh'eltnlsne (cucrct grmc 
naturwuechsig) sind die or ©ten CJoeellsdiaftefOrmen, in 
dtmen sich die menschliche Produktivitaet nur in gerlngen 
Unfrng nnd nuf iaolierten Punkten cntvickclt* Pcioocnliche 
Unabhncngigkeit euf a cMichor Abb- engine it gegruendet 
let die sweite grosse Form, worin sich erct ©in System 
des nil, encincn gesellschnftlichen Stoffwechselc, der 
unlvcrsrden Beelehuagcn, allseitigcr Bcduerfnisoe, und 
univcrsellcr Vermoegen bildet. Frele Individualitact, 
gegruondet nuf die univereelle rntwicklung der Individuen 
und die Unterordnung ihrer Ocmeinsdhaftllcfhen, 
gescllsohnftllchon Produktivitaot, ale ihrco gooellschrft 
lichen Vcrnoegene, 1st die dritte Stufe. Die sweitc 
scha^ft die Bcdingungen der dritten.

In Capital he not only speaks of this inter relatcdnoss of 
productive activity but speaks of the individual worker being 
an organ of the collective worker*

47* Cf* the Manifesto in S'/* I, 36-39*
ILL? I* 524. 49* Qrundrisqci 75-76s cf. 79*



To work productively* It 1© no longer necessary thnt the 
worker should be the one who put© hi© own hand to the 
work; enough that he ohould be an organ of the 
collective worker* fulfilling one of that collective 
worker1 e subordinate function© • The foregoing par lorry 
definition of productive work* deduced fron the very 
nature of material production* remain© permanently true 
for the collective worker* regarded a© a totality* But 
it i© no longer true for the elements of thnt worker, 
token collectively.

hen a worker co operate© with other© systematically* he 
tr neoen&s hie individual limitation© and develop© the 
capabilities that belong to him a© a member of a specie©.*
This ©aoe renlity underlie© the argument for the socialisation 
of the mean© of production In the concluding section of chapter 
twenty-four of Capital - the socialisation of the labour process, 
the centralisation of the mean© of production in the hand© of a 
few capitalist©* and the cnnecftlng of all the people© of th© 
world in the net of the world market/"52

In all these example© there 1© discernible the idea of the 
human-whole* the species* mankind* become one real nnd actually 
Integrated whole in th.© escentinl human activity of the 
production of a human world. Each part contributes to, nnd 
receive© from, tho whole. The entire past of mankind ha© 
produeod tho present human situation* a post in which man 
has little by little worked himself out of tho animal ot- te 
of dependence upon* and subnotion to* nature nnd risen to a 
position of cmotery of nature. Bow onn has only to come to 
himself* accept the fact© of* and master* his own creation*
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and become lord of all* All this closely parallels the 
Feuerbach of Daa esen des Oirlstegtums la 1C41 nnd the 
Itorx of the 1044 Mss.

The universal mastery and use of nature by an inter
related and interdependent mankind freely exchanging the varied 
products of nature and human skills is certainly a dose 
approximation to Marx'e earlier "species man" and ’species 
life • In it mankind attains to a full autonomy rand freedom- 
self-determination— in the Hegellan-Harxlan sense of the words 
he controls and manages his conditions of life to his own ends, 
drawing upon ©11 the humro and natural resources of the world#

n. The Mnwciat Pr-ttcroc oi History.

One of the most familiar features of M rxisn is the set of 
five stages through which history must progress* It io not so 
well known that just as basic to the understanding of the 
Marxist view of history arc two more historical progressions: 
a two stage progression and a three stage pro fession* The use 
of various schemes of history should not be considered an 
inconsistency in Marxism but mther the result of the use of 
different sets of factors and principles. An exposition of 
them aids in understanding the Marxist view of history.

1# The Two-Fold Division of History*
The two-fold division of history is based upon the 

principle of the realisation of man's full manhood and ocscnce*
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It is found in the preface of 1859* ’’This social formation
/  capitalistic society bring©, therefore, the prehistory of

55human society to a close* All previous history is seen as 
pro-history (he included tho Asiatic coatnunnl mode of production 
in this pre-history^ • rngels gave nearly explicit expression 
to this scheme in Anti-Duehrltt? and the pamphlet extract from 
it, S s A & k m .  y*22fea. rill, In this he described
the post-revolutionary age and its rational planning and 
socialised productions

Anarchy in social production is replaced by systematic, 
definite organisation* The struggle for Individual 
existence disappears* Then for the first time rro, in 
ft certain sense, Is finally marked off from the rest of 
the animal kingdom, and emerges from mere animal 
conditions of existence into really hum n once* /All 
conditions of life, which hitherto ruled man ore under the 
control of man •** who for the first time becomes the 
real, conscious lord of Hoturc because he lias now be cone 
master of his own social organisation* ••• Only from that 
time will nan himself, more consciously, moke his own 
history* ••• It is the ascent of man fron the kingdom 
of necessity to the kingdom of freedom. ̂

In the 1344 Mas this concept of history is present in the
statements referring to previous history as the ncburtsakt ,

55Itotstchungsgeschielite", or f?rr®ougungsnktft."' The entire
movement of history io ' ••• sein wirklicher Ecu ungorkt— dier

56Geburtsakt seines empirics ehen Doseins... Oonnunicn, the 
final product of history is the riddle of history solved, the

53. J££, I, 329.
54. Ibid., II, 140-141 (Anti-Ouehring, 392)I of. Cepitrl. 

III(K.xtT T 954-955.
55. 252 (HKGA. Ill, 152-155} EtvAiah, 146).
56. Ibid.. 236 (114} 102).



realisation of man*" Thus the two-fold division of history 
is found in the early nnd in the mature Marxism.

2. 3 j c j ^ a a r j a *  H la tg g *

The five-fold division of history (primitive connunism, 
si very, feudalism, capitalism, and modern comuniso' is 
equally well-grounded in Marxist usage# It appeared in the 
Deuteche Ideologic, in the first development of a historical 
scheme, aei tribal property, antique property (el very ,
feudal property, and (by implication nnd context I capitalist

58and eoxaounist property. In the 1859 Preface, be listed these,
using the Asiatic mode of production to designate primitive

59communism. Engels used this implicitly in the Origin of 
Oho Family, Prlvnte Property and the Stote in his listing of
three forms of exploitation in civilisation (slavery, serfdom,

60and wage-labour} • ' Soviet theory uses this to the virtual
81exclusion of all other schemec.

The five stages are forms of society, not qualitative 
conditions of society as in the two-etnge view or in the

57. Ibid.t of. 275 (16?s 158)« "... so hat nuch der Henoch 
ceincn Bntstehungsakt, die Ccachichte..#
58. DP, 414-417 (IEGA. V, 11-15).
59. Si, I, 529. 60. SW, II, 285-294.
61. Cf. Ctolin, 'Dialectical nnd Historical Mrterlnllcn" in 

Problems of Leninism (Moscow, 1954), 729, 736$ cf# 718-719; however,
see his early use ofprimitive, m trirxchrl, patriarchs!, slave- 
holding, etc., in Anarchism or Socialism* (l 06-07- in 
Works, I, 313-314.
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three-stage view— both of v/hich may include the five stages.
This classification is then more of an evolutionary listing of 
the forms of society which relate to the fact of gradual progress 
in the reality underlying the qualitative forms of society.
This inter-relation of all three schemes may be seen in the 
following parallel listing of them.
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Two-fbId Five-fold
Pre-history Primitive Communism

Slavery
Feudalism
Capitalism

Three-fold
naive unity or, 
undeveloped unity 

(pre-capitalistic society)

Alienation and 
development 

(Capitalistic society)

History Communism Unity in full 
development 

(post-capitalistic society)

3. The Three-fold Division of History.
The three-fold division of history is used explicitly by 

Marx and Engels in many places andis implicit in the substance 
of their thought where not explicit. Formally it corresponds 
to Hegel's pattern of development: sLmple naive unity,
alienation and differentiation, and a higher unity in full

62development. ■/hile it may be applied to general categories.

62. Cf. the preface to Hegel's Phenomenology of The Mind 
(Baillie, 1961), 80-32, 86, and also, 509-517, 685ffj also, 
Sncyclopafcdla, FP385-386, 483-484,



of social forms (classless society— class society— classless
society) it is primarily concerned with the inner process of
history ond is most helpful in understanding this.

This triadic differentiation of history is first seen in
an abbreviated form in the early "Kritik der Hegelschen
Staotephilosophie" (1843) in which Mnrx sees the natural
unity of the Middle Ages broken by capitalism and reunited on

63a higher basis in the post-capitalistic time* It is implicit
in the 1844 Mss in which he sees the alienation of nan by the
loss of his product, forces of production, and the process of
exchange, followed by the return of man to himself when he

64reappropriates this alienated world. Similarly, it is 
implicit in Engels' passage in the Ursprang, etc. already 
mentioned, and is used in Anti-Duehring where communal 
property is said to return after a series of intermediate
stages of development through the condition of private

65property. In Marx’s drafts of a letter to Vera Zasulich 
in 1881 he places all forms of communal property in a primary 
category, all forms of private property in a secondary

66category, ond the future communist property in a third category.

63* H. Popitz, Per Entfremdete Monsch* 83-85.
64. DF, 234-235 (MEGA. Ill, 113-114; E. 101-102) and 

269(156; 151).
65. Anti Duehring, 191; 190ff.
66. Cf • Chapter V of this thesis, the material containing 

references 131-134.
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The most revealing use of this scheme io found in tho
Grundrisse and Capital* In the Grundrisre (sec note 49
of this diopter on the quotation for the species life of
man ! Marx enumerates* (l) the stage narked by personal
dependence nnd n low level of production (called natural
economy $ (?) tho stage marked by personal independence but
a dependence upon things, and by the development of
production and exchange; (3) the stage marked by the
universal development of individuals nnd subordination of
their social means of production to thomselvcs, the basis
of which was developed by the increased production and

67exchan*:© of the second etage* In the second form, the
natural bonds of the first ore dissolved by the development

68of exchange and a money economy* In this use of the 
scheme Mnrx ho® to do with the form of economy and resulting 
social relations, not property as such, and dlacsifiee 
history os pro-capitalist, capitalist, and socialist* The 
decisive due to the various forms is, t o relation of tho 
producer to the means of production, and the level of
production* This is emphasised as cruet1 to the existence

69of the capitalistic form in the Grundrisse and in Onpitd *
The first form includes primitive communism, slavery, serfdom,
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67* Grundrisse* 75* 68* Ibid*, °1, 396.
69# Ibid*, 375; Capital, I, 154-156, 172, 555-556;

791-792.



and snail-freeholder - in all of which the producer ie 
bound to the means of production; the capita lie tic form is 
thr t in which the producer ie detached from the n&ane of 
production and ie tree to move about - in fact haa to move 
about wherever he ie able to eeeure the money which he neede 
to obtain the goods necessary to hie life, goods he ie 
unable to have except by labour and money* Finally the 
third a tag© ia that in which production will be mined at the 
neede of nil, not production for its own sake (because the 
foundations have been laid for production by the capital

70investment of the preceding period*}
In Capitol this triadic division of history io found in 

the already mentioned premises of capitalistic production and 
in the development of that concept historically in the 
chapter on primary nccuraul tion. Marx prefaces the details 
of this development with the statement thnt capitalistic 
production requires the divorce of the worker from his means 
of production, whatever the form of this relation; this ie 
received from the past by nascent capitalism and is continually 
produced by fully developed capitalism*^1 Following the 
description of this process and early developments of 
capitalism, Marx then concludes with the description of the
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70. Cf* his description of the task of capitalism at the 
close of his article on India, SJj I, 324, and hio statements 

Capital# I, 46; also, the Iucolo/rie, in DF, 362 (itTC/A, V, 24 •
71. Ca itrl. I, 790-793



historical tendency of capitalistic accumulation. In this
he indicates thrt these hns been a movement fron private

*

property based upon the work of the individual owner (which 
wrs necessary for the development of free individuality of 
the /orkcr but which is unable to develop the form of 
co-operation and division of labour and it© wealth of powers 
to the capitalistic form of private property which leaves the 
ro iuoers without any property but their labour which oust be 
sold (with all tho development of powers of production v4iich 
arc broufjrt about and which are necessary to the final stage) 
to the socialised form of property in which the social unity 
doing tho producing will control the means of production and 
the process of production and all will enjoy Individual

72property on the basis of the developments of o&pittulaB. 
liis process is east in the Hegelian triadic formula when he
rays that the final transformation to socialism is the

, 73negation of the negation’*
Che two-fold scheme of history indicates the meaning of 

history' audits movement: the fulfillment nnd development of 
man which occurs after the decisive trrnsforrrtion. The three
fold oeheae point o to the internal nature of the process which 
must take place: that a germinal mankind must alienate itself 
and thereby develop its latent powers before it can reunite or
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re integrate Itself; this is seen in the forms of property
and in tho forms of production Itself* The five-fold scheme
pives the ooneretc forms of society through which mankind
roes in ord r to ocoooplish these developments* its five forms
tc capable of being cast in either of the other schemes*

All these schemes contain a decisive turning point, a
transformation of humrn life nnd society, at the transition to
the final stage of sodrlistic or communistic society. Zn this
final stage truly human history begins, history madv by man
Who is the lord and master of his conditions of existence*
This final stage corresponds to Feuerbach's final turning point
at which man is to confess th t hum dty is the supreme being*
Both com© at the end of a long evolutionary process in which
man has been developing his powers* Feuerbach calls for nn
act of affirmation in the realm of belief and thought; Mnrx
calls for on act of political and economic significance to

74realize the belief in man as the supreme being. In thie* 
one sees the similarity of Feuerbach's nnd Marx's historical 
schemes: they ore both evolutionary up to the final stagef 
in which there ie a radical breach— a revolution*
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74. Cf* the later section of this chapter on revolution*



in. uiaag&aaL-gsaa.*
We have scon Marx's fundamental concept of men's nature 

onu the schemes of history used by him* man io an evolving being 
destined for n corporate autonomy in the face of nature by 
objectifying himself (powers, needs, will in a r second nature 
by labour* History is the self-creation, or perfection of man 
by a process of objectification and alienation followed by 
re-appropriation of this man-made world for its real purpose.
It consists of the full development of man’s powers over 
nature (science and industry and trade) and the mastery of 
his self-created world (society and tho ordering of human 
relations i. But now we must ask for the process of change, 
history *, strictly speaking. To this we now direct our 

s ttention.
The basic factors (not stages in history, as elaborated 

in the 1B45 work, the Icieoloflie. are: (a) satisfaction of needs, 
essential to the maintenance of life, (b) the creation of new 
seeds by the process of this satisf action, (c) the reproduction 
of hum n life in the family, (d) social oo operation in the total 
process of production (Zuoanocnwlrkcn which is determined by 
the nature of the prevailing production, and (e} after all thcoe,

75  __conacicugrooes.' In hie discussion of the actual historical
process, however, Marx (and Kngels, also) consistently reduce
the factors to throes (a) f,rroduktionaikr ftn (labour, machines,
working organisation,, (b) social relations (die bootchonden



t

'eeellschaftliohcn Verhaeltniore , and (c consciouBneos
f V t

(Bewudastoein - philosophy, theology, ethics, etc#, rcinen '.T eerie
77'ueae basic categories ore used throu^iout the Marxist writings*

These three factors should be understood in terms of a
careful definition, as several ore misleading to one not versed
in Marxist thouiiit* "Produktlonekfr t " ,  for example suggests
the teohnieologicnl factor - tools, machines, etc., - but
appears also to include human labour, its organisation in

78working, and its skills* ""ueasxaenvirken1' or go selleehnftli chen
Verhaoltiiict e suggests at first sight, the co-operation in the
actual process of production - productive division of labour)
a more thorough reading sho e that It also refers to tho social
division of labour, the d n os divisions of society viewed as an

79organic whole, involving as veil, distribution and property*

76. Ibid.. 353(21).
77. Cf. the H mi: onto (SW. I, 38) which uses the first

two in on economic diccursiion* as does Ware labour and Capit* 1 
■ Ibid*, 83-84) and Chnil^l* I, 844-046* Dee especially the 
Trefj ce1* to the 1859 work, Critique of Political Tcoaom (ibid** 
328-329 for a complete present-tion of all throe factors, as well 
as Anti-Dbehrin^, Port III, section ii, 369-395* See also, 
rtnlin, Dialectical and Historical Materialism’1 in Protf? con cf 
leninism, 731, 743-745.
78. Cjhrit̂ l* I, 170-173. Cf* Stalin, ’’Dialectical and 

HistoricalMfetcrialiam , in Problems 730-731.
79* Cf* Wage Labour and -ital in §V, I, 33-84i ”In 

production, men not only act on mturcTTwt also on one another*
They produce only by oo operating in a certain way and mutually 
exchanging their activities. ••• The relations of production in

c^lcdjha ry l^ncmn,
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.-tbsir toJnUtx congtltoto what /rc
m m S  «*■. g M B B B a  a ^>°i« .  ..................io-coric I dfevclopix-nt, a society with a peculiar, disti!
character* Ancient society, feudal society, bour/j. >io society 
are such totalities of production relations*• • ̂ entn aonotlnc a 
stage of human development*’’ This social character of the

'contd* overleaf)



Or, concdoucmeee may be token to refer to bore perception, 
whereas it really refers to the highly developed foroo of 
thought in philosophy, etr4.es, religion, political theory, etc* - 
' relnen Theorle V

4th these three fundamental factors before us, how, 
according to Marx, does historical novo pent commence and 
progress? This happens as a result of a conflict between the

f

produqtiyc, po(ProduktionatoRft and the ooci~l rcltitlcne. 1
This conflict occurs because of the fhet of the division of
labour which releases "consciousness" from reality, allows a
separation of mental nnd physic 1 labour, rod causes enjoyment
and labour and production rrnd consumption to fall on different 

81people* The products of labour and the activity of labour
are unequally divided, resulting in property and the division 

82of labour. Further, there is a conflict of the individual
rod the general interests, out of which arises an illusory
unity in the State, which is really captured by one of the
interests and used to promote its control and clrinc, hence

| mthe political struggle is at base a Class struggle. "

(contd.) division of labour is also seen in the Ideologic 
when he says it Ic^c “to the ounderin of mentnl and material
work, of satisfaction and work, of production and consumption
(bog 358-359 - KEOA. V, 21).
00. BP, 35B(iEQA. V, 21). CSC. aleo, Anti Duehring. 3G9-395.
81. B£, 350-359(MEGA, T, 21).
82. Ibid.. 359-360(22),
83. Ibid.. 359-360(22-23)1 cf. 392(63;.
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To make this more concrete, turn to its application to 
modern society.3* A system of social production (nature 
capitation) enmeshing the whole world (a good part of all of 
it i depending upon the labour of many individuals for the 
production of any one product, finds thr't priv te property and 
distribution baaed upon supply nnd Jemal are incapable of 
managing its productive potential. The underlying cnuae ic 
the growth of productivity and the modification of the node 
of production - a change in the Proluktionhkraft which is not 
matched by a modification in the social relatione - property 
relations and the ideologic: 1 reflex or consciousness* The 
capitalist class finds th t it is no longer a dose of real 
property holders (property ^Ith which their real efforts and 
personality ore intimately connected) but instead is a class 
controlling vast ooncemo employing hundreds and thousands who 
have no other scans of labour than the employment offered by the 
capitalist, and whose combined efforts are neceaerry for 
industry to function. Because of the benefits, the vested 
interests, and the Ideological factor, or false consciousness 
which ignores the real situation, this dass will not forfeit its 
position of power and leadership and oust be fourfht by the rising 
dass of the Industrial proletariat. Hence the proletrrirt
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84. Cf. for this the exposition given in the Manifesto 
2jj I. 53-43. AstA^iriqg, 369-395; Coital. iTWffl. 
r«e aloo, Lenin, Solfccted orke (Moscow, 1950) I/t, 143-150



represent the real situation of society and press for n 
communal social order corresponding to tho highly integrated 
productive order. Bconuse of the intransigence of the 
capitalistic doss, a close struggle is necessary in order to 
accomplish this* doss conflict io the forn and the dynamics 
of the pro reae in the social relations which ariseo flroc pan's 
progress in his relation to nature (itself a dynamic reality).

Here we should surmarioe Men's view of societyt a base 
of labouring mankind - a society - prepares its material 
existence in a manner made possible by the prevailing stage 
of technology; this requires a certain social division of 
labour or social differentiation nnd co-operation— hence a 
’ social relation" Igosellschnftlichcn Vcrhaeltninae, or 
Zuor&imenwirken t the latter causes n splitting of human 
activity and life nnd creates conflicts from which result tho 
state and ideology (philosophy, ethics, etc*)* Because of 
changes in the base - labouring society - brought about by 
tho demand for more adequate production, invention and 
technolo ical advances, increased skill, etc*, there is a 
need for altering the social relations, which ore liouevcr, 
maintained by the state and ideology* Class conflict is the 
only moans by which this contradiction io resolved, rod man's 
social life brought into harmony with hie real life.

doss conflict ie therefore not a mere polar relationshipi 
it is a conflict between an old doss and a rising class*
Jntil tho advent of mature capitalism, it was always a
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conflict between two contending lender© of societyt not until 
the rapid and thorough-going industrialisation of the 10-19th 
Centuries had reduced nil society to two dosses, both boumd 
into the some process of the mastery of the conditions of 
human existence, did the struggle become a struggle for the 
freedom of oil society from ox^ controlling dns© (in theory 
at least • In the ancient world, add a number of cl ir, n. 

the important conflict was between slave oi/ncr nnd slave: in 
the Medieval world, lord nnd serf, and meter nd journeyman 
conflicted! then springing from within this society there 
arose a dn  so of naauf cturers who combined the labour of mny 
in one business in order to neot the demands fTon tho increased 
market* As this method of production grow and developed, the 
bourgeoisie struggled against the feudal order of societyy 
seeking politic 1 control in order to recreate society fully 
according to its needs* Then it found itself faced with the 
class it had created, the proletariat. ^

It should be remembered that the proletariat, for Marx, 
io not simply the poor. It is the modern industrial working 
cl .so, necessary to cnpitnlist economy; a class of workers viho 
have no other me n© of life save their labour and who ore the 
result as well no the presupposition of capitalism. They 
represent one port of self-sundered humanity, while the 
capitalistic cl oo represent the other. Th© poor nrc the

*5* Cf. the MnnifQErto. S ’. I# 53-34;, Cn; itrl* Ir 844-847*



Lumpcnproletnrivt - that rottinf scum. Lenin also 
rccorpiiBed this distinction when he, out of necessity, cnllod 
for an alliance of proletariat nnd "earantry but assumed that

Iffproletariat would be the dominant party to n temporary alliance*
In this view of the proletariat eon be Been Marx*© adherence to 
the Hegelinn etructurc of realityt naive 9 undeveloped unity* sundered
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ML* ** 42» Cf. CtTitnl. I, B43 and it© foctnote Ho.l 
which refer© to the poor required by, and produoed by, 
capitrliao no the rlabouring poor” ns opposed to the idle poor1 
end ©nils the free ' labouring poor” the "•••artificial product 
of modem hietory • Cf. nleo, Kneels* ^Grundsnetse dee 
:'oranunisoue'‘, an early fora of the Hrnlfcoto before it was cnet 
In the for of a nr nifecto 5 in reply to tho question, lint ie the 
proletariat?, he answer©:
"Dae Proletariat lot diejenine Klnsee der Cenellochft, welche 
ihrcn ! obcnounterhalt elnslg und all© in nuo den Vcrhouf ihrcr 
Arbeit und nicht nuc den Profit irrond cineo Knpitnle nicht; 
dcron ohl und 5eho, deren Lcben und Tod, dcrcn gonsc Pxiotenz 
von der Knchfmge mch Arbeit, alno von dee Vecheol der puten 
und schlechten Gcechnefteseiten, von don nohwanlainoen eincr 
sueccllosen Eonlnjrrens abhnenfrt. Dae Proletariat oder die 
Klasse der Proletariat 1st nit eincn '/orte die arbcitende 
Klasee dee neunsehnton Jahrhundcrte.”
And to tho question, Han there always been a proletariat? he enyei 
rtDne Proletariat iet entstandcn durch die industrielle 
Hevolution, wclcho in der leteten I Inelfte dee vorinen 
Jahrhunderte in England vor sich ging, und welchc eeltdco 
in alien civilicicrton Laendem der 'elt wledorholt hat.”
(W>A. VI, 503).
87. Cf. Lenin, Selected Worice, 't/i, 12,14 (editor r, prof nee,', 

23 (Stolin’o rcrrr’ r, nt I-onin’o dcnth, 165-166 (■■’tot T1k> rricr.Uc 
of ?hc People Arc: nnd l/lt, 90-91 (geo gnctlca of Sodrl
JE 3SSSSL ik-SESar^$S&SBB2ti$l2B* Corr, gh£Bplnjievî  cvpIutiSB. II, V ■?-: rid 385ff, for a diocuecion of 
the peasant problem.



and differentiated reality or alienation, unity boned upon the 
advances of the middle condition (Hegel, solf-consciouoncssj 
llerx, economic harmony or comnuniaa • For Mnrx, humanity 
alienates itself by sundering itsolf into two basic classes, 
one which nonages, thinks, enforces efficiency nnd accumulation, 
the other which labours and suffers deprivation* As th© reserve 
of surplus production increases, as the means of production 
improves, the labouring class tnkos new forms and finally fron 
its position as the modern proletariat as a part of the highly 
developed and highly socialised capitalistic system, it la able 
to dispense with the ruling class and take over its functions* 
Production, technology, and hurra development is such as to 
allow this* Hence, Marx's ending of dtoss struggle is not mere 
apologetic for the socialist revolution, but springs fron his 
presuppositions - however wrong they m y  be (they overlook the 
possibility of non-property bases of clans conflict - i.e. 
Bureaucracy) •

History* the:-, in the sense of phenomenal change in human 
social life, takes the form of class conflict* However, it is 
not to be forgotten that this is only one half of the story: 
this conflict ami "history" is the effect of the continually 
changing mode of production which is Just as much the true 
history of mankind* History has two sides inextricably bound 
together* Further, having located the form and dynamics of 
social nnd political history in class conflict, it should not 
be overlooked that this arises from division of labour in the
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broad social oenoc • Tho true origin of the movement of history 
is to be sought in th© onus© of the division of labour# The 
exposition of the rise of the division of labour and the 
resulting dissolution of the primitive corounity and rise of 
social conflict ie really one of the tasks of tho following 
portion of the thesis; here w© a n only anticipate the results 
in order to round out this brief survey of the total concept of 
history of Mnrx*

The division of labour comes about beca use of its 
efficiency in tho production of the need© of life nnd ie thus

Qgtied to the development of mart rind. In the preceding summary
of the modern period, we saw that the struggles for power were 
among the contend ere for the leadership of society, each claiming 
to represent the beet interests of society# In the following 
summary of the capitalistic system this efficiency in production 
is seen to be the role of the capitaliotfe dominance# In both 
these instances there ie the fact of a function being performed 
by the doiainnnt class in a divided society, a function from which 
the whole of society benefits. In the case of technological 
division of labour it is nn axiom of classic economic theory

88. W  (X .i-' .logie)# 4l3(HBOAt V,llv t Marx soys that the 
Inner organisation of a country depends upon its level of 
development and that each radical increase in the productive 
power ... hat elne cue Ausblldung der Teilunr der Arbeit cur 
Folge." Further, the division of labour is at the sane tine a 
forra of property (lbjd.,414)# Also, he says that the ending of 
the division of labour and the advent of communism demands a high- 
level of production (ibid*#362(24)) and says that for certain

of labour to productivity which ic th© bnoio of connuniam.
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that division of labour increases productivity, loads to
exchange and cot raerce. It will be seen later that original
division of labour and exchange comes, according to Mnrx, from
the exchange of different naturally given products* Hence it io
a part of the process of the development of the "species non" -
corporate humanity knit together in one whole.

It is clear from what has boon said about the human
chroeterintic - free creativity or labour free fron the
pressure of needs - that one of tho essentials of ouch
existence is the building up of a surplus of labour products
which will supply the needs of man, or at least of a few men
who "pioneer" In tho human mode of living, and which will
allow man to "invest" time and labour in a humanly shaped
world which need not yield an immediate return in products,
or which may never do so* Certainly this le InplidLt in

99Marx's statement that capital was accumulated labour* ! ngele
sold that a surplus product was the basis of all progress and

90culture. It io also certain that Mnrx saw hsaaan history 
as on evolutionary development (punctuated by revolution it 
is true ) with its main source of progress in eotern Europe—
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89. S8, I, 83 {vni'.c Labour and Capital)l Capital, I, 232.
Cf. Capital, I, 54, where he cites i e noed for a ••• opedflo 
material groundwoxlc* * * which con only come into being ee the 
spontaneous outcome of a long nnd painful process of evolution*"
90. Anti-Duohria:* 390* of. 252*



that id to say that he saw thrt history did not advance ovcnly
on all fronts ond that there is an elite segment (see the scctirn
to follow on Marx's view of the oontemporrry world and our
conclusions concerutnr his world view at the dorse of our
study of Asiatic society)# In the some way it appears that
Marx saw the social division of labour (cmareii.nl and owning
class vs* the labouring nnsscs ■ as a mane whereby society
enforced the accumulation of a surplus9 guided production to its
bluest level possible at tho tirae# and received the inoentive

91for further progress* In true hogelian fashion, the whole oust
92sunder itself In order to become truly what it ni&rt become.

This separation within the body of society takes n form 
determined by the technological stage of the tines.

Once again e n  be seen traces of Marx's underlying 
assumptions and hie basic scheme. As in the 1344 Mss* tho 
alienation which occurs in pro comunist society is a oenns for 
the development of mankind, lienee« lack of development is the 
fundamental cause of alienation.

91* Cf* Qapitrl. I, 650-651 and the following section of this 
chapteriof the thesis (on Capitalism)) cf. 352. Cf. also this 
quotation from The Poverty of Philosobby, 68 (l^GA. VI9 143 )t 
"Hie veri moment civilisation b©fdns9 production begins to be 
founded on the antagonisms of orderSf estates9 dosses9 nnd 
finally on the antagonise of accumulated labour nnd actual 
labour. No antagonism, no progress. This the lau that 
civilisation has followed up to our days. Till now the 
productive forces have been developed by virtue of this system 
of class antn onions.

9 2. Cf. tho previous note (62 of this chapter) on this nnd 
also hlo description of the Honan period in the Philosophy of 
History (Trel. Sibreej Dover ed.)t 27Bff.
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Or; Italian: necessity of it and its place in too
development of humanity

i# laxxsm<z%ip**
Marx'a historical scheme hoc been eh owns history is the 

development of humanity by a prooeoe of alienation and 
reappropriation, in which process the alienation is a necessary 
part of the total development - that is, it lays the foundations 
for the final phaee. How ft le Intended to illuetmtc this by 
reference to Marx's view of capitalism found in Op ital.

Illicitly, it appears most dearly in a statement about 
the individual capitalist as a personification of capital, hie 
only right to exist:

To t! is extent only is hie own fleeting necessity implied 
in the floetinc necessity of the capitalist method of 
production# But so fnr as he ie personified capital, 
not only use-vlue and its enjoyment, but nleo exchange- 
vnlu© and ite increase, epur him to action, fanatically 
bent upon the expansion of value, he relentlessly drives 
human beings to production for production'a sake, thus 
bringing about a development of social productivity 
and the creation of these material conditions of 
production which can alone fore the real basis of a 
bi&Wt type of society, whose fundamental principle is the 
full and free development of every individual#
•## Competition forces him continually to extend hie 
capital for the sake of maintaining it, and he can only 
extend it by means of progressive accumulation* .*.
• •• Accumulation is a conquest of the world of social 
wealth# It increases the mass of human material exploited 
by the capitalist, and thus amplifies his direct and 
indirect dominion.™

Implicitly, it appears in too exposition of the above nnd of 
the basic principles of capitalism as seen by Marx.

93* Capital# Iy 650-651. Note well that he soys the 
capitalist is merely toe porooniflcation of capital (cf. also, 
158# and the preface, M4)#



2» ^finlUon rnd l ^ r ^ a  of Cn^lWlgi.
"Scansion of value" ia the primary characteristic and

94function of capitalism. This is most clearly expressed in 
the formulae of circulation in simple exchange nnd in capital
istic exchange* In the fomor, comodities are exchange I for 
money with which to buy other commodities; tho pro coos is 
represented ac C * K - C< In the latter, money is used to buy 
conaaoditiee which arc then sold for money, a pointless operation 
unless there is an increase in money; this process io represented

AC
(38 M - C - M. Further, true capitalism involves production; 
usury nnd conraerdnl pursuits arc not per oe* capitalism, even thourf 
capitalism any use them and even grow out of them (they nr© 
sometimes called antediluvian forms of eapitel)* These 
earlier forme gain v luo merely for the individual, by sharp 
trading and lending money; v  lue is transferred froa one to 
another, but it ie not created. True capitalism must odd value 
to the oooaoditieQ so that their value when odd exceeds the 
money used to buy then. The method and pro-euppoaitiono of 
producing surplus value nrc the main fctures of the historical 
alBflton of c-pitrlieg.
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94. Cf. Ibid.. 651, 130, 137-139, 232.
95. Cf. Ibid.. 131-141
96. Ibid.. 150-152) III(Karr), 696.



3. Certain fundamental conditions and facto of Cfo italisp.
Before examining the development nnd functioning of 

capitalism* there are certain fundamental facte and conditions
premippoood.
(a) It preeupi)Ooe© a money economy* producto fire exchmood
for money with which to buy other products, not bartered for

97 *each other. This further implies a development of cxclvnge
and commerce* and the cficietoncc of a variety of needs nnd wants*
(b) Exchange necessitates a development of tr*noportntion and 
corjsuni cation (to bring together varied natural products) an<Vor 
d velopment of industry and specialisation of wort: (to produce

AO
a variety of products by labour).
(c) Comjodities are the basic unit in capitalistic economy.
A commodity io an object produced for exchanges its uoe-vr>lue 
cannot be reulissed until it io in hands other t m  its producer's.
It is an incarnation of exchan. ’O value (based upon the expenditure 
of labour on it) in an object having uoe-vnlue (based upon 
eecifie physical ete&raetoriotlco).
(d) The value expanded is exchange vlue (though it of 
necessity is also use-vnlue) and thus the expansion of v lue 
is at the sane time un increase of the integration of human 
life, Exoh* n e vlue is a codal fa ctor* determined by th©

10(prevailing divelopoent of productivity and neceecary labour time.
A i— f i i — ni i .  m* r n l A A  »  . <# 1  ■ W H H W  HfcliA mi III — i

97. Ibid.. I* 131. 90. Ibid.. 555-556. 99. Of. Ibid..3-34.
100. Cf. Ibid.. 651s "Accumulation io a conquest of the **>rld of 
social wealth. Also: ... /the relentless search for expansion
of valig/thua bringing about a development of social productivity 
and the creation of those material conditions of production which 
can alone fore the basis of a higher type of society.
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(e) Marx continues to us© a Feuerbachinn scheme of de icting
umon development and alienation. Han's concrete, real life,
is alienated or projected into an abstract in human forme
which ie man's "god1' -money. Mnrx shov;s how the social
relation between men (exchange of products for their needs
is ooeked by the form of exchange of commodities with nonoy

Idas the objectification of their values. He directly relates
thio to religion:

e nrc concerned only with a definite social relation 
between humrn beings, which, in their eyee, has here 
assumed the semblance of a relation between things.
To find nn analogy, we oust enter the nebulous world 
of religion. In that world, the products of the bunan 
oind become independent shares, ©ndowod with lives of 
their own, rod able to enter into relations with men 
sad women* The products of the human hand do the sane 
thin ; in the world of comodltlee. /lie ©nils tf io a 
fetishiotic c!: factor of products becoming commodities*,
• •• The foregoing analysis has shown that this 
fetishiotic character of th© world of commodities is 
the outcome of the peculiar social Quality of the 
labour which prouuceo commodities. ****

ere then Mnrx relates M s  mature critique to his If 44 Hso
study, and its Fcuerbnchian structure* Only free men
conducting their affairs consciously, will bring this
olioaation— thio religious" situation to nn end:

The life process of society, thio meaning the material
process of production, will not lose its veil of 
mystery until it becomes a process carried on by a 
fro© aroocintion of producers, under their conscious 
and purposive control* For this, however, an 
indioT^cnoablc requisite is that there should exist 
a specific material rroundwork (or n scries of 
antcrlnl conditions of existence> which <rn only 
come into being as the spontaneous outcome of a 
long and painful process of evolution.^-

101. Ibid., 45, 49? cf. 43-58-. 102. Ibid., 45-46.
«*• R*0. Tucker, !&8Li&



Immature man oust overcome hio alienation by talcing command 
of hie collective life: this is possible only after a 
historical development of human powers of production within 
the framework of alienation* Again we see the consistency 
of Marx and the nature of hie philosophy of history—  

the emergence of man by returning to himself#

4* Labour as a Source of nurpluB y-lue.
Tho increase in vnlue occurring in M-C-M io based upon 

the fact that labour ie one of the commodities (C) bought with 
money, and that its use-valuc i© to create value (both use- 
value and exchange-valuet the former arising fTon its specific 
skills, tho latter from sheer quantity When it is used
under certain conditions it will produce more value than it 
cootc: it crn produce more than ie required to provide its 
ouboistcnce nnd reproduction. By always getting more vnlue 
fro© labour than it cost him, the capitalist assures himself 
of a gain in vluc • The ability of capital ion to secure tho 
surplus viluc and its superior method© of doing so mark it 
no a necessary and culminating phase of nan's development 
toward ,Thumnn lif©.~('

5. italisn'o Position and Method*
(a) labour nuct be for sale in the capitalist economy: the 
worker con neither be bound to the soil or the workshop as in
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104. Ibid.9 153-154# 105. Ibid*, 352# 650*651.



slavery nnd serfdom (or primitive oonnunitice) nor bo self
sufficient as ore independent peasants and hand! err ft coon* 
Therefor* it ic necessary to have a body of i/ortxre who 
either have no means of production of their own or whose 
condition -*mld be bettered if they sold their labour to 
the capitalist.*0^

(b) This condition nomo more than merely & supply of labour,
isi-ortnnt as that isf it means that there ie a differentiation
of the constituent elegants of the product lye ? roceos. The
means of production are controlled by tho capitalist, henoe
manipulated to hie ends) labour likewise is not its own motor,
but once bought, it is under the oontrol of tho capitalist
(before trade unions i the theoretic-1 clement of production
is entirely in the hands of the capitalist while the mss of

107labourers are a passive source of human labour power. This 
brine's about, maon# other thlnno, enforced co-operation in the 
process of production and Onr arced specialization with its 
inclosed prouuctivity.

(c Once in oontrol of production, what possibilities arc open 
to the capitalist for increasiyy; the product lor of surplus value? 
There arc two ooaibilitieo: (l by coercion he nay increase 
the length of the working day, thus oxtondinr the time available 
for producing surplus v^luc - hence Giving what Marx colls
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106. Ibid., 154-156-, cf. I, R5( a c labour -nd Coital .
107. Cr-Pltrl. I, 331-382* 346-352.



absolute surplus value# or (2) by reducing the cost of 
producing the price of labour# by increasing the productivity 
of Inbour in producing means of subsistence (nnd also tho norms 
of production - c o m p o n e n t  parte hence Changing the relative 
proportions of the components of tho working day - or relative

|Q f.
surplus value. The concrete means of increasing relative 
surplus value are soen in the following descriptions of 
capitalist production as it develops.

(<*) 3fSE?i<aim* «LSKiaaaiB (*)•
The first stage of the developnent of the capitalistic 

method of production was the developnent of the labour forces by 
division of Inbour and co-operation in the aanuf eturing type of 
production. This method of production allows greater proficiency 
by each worker in his task* increasing productivity# stimulating 
the spirits of workers# developing and aakinr. available the 
totality of talents inherent in the species. At the sane time 
it allows the subject natter of labour to be arranged economically 
(spatially according to the demands of tho process nnd allows the 
productive activity to be limited to what is cssenti 1 by virtue 
of the single source of nnnagoQcnt.*0^ (llorc are soon the 
ndv stage*# - in fact the necessity - of two features of 
Capitalistic society: (a; nobility and dependence of the workers 
30 that they c m  be concentrated vhere needed; (b) the managerial 
oono oly of the capitalist.)

10). Ibid.. 328 109. Ibid.t 344-345; cf. 336-352.
110. Cf. Jbid.# 382.
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In oanufr cturcs, handicrrfteia-nship io still the basis of
production* Either lobe ur is minutely dridcd into the
constituent notions of the task, or n variety of tasks ore
icsenbled together in one organic process* in either case
there is an increase in the efficiency of production and of
mnagement and the vt>rker becomes a pert of on organic process*"'1
Hence the dominant fact is the development of human productivity
by arrangement and ranna ement (which occurs in other societies
as ell, but not in the sm e  historical situation)* the
!3ouuf* icturin£ phase of capital loo is marked by a revolution

11?in labour power* c (As in all history, Mnrx sees a double
edged nature to this development* it stunts the worker, robs him
of the theoretical and scientific share in life - a vital "human"

113element nnd at the m e  time it is a human adv-nee* )

(©) l>evelQimnt of OapitaljflSP (2) - machinery
the final phase of capitalism is that of large-scale

industry marked by maohine&f it is fundamentally a revolution
114in the instruments of labour* The basis of handicrafts io 

the use of tools which are extensions of the human body which 
ie Itself the source of power; mrdiinofacturc is based upon 
machinery which is node up of* (a) n source of power whether 
animal, natural forces or a motor, (b> the transmission of the

112. Ibid** 355-357. 112* Ibid** 591.
113. Ibid*. 3B2, 366. 114. Ibid., 391; cf. 506, 500.
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power, (o) a tool to perform the taek at hand.115 In thia 
situation tho release of productivity is due to overcoming the
limitations of the individual human being, allowing a number of

lifisimultaneous operations. Tho fully developed system of '
machinery becomes an objective org nim (of which the worker
is an appendage which utilises oo-opemtivc labour - in fact

117deo/3 ds such labour. Thus we see that the means of
production shapes the character of labour, bringing about a
new farm of its social na uro. This in turn - this new means,
machinery - depends upon men’s development of natural science.**

The machine Itself is a product of labour - stored labour -
and must replace more labour than it costs, to be profitable.
Its use (in sapitoliera) is not for the purpose of lightening 

119human work but to increase the amount of goods produced, 
increasing the surplus v lue (though the aotual price goes down,
the volume increases the total value t*20

She use of machinery increases the amount of hi nan material 
for exploitation by making possible tho employment of women and 
children! it extends the working dny; it intensifies productivity 
owl the derree of exploitation of labour. ‘ it thuo extends
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115. Ibid., 395-394. 116. Ibid.. 394-395.
117. Ibid.. 408-409. 118. Ibid.. 410.
119. Ibid., 391, 417 note 1,
120. Cf# Ibid.# 409ff, for whole paragraph.
121. Cf# the summary on Ibid## 447 and also the preceding pages.



man's use and control of nature* At the same tine it drains tho
activity of the workers of all skill nnd development in its

122capitalistic employment.
Manufacture, with its increase in products and markets 

created demands for products beyond its productivity, thus 
necessitating or facilitating the development of mchinof' cture• 
In the sane way, the large-scale Industry of the machine age 
brings about eertnin changes in the total life of societies 
in purmiing the nrineiple cf expending value which rules the 
capitalistic system. For this expansion to occur, the 
commodities must be sold for money -  increased money (IV and 
this can only happen by (l) expanding markets and (2) 
competitively cutting prices. Therefore modem indastry 
requires revolutionized transportation and coimunicntion which 
reaches into all the coraerc of the earth, flooding the 
markets with its goods, thus depriving local industry of its
markets and the labourers of their aelf-sufildcncy - hcnoe

123supplying more labour for capitalism's productive process*
Further it promotes the competition between various capitalists
which increases the level of productivity and the decree of
centralisation (as they flail)* This Issues in the Increased
use of machinery, the increased development of centralisation

1 paof control, increased volume of goods*
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122. Ibid., 477ff| 451-452$ 456.
123. Ibid.* 123, 406, 845-046$ cf* similar material in 

tho KaniAoto*
124. Cf. Ibid.* 506ff.



6 • The End of Capital lap.
Section 7 of chapter twenty-four of Qapltal contains the 

justification of the capitalist expropriation of the peasant 
and the ruination of petty industry which was, however, "••• 
an indisp onset le condition for the development of social

12 5production and of the free Individuality of the worker •"
However 9

Just as it excludes concentration of these moons into a 
few heads, so does it exclude co-operation, the division 
of labour within the process of production, the social 
mastery and regulation of the forces of nature, the 
free development of the social energies of production.

It is unable to expand productivity adequately and the demand
that it has created by its own contribution brings forth
capitalism which destroys it by various aeons* Vhcn
capitalism is well established it finds that It cannot give
the further socialization of economic life which ie demanded
by the very process of industry itself* Then it io the
owning class that le expropriated, by means of the imancnt
laws of capitalism: centralization of capital, socialisation
of the process of production, unification of the econonie
life of the world, diminution of the number of actual owners—
all accompanied by an increase of poverty, oppression and
enslavement of the workers*

• •• but at th© aaxae tine there io a steady intensification 
of the wrath of the working class, a dnss which grows 
ever more numerous, and is disciplined, unified, and 
organized by the very mechanism of the capitalist 
method of production*127



Capitalist monopoly ie then;
... a fetter upon the method of production which ha© flourished 
with it nnd under it# The centralization of the monns of 
production and the socialization of labour reach a point vAicrc 
they prove incompatible with their oapitnllst husk# This 
burets asunder. The knell of capitalist private property oounds. 
The exproprlr ter© are expropriated.1^
The new order docs not re-establish petty private property 
based upon indivldu 1 labour, but does re-establish 
individual property upon the basis of the acquisitions of the 
cavltallst era; i.e. on co- operation and the common ownership
of the land and of the means of production (which labour

129itself produces).” Here one can see how Marx’s final 
solution of history is drawn out of the movement of history 
Itself and the evil aspects of history arc a part of the whole 
necessary oournc of history.

Just as with the theme of Capital throughout, oo here, 
the historical development, of human productivity and its 
consequence© play© the chief role. The form© of society—  

economic systems nnd political systems— these arc oil subject 
to the pressure exerted by the social process of industry' nc 
it develops. This tendency toward socialization in its 
actual workings and its failure to provide continuous 
employment or livable wages both work together toward a 
communistic transformation which is possible because of the 
unification of the working class and its discipline, ac well 
as the decrease of the number of oapit^llsts.
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revolution
It hoc often been inpllcd that Mnrx woo a revolutionist 

who sought to justify his revolution end also, that his
economic studies were to justify the failure of the

130revolution when first anticipated. It io further stated 
that the concept of primitive communion io a mythical one
which gives motive power to those who struggle for revolution

131and oomnunien. Thio does not appear to us to be a true 
representation of Marxian. Firstf Marx accepted the ideal of 
communism only after he had Integrated it with his philosophical 
system (as seen in chapter II and III)* Further, revolution 
is ceen to be an integral part of the system of development 
which Marx found in Feuerbach1 b philosophy of religion (and 
reinforced from Hegel) and is a necessary consequence of 
finding essential human reality in the economic process while 
the political sphere represents the heavenly or '’religiously'* 
alienated sphere of life which must be abolished or trnnsoended . 
by the affirmation of man himself* Revolution h'8 nn integral 
place in the process of history - it ie the final troneformation 
at th© end of a long process of evolution of th© basic hum n 
world of technology and economics. It prcsupposoe thio

130. Cf. Leonard Itriocerf "Marx and Engels as Historians %  
Jourti 'l of Hictory of Iderc. XIV (1955), 3 Iff.
131# See Helmut Krause* Marx m»i Kngelo und das 

seltc^noestiiochc -̂uoaland* 102; of* H*-II* Gchrey, "Geechichte 
oder Mytbos bci ttan und Tionin y Marxisiausstudien (1934 » 145ff*



development - oc wra seen in the exposition of the 1B43
introduction to n critique of Hegel; at this tine# Itarx
also saw that philosophy - a science - oust nsalst the
revolution b: inakin clonr to men whet their situation is*
Revolution io not a mechanistic inevitability (though its
pre-conditions are ; it lo a human net, and ac ouch it oust
bo at tho appropriate tine and must be properly guided and
cultivated* This no ne that theory oust realize the needs
of the people - hence there* oust be certain conditions and
there oust bo an awareness of those on the port of the
people vbo oust be rallied for the final act of history*

This evaluation of Revolution means that the economic
studios of Horst were in the service of it, to old it ond to
Justify it in the eyes of the workers, and to enable the
leadership of the proletariat to be most effective* Bourgeois
ideology conceived of capital iso as being an eternal order
which could not, or should not, be changed while Marx sought
to show that this was not co, that capitalism was only one of
several economic forms which followed a primitive communism,
nnd that capitalism itself wan in a state of development
toward a modem form of communism* Spooking of bourgeois
economic theory, he says:

ben the economists say that present-dry relations - the 
relations of bourgeois production - are natural, they 
imply that these ore the relations in whloh wealth is 
created and productive forcer developed in conformity 
with the laws of nature* These relations therefore ore 
themselves natural laws independent of the influence 
of time. They nro eternal laws which wist always 
govern sodoty* Thus there hoe been history, but
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there io no longer any# There hoe boon history, 
since there wore the Institutions of feudalism, end 
in these institutions of feudalism we find quite 
different relations of produetlon from those of 
bourgeois society, which the economists try to 
pass off os natural and as such, eternal.1'2

.hen conditions were ri^ht (full development of productive
powers under oopit liom nnd sufficient poverty to raise the
revolutionary temper) and the masses sufficiently informed
nnd ably led, this new communism would be inaugurated by

revolution. Ilence, for the informing of the masses nnd the
lenders, for creating nn acceptance of the possibility of
revolutionary social change and defending this possibility,
economic study was indispensable*

It should be emphasised thnt much of Marxian’s mention of
primitive communion is in the function of an apologetic for
the possibility of social change or an attack on current
theory, not for the future communist forme of society.
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132. Mnrx, Stae Poverty of Philoaortar. 135 (KOA, V I,1 e)|  
cf. 122-123(179-1:30;, 12»-135(It3-10?'T. Cee also hie rerwrtc 
In the letter to Annenkov, 2;yi2/46t "Hone of then understands 
that the bourgeois form of production is historical raid 
transitory, just as the feudal Som was* "(ibid *.213)
The rianifcsto enphnnioos the historical nature of oqpltnllso, 
though it does not mention the bourgeois habit of viewing it 
as eternal (cf. £W, I, 34ff.}. In the prefaces to On .ftnl Mnrx 
botii writes and quotes a reviewer, to the effect that Capital 
seeks to find the law of tho economic movement of capitalist 
society XCapital * I, >563, 64, 871-073)# See also hio contrasting 
of the mystified commodity v/orld of bourgeois eoononics with 
various other historical systems (lbid.»50ff) and hio renorlr about 
bourgeois eeonoaie categories (ibid*,39,56, and in the footnotes). 
Of. Arvti-iXiehring. 369ff*
13* Cf. references in 132 in general, and particularlyi 

Anti-I/Uehrinfi. 242-245! 222-226; 204-205; 428-429* Sec also 
Lenin, Selected /orbs* X i, 134! H/i, 203-206*



This latter ie most often deduced from the nature and
development of capitalistic society and in this is fully
consistent with Marx's asserted principle of developing the

13dfuture from the whole process of development*

M b^ b fiP-Bflraftiqn of the yorlfl edturtloa 
For Mrrx the world is in movement, heading in the 

direction of civilisation— Western industrial civilisation*
This movement is universal hut not simultaneous nor always 
indigenous: l/eatem Europe, led by Britain, lo the forerunner 
in whose wake the rest of the world follows* In the Manifesto 
dll this i© presented very concisely.^

From the serfs of ' ©stem Europe sprang the burghers, 
from whom enne the first elementc of the bourgeoisie* Their 
rioe was accelerated by the discovery of America and the 
opening of the Eastern trad© routes which greatly expended 
trade nd stimulated production, replacing the guild system 
with the manufacturing oyster* Continued growth onuoed the 
development of steam and machinery and Modern Industry* How 
with modem industry, the World Market has been established - 
for the discovery of America paved the way - Which has in 
turn further stimulated the development of commerce, navigation, 
communication by land* Due to the need for expanding markets

134. Of. Capital, I, 844-847$ /^ti-I)uehringt 369-395$ Benin, 
^HCteOHjjjrq, l/l, 134-149 (ifct tty , f & M & L SiJMtLfr-SsJBL. in which he attacks the abstr?ict triadic representation of M om  
and its inevitable view of history $ Xvl, 243-244, 294-306 
(Btnti* and Revolution)«
139. jLI» X, 35«.
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and new sources of m w  mnterilo the bourgeoisie is driven 
over the entire globe* drawing it completely into its net of 
trade* communication* and the universal interdependence of 
nations in things material and Intellectual* By its cheap 
products* due to revolutionised means of production* it foroes 
its way into all lands* Introducing its civilisation* creating 
them in its own image. In ell lands it concentrates people in 
the cities, mokes tho country dependent on the town, concentrates 
property, concentrates control of economy.

Hie universal interdependence of the world* and man's
subjection of nature to his own use is the mark of this
bourgeois period. This was explicitly stated in tho article
in the Bew York Daily Tribune of August 8* 1853* Hieoe
achievements of the bourgeois period will be mastered by a
great social revolution* which* when it has subjected then

136to the common control of the most advanced peoplee" 
will humanise the system so that it does not thrive on the 
oppression of peoples as now. Thus* even in the Interdependent 
and unified world there rare the dominant and more advanced 
nations*

As opposed to the best* Asia represents an undeveloped and 
uncivilised barbarian area which le forcibly being drawn into 
the new world of tmdc and production— or civilisation* Hits 
is accomplished by the rapid Improvement of the instruments of 
production and transportation which allown floods of cheap
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commodities to force open the doors of Ada, end draw It into
the nets of civilisations rIfce cheap prices of the commodities
are the heavy nrtillery with which it bettors dovn nil Chinese
wells, with which it forces the barberians’ intensely obstinate

137hatred of foreigners to capitulate*" And just ne it hoe srde
the country dependent on the city, oo it has mde brrbrrlan
and seni-bnrVrim countries dependent on the civilised ones, 
nations of peasants on notions of bourgeois, the That on the ’ 'cot.

Under Britain's lenderehlp, France, certain districts of 
Germany and Western Europe* and the United States of America 
are forging ahead in progress. Industrial progress hrs called 
forth politiaal progress toward democracy nnd freedom*
Counter to Western Burop© and its struggle between democracy 
and tli© old regime is Russia: half Western, half Aslntle, and 
thoroughly reactionary* Bver sine© the Russian intervention in 
the Hungnrinn revolution of 1040 Horx and Bngele had depicted 
Rwaeia ne the bulwark of reaction opposed to the revolutionary 
movement of the West which was to complete the whole modern

157* Ibid.. 36. 
13B. Ibid*. 37*



e m  of progress nnd tho whole novencnt of Veetcru civilisation.
Russia's objective vns to expand cad consolidate her position
by securing ports, all Slavic areas, and the rwdnnollcc and 

140Bosphorus*
The latter area io inj^ortnnt bee use of British trade with 

India, China and Persia and in its nttcapts to penetrate Control 
Asia. For Mnrx and Engels trade and industry are civilisation 
and th© extension of British and iron team industrial tmdo into 
India, China, ~nd central Asia are the ooana of civilising
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139* Cf. Krause, op. cit.. 13l cf. SJ£f I* 23(1032 Preface to 
the Russian Edition of tl.e jfenifeoto); 34$* 349 ( Inaugural 
Address of the w.M.I.A."); 444(Thc Civil ifor in France); 449,
450 (same, a second address); g/, tl. 303 (Pn^io, hItorx nnd 
the t Marx, T^ls, p ^ J n o t ^
question. P20 (an article in tho He ■ York Tribanc of Fsbrunry 2, 
1854;. See also th© following for expression® of Mars's general 
anti-Russian viewpoint which placed bin in opposition to ouch 
of contemporary British diplaoeoy: jjgfflot I£d£*I,.i£
Sic JteA JteLia^gBs.7 ? iaasfflga

JiMMto cany
articles in nnd k .,Russtoi j ,teiaS3fr
Inter it appears that M a w  bocooe norc friendly toward the 
Russian people nnd studied the oontaaporxy situation in 
Russia, c:: ibiting a restrained appreciation for the ojr or 
village ccQiaunityj see E.Ii. Obit, The Boleheyjli Rwlut&qg, II, 
383-390.

It should be remembered that Mnrx wns not alone in th© 
dislike of Russia, nnd, allowing for a certain historical nnd 
geo-political neuaon, was no prophet of oonte«5>omry events 
cm the editors of The Ruoolan Menace to BigPI* Inply he vt>o. tie 
srtld, in a letter to Lnssolle, of Mn# 1' 60, that he was of the 
amc opinion as David Urquhcrt, a powerful anti-Ruscim  figure 
(Iter* sad leoaallc, “-̂ nrtiTITlHP ****• w * Marine.. Sd.IIIi 
Per Brlsfvwohsel Sviaohcn Bnaealle und Hoot ted, Hnyer , 310-511.)

140. See Meant and Enrols, The Barters :xKotlon, 74-75»
35} 14-19.
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them. Much of thin trade rauot go throng Turkey» for
14.2Constantinople Is the bridge to the Bast. The contest

141

with Russia is more ttmn a national one - it is a revolutionary 
one.

An additional access to the Pacific area of Asia is seen
through the American development of the west coast of the north
American Continent, its transcontinental railways, and the
Panama Canal (as was the Sues Canal a means of access to Asia).

Due to interconnections of trade and the delicate balance
of the business world, Mnrx often made a case for the power of
events in the Best to touch off a crisis and time a revolution 

144at home. Further, at least once, he raised the question of
the effect of a rampant bourgeois East on the revolutionary

14rwest. In any event lie felt that Asia, while a backward area,
must be transformed, he aokss ••• eon mankind fulfil its
destiny without a undamoxrt l revolution in the social state of 

146Asia? * His answer is no, and he justifies thereby the ’ *>rse 
forms of oppression of the i astern peoples by the bourgeois

143. Marx and Engels, gie M  *T5#
144. Man, Mnrx on China (ed. by Torr), 1-71 8.
145. Ibid.. xviii(a quote from a letter of Mnrx to 

Engels, a/lC/58.
146. ££f I, 317.

141• Ibid.. 14-17.

Slrckntock and Hoeelits *
142. Marx and Engels,



oaitolien ae it uproots the ancient societies*
2*oei this brief survey vo con see the dynamic concept of 

world history which Marx used end we can see that he did not 
hold a formalised and stereotyped view of universal progress 
as proceeding evenly in all areas* His system is concerned 
with a particular movement of history in Western Puropet while 
it ie not indigenous to all the world, it ie Ifigooing itoolg 
on all the isrld, It is on the basis of this dynamic reality 
of Western capitalistic life that Mnrx supposes that he has 
the key to world history, because it will moke all the world 
like Itself whatever the various orx-inrj aoy have been.
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C H A P T E R  V

PEXMXTHm SOCIETY IN MARX '8 WRITINGS 

We have outlined Marx's mature phllocophy of history and
* i

have found that, no in 1844, history io the process of nan*c 
development by means of objectifying and alienating hiooelf, 
then of repossessing himself# More concretelyf this io the 
economic nnd ooeir l process by which man develops hie powers 
and his dominion over nature ana the control of the condition© 
of his life (natural nnd social }t this a form of
alienation of man (labour, products, cxchnnc:c activity because 
of the Immture condition of nun's life and productive capacity—  
necessitating forced acouraulatic n, minority control of affairs, 
the motivation of self-gain and labour for existence. © have 
seen that this alienation has a positive part to play in the 
whole process of ftuaaA development, a conclusion which io 
boros out by his Hegelian inheritance and by his explicit 
statements in his early work and in his mature works.

This preceding study leads us to the conclusion that 
primitive society was at best © germinal form of human life,

-  m -



that It hod on ideal form of society on tho bnsie of a 
non~huirn mode of productive life (a productive life that, 
however, contained certain human” traits, ac In the all-round 
development of the Individual end the uac of hie product a •
Therefore, the dl©solution of this oociety by the division of
labour nnd private property can only be considered nn advance, 
a nocosoary step in the full development of m m * In order to 
oonlAra m e  we rww t T ^  to the wj t t a ^  .o*. j&d 
>». thq orogr fff, ln
examination of the concept of primitive oociety and th©
dissolution of it, it will become dear that Marx nnd Engels
wore faithful to their system and saw primitive life as 
merely the storting point of man’s development by alienation 
uyl reappropriation#

The discussion will be directed toward the conception of 
primitive society entertained by Mnrx and Engels, th© nature 
of its dissolution and its consequences, end the evaluation 
which they made of primitive society nnd primitive cocmtnisra#

i#
Pri .litivo Society in Mrrx’e '/ritings Prior to 145

Prior to tho Ideologic of 1*4 5 Mnrx wrote no extended 
account of primitive society. In the 1844 Mss we have seen 
that he approached th© question of an explicit scheme of 
history but did not develop it, and that his thought was 
already historically oriented. However, there ore only

- 24C -



n few references to prinitive society no ouch.
In on article published in the LQ£&&o.<&» .̂ citur̂ , August, 

1 H 2 , Harx attedced the historic 1 school of law founded by 
Hugo and represented by Savigny, Stahl, Haller, Leo, and other© 
of that day. He goes bclc to hugo’o foundations in the 10th Ce 
rnliciitemacnt and in natural lav, which held the fiction of a 
’natural ©an" possessing the true human nature# In the 
romantic ©ove©cnt this belief was expressed in the glorification 
of primitive or savage peoples which recognised a prinitive 
wisdom in thorn. According to Harx the correct view is 
«#• dans die rohen Zustaende naive nlederlacndis&ie Gemneld© 

der wpbagn Zuetaendc oind. 1 In the liinleitun.̂  to the 
critique of Iiegel»s Philosophy of Right (published in 1843) he 
follows thio eon© thought in ridiculing the Gorannic search 
for the history of freedom in the ancient Gorann foreotst the 
forests only echo the voice directed into then.

odurch untcrochoidet sich abcr unoere rrcdheit egoechichte 
von der Preihoite geechichte© des T!bers, verm sic nur in 
den oelderu su finden 1st4? Zudem let es beknuntt Vfio ©an 
hineinochreit in den 'laid, ochollt es tiermis nus den old. 
Also Pried© den teutoniochen Urwasldern!*'

Similarly in tho 1V4* Mgs he rejects th© use of primordial
fictions which aerely aesuae that which io to be explained—
a© does theology in its story of the "fall”*5

X'44 Mas Mnrx generally speaks nsgntively of
primitive society* Cosxiunio© ie th© fulfllraent of history

- 241 -

1. lESAt It -51, Cf# S. Hook, Pron^ggol to Harx, 142-144#
S. 3F, PIO (sm&,X/% 609). 5. HKCA, III, 82(BnnU8h oflitlon,63
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(and Id breed upon the full development of man): It cannot 
root upon same pact soot ion of history for its proof.‘ A
coimmmiosa which seeks to negate civilization and return to a

5sis plc undemanding state Is a still inoature eosanunlso. In 
only one Instance is the primitive condition depicted as a 
superior condition to alienated modem life. He observes that 
in the modern estrangement # gan loses the situation which 
Aeschylus' Prometheus had said made the savage into a human 
beings men are losing "a dwelling in the light” 
regressing to cave dwellings (bnoeacnta), though contocin ted

g
by civilisation's plague# Later he says that in nature the 
cave dweller at least feels at home in a natural element, 
while modern m m  knows his "home" as a hostile dwelling,

7sucking his blood and sweat, and belonging to another.
In the notes on Hill written at this tine, there arc a 

few statements concerning the economic nature of primitive 
life.

Der Mensch, fuer sich— in wilden, barbariscJien Bustand—  
hot daher dao Maas seiner Production an deo seines
unnittelbnrcn Dcduorfhisoes, dessen Inhalt unrltlclbrr 
der produsiertc Gcf^matnnd selbst iet.n

Primitive life is aninal life) production is based upon
immediate need nnd icBedinto consumption. This condition

4. DF, 236(n. 114; B. 102). 5. Ibid., 234 (it* 112; £• 100).
6. Ibid., 256(1 i. 120; B. 117).
?• Ibid., 266(M. 135-136; B. 125).
8. MEGA. III, 543.



precludes a "humra" life no defined oloov/herc in the .11344 iteft
(see Chapter 3)* So soon as exchange tnkes place (itself a
development ot ”Bpecleo-Xife”-~maklng available tho product©
of the whole range of nature and human talent), this situation
ends and ourpluo production for exchange token pine©— in
which production for th© satisfaction of immediate neede nloo
onde. The productive act 1© directed toward possession of

ogoods, not the meeting of needs. In these statements is 
seen the accessory disruption of a peaceful primitive state 
in order to develop the truly '’human” state.

ii.

.aay&Axp. .Ssstetg M s & i& i$ 8 2 iS 8 i&
HflSm presents considerably more material on primitive 

society in the 'Jeutscho Ideologic of 1845 than in tho M l i M -  

Yet even this is not a systematic treatise on the subjectt it© 
material on primitive society ie scattered and often mingled 
with non-historicnl material. In addition, the editors of 
tff&A have confused matters by inserting sooo concrete historical 
material into a more abstract and genoralired scheme which 
appears to be based on modem conditions. Before proceeding to 
the content of the material itself, its context should be noted.

The Ideologic ns a whole io a polemic in three ports 
n nlnel the Left-He^linno, I*. Feuerbach, the Bauer brothers, 
and Max Stimor, of which we are concerned only with that

- 243 -
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against Feuerbach. Ilarx ic largely ooncornod to attack their 
acceptance of Hegelian methodology which allows then to stay in 
tho realm of consciousness and to construct arbitrary systems* 
thcyshoulu realise the dependence of consciousness and all 
ideology (religion, morals, jurisprudence, etc.) upon tho 
actual conditions of life nnd should write history on the

« ft
basis of s materialist philosophy of history* He begins by
outlining his philosophy of history and historical writing,
mingling with it vrioue criticisms, as wall as expositions of
his view of communism* As the manuscript is printed in
Lnndohut * c edition, there are considerable breaks in its
continuity but also there is revealed its original structure.
The striking fact is that the moot concrete section on
prinitive, daveholding, and feudal ferns of property 1s

11placed at the end where it stands alone and incomplete. In
tho IpGA edition this soetlon was placed in the ojxminc pages
In the midst of a discussion of the human characteristic of
labour and the effect of its maxmer on the relations oflaen,

12which two together determine consciousness* After several 
paries of discussion of the relation of Ideology to reality, 
a section of non-historloal aspects of the historical process is 
inserted into the material— admittedly in a break in the 
manuscript. However, this soetlon speaks of fDie ersto
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10. D£, 344-346(1SKA. V, 0-10).
U. Ibid.. 413-417. 12. :iT.0A. V, 11-15



gSSCh:ichtliche fat***” (satisfaction of noe<?s), "Dos Ewoite***"
(creation of more neodo 9 "Dns drittc Vefhaeltniea, vao hier
gloich von vorohercin in die gcsohichtllohe Entwihklung
©intritt* . •(t (reproduction)— of tor which he makce it denr
thnt these refer to "drei Sciten” or "drei

13verschiodene Stufen" and have existed in all history. He
then adds a fourth* the soda! relation or co-operotion, after
which he adds consciousness2̂  and then following a discussion
of crude forms of consciousness nnd the corresponding primitive

15forms of human life ho discusses the conflict of the various
factors, the formation of the state and the slavery of the

16individual to the division of labour*
By inserting the concrete historical scheme in this more 

abstract and non-historiccil material* a false impression of 
their unity is created, which lends to Imputing the characteristics 
of saodem society to tho dissolution of the primitive order and 
introducing the primitive society into the discussion of abstract 
principles*

The material on primitive society io to bo found in the
17fin 1 section as given in the Land shut edition, in th©

statements scattered through the text, and in the description
of primitive life in connection with the development of 

18consciousness*

13. J£, 334-356(tEOA. V, 17-19). 14. Ibid.. 396(19 .
15. Ibid.. 356-358(19-21). 16. Ibid.. 358-561(21-235.
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17. Ibid.. 413-417(11-15). 18. Fid.. 357-35R(20-21).



?fce primitive society discuBoed by Worse is tho tribal
society based upon hunting and fishing, pastoral, or 
agricultural life, and presupposes a large expense of 
undeveloped lnncu^ fhe fatdly and the tribe are the social 
forms of its

Die gesellschn-ftllohe Glie&erung besefcraenkt sich daher 
m t  eine AuoddMmg dor families patriarohrlledm 
Staamhaouptert unter ihnen die Stoamitglieder, endlich 
Sklaven.'t

At this tine Marx had no indication of a pre-family state of 
human existence (which he Inter accepted, ao did PngelG i 
the family is the oldest fora of human existence (”••* die un

gl.Anfcnge do© einslge oosinle Verhoeltnio 1st..." ) nnd forms
the basis of the tribe, fhic concept woe held by Roueso m  and

Op ;Hegel. Bach family Ir.o its own dwelling, nnd in agricultural
25eonmunitles, doo© its own wort:. The family originates in the

-  Hthird of the basic aspects of human life - reproduction.
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19. Ibid.. 414(11-12). 20. Ibid.. 414(12'.
21. Ibid.. 555(18).
22. Cf. J.J. Rousseau, Central .Social, chapter 2, and 

Hegel's Philoaophyof Riidit Ctowc), ?P238,255, 307(pp.l48j 
i 4» 281, note 1577. A comparison of page nnd line 
descriptions of Marx'© rendi ng excerpts of 1043 with Oontrat 
Social shows that he copied) "La plus anciennc de tout©© lcc 
societies ct la seule naturelie cat cellc de In frmillo...
(See MKQA. Abt. I, Rdj/2, 120 and the B. Preyfun-Briocic edition 
of Ooutmt Soeifljl (Paris, 1896 ,11*

Cf. also, H. Cunow, Die Geschlchtes-OceollSflhafta-und
Stoat stheorie, XX, 82-83* Cunow says that Marx held this view 
until 1873-79 when he came upon Moron's work. He makes the 
point, however, that Marx saw various types of fhniliea, and 
sow exchange originating between group©, not between 
individuals, as did Hegeli cf. Ibid., 34-06.

23* D£, 393(JBB&* V, 51 * 24. ibid.. 355(10)•



Even in the simple, undeveloped economic Ilf© of these 
people there ore latent forme of slavery and division of 
labour, which later develop into th© social evils* The women 
and children are "owned" by the man. > Labour wne originally 
divided naturally os

••• die Teilung der Arbeit im Geochlechtookt, dann
Teilung dear Arbeit, die sich verooege der nnturlichcn 
Anlage (sum Bclspiel Koerperkrnft), Beduerfnlsr'o,
Zufaelle etc*, etc* von oclbot odor "nnturwucchsig" 
onchW®

However, these are very little  developed nnd correspond to th© 

undeveloped state of production#

Thio simple undeveloped mod© of life is marked b a 
restricted relation of men to each other and to nature— a 
relation which Harz terms "animal" (tiorisch • In hi© 
discussion of the development of consciousness, fferx says that 
while it io a social product which the animals do not knew, it 
Is at first acre sensuous awnrensss of others and of environment 
( *#• blocs adnnlieheo Bewusstsein ueber die noechote slnnllcko 
Umgebung und Bewusstsein des bornierten ZusammenhnngBO nit 
rtn&eron Pcroonen und Bingen dea at ch bewusst werdetien 
Individuum" / ̂ It io the oonodouonese of nature, which at first 
is

##• als ©in© durchau© fremde, ollmacctitige und 
uanngreifbor© Mocht negenuebcrtritt, ssu der oich die 
Hensdicn rein tierlsch vorholtcn, von der ole oich 
imponleren las sen wi© das Vieh, und also ein rein

25# Cf. Ibid. } 414(12;| 359(22).
26. Xbja.t 356(20-21 )| of. 414(12)| 359(22}#
27. Ibid.. 357(20 .
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tlerischee Bewusotsein der flntur (Hatur-rcliglon) 
cbcn well die Hr cur nodi koum geischlchtlloh 
odifisiert let.**28

In this crude fans of eonociouoncoo, man ic distinguished fro©
the animals only by having conscious instincts* Th© restricted
relation to nature determines the restricted social relation*

Man edeht hier oocleic — disoe Nnturreligion Oder dieses 
bestiiamt© Vorhnlfccm our Watur iot-bedingt dureh die 
Ccoellsehaftsform und umcekefcrt* Hier vie uebemll 
tritt die identltnot von Botur und Henoch noch so 
hervor* doos das bomlerte Verhalten der Hcnochen 
sur Natur ihr bomiertee Verhalten sueimnder, und ihr 
bomiertos Verhalten meinnnder ihr bomiertee 
Vorhaeltnis sur frtur bedingt. J

There arc none of the human characteristics of man which were 
discussed in the 1 44 Hoe; mastery over nature* nnd wilful* 
conscious activity for its own sake*

It ie dear that at this time* on the one hand* Marx has 
no elaborate concept of primitive oociety* and on the other hand, 
he has no illusions or romantic notions about it* He has taken 
over the airrcnt a> noei to— except for a greater stress on th© 
social nature of it (though still using the single fanily unit «
Moot import mt for us* he terno this existence on animal

how
existence and shows/ lock of technological and eeonomle 
development and restricted human relations go bond in hand* 
the degree of modal interrelation is dependent upon the degree 
of man’c development of his relation to nature— is thus a 
human development*

— 248 •

28* Ibid*
29. Ibid*



S M  l-lBBolutlon of CTile Prinitiv. Society.
She ultimate source of growth ond decay in the prinitiv© 

society appears to be tho natural growth of population end the 
increase of needs by thiej by the multiplication of needs by 
the productive activity; by wear; and by cooneree* Kence ho 
says that the latent slavery io developed erst allnaehlieh 
iait der Vera©h*rung der Bevoelkerung und der Beducrfnissc und nit
der Ausdehratng des nouoocron Verkehrs, aowohl des itricgo wie

30deo Touschcndule.M The Incipient division of labour nnd
consciousness are developed further,

... durch die gooteigerte Produktivitnct, die Vernehrung 
der Beduerfhlsse und die belden sugrundc liocende 
Vemehrunt: dor Bevoelkerung. Bomit errfcwtckelt eieh die 
Teilung der Arbeit, die urspraw&lch nichto war ale die
Tellung der Arbeit in Gesehleohtcakt.•*/nnd then by 
natural obilitieg ̂ 1

Also the division of labour is said to rest upon the opp osition
or dash of fmailieo (not, of individuals who specialise and
then exchange their products!

The next form of society, "das Antiice Ô aeindo- und
Stnntaeicentuin" originates out of the unification of several
tribes in a city, either by war or treaty, and continues by
virtue of the necessity of a oozxaanal force over egninst the
power of the ©loves. lienee he specks of a "geoelnsohnftliche
Privr teigentun der oktiven ntciatobuergor".5* Mobile private
property nnd Inter, Immobile private property developed as on
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30. J^d., 414(12). 31. Ibid., 558(20).
32. Ibid.. 359(2? . 33. Ibld»» 414(12). 34. Ibid.



abnormal forc, subordinate to tho community property 
(GomeiwicciiOcntucj • The division of labour developsj it is 
to be noted that Marx mentions the city versus the country,
later in tho cities, the sen trade versus industry, nnd the

35burger versus slave, antagonisms in this connection. It .
should be noted that in the feudal system he mentl as a very
low development of the division of labour with handicrafts, and

36again shows th© dnss division of labour? this io in contract 
to the desori tion given in the opening sections of the

37manuscript, which must surely be based upon modern society*
This shown that Marx thought division of labour did not originate 
in the form mentioned in the earlier portion of the manuscript—  

within the community, but that it originated between town and 
country, nnd then within the town between commercial and 
manufacturing (or handicraft • Further it arose from natural 
beginnings which wore developed by th© natural increase in the 
population rmd th© gradual development of production and its 
consequences, rmd war*

In conclusion, it should be remembered that Hunt related 
the &evcXo!*nent of the division of labour to the development of 
man. ’© remember that he had already related the degree of

- 250 -

37* Of., for example, hirs discussion of th© results of 
socialization of labour, mid the tyranny over men of their 
own work, in Ibid.# 361(22}#

35. Ibid.. e & X 12 • 36. Cold.. 416(14).
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development of nan's relation to nature to the degree of

development of ©on to © ch other. Ho further relate© every
advance in productivity to an advene© in the division of labour.

Die Beuichungen vcrschledcner Kntlonen imtereinrmdcr 
haongen davon ab* wie welt jede von ilinen ihre 
: roduktivkrrefte* die Tellung der Arbeit und don 
inneren Verkehr entwickelt hat. Dleeer Oatz 1st 
nllgeotin anerknnnt* Abcr nicht msr die Beciehunr 
einer Nation sur nnderen* sondem nuch die guom 
innerc Glieder|Mng dloaer Nation rolbst hoengt von 
dor Ent vicklun/^aotufe ihrer Production und ihreo 
inncren und ncuoeercn Vorkehrs ah. io volt die Produktione- 
^krnefte ©in©r Nation entwickelt sind* selgt an 
u^nachoinlirtirsten der Grod blc m  dem Teilung dor 

Arbeit entwickelt let* Jed© neue Produktlvkrrft, oof cm 
sic nicht olnc bloao quantitative Aucdchnung der bishcr 
ochon bck&rmton lYoauktivkrneftc let (suB* Urbnro? (hung 
von Lrcndcrcien * hat elnc none Auebildung der Tcilung 
dor Arbeit our Polge.5:>

In summary, we conclude that Marx m v  no glorious primitive 
state of Qtsif but rather nn undeveloped animal etric* unworthy 
of being called hum n* in ifclcfti man woe at the ocrcy of n ture 
and woe rclrtively tool ted from other nen. This society decay® 
m  man advance© in hio production and ©xchnnre* becnusc of certrin 
incipient foroc ouch a© slavery m d division of labour* vhich 
forme offer more productive mode© of existence* Thus the 
degree of division of labour indicates tho development of 
mankind and inerc sec as civilisation advances, just r e surely 
as it indicates the intensity of dns© conflict.

58* ft***. 413(11).
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ill.

After the reading in the early 1850*6 on the subject'^ 
it io not surprising thr t Marx's next description of primitive 
society was ouch nore complex. In 1857*4058 he wrote a rough 
draft of hie future work, nnd included a section on primitive 
society. This manuscript was not published until 1939 when it
appeared in Moscow as

40Cclrononie.
In this writing Marx is distinguishing primitive forae 

of society from both slaver:/ rnd serfdom on the one hand ond 
from the capitalist system on the other. His main emphasis 
is upon the contract between the firee vorkers in the capitalist 
system who have no tsmm of labour or materials of Inbour -'ir •
who must woik for the capitalist • nnd the workers who ore
united with their conditions of labour in the various forms

41of primitive society - are in fact owners in some sense.
For capitalist society to exist, the workers must be "free" 
from 1heir conditions of labour. (However, It should be clenr

39* The f1 Inventor des Hnrx-T^ngolo-Nrchlacoes r of the Inter
national Institute for Social History, Amsterdam, had ten 
titles possibly bearing on the subject, as well as many nore 
on Asiatic society which often related to primitive society as 
well.
<0. Iferl li nt, CyundrJLpog. dcff IW#/1. &&.

U-oî rfL./ur-C 1057-19581 Art-.tay; 1310-1^2, od. 
Mrxx-Bn^elc-Lcnin Institute, Moscow. First published in 
Moscow, 1939, in two volumes) published in 1953 in Berlin by 
Diets, in one volume (this 1c used in this thesis}.
41. arundrisne« 363-375, especially 565-368, 372, 575.
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that Marx also odes a distinction between the prinitive forms 
and serfdom and slavery*) In the primitive forms of society,

verbal ten sich der Arbciter m  den objectlvon 
Bedingungen seiner Arbeit als scinem Figentumf 
oe lot dies die nr tuerliche Binheit der Arbeit nit 
ikrem ccklichcn Vorrussetzungen. Der Arboitcr hat 
daher unabhasngin von der Arbeit cine gegenstnendliche 
xistenz. Das Individuals verhaelt sich su sich selbst 
als rigcntueoer, als Herr der Bedingungen seiner 
Wlrklidhkeit..*

In beidcn Formen /of primitive society verbal ton sich 
die Indlvldusn nicht als Arbelter, sondern als

entuomor— und Mitgliodcr cine3 Geoeinuescns, die 
zugleici rxbeiten. Der "week dleocr Arbeit 1st nicht 
ortschoepftanfi - /although this may oceu^7; oondcrn ihr 
Zveck 1st rh&ltung do’Binselncn Bigcmtuemers und 
seiner F*nmi lie, wie des Geaaotgeraeinv ewesons.*"

It is significant th t the context of Merr,o ex-position was
the recognition of the noceasity of a different situation for
the capitalistic system to operate, not any esteem for th©
primitive society itoclf) the exposition of prinitive society
was a kind cf logical necessity to show tho course of
de velopment of ran*

Primitive society (as above defined) io represented by 
two forms oft ”••• klolnen freien Orundeigentums souohl wie 
des gemelnschnftllehen, nuf der orientaliochcn Eoontuae 
boruhenden Crundetgen turns. 'Ihere arc two forms of Hie free
property, the antique (clnesiral Greek and Horan , and the 
Germanic. In the orient ! ootmme, the individuals nr© merely 
possessors (or occupiers) of the land which is owned by th©

<2* ISid., 375; cf* 304# 43. Xb^d*. 375*



whole community* in the antique form, there ie privately
owned land alongside the public land (rz-er rxiblicuo. while
in the Germanic form there le free private property nnd the
public land apposr© merely no the extension of the private 

44holdings. The relationship of these forms le expressed
In the following*

Die urspruenglichc Form dieses Eigcnfcums 1st daher 
oelbct uimlttolbM-ee Seaclnelasnbaa (orioct-aifK^ rcm* 
oodifisiert is slfiwiochen* bis sum Gegeneats entwickelt, 
nber doch noch als die geheiac, wenn ouch gegenoaetclie o 
Grundl&ge io antiken und geroaniechen rigentumU^

In spite of the nones, these forms are not the scene as
the first three forms of the scheme of 1345* They are all
forms of the unity of the worker nnd his conditions of work,
requiring a community, and seeking to maintain this community
(so opposed to creating value as in a commodity producing
society). They are clearly distinguished from slavery and
serfdom where the worker is himself a condition of production

46for a third party. Further, slavery, large holdings of
property, money, and developed productive powers are signs of

47the decay of this system.
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44. Ibid.. 375* cf. 379, 300, 302.
45* Ibid., 396-397.
46. Ibid., 395* f Sklaverei, leibeigenschoft etc., wo der 

Arbeiter selbst unter den Naturbodingungen d r Production fUer 
cin drittes Individuum odcr Gcraein.csen crocbeint..*h '
47. Ibid.. 306-3371 cf. 392.



Contrary to ttatx’e usual formula, the differences in the 
three forms do not arise entirely jQron historical development 
or fro© the development in moons of production: they appear to 
arise firom a combination of historical factors with naturally 
pivon conditions. To see this more dearly, ve oust turn to 
the peculiarities of the different forms of society and Harx's 
explanation of them.

The first foro, the oriental consnuno, is based upon the 
existence of a naturwuechoigea Gemeinueoen": a fanily and the 
extended form of the family, the tribe. In its earliest 
existence it lo a nomadic pastoral group graxing the land at 
hand, and the natural connunnl life lo not the result but the
presupposition of the copcauml appropriation and use of the

46land. The earth provide© the materials of life nd the plaec
(Site) or its basis (die Basis' of tho community: it is related
to it no the property of the corxmnity, not of the individual.

Die Krd© let das grosse Laborrvtorium, das Arsenal, das 
aowohl dao Arbeitsmlttel, vie dan ATbeitsmaterial 
licfcrt, vie den Sits, die Parts des Getaelnwcoens. Sie 
vcrholten oioh naiv eu ieroelbcn nls deo Eirrentun dec 
:)eiaeinueoeno und des in der lebendlgen Arbeit sich 
produzierenden und reproduoiersndi n Gemelmreoens. Jedcr 
Elnxelne verhaelt oich nur ale Glled, nls member dicoco 
Geocinweocno als Einentuemc^r oder Dc-nlteer*̂  ̂

Later, Mnrx drove on even more rigid distinction b opposing
the German words Eigentuemer and Bcsitscr: The eocmunity is
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40. Ibid., 375-376. .
49. Ibid., 376.



th* owner (Ei^ntueoer) while the individual, no a nember of
the ccnaunity, io merely an occupier (Besitter) whether thio

50be by inheritance or otherwise. Wie form of the cocnunity
may bo patriarchal nnd despotic or deoocmtict according to the

51natural rmd hist oriel conditions. In the oriental oocnuner- 
the eoiociunity is the owner of the lend while the Individual 
occupies it as & member of the community and this comunrl 
life io an essential hr sis for the use of it.

In the case of the second form, the antique or classical 
form of property, the owners live together in a toun for the 
or ke of protection against external enemies and this constitutes 
the necessity of the cornunity. The land itself does not retire 
communal appropriation* hence there is both private and public 
ownership. Ownership of land depdnde upon membership in the 
comuni ty because defense is the one necess ry condition of use of 
the land. Favourable natural conditions and the experience gained
in migration and encounter with strange environment allow the

52individual appropriation of th© land.

50. Ibid.. 3 0.
51* Xhid.. 3771 cf. the discussion of Asiatic 8ociety in 

Chapter VII.
52* Ibid.. 379-379s rJc vcniger faktlsch das Eigentum des 

Blnselnen nur vurwertet word©* harm durch fsjoolnsam© Arbeit—  
also s.B. vie die neserleitungen im Orient— , je nehr der rein 
nnturwuechelae Choroktcr des Stcmsnes durch hletcrische 
Bewegung, ! ndrunr gebroohenf je mehr feroer der ntunn oich 
entfemt von scinem urspruenglichen Sits und frcmden Boden 
okkupiert, also in wesentlich neue Ai*beltsbcdingunpen tritt und 
die Enorgie des Einssclnen oehr entwickclt ist— sein ftjneinsnoer 
Chamktcr oehr ale negtive Einheit mch nuroen crocheint und so 
erscheincn muss— , uo so rnehr die Be lingungen gegeben, daoo

(contd.next pi
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In contrast to both the orientnl commune end the antique
classical forms of property and community, the Germanic form
is based upon single family holdings and the assembling
together of these in an assembly* The land allows isolated
living in safety and common speeoh and customs allow communal
life when desirable* The common ground is treated more as an
extension of private ground than as a separate power over against
the private owners. Marx emphasises the fact that the community
exists by virtue of the act of the individuals* "Die Gemeinde
erscheint also als Versinigung, nicht als Verein, als Eintgung,
deren selbstaendige Subjekt die Londeigentuener bilden, nicht
als Einheit."^

To return to the original question, the souroe of the
differences of these three forms is to be found in the natural
conditions, mingled with historical experiences and situations*
Marx Bays that the various forms taken,

• • .haengen ab tells von den Naturanlagen des Stammes, tells 
von den oekonondLschen Bedlngungen, unter denen er nun 
virklich sich als Figentuemer sum Grund und Boden vcrhaelt. 
d.h* sich seine Fruechte duroh Arbeit analgnet, und dies 
wird selbst abhaengen von Klima, physischer Beschaffenheit 
dss Grund und Bodsns, der physisoh bedingten Weise seiner 
Exploitation, den Verhalten su feindllchen Staemmen oder 
Nachbarstaenmen, und den Veraenderungen, die Wanderungen, 
historische Brlebnisoe etc*, hineinbringen.

(footnote oontd.) der Einzelne Prlvateigentuemer von Grund und 
Boden— besondrer Parze 11 e— wird, deren besondre Benrbeitung ihm 
und seiner Famllle anheimfnellt."

53. Ibid., 3831 cf. 382-383 for the entire section*
54* Ibid.. 386



The naturally given determinations of theoe forms confirm the 
warning given that they ore nil forms of primitive society, 
not disintegrating developments from it# Hence, the state is 
seen to originate from common Interests ond needs, not from 
d  os conflicts • both in its Asiatic end its classier 1 forms#

a»o.i^.PJJoXuUon
The primitive cocounity described by Marx was one in

which the member had the use or possession of the conditions
of his work by virtue of his membership In the community. At
the onne time the community had its existence by virtue of the
continued equality of the members who work not for the gaining
of wealth but for their own sustenance.

3> o Indivlduisa let placed in such conditions of gaining his 
life os to oalcc not the aoquiring of wealth his object, but 
self-sustenance, its own reproduction os a member of the 
community} the reproduction of himself as a proprietor of 
the parcel of ground and, in that quality, a© a member of 
the commune. Die Fortdauer der commune 1st die 
Reproduction oiler der members dercclben ale self- 
sustaining peasants, deren Surplusapit ©ben der commune, 
der Arbeit des Kriogs etc. gchocrt.*^

Tliic resulted in the fact that the ancients never asked which
fore of landed property was the moot productive, but always,
f,*M v/elche V'eiae deo rigentuas die beaten Stnatobuerger
set of ft. 'then trade, luxury, money, and cxohnn e valus
enter into the life of the community, it begins to dtdinc*

Pntrioreb&llSiho, wie nntike fcustaende (ebenoo feudale), 
vcrfallcn daher cbenooschr mit der Entwieklunc dos Handels, 
di s Luxuc, deo Gel cr, deo Tausoh .eî s, wic die moderne , 7 
Geoellsdhaft in glc ir c » Schrttt nit Ihncn emporwocchet.'
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Tho development of these ore possible up to a point but axe
against the basic promisee of the community*

As in the Ideolonie. natural factors moke the decoy of
community inevitable? the increase in production and in
population seems to be the primary factor, accompanied by the
various developments in economic nnd social life.

Die Produktion solbot, Fortscfcritt der Dcvodlkcrunr (ouch 
dieser ehoert zur Produktion) hebt notvendig nnch und 
nach die ee Dcdingungen nufj zeretoert Die stntt sic zu 
reproduzioren etc., und dnnit gcht das Oeneinwesen unter 
mit don l^Lgentumsverhaeltnlesen, auf dcnon es gegruendetwar* 59

Vh©n the individual changes hio relation to the eoonunity he
Ganges nnd destroys the community | on the other hand, there le
an inner dialectic in the economic premises of the community
which work toward the destruction of the community

... ndrcrocite die And ©rung dieser oekonomischen 
Vomussot«5ung— durdh Hire eigne Di^lektik 
hervorgebraoht, V e m m m g  etc. noaontlloh der Elnfluss 
des Itrlegwesens und der Broberung, der in Rom s.B.
Wooontlich zu den oc kononiochen Bcdingungen der Gencindc 
oelbst gehoert— hebt auf das reale Band, womuf aleberuht.w

In those primitive forms of society, tho reproduction of the
given relation of the members to each other and to their objective
existence is the foundation of the development.

... die von vomheroin dakcr eine bcscSiracnlrte ist, nber 
oit Aufhebung der Echmnke Verfall und Untergmg 
dnrstellt. Die Fntwicklung der f'!:lavcrei, die 
Koncentration des Grundbeoitzc®, Austnusch, Geldwcsen, 
Eroberung etc. so bei den Roeoem, obgleich alle dlese 
1 leriente bis zu einem gcwissen Punkt vortr^eglich ochiencn nit 
der Grundlrv:c und sic toils nur unschuldig zu crweitem 
ochlonen, tells glr> blosse Mlesbraeuche rote ihr 
hervorzuuachGcn*

53. Ibid.. 306. 59. Ibid. 60. Ibid. 61. Ibid.



bile in&ividu Is in a limited circle might develop & great
deal* the free and full development of either the Individual
or oociety ie unthinkablet '•••da oolcho "ntvieklung nit den

62uro]>ruonglichcn Verhaeltnis in ■ iderepruch cteht.M There
statements show that the development which destroyed the
original communities woe the result of neoesery natural
processes in the development of mankind. Therefore these
processes must be seen more clearly9 as they contradict the
more usual subjective explanation involving avarice*

The increase of population creates a surplus of oen9
mokes impossible the holding of land by all nnd hence m keo
some into day-labourers (who ore then on their way to be coning
a corrosive force in the oonaunity}*6' Agninf the increase of
population necessitates colonization and wars of conquest which
then result In slavery (of the prisoners of wor)9 the increase
of the sgor rublicuo and tho patricians who represent tho
community t hence to preserve the community ie to oause its 

64downfall* If v on the other hnnd9 the connunity attempts to
increase productivity of available ground to meet the needs
of the growing population9

• ••so wuerdc dns ncue eieen, Kombinationen der Arbeitv 
grooson Teil des Togo auf Agrikultur vcrwandelt etc* 
cinschllessen* und dnnit wieder die alten oekononischen 
Bedlngungen des Ocmeinwesens nufheben* In don Akt der
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62. Ibid.. 307. 63. Ibid.. 369. 64* Ibid., 393*



Reproduktlon selbst nendoro sich nicht nur die objelrtiven 
3edingungonf z.B. ous den Dorf wird Stadtf nuo der 1 ildrds 
gelichtetcr Acker etc.f oondem die T'rodusonten aendem 
oich# indam sie neue Qjnlitnetcn nuo sich hernus cetren, 
oich selbot durch die Produktion entwlckeln* ungeetnlten, 
neue Kraefte und neue Voretellungen bildcn, neue rt 
VerkeJiroveieenf neue Bcduerfnies© und neue Gpmchc* J

The Banner of production io a stabilizing influence nnd vAiere
it is self-eufficientf oo in the oriental unity of agriculture

and house indue try f it  oaintnins the form of the comuni ty
longest:

• •• je nchr sich glcichbleibend dor vjrklichc roaccs 
dear Anelgnungt um so konotantcr die alien Figontunofornen 
und demit dae Gemelnwesen uebcrhoupt.66

hen the member of the community has become a private 

owner and this ownership is not bound to membership in the 

community, ho may lose hie property in the process of exchange 

and thereby lose his citizenship. This docs not happen in the 

oriental commune because there membership in the community and 

the holding of property are tightly intertwined and the 

Individual cannot dispose of property (in factt re seen
.  67previously, docs net truly own it;*

In oriental communities the manufacturing is bound to the 

agriculture but in antique communities this docs not sec® to 

be tho case and tho roeult is that a class of people develops 

outside the owner-citisen class. This class ie involved in 

tho real economic life  of the community apart ffotn agriculture 

and participates in the destructive development of commodity 

production nnd commerce.
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65* Ibid.. 393-394. 66. Ibid.. 394 67. Ibid.



Bel den AX ten erscheint die Hnnufrktur sdon nls Verderb 
{Owe dm eft d r Libert ini, Kllenten, Freeden) etc*
Diceer rntwicklung der produktlven Arbeit /independent of 
'griculture ond comnunlly conducted laboqg •••die sich 
notwendig entwickelt durch Verkchr nit rrenden, Ckleven, 
Lust das Surplucprodukt ruassutnuschen etc*, loest die 
T'roduktioncwe ise nuf, rauf der das Ocneinwcoen Beruht 
und doher der objektiv Kinsslne. i.e. nls Focmcr,
Griedic etc* bectirmtc ̂ innelnq. Der Austmisch virkt 
ebenoo; die Veredhuldung etc**®

The exchange that results fron the development of industry nnd
commodity production results in the individualisation of men
nnd hence the decline of the cocnunity: "Der Austnuech eelbet
1st eln Hnuptmittcl dleser Vereinselung. Er crcht das !!uorden-
wcsen uebcrflucseig und locot es ouf. In this movement,
the individual ceases to be bound to the community nnd io
instead bound into the economic structure of exchange end
production*

One of the earliest activities and its by-product— war,
nnd the capture of the prisoners of war, or rule over
conquered populations - undermine the con:unity because these

70people ore unable to be members of it or to hold property.
The process of dissolution of the primitive society io 

therefore one that proceeds by the pressures of the natural 
growth of population nnd production and their consequences. 
These ren der ti e community either inadequate to control the 
growing social forces, or impossible,since it depends upon 
citizenship in it nnd on equality of its members who ore 
engaged in eclf-suf iciest production.
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68. Ibid. 69. Ibid., 396 . 70. Ibid.. 59?.



Ouannry and Marx1 a Evaluation of Primitive Society.
The prinitive society of which Mnrx knows in hio 1857

1058 writing ie a society which ranges from the rawest form 
of existence to the disintegrating antique classical form 
with its incipient slavery nnd commodity production, exchange, 
money nnd accumulations of movable property, to the free- 
holding German form which was private property pure nnd simple 
with Mamuaal common lands. These arc all comprehended 
together by the fact that the worker ie united ulth the 
conditions of his labour nnd livelihood, end arc set against 
the opposite situation In which the worker io fTcc and also 
separated from his conditions of labour nnd life. The 
intermedin te conditions of slavery nnd serfdom, in which come 
are tho means of production for others, receive relatively 
little attention, except ao the forms succeeding the prinitive 
ones* Because of this basic of closolf lent ion, this prinitive 
form of society Includes private property and tho early fame 
of state, not based upon titans conflicts* Farther, as the 
latent forces within it unfold, this oocioty decay a.

Mnrx displays no ©special esteem for thio form of society«
it is merely the first form which human life takes, which must
be negated in the capitalist form which in turn lay© the
foundation for the future fore In which there is fail nnd free
development of the individual in hie relations to hio fellow- 

71men* This first form ie marked by person-1 dependence nnd
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hunnn productivity that ie ”»**nur in geringen Unfang und cuf
72ieolierten funkten entwickelt* The fully developed earn ie

not a product of nature but a product of history* The great
and the beautiful ere onid to be

••• ebcn in dieaem crturwuecheigen9 voa Wiseon und Wollen 
dor Individuen unobhacnglcen9 und grade ihre uechsclacitige 
Unnbhnengigkeit und Glelohgueltigkeit gegeneinonder 
vomueaetssonden fuaazanenĥ  ng9 mnteriollen und geicrtlgon 
Stoffwechoelf beruht

It io certain that oen could not order and control their
social relations before they had created thenf howcvert

Aber 08 iet nbgeachianckt9 Jencn nur sachlichcn Eusaranonh nr, 
ale den m irurwuochoigen, von der Uatur der Individu* litcet 
(in Gegeneatc bus Keflekticrten t7ioeen und 1 alien) 
uncertrennlichcii und ihr inraanentenf mifsufanocn. Hr iot 
ihr Produkt* Fr iet ein historischee Produkt.74

The eBtr* ngcocnt in which oen exist shows only that they are yet
in the process of creation of the conditions of their social
life instead of having begun from these*

F,s iet der "uscumonhangt d<r naturvuechoirs 9 von Individuen 
innorhnlb bootinntcr9 bomicrter Produktionsvcrhroltnisae* 
Die universal cntwicteclten Individuen9 deren geoellechnft- 
licho Verhneltniaoe als ihre eignen9 eneinoch ftlichen 
Boziehuncen ouch ihrer eignen geneinschoftlichcn Kontrolle 
untervorfen aind9 aind kein Produkt der IIntur9 eondcm 
der Geschichte. Der Grad und die Univeroalitnet der 
rntvicklunr der Vcmoegen, worin die sc Individuclitrct 
□ocglich wird, aetsrt ebcn die Produktion auf de r Dr sis 
der Tauachwerte vorouo9 die nit der AUoemelhhclt die 
rntfreodung dee Individuumo von aich und von ^ndren, aber 
auch die Allgeaeinheit und alleeitigkeit seiner 
BeaieSumgen und Faohigkeiten erst produaiert*7^

Th© individual appears fully dovolo ed in this primitive
situ ation because tloe fullness of hia relatione h vc not been



worked out nnd opposed to him. It is as ridiculous ''•••sich
nnch jener urepruennllchen Fuelle BurneckBuoehen..." ns it io

76to seek to remain in the later alienation*
It is clear th t Mrx occs man a© undeveloped in the 

prinitive fora and that any goodneee of it le only becraee of 
the relative undeveloped otnte of mam he ie not opposed by the 
alienation necceanry for hie development. It i© "•••die

77klndidchc altc elt«*« which appears higher but Is notf in 
fret, Man must unfold hie powers and develop his productive 
life nnd hie social life before he io able to perfect it and 
free himself• Primitive man is either in an animal existence, 
or in a childish existence. We sec then* ttot in the Grundrisse* 
Marx le true to the pattern of his philosophical heritages non 
ie a developing being who poee forth from childish sinplicity in 
which he ie at the mercy of nature, to the troubled and alienated 
condition of development, after which he will reintegrate himeclf 
in the fullness of manhood*

76. Ibid*, 80: ?So laccherlich es iat, sich nnch jener 
urepruengliohcn Fuelle zurueckBusehnen, eo letecherXich let der 
Glaube bel jener vollen Kntlcerung ©tehnblclbon eu moeseen.
Uebcr den Cegenente gogen Jene romanticche Anoicht let die 
buergerliche nic her mi sgekoonen und dorum wird jene ole 
bcrccht i~ter Gegemmtc eie bis an ihr sc lines End begleiten*"
Ibid, 307-308:
^OCn the bourgeois eoclety tho development of human powers ap^c^ra 
as total alienation of man nnd total encri ice of the individual^ 
haher erecholnt elnereelte die klndieche site clt ole das 
Iloehoro, Andrerseits ist ale ee in alledem, wo geschlosene Gestalt, 
Form, und gegebne Begrensung go audit wird. Sic let Befriedigung 
auf einen borrierten Standpoint| wachrend doe Modern© unbefriedigt 
laeeat, Oder wo ee in etch befriedlgt erecheint, geoein ist.*
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iv.
Prlaitlvm Sedata In .Qanital.

In 1359 Marx published Eur Kritik der polltiochen
Ookonopis and then in 1867 published the first volume of
Pro Rapltrl. having already written the first draft of all of
Das Kapltnl during 1961-63* We therefore consider these
writings, volumes II and III of Dno Krypltnl* and Theories ueber
den Hebrwert together (this letter was a sunraary of the doctrines
of economics which Marx never finally prepared for publication
but which were published posthumously).*

In volume I of Capital. Mnrx eaye that to study labour
in common", or ' directly associated labour", it was not
necessary to go beck to the ”...spontaneously developed form
which confront© us on tt* threshold of tho history of all

79civilised r a c e s . but rather one could study the patriarchal 
peasant family. This family provides the same form* it produces 
its own needs; has its own division of labour based on ecx, age 
ond seasonal chives in natural working' conditions, but does not 
turn its variety of products into commodities for exchange,

nosharing them, Instead, among themselves. Here then lo to be 
found the usual description of life in the primitive com unity, 
with especial emphacia u on the fact that there is no commodity 
production and exchange, and upon the fact that this was n 
universal form among all peoples.

— — —  ■- -     — -------— -—  ------- -------------— r   1 -r- tt - tt ~n— r~~r- mem - r —  r ■ m\ m imii ■ ■ m m

70. Cf. Capital. II,(Kerr), B-9(&jg.l8' preface).
79. Co ttel. I, 51. 0. Ibia.. 51-52.



Mcrx attached a footnote trou hie ~ur Kritik of 1359 to 
strengthen the fact of the universality of this, and to oppose 
the then current Pan-Slaviet vogue for assorting this primitive 
communism to be a product of Slavic genius.0* He is inclined to 
trace the European forme to India and to trent the various foroc 
of private property as the results of various forms of Indian
communal property, though in the third volume he says it wns the

32original form in China as well. This emphasis upon Indian 
origins appears to have its source in George Campbell * e 
Modern India# etc. which Mnrx excerpted in 1853-1354 • It io 
probable that Mnrx limited himself to the materials at hand and 
had no detailed information beyond the Indo-European peoples.
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81. Ibid.* 51*
'Of late a preposterous notion has found general credence, 

to the effect that primitive communism as n spontaneous 
development is specifically a Slav, and indeed exclusively a 
Hussion, phenomenon. Really, it ie a primal form, vhich con 
be shown to have existed among the Romans, the Teutons, and tho 
Celts; while even to-day we find numerous examples (decayed 
though they be) in India. Careful study of Asiatic, and 
especially Indian, forme of communiaa would disclose the way 
in which, out of tlic various l&nde of spontaneously developed 
communism, divergent forms have evolved as results of the 
break-up of communism* For instance, the various ori inal 
types of Roman and Teutonic private property are dcducible fron 
different forms of Indian communism. Karl Marx, 2ur Kritik, etc.,
p.10."

68* Ca -ltrl. Ill (Ksrr)t 392.
39* Cf* George Campbell, Moslem India, etg», 5?-53, and the 

note. In the reading notes in Amsterdam are to bo found 13 pages 
of notes from this book (cf • "Inventrr des ?1nrx-En/'els- 
llachlasses , B66)*



- -
Ae ho doe© mention the Inoa stnte of Peru and China (on both
of which he had limited inform tion) it could possibly
indicate a preoccupation with the lands concerning Europe
whose industrial society he was trying to transform.

In the Grundrisse H rx classified v?»rioue forme of
primitive society under the common denominator of the absence of
commodity production nnd cxchan e# and money economy. In Capital
he does thi© agrin, though at times his terminology tends to
distinguish between a purely raw primitive form and later
developments of it. He repeatedly groups together various types
of non-coo^odity producing forms, as when he soys there is no
mutual independence (ao In commodity production),

...for members of a primitive community, whether this 
takes the form of a patriarchal family, or that of an 
ancient Indian commune, or that of the Inca state in 
Peru, etc. Comodity exchange begins where community 
life ends.•.34

Again, in Theorlen ueber den Hehr.ert he groups two main forms
together under the unity of th© worker nnd means of production!

ftle urepruenglich Einheit swiochen Arbcitcr und 
Produktionsmitteln ̂ slavery is not Included because the 
worker is an objective condition of labour for nnotheg ... 
hat sswei hnuptformeni das nsintische Gemoinwesen 
(mturwuechsigen Konaunismus> und die kleine Fanil ten-- 
agrikultur (\/omlt Hausindustrlc verbunden ist in ein 
oder ondrcn Form. -5

rise where he speaks of small-scale peasantry and handicrafts,
which were opposed to manufacturing co-opor^tion, and partially
formed tho basis of slave-holding and feudal society! to this
he adds a footnote:

-QftP-ital, I, 63. 35. Iter** Thoorien ueber dec rfcftgwwl
(od. K. KauteV̂ r', III, 43S. (Hereafter cited net Thaorlm.



They were also the economic bases of the classical 
comonwenlth in its palmy days, after the primitive 
oriental communal ownership of land had disappeared, and ^  
before slavery had gained effective control of production*

This indicates that he still follows the scheme of the Grundrlooei 
purely communal property followed by v rying decree© of free 
ownership based upon non-commodity production*

In addition to tliesc statements, revealing a broader 
category embracing pure primitive oocnuniam nnd free self
sufficient small holders, there is the fact that Mnrx is aware 
of a vide divergence of traits among the forms he groups

3 7together, Connunal property lived on under cover of feudalism* 
The Asiatic ooramunes have paid tribute in kind, since immemorial

opdays”, to a central government; have a highly developed caste
89system nnd division of labour; nnd depend upon a central

90government for water, while the modern patriarchal fmily 
lives amidst modern conditions within a modern society and

91nation* Mnrx reveals a distinction between pure primitive 
oomnuniaa and modified forms, but steadfastly croups the two
types together for his purposes as examples of non-oonnodity
producers possessing their mean© of production*
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86. Capital* I, 351, note 1. 87. Ibid.* 80?.
36. Ibid., 377; cf. 122-123, 349-350.
89* Ibid.* 11, 557, 377, 339.
*>• Ibid*. 557-558.
91. Me refer to his description in Ibid., 51-52, which does 

not explicitly say this.



*i.8<jrigtion of ? r : ttivc Society.
The family ie the bn sic unit of primitive society, ns

92previously: it develops into the tribe. Thorc Is a 
development of the form of the family i there were oriental forms, 
classic Greek, classic Roman, Christo-Teutonic, nnd the new form
which is being developed from the decomposition of the family

95under the impact of modern industrialism •
The division of labour is a natural one, "...booed on a

94purely physiological f o u n d a t i o n . i t  arises spontaneously 
according to age, sex, nnd natural ability. In spite of this 
division of labour there is no commodity production, whether the
community be a patrlnrohnl family, Indian commune, or cm Inca

95state in Peru. In the Indian communes there is a highly
developed caste system which perpetu tes the division of Inbour,
allowing an efficient development of skills and the transmission

96of these skills. There is a communal sharing of the tasks of 
labour and of its products.

By including the Indian communes, the Inca State, nnd the 
d a s s ie a l  Greek commonwealth in the primitive form, Mrrx hns 
allowed the State to be an accompaniment of the primitive form 
of society. As we have noted, the 8t te lo despotic in Asia, 
exacting tribute since the most ancient tines.
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ate •lclntegr«*Ion of the. I-rinjtlve Cocnunlty.
In Capital, the primary trait of the primitive community 

io its lack of commodity production and exchange, and the 
accompanying private property and division of labour. There are 
of course, incipient private property and division of labour 
vlthin the coonunity— the natural division of labour and the 
ownership of personal objects* However, these do not of 
themselves constitute an ill in the community. How does this 
ill arise?

The spontaneous natural division of labour is the ime into
form in which the cosnunity disintegrates, but its development
depends upon the growth of population and extension of tho
community (again the natural growth noted before in the
Ideoloflie and the Grundriose and Interaction with other 

oncommunities. This rrowth of spontaneous division of labour
is most stimulated by a second factor, th t of exchange between
communities. This original or primeval act io based upon the
variety of natural environmental factors and natural resources*

Different communities discover in their natural 
environment different means of production rod different 
means of subsistence. Consequently their methods of 
production, modes of life, and products arc different.
It is owing to the existence of these spontaneously 
developed differences that, when communities come into 
contact, there occurs an exchange of their several 
products one for another, so that these products

97® Ibid*. 370-371* rThe material subjected to this division 
of labour expands proportionately with the extension of the 
community, ui th the increase of po ulnticn, and above all 
thanks to conflicts between different tribes and the subjection 
of ons tribe by another.”



gradually become transformed into ooonoditier.* Exchange 
doco not create the difference between the spheree of 
production; it brings the differing spheres of production 
into relation one with another, and thuc tr naforar them 
into more or less inter-dependent br̂  nchec of a social 
collective production* Thus the social division of 
labour originates through exchang* between fpheres 
of production that are primarily distinct from and 
independent of one another*9 *

T'xohange is first between cefsaunities in the primitive world* 
"Gooaodity exchange begins where eorsronity life ends; begins 
at the point of oontact between a oocmunity and an alien

99cot inunity, or between the meaberc of two different Qomunitics.'
As exchange between the two groups beooaer regular, a portion of
labour is given over to producing articles for exchange be cause

IOCof a developed desire for articles of alien production* In
the situation of commodity production, tho natural division of 
labour develops and the smaller groups disintegrate and the 
various kinds of work nrc connected only by exchange — 
the exchange of commodities with alien oomrcunllles giving the 
maLn impetus towards this process of decomposition. . 9V More
is to be noted the cinultnncouo development of a unity between 
isolated groups - the formation of "specicn-life" - and the 
dissolution of the unity existing in the smaller natural units*

It is clear from this account of the origins of exchange 
and the division cf labour, that these originate from natural 
situations (physiological division of labour and the variety 
of irtural endowment and thnt the exchange resulting from the
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90. Ibid.* 371. 99. Ibid.* 63. W .  Ibid.
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variety of natural environment (n ooci 1 exchange) is, along
with increase of population nnd conflict vdth other tribes,
the mainspring of the dissolution of the primitive comunity
by the division of labour and exchange between each oonnunity.
This is also implicit in Marx*o view th t the Indian
communities do not disintegrate because they arc self-sufficient

102and need no exchange with other communities. Hence, division 
of labour and private property are the result of natural 
conditions and forces, and of human need and desire, not of 
avarice and greed.

Hnrx'8 Fvnluation at Prinltlvo Society.
In several passages Marx gives a description of primitive

society which rloo expresses his evaluation of it* He clearly
characterises it as a low stag© of human development which must
be outgrown. In Theories ueber den Mehrwcrt he soys of both the
purely communal form and the small agricultural ftanily unity
(quoted above)*

Be id© slnd linderfornen und glelCh venig geeignet, die 
Arbeit als geoellsclnftlicho Arbeit und die 
lYoduktivkraft der gesellschaftllotien Arbeit su 
cntwickeln.10-

Therefore it is necessary that tho original unity of the worker 
with the means of production which characterise these forms 
be broken* ** nhcr die Itotweixiigkeit der Trcnmmn, der

104Eerreiesun , des Gegsnsatses swisohen Arbeit und Figentun...

102. Ibid.* 377, 11*
103* Theoricn, III, 432-433.
104. Ibi .. 483.



The most developed form of this occurs in capitalism, "worin 
zugleich die produktiven Kraefte der gesellscfaoftlichen Arbeit 
aufs maechtigste entwickelt warden. • • On the material basis 
of this high development of human productivity andupon the 
activity of the revolution and working-class "***kann erst 
wieder die urspruengliohe Einheit hergeoteUt werden*1,106 Here 
Harz has declared both the low stage of development of primitive 
society and the necessity of its dissolution before something 
faintly resembling it can be established upon a truly humai basis.

In the passage just given one can see Harz’s basic 
assumption that mature humanity is humanity which oontrols nature 
and puts it into the service of its needs, which is not done 
by primitive society, hence the term, "Klnderfdrmen”* Sie course 
of history is essential because it creates this ’human” situation, 
making possible the meeting of needs on a more equitable basis 
by a productive system which both produces a sufficiency and 
produces and distributes in a social manner. It is to be noted 
that the condition which returns is the unity of the worker with 
the means of production, which existed not only in the original 
communism but also in small private property. This movement of 
society does not fit the five stage pattern —  primitive communism, 
slavery, feudalism, capitalism, communism —  but it is rather the 
triadic pattern of Hegel t inmature unity, differentiation and 
disunity, and finally a mature unity* This same movement of 
society is to be seen in Capital in the seetion on "The Historical
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Tendency of Capitalist Accumulation , though here it moves from 
small private property to capitalism to communism. Capitalism 
negates tho onall private property of petty industry!
*...individual private property based upon Individual labour*
5hen capitalism oreatcs its own negation (negation of the negation i

This second negation does not re-establish private property, 
but it doee^e-establish Individual property upon the tesla 
of the acquisitions of the capitalistic era; i.e. on 
co-operation and the common ownership of the land and of the 
morns of production (white labour itself produces)

In tliis passage, as in that from the Theories, etc. there is the
affirmation of an immature condition which oust be overcome
before a condition analogous to the original prinitive comunian
ten be established.

These conclusions are borne out by two passages in Capital
white explicitly cite primitive society. Speaking of the simpler
ancient forms of society' in contrast to modem society, he ecyst

...but they were based, either upon the Immaturity of the 
individual human being (who had not yet severed the 
umbllloal cord i£iloh, under primitive conditions, unites 
all the members of the humm species one with another;, 
or upon the direct relations of domination and subjugation. 
They were the outoooc of a low grade of the evolution of 
the productive powers of labour; a grr.de in white the 
relations of hunn beings to one mother within the process 
by which they produced the material necessaries of life, and 
therefore their relations to nature as well, were 
correspondingly inBturc.l0^

107

107# O  itnl. I, 946. Petty industry prevents the 
development of social co-operation but is, at tee sane time, 
indispensable to the development of the individuality of tee 
worker.
100. Ibid. 109. Ibid.. 53.



Here then, In a passage which io duplicated Inter in Capitol*
Mnrx oo; hncioes the low level of development of production in
prinitivo society and the lack of development of the individual9
both of which conditions nrc reversed in rsodern capitalist
oociety which is the foundation of modem connunisn* In pri itive
society men work together because they hve not individualieod
themselves either in relation to each other or in their relation
to nature. This le not the kind of co-operation which Mnrx soce in
he present and which he hopes will be improved upon in the future*
As described in Onrltnj, this future form requires modern
cc;itnliotic development and all thnt it entails* The life process
of future society must be

• ••a process ecrrltd on by a free association of producerof 
under their cone& niB and purposive oontrol. For this, 
howeverv an indispensable requisite is that them should 
exist a specific material groundwork (or a scries of 
material conditions of existence) which can only come into 
bein' as a spontaneous outc^ne of a long nnd painful 
process of evolution.*10

This necessity of the ontorial foundation for a free oociety
sad a free and conscious control of it by the people involved *
io roltemtcd in volume III of Capital Theret in a voll-tmown
passage, he soya th t freedom berrins only after labour under
compulsion of the necessity of utility is endedt this necessity
le neve r removed from mankind but its activity can be freely
organised and controlled by socialised men under the meet
human conditions* Beyond this necessity tho true realm of
freedom begins - that development of human power which ie its
own end and which requireo the shortening of tho working dny**~*

110* Ibid* 54. 111. Capital* III(Kerr), 954-95C -



It ie clear then that Marx's concept of prinitiv© society 
recoined unchanged in ite osaentlnls in hie major writings of 
the 1360's* It ie on undeveloped state of non which at beet 
oun only belaid to hove a social orcpnieation whose fona ie 
analogous to modern connunioa, nnd in fnctf whoso bade is 
utterly the reverse* Ite dissolution is essential to the 
developoetrt of true man.

v.

1868 * 1881

In the final period of Marx's life there was a greater 
concern with the question of primitive society in its own 
ridht because of new material found by Marx and because of 
tho question of the Russian qtr nnd its relation to modem 
ooixiunisa. During the letter half of tlie 18th Oontury there 
appeared nnny studies on primitive society which £pvc new 
m torlal and theories* She acceptance of Msrx'e Capitol by 
a circle of intelligentsia of Russia raised questions 
concerning ths future existence and the role of ths Russian 
villa c ooonunity called the air* Enrols also maintained a 
lively interest in the study of primitive society and mrrtprc*

Mnrx was first considerably excited by his discovery of 
the work© of Georg Ludwig von Mourer (1790-1/572) on ^crocm
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112constitutional history. Writing to Engels in March of 1960

bo notes first of nil thnt the view of Justus Hoeser le cntradicted* 
the German© did not settle first by Individual families who then 
formed villages and larger units (as Marx himself seemed to think 
in the Grundrisse and in his view thnt the family vets the basic 
unit in primitive society •11' In 1068 the work of von Maurer 
led Marx in the direction of an original oomnunnl group fron

lidwhite the family emerged, a & code earlier than CUno indicated
115and the recent work of Holmut Krause osoumes.

A second impression which Maurer's work made upon Mnrx 
was that it confirmed hio view that the Asiatic or Indian form 
of primitive connuniom was the original form from telte all 
others descended, including the Russian air. The periodic 
redistribution of land by the Russian communes corresponded to 
an annual redistribution of land by the Germans in ancient 
times, the remnants of which were still to be found in isolated 
districts of Germany in tho 18th ate 19th Centuries.

112. Cf. I VGA, Abt. Ill, 3d. 4, 27(Letter to Ennolo, 14/3/60;. 
In the "Inventor dec Rnrx-T^wle-fiatelaooea" of the International 
Institute for Social History, Amsterdam, it is shown th t Korx 
node 44 pnfieo of oxcerpto fron dourer'b diT&eit^ but OcochiChte 
der Mark, Hof-. Dorf- und Stacde Vcrfossung (1854) (cf. 3 104 ♦
He returned to thio book in 1876, nakin 80 pages of execrpta
as 119 pages of excerpts froca Gcochitete der Pronhoefo and 33 
P R O W  fro m  GeajSii&to der . p r ^ r f a emnjn Dĵ d.qchlrand (S 3d.., 
1963-66 (cf. B122;•
113. H'GA. Abt. Ill, Bd.IV, 27.
114. See note 22 above for Cunow.
115* H. Krouso, Marx and I n ols und des Ecitgenoesoistee 

Rusoford, 99-100.



Interesoant gerode jetst, dase die rucatche Harder der 
'ledervertellung in beotinnrten Terr non in Deutschland 
erst jaehrlich) des Bodeno sich in Deutschland 
stelleaveio bio inn 18* und selbst 19* Jnhrhundert 
erhielt. Die von air aufgestellt© Anslcht,daao 
ueberall die asiatlschen, resp. indischen Pigontuno 
foroen in Europe den Anffcng bilden, erhnelt hier*** 
ncucn Bevels* Fuer die Rusoen verochwindct aber aaueh 
die lotcte Spur eines Anepruohe of originality, oelbst in 
this line* ’tee ihncn bleibt, 1st, nodi houtc in Pornon 
su steeken, welchc ihre Kachbnxn seit longo nbocetreift.110

Maurer, then, provides ^reah insists and materials concerning
the nature of primitive eoacunism rind its sprr! and at the
same time provides H rx with new arguments in hio contention
against the Pnnslnviets who felt the olr to be uniquely
Russian and the key to the future* Rot only does Mnrx reject
the Panslsvist argument but he also imputes an "rebate
diameter to the Ruenian air* He stood by the Indian origin
of all primitive type communities on at least *Wo more occasions

In the second letter to Bn<&le concerning the discovery
of Maurer’s work, Marx links the equality of the pri itive
order to the socialist equality in a vague way, as he had done
in the past* The first reaction against the Knlightenocnt and
French Revolution wo* to look back to the Middle Ages with
Romantic eyes, While tho second reaction vcis to look back to
the primitive ago of each nation, which rorrss onds to "der

i mooein.listischen Ridvtung" ' They have no idea of the

117*Ibid** i n  (letter to Engels, l/n/CQ and a letter to 
Ku^lnaim, n/z/lO, In Harx, (1068-74),
(1987 edition;, 69.

lld.mgA, Abt.III, Bd. IV, 27.

110. fg'GA. Abt. Ill, Dd. IV, 35.



connection between tho tvoi "Iki Bind ale derm ucbermscht, in
Aelteoten dno IJcuoto su finden, und eognr Egalitarians to o

119degree, vovor Proudhon schoudcrn wuerde*” Hero again is 
the ewalogionl trontaent which was found in the Phcorien 
ueber den Itohrwert* it io no nore than this in view of the 
fact that Mnrx docs not base oodcm socialism upon it and does 
not call it nore th^n a socialist tendency or nichtun/% Phis 
evaluation of the phrase is borne out in a second natter relating 
to the work of another author on the history of cllaate nnd 
vegetation in historical tines* Dov station and voste follow 
cultivation nnd create deserts, as in Persia nnd Heno otarda 
and other Mediterranean countries, Ihe conductor* to be drawn 
is that primitive cultivation progressing in a way that "is not 
consciously controlled" does this? the aithor does not draw this
conclusion bats here a ain another unconscious socialist

i?otendency. ' Thus not only has Mnrx revealed the vague 
comparison he is tanking but also he has implied a negative 
character in the primitive life - the lad of conscious control 
of orm'o activities*

It Should also be noted that Marx an) Ihgelc were Involved 
in a study of Celtic primitive society. Marx criticised Maurer 
for ignoring Celtic materials nnd thus ascribing all French

1P1developments to the Oerana conquerors. A yonr later Engels
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120* Marx ami Engels, Selected Correspondence (Lnvrencc, 1934) t 
S37. '

1P1. ?rGA* Abt. Ill, 3d. IV, 28.

119. Ibid*



wrote Marx concerning Irish communal property etill in
exletenoc at the time of Jraos I and uocd ao a pretext for

122confi©cation of the land, and in 1070 Marx wrote Engels on 
the natter of Welsh cornuml law white &ngelo is studying.

Fron these letters concerning Maurer 'o work it io clear 
that under his influence Marx began to conceive of tho communal 
nature of ann'o first existence as op osod to the family unit* 
Further, he has node no change in hio evaluation of primitive 
coijnunian and primitive life*

It has been asserted that Marx changed hio view of 
primitive comuni so under the influence of Lewis 11. Morgan 
and thereby came to a now position a nceming the Russian pir* 
seeing it as a possible springboard into the future instead of

io/an archaic remnant from the past to be discarded. 1 However,
it doee not appear that this ie the case. Hot until the 
beginning of 1081 did Marx read Morgan and there io evidence 
that from 1877 onwards he hold the some views th t he expressed 
in 1381. Furthermore, while he admitted the possibility of tho 
mir being able to overleap the capitalistic period and be 
transformed into a modem socialistic connune, thio possibility 
was dependent upon the pro Teas made in the Vest! there io no 
shift in Marx's basic evalu tlon of priritive society which
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122. Ibid.. 52(Tta,'olo to Unix, 2S/ll/69).
123. Ibid.. 325.
124. Krnuoc, on. cit.. 99-100.



directly concerns our argument*
In October, 1377, M*K* Mikhailovsky had published on 

article in Otacto— twreijyc 7.opi*ki in which he snid th t in 
Mon'a view Russia mot first dissolve the oooBunci develop 
capitalism, and then go on to communism. To thie Mnrx wrote 
a reply which he never eent for publication but which Engels 
sent to the Ruooi n dnigrdo in Svitaerland fron whence it

M 1 9 Ccirculated in Ĥissio (after Marx'c death)* Tho question
was whether all peoples oust go through the sane line of
development or whether, in the presence of other highly
developed nations, certain primitive groups could olirairmtc a
stage in this line of developnent* Marx answered that the
latter was possible but would not venture to say what was the
ease at that moment in Russia* If its developments continued
as they had since the emancipation of the serfs, it would
become capitalistic, but \A10thcr it was too late to reverse

126this trend, ho would not say. * (it will be noted thnt Engels 
took a similar position in 1875*)

This question was directed to Mnnc cg in in 1801 while 
he mjQ rending Mcrgim (or had just finished rending hin nnd 
hie attempts to imft an answer provide us with the last 
considerable material from hin on pri itivc society. Pron the
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125*Cf* Mnrx and Engels, The Russian Menace to ?:uroi>e* 274*?75*
126.Ibid., 216*210y cf* Mnrx ond Enrols, Ausrewnehlte liricfc

(Berlin, 1953), 365*366, for the original French version*



end of 1880 to March of 1881 Marx rend the work of Morgan,
Ancient Society (1876 ) and made 98 page® of no tea and cKoarpts.1^  

In ̂ eteunry he received a letter (dated I'ebruary 16) trm 
Vera Zasulich, one of a group of Russian revolutionary cacti co in 
3witserlnn3. She asked him to clarify hie position on the 
Russian oo noun© or airs oust it be destroyed and tho peasants 
expropriated, as in the t’est, to make way for capitalism which 
will be overthro w for connunien?— in which ease the task of the 
revolutionaries is to further this destruction*: This was a
position token by nany in Russia who called thenselveo Marxists* 
Or, on the other hand, is the community capable of being 
developed into a modern socialist unit, increasing its productive 
organisation, and being a part of the future order, If it Is freed 
from the oppression which it then suffered in Russia? If this
be the case, then the revolutionaries Should support a programs

128which would strengthen the air* ' To answer this Mnrx wrote 
four rou^i drafts of a discussion of primitive societies and the 
situation of the air but sent only a short letter in which he said 
merely that it was possible for the air to lead in the social
regeneration of Russia, if it were freed from its enemies and if

12git were given n o m  l conditions to allow it spontaneous growth*

127* These ore found in the archives of The In omrtional 
Institute for Social History, Ansterdna, Heft B 146 of the 
Mnrx-Engels EoChineses.
128. Etox-Rngels Archly, I, 3411 cf. Tho Russian Men os to 

Europe, 276-277, for an English translation.



It is our purpose to examine the rough drafts and to vark
out the view of primitive society teat Mnrx held rod then to
see what hie evaluation of it was, in detail. Tho fact (l) that
he repeated this material in its essentials in four drafts and
(2) that he did not attempt to use it at all in his final letter,

SSSSOS. toly rne t£y. of c*°ne **** for our
purposes these drafts ore validi we seek merely to know what he
was thinking at this time, not what he was willing to proclaim
publicly* The reply to Saoulich Involved nore term faots and
theory about primitive society in general | politics end a
knowledge of Hussion conditions were crucial. On these Marx was
unwilling to commit himself, stating only th t ho was oanvlnned

• ••quo oette eoarcune est le point d'appul de la r6c^&rntlon 
so dale an R jooIc , trio of in qu'elle puiooc gonctinner ootame 
tel, 11 faudrait d’abord blind ncr lee influences ddldtdree 
qui 11aooaillcnt de touo les c6t6s et ennuite lui assurer 
les conditions normolcs dfun d̂ velcppemavt oponton^.^^O

Tliio brief statement was in accord with tec views expressed in
the rough drafts themselves nnd wo hove no ransom then to doubt
the validity of the rough drafts for our purposes*

Mnrx's conce t of history is placed in a triadic scheme
which we hove already found in the preceding Chapter, even

131 'though now he has borrowed terminology from Morgan,

130. Ibid* •
131. Morgan hod said (in Ancient Society• 499-500)t

Like successive geolooionl formations, the tribes of a nlcind 
may be arranged, according to their relative conditions, into 
successive strata.n Marx said Uterx-gn els Archly* 1, 320)t
• *«col me dans lesfora^tions ©do 'iqucs, 11 y a linns lea

formations hietoriquoc touts une sCric de types prionireo,
second a lies, tcrtiaires ete." Cf» 332.
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nnd no; emphasises that there ie a progressive line of
development in a series of types of primitive society* This
lat or is not a new oonoopt with either Mnrx or ^i@8ls9 as both
hove already held to a development within the primitive typo of
society* The primitive atage of society is termed "rrchaique ou 

132primal**'. The next stage is "La formation secondaire' which 
•••eabraeoe la s£rlc d s nocibtos roposant our l'coclamgo et le 

8ervn^e#’ ond is "•••fondle sur la propriety priv^c. This 
stage ends with capitalism! it le a period of sucoooslve stages 
‘•••tout© une eerie de revolutions ot d*Evolutions icononiquoc 
R jccoofliveB, dont la production capitalists nfost que ̂ In dcraibre 
(struck out forj la plus rScoute*"*^ In this ochenc, though 
not mentioned in tho discussion, the final ctnge would be the 
socialistic or communistic stag*.

The final stage in the prinary formation is the rcommune 
rurole" (or eoanune nartool* t the Ruatdan mlr, the nodem 
Asiatic communes, and the German eonnunitiee d rcribed by 
Tacitus (whose remnants were still redistributing the land in 
ihe 13tb~19th Century)**^ Stoeoe communities have private 
property in house and barn and private cultivation of 
coraTunelly owned land which io redistributed periodically, while 
pastures and forests arc coonun^l land* Following this tom,
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132. Archiv. I, 320, 322.
133. Ibid.. "38i cf. 320, 322.
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the first sta'e of the oe<r ndory formation woe 'Xa nouvellc 
conr.iun© in which the cultivated land woe also privately 
owned, though pastures and foreste were still corxxranl

136property? this wao the German village of the t!iddle Ages.
Going hack from the oonnuiK rurale (last primitive form) thore
vns the coanune in which the land was redivided between the
tribes or gcntco and in which agriculture was probably in

137corjnon vlthin the group. Dehind this was the onrlicot 
form, comuanutee plus primitives", with comon housing and 
only hunting and fishine# with a transitional form following 
it in itoich private occupation of housing was periodically

l«predistributed and pastoral and agricultural life wao followed •
The oonnune rurale in Germany developed there. It was . 

not in existence in Caesar's tire (he described the annual
redistribution of land anon'* the tribes) , was described by

130Tacitus, and disappe red thereafter in the migrations. '" It 
was not brought out of Asia but grov- up in Germany.

The commune rurale is distinguished from ©nrlicr 
comunities by three traits.141 (l) It 1s the first cocrunity 
not based upon blood-kinohip but rather is an association 
of free men. (Ftigels had stressed the fact of blood-klnshlp 
in primitive society; see later chapters) (?) **rivate property 
exist in the house and barn. (?) Cultivated land is worked 
privately but is periodically redivided nnd 1s cocoannl property.

136. Ibid., 336. 137. Ibid.. 535.
138. Ibid.. 335-337. 139. Ibid.. 335.
1*0. Xbia.. 321. 141. Ibid.. v56-3’7.
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M g * ’s, Prlgltlys. Order,
(l) We should note first that tferx attributed e serious
defect to ouch of primitive society, a defect that only modem
conditions can remove: it is afflicted by isolation imposed by
a naturally given factor, geography, and thereby supports a
despotism. This lack of communication nn^bobillty is a
serious defect n.,,qui lul jusqu'ld interdict toute initiative 

142hletcrique T, It is geographically imposed! in the Russian 
situation it

,,,scoble avoir 4t4 prinltlveoont lmposde par la vcste 
dtenduc du tcrritoire, fut en grande partle consolidee 
par les destinies politique* quo la Russie svnit h 
subir depute 1*invasion raongole.143

Tills lac!: of the development of human unity in communication
and intercourse of material life which allove a despot to
control tho whole can be overcome In mod m  timer In Russia

144by a popular assembly. This does not niter the fact that 
Mnrx seeo a serious defect in the primitive community in its 
ori Inal setting and time, a defeet which he discusses sore 
fully in the materials on Asiatic society,
(2 In the virtues of the cocaune rurale there io implied 
n defect in the primitive cocrumity generally and the need for 
its dissolution and the development of private property. Tho 
couoinal ownership of the land gives a solid foundation for the 
life of the community os a coinunity, showing that Marx values
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this ropect of tho prinitive ooeminity* However, he coys 
that the private property in the house nnd barn and private 
tilling of the soil encourage the development of the
Individuals • ••dorment un eoaor a I9individuality incooprtiblc

j 1A5avee 1 * organisms doe comunmitee plus primitives* All
previous forms of rrlmitive code ty have limited the development
of the individual even though they have hod the advantage of
eodal solidarity, and hence are defective* Further, the
co-operative production itoelf vac a sign of human imncturityi

Oe type prinitif do la production collective ou 
cooperative fht, hien entendu, le rGsultat de la 
f iblesoe de 1 lndlvidu ieolc et non de la eodallaatlon 
des noyenc de production*1^  •

Marx thus consistently distinguishes the communist of the
primitive society from that of modem times*

(3) Zt must be pointed out that in the background of the
whole discussion there is the assumption thrt the primitive
community is inferior and must be allowed to die when it io
on its own: the gist of K rx*g letter io thc>t the only hope of
the survival of the Russian cormun© is its historical circiinstance*
It exists on a national scale in a time when it may receive
the material help of the capitalist production and at a time

147when capitalism is ripe for revolution. This pre-supposes 
an Inherent weakness of th© commune, thrt it ennnot offer the 
mastery of nature and individual development which characterise 
mature humanity*
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(4) Marat again uses the vame -nr logi e l  oonp-rison of the 
primitive ooonunloc and the modern ooisnunisia, limited all the 
more by the foregoing criticisms of primitive society. In 
Baying that capitalism le ripe for revolution and transformation 
to socialism (whereby there ie hope for the survival of the 
contemporary primitive communes he borrows a phrase from 
Morgan to express a thoutfit he has always held. Morgan had 
said that the relation of property and state and society would 
undergo a transformation; a property career le not tho end of 
mankind.

Democracy in government, brotherhood in society, equality 
in ri^ite and privileges, and universe! education, 
foreshadow the next higher plane of society to which 
experience, intelligence and knowledge ere steadily 
tending. It will be a revival, in a higher form, of 
the liberty, equality and fraternity of the ancient 
geefcMh?"*

Marx says that the advantage of the Russian air is that it
finds itself in the period of revolution of capitalist society:

Ells le trouve en un mot dans une arise qui finim quc prr 
con elimination, par un retour des coci^tde aodemee au 
type orchaiqus" de la propri6t6 comune forme ou ... le 
systtae nouveau rmqual la ssclitd node m e  tend "serr urns 
renaissance (a revival ) dans une forme sup6ricure, (in a 
superior form) d'un type social arChal<gus*.149

In ssying that the future will be a superior fora of tho
archnic type of society, Nora is fUlly aware of the fact that
there ie a radically different basis for this new form, as we
have already A  own. It certainly does not appear thnt Mara
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1© saying more than he hoc cold in tbs print, and is 
certainly no shift in his evaluation of primitive society, 
as he qualified any high estimate of the primitive commune 
by its simultaneous existence with the highly developed 
capitalist society about to be transformed Into a modem 
socialist one.

Conclusion.

In this survey of Marx's expressions on the subject of 
primitive society we have a consistent view of it to the end 
of hie lifb. While ■atertals altered ana enriched the 
content of his thou&it about it, he persisted in seeing it as 
an immature foru of human existence which bad to be 
dissolved by private property In order to develop the means of 
production and the life of the individual. Only on the basis 
of the development of private property and capitalism cr uld 
mankind hop© to find its true existence in a new social form. 
And in all his writings he reco nioce the radically different 
basis of the vaguely dollar states of immature and mature 
mans primitive man must co-operate because of the lack of 
development, modem man must co~op©mte because of the fullness 
of human development.
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C H A P T E R  VI

moasia • vxsv or primitive oornjtusM

The proooding chapter has shewn that Morx’o writings on 
the question of primitive society do not contradict the 
fundamental conception of history which he held* history ie 
the evolving of mature humanity from its raw nnd imrture 
beginnings in primitive men. Mature humanity ie man in 
control of both hie material environment nnd hie social 
environment* The latter is dependent upon the former, so thnt 
the similarity of the earlier social form to tho laf er is only 
vaguely analogicals modern communion le hosed upon sufficiency, 
the sodnl nature of the system of production, and the 
conodouely controlled communal life, while prinitive eomunicm 
was based upon insufficiency, naturally givon - nnd hence 
unconscious - community of life, and pmcticnlly no system of 
production* The development of the modem maturity of non 
necessitated the destruction of the primitive comnuniem and 
the development of nnriind by means of privrte property and 
its consequent forme of eoixsunity* Some have felt that with 
Engels there io a definite return to a romantic or secularised
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religious view of history which finds a paradise or a state
of perfection in primitive times which is lost and finally
regained in the taodern proletarian revolution.1 It ie now
necessary to examine the writings of Bngele and see (a) whether
there is an un-Hnrxian view of primitive history and (b) whether
Bngsls changed hie view at the tine of his encounter with

2Lewie Henry Morgan's work*

i

Che first tool; io to determine whether Engels held 
conoiotently to a single doctrine throughout his life and lte 
nature if he did so* The first material of which we take note 
is not a direct dlocuoslon of primitive society but rather a 
defence of the modem situation which thereby reveals rngelc* 
estimate of the primitive order# This material spared in 
li!72 in on attack on a series of articles on the housing 
question in tho Volketait# a socialist paper. The writer had 
deplored the destruction of the home and family by modem 
indiistri l society and life and had concluded*

1. Cf. n. Krouoe, Marx .uRd, Mftjola utyl .dap.
59j 0. Moyer, Fgiedrlch ftiyyls: Pine Mlo.yr. ic, II, 

437ff#» J#H# Ooneront ^Agents and viotiDOff> The Listener 
L5.IV(Uo# 1G43 v 22/s/GO;9 460j B# 3emstoin# ^ermerlomgen ueber 
rngele' Ursprung der Ftoilie”, P^c&pltstlsche Iterates Hefts, 
(1900% 491-494 (Bernstein qualifies hio assertion)#
2# L#H# Morgan, Ancient Oociety (1077 • Iters excerpted this 

in 1081 and Engels used his excerpts and notes in the writing 
of Dor Urogrung der Fmdllct des Prlv tejflmtume und dps 
Stoate in 1084#
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In this respect wo are tnr below the savages* The 
troglodyte hoc hie ceve, the Australian his Olay hut, 
the Indian his o n henrth, but the modem proletarian 
Is pmctic lly suspended In midair**#5

Engele replies that the situation of the proletarian ie neoeBeery
to the development and the flnel triumph of man (it is noted
that he is usually considering tho rural peasant ond srall-holdar,
not the primitive ran • He ooyc thnt It was "•••absolutely
necessary to out the umblllonl cord which still bound the worker
of the post to the land#** no tho hand-woaver war bound in his
life and mentality to the status quo- The coononic revolution
of largo scale Industry, transforming tho worker into a
propcrtylooo proletarian, freeing him from all traditional
fetters, has "•••created the sole conditions under which the
exploitation of the working dacs in its final form, in
capitalist production, eon be overthrown. This boneless
condition is not a retrogression but the first condition of the
proletariat1 e "intellectual eaandprtlon’*̂  Modem proletarian
conditions arc a necessary port of the movement of history toward
the development of mankind.

I'n els goes on to draw a point from the method of hlo
earliest work, Tho Condition of the brkipg Class in Trr-1̂  nd
in 1B44 and says this work described the process of driving
people from their hones to the cities in all its infamy*
However, this w^e not considered a retrogression but a
necessary progress*



m

But oould it enter ny bend to regnrd this, which uno in the 
circumstances an absolutely necessary historical procooc 
of development9 no a retrogression "below tho savages"? 
Impossible! The English proletarian of 1072 to on an 
Infinitely higher level than the rural weaver of 1772 
with hio "hearth and hone • And will the troglodyte 
with hie cave, the Auotrolion with hie day hut or the 
Indian with hie own hearth ever §ceoBQ>llCh a June 
insurrection or a Ports Cotamme?•

That tho condition of tho uoorteere io worse oinoe the 
Introduction of oapltallsD to doubted only by the bourgoolsi 
howeveri

But should we therefore look backward longingly to the 
(likewise very asagr*} fleShpots of Egypt, to rural 
oaall-soale lnduotry9 which produced only ocrvile souls, 
or to (the savages"? On the oontrary. Only the 
proletariat created by modem large-scale Industry, 
liberated from all Inherited fetters including those 
whioh Chained it to the land9 and herded tonether in 
the big cities, is in a position to accomplish the 
great social transformation which Hill put an end 
to all dase exploitation and all doss rule ®

Thio abolition of exploitation and dase rule is to he
accomplished by the very revolution in production hich mokes the
earlier node of life impossible and which is constantly
expending its dominion over tho productive life of nanlcind by
its complex social system of production.

And it is precisely thio industrial revolution whioh
has raised tho productive power of human labour to 
such a high level that— for the first tine in the 
history of humanity— the possibility exists, given a 
rational division of labour momr all, of producing not 
only enough for the plentiful consumption of dll raetfbero 
of society rod for an abundant reserve fund, but also 
of leaving each individual sufficient leisure oo that

7. Ib|a. 8. Ibid.



uha ie really worth preserving in historically inherited 
culture— science, nrt, fores of intercourse— may not only 
be preserved but converted from n monopoly of the ruling 
clae into the comon property of the idiole of society, 
nnd any be further developed.*

The neccesity of a dose freed from the production of subsistence
had olvoyc been the justification for dace rule, nnd now that
hoe been removed, says m  els.

In these passages Engels dearly seta forth the booio of
his thought and of the historical view he holde. The immaturity
of the primitive condition, the necessity of its death, and
the evils accompanying that death ore both dearly enunciated,
nnd the superiority of the modern life, in even its worse forme,
over the primitive life is affirmed#

This view receives a more complete expression, especially
in direct connection with primitive society, in 1874-75 in m
article entitled ”0n Social Halations in Ruosin".10 Replying to
the idea that Russia could hove a revolution much more easily
than the West because they had no capitalistic power to overcome,
Engels replies in a pasorv e which has direct reference to
primitive communism nnd indudes Engels9 evaluation of it#
The goal of modem eocirlieo, he says, ie the victory of the
proletariat over the bourgeoisie nnd the formation of a
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another translation of it nnd the hole of itf rr onite the 
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9. Ibid## 512#
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classless society, for which victory not only the proletariat
io required, ”*.*but also n bourt'eoioic in whose hands the
proauctivc forcco of oociety have developed oo fnr that they
allow of the final destruction of doss distinctions•" * A
classless society often exists among savages ond every people
has had such a stags# bs toys* However?

It could not oceur to ue to re-establish this state# for 
the simple reason th-t elans distinctions necessarily 
emerge out of it as the productive forces of society 
develop* Only at a certain level of development of the 
productive forces of oooiety9 on even very high level 
for our modem conditions, does it become possible to 
raise production to such an extent that the abolition 
e& class distinctions can bo a real progress* own be 
lasting without bringing about stagnation or even 
decline in the node of social production* But the 
productive forces have; reached this level of 
development only in the bands of the bourgeoisie*

Kngels thus notes tho similarity of the universal form of
primitive ooanunlso to modem social ion, only to dismiss it
because it ie necessarily dissolved in the development of
productive power* The new communism is a radically different
thing requiring the total historic 1 development to institute it*

This view 1s reiterated by Engels in the same article
when discussing the question of the future of the nir in Russia*
He mentions the widespread existence of the primitive comunity
among the Xndo-Cenaanlo peoples r,***on a low level of
development from India to Ireland***n and even in Malaya under

15Indian influence* It h is existed in India down to the present 
in M***a whole series of forms*•• while* in Eastern urope,

XI. S-# lit 46. 12* Ibid** 46-47. 13. Ibid*. 52



Poland nnd Little Russia, "•••at a certain et -e in the bo dal
development, this communal ownership became a fetter, a brake
on agricultural production, and was more end more ©1 initiated. ^
However, in Rueeia it still existe, "•••thereby proving in the
first place thnt here agricultural production nnd th© social
conditions in th© countryside corresponding to it nrc still

15very undeveloped, as is actually the case. ’ ^ Therefore, if 
this form of society io to be of any v lue to modorn cocnunisn, 
it must be raised to a hi^ier forms th© peasants oust begin to 
work collectively (instead of owning collectively while working 
privately) y and ̂ c r c  mact be e revolution In the cat provldiuc 
the mater! 1 help for a revolution in the whole agricultural 
eysten.1G Hence oven in the event that thoro is oodo service 
for the surviving primitive communes in th© modem order, it is 
dependent upon their acquisition of the benefits of the progress 
of those arena whioh have outgrown the prinitive order (and
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14. Ibid, 15. Ibid.
16. Ibid., 54s "Nevertheless, the possibility undeniably exists 

of raising thio form of society to a higher one, if it cfr'ould 
last until circumstances ore ripe for that, and if it shows 
itself capable of development in such a manner that the peasants 
no longer cultivate tho land separately, but collectively; of 
raising it to this hifiher form without it being necessary for 
th© Russian peasants to go through the intermediate stage of 
bourgeois small holdings. This, however, can only happen if, 
before the complete break-up of oomunal ownership, a proletarian 
revolution io successfully carried out in Western Ruropo, 
creating for the Russian peasant the prc-conditiono requisite 
for ouch a transition, particularly the material conditions 
whleh he noods if only to carry the revolution necessarily 
connected therewith of hio whole agricultural eyston,"



which h vc suffered the consequenoeo of the modem development
of industry' end social conditions#)

In addition to these deficiencies in the primitive
commune there was a positive evil* they are afflicted with
isolation end form the basis of oriental despotism*

Such a complete isolation of the individual 
communities fTon one another, which creates throughout 
the country similar, but the very opposite of common, 
interests, is the natural basis for deeotlao,
nnd from Indin to Russia this form of society, where 
it prevailed, has always produced it nnd has always 
found its complement in it#1'

Hot only does the primitive state represent the lack of the 
mastery of nature, it also represents the lack of the inter
connection of mankind and this allows the formation of the 
moot absolute type of State!

It should be noted in passing that Enrols holds to a 
universal occurrence of the primitive form (though he specifics 
the Inio-Oeronnio peoples), and that ho knows of a whole series 
of forms in India, where in some oases the land is cultivated in 
common and tho product divided while in others it le cultivated 
privately# Thus Engels is aware of a progression of tho nature 
of the communes and presumably sees a development in the forms# 

In 1375-76 there io dear indication that Engels has 
followed the lead of Hnrx’s discovery in Ilaurer that tho 
ori Inal social form of mankind was the larger group from uhich 
the family developed# This antedates the appearance of Itorgan18
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work. Ancient Society (1077) no well nebbeing before hie
aoquaintnoe with Hor^n a vork. In a letter to P#L« Laurov
in 1875 he wrote concerning' the Darwinian struggle for
existence, that he could not accept it no the firot phnee of
human developmentt

Melner Ancicfat nach war der Geoellachaftotrieb einer der 
veeentlloheten Ucbel der Bntwicklunc dee Menschen nuc 
den Affen* Die eroton Menschen muccoon in Rudeln gelebt 
haben# und soueit wir surucckbllcken koennen, flnden 
wir, daae dies der Poll war.1-'

The following year he agftia expresses this concept very dearly
when he says that ran originated from social animals - b ndc of
apes living in trees, and "•••It ie obviously lnpooslble to sock
the derivation of the cost social of all animalg, fron non*
gregarious ionediste ancestors* ,,c Engels definitely followed
the lead of Marx, who was influenced by Maurer in 1068, in
considering the tribe or band of ncn as the original unit of
oociety no opposed to the individual family*

It should nlso be noted that in this i/riting of Engels
he dearly sees human society as originating in the work nnd
progress of huoon life, not in the original natural grouping of
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la. Cf. Marx to I-'naolo, 14/V68, 1FGA. Abt.III, Bd.IO, 27ff., 
nnd "ingels note in Onpitnl, I, 570, note 2* As wo shell see
Inter Engels does not appear to have really i&own Morgan1* work 
before the beginniiv’ of 1884*
19. Engels to U m p o w , 12-17/ll/T5, In Auaeowehltc Brief, 

(Berlin. 1953), 359.
SO. SW, IX, 76; of. 74,78. This le found In na unfinished 

manuscript published first in H96 in Die ifcuo flcit. (XIY,Dd*2,
54';- 54 i «f. Engels, r ‘ “ “ “
note 91* Its titlet ,
Transition fron Ape to Man*"
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first In 196 in Die Kcuo r,cit. (XXV.Bd.2, 
H e c t i c s  of Knture. (Moscow. 1954;, 483, 
’The Port Played by Labour in the



men, The natural association found in th© rawest state of
men io increased and expanded by labour which increaoce the

21 'points of mutual contact and dependence*
Hero then are found the essentials of Enrols1 view of 

primitive communis v a view which he held until his death 
two decodu8 later* In it, prinitive connunian (l) occurs in 
a low stage of productive development, (2) necessarily 
disintegrates into alas 8 society no production incronnco,
(3) lo a foundation of despotism where it docs not oo develop* 
and (4 ) its modern remnants cannot bo transformed of themselves 
into a modern communism but must receive the help of the 
□aterial progress of eotern capitalistic society which has 
given rise to the proletarian revolution and modern eooounisD* 
Thio view is thoroughly consistent with thefcfound in Marx, and 
portrays the development of non into a being controlling his 
existence, both material and social, which development builds 
upon its past pro cress, ranking this pro rcos nnd its evils 
necessary*

ii

Beginning the firct of the year, 1077, published a
series of articles in the Vorvaerto (Leipsigf oucoossor to the 
Volkogtact against the views of Eugen Buehrlnr which had 
appeared earlier* These ’’ere published in 1878 no a book
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entitled (°r Ilcim Euflen Duc Urlnse Uoweleung
~ 2?der iaeenachan . The worfc of Euchring had covered a

v/ide rr rvge of subject mutter end Engels1 writing attacked thief
hence the statements about primitive society must be gathered
together nnd systematized. Further, Engels did not consider
this a systematic statement on the subject nnd v/iohed to re-write
it but did not because of the existence of the Orlrin of 180##®

As in the previous writing primitive communism le sold
to occur firoa India to Ireland in the early history of all
civilised peoples and persists today in India nnd Russia!
though he le still limited to statements about Indo-rxiropean 

24peoples! Germans, Celts, Slave* Further he is aware of the 
fact of a variety of its forme of existence and dissolution:
’...seiner vcrschieden Dooeina und Aufloosungcfornen../1.^

He definitely holds to a development of the basic prinevnl 
form into its final form of dissolution. In at least ono plrce 
he dieting nichce between the primitive communism of the world

22• Ajitt-I^hariae (German edition! 11th. t Diets, Stuttgart, 
1921 j Engl is' edition| Moscow, 1994). Cf. the Preface for th© 
account of its writing (pngcs vii-x of the Gorman edition and 
9-13 of the English edition)•
23. AnU-Duehring, xiv(F. 16). In the Origin he snye that 

Morgan was the "... first person with expert knowledge to 
attempt to introduoe a definite order into the prehistory of 
man... (s^ Ilf 169 •
24. Anti-JuelirIn,'•. 183,17, 140-141 (E. 244, 248, 19l)» aloo 

in the preparatory notes printed in the English edition, 437.



of savagery and that of the later agricultural corsnunitieo of 
civilised peoples: •••die noch In den mturwucchsigcn,
ackerbautreibendcn Geaeinwesen dor specter* Kulturvoelker 
fortdauert* ' And in the process of dissolution, there le 
a scries of intcraediate stages before the f ln r l  advent of 
private property: *Es wird aufgehitosn, negirt, nach kuersem 
oder laengern Zwischsnstufen In Privnteigcnthum verusndelt*f ̂  

Xt le Important to keep In alnd tho fact of this view of a 
progressive development within tho primitive fora iteelf , In 
order to evaluate correctly the Influence of fJorgnn on Engels*

Ogaqagtipfl of trfeitive JjoirauQifiB
3he descriptive statements made by Engels nearly ell 

refer to the agricultural connunitice of which he hae cone 
knowledge - Slnvlc and Indian especially* There io a vnricty 
of landholding forms in those: some till the land jointly end 
divide the products, ooao temporarily distribute the land for 
individual tilling nnd aaintnin cr mnon pasture end woodland* 
Common to all of then, howvor9 is the absence of commodity 
production* Inst end 9 work end products ore distributed
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26* 1 7(e *248'* Cf* 150(204 whore he spoke of the
recognisable survivals of the prinitive forms with which ell 
civilized peoples enter history*

28* m a** 183, 337(English, 244, 431-432:.
27. Ibid** 141(E. 191).



OQaccording to tradition nnd requirements.4"
The coacsuniOD of theee comunities io neither perfect nor 

io it the result of an ideal of equality* Equality of righto 
did not apply to oil members of the cocouno# only to the male 
memberet

In den nelteoten, naturwuechsigen Gencinwcoon kormte von 
Glelchberechtlrung hoe chat one unter den Geoeindcgliedera 
die Hede ocin; ! eiber* Sklnven, render) wnren von eolbot 
clnvon nuo, ‘osehlos&en* ‘

It lo not explicitly stated, but ic implied in the statements
about the dissolution of prinitivo communism, that the primitive
mode of production ond resulting scarcity gave rise to the
conounol form (cf* tho latter discussion of this point * There
lo no complete communism in these communities no private

31property exists in certain objects.
’ ithin tliie ancient communal form arc to be found the

natural beginnings of nricrtocmey, based upon custom and
consent rather than upon exploitation and class rule*

Solbot die Bildung einer nnturwuochslgcn Ariotokratle, 
wie sie bel Kelten, Gcrmanen und io India chon Puonfstronlnnd 
nuf Grund deo geoeinonraon Bodencigenthums erfolgt,
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29* Ibid. y 3r4-335 (E,42 :-429 t '’Die tfarenproduktion iet indeos 
keineowege die 'uisochlieoelicfco Porn der gcsoilochnftliohen 
Produktion* In den altindischen Geaeim/eoenf in der auedelttvischen 
Frail ien; eneindf veruandoln sich die Produkte nicht in Vanren.
Die Mitgliedcr der Getaelndc eind unnittclbnr cur Produktion 
vergesellochnftet, die Arbeit wird nrch Hcrkocnen und Beduerfniso 
verthcilt, die ’rodulrte, cowelt sio cur Konsunptlon koroen,
©lenfallo. Die unoittelbar geoellechaftllche Produktion vie die 
dirckte Vorthoilung Bchlieosen alien aarennustausch aus, also 
nuch die Vervondlunrr der Produkte in Moaren (uenigotcno inncrhalb 
der Gcocinde;, donit nuch ihre Vorwandlung in crto. r,0f *167fc*Pg3-2:4) «
30* Ibid., 100(e .144| cf* 476 of preparatory notes),
51* Ibid., 167(P,223 i "Bs beetcht schon, werm nuch unter

(contd* next pare)
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beruht sunaechot kelnesvegs auf Gevnlt, sondcrn mif 
Froivilli*h»it und Gevohaheit.32

Gtate functions also ori inate naturally from tacks aecignod
to oertnin individuals.

Zn judea solcheta Gomeinvenen bectehen von Anfhng nn 
gevisse geaelneeoe Interccoon, deren ahrung T̂ insolnen, 
vetm auch unter Aufcichi der Gesematlioit, uebcrtmgcn 
werdcn meet r:nt3cheidun, von fitrcitigkeitent Repression 
von Uebergrlffen Einselner ueber ihre Dereohtiung hirwue; 
Auf si oh t ueber Gewneseer, besondere in heisocn Lacndern; 
endlich, bei der -nldurspruon^lichlccit dor Zustnondc, 
rellgloese Funktionen. Dergleichen Beomtungen linden 
sicv in den urvuochsien Geaelnvescn eu jeder fccit, so in 
den rcltcoten deutocken tfnrkgenossenochaften und noch 
heute in Indian. Sic sind eelbetredend nit elner 
gewiooen tinchtvolllconnenheit misgeruestet und die 
Anfrenge der Btaatsgcwalt.33

In addition to thief these communes, ”...vo sie fortbestanden,
bilden sett Jnhrtaucenden die Grundlnge der rohestcn Staetsfora,

34der orientnllschen Despotic, von Indien bic Ruselnnd. Tfcio 
state does not rent upon a society tom by conflicts between 
classes and by the division of labour and commodity production.

Dissolution of llrinitlvc Society*

In Anti-Duohring there arc two phnsoo of the process of 
disintegration of the primitive cocounity. The first of these 
nicht be tcraed the growth of the ’’natural state” just mentioned 
and quoted. Following the formation of this natural state, the

(footnote contd.) Beechmenkung auf gcwisoe Gogenstnende, in 
der umltcn naturwueohsigcn Genelnde oiler Kulturvoelkcr.
32. Ibid.. 167(E. 224).
33. Ibid.. 137(8»2#t 'f of. 191(205) for a similar statement.
34. Ibta*. 190(r. 251). 35. Ibid.. 107(s, 240).



following development takes place, within the context of
primitive communities: the increase in productivity and
population leodo to new points of oonnon rnd conflicting
interests between the separate connunities end this new
grouping into larger cocrjunities creates new orgno for the
promotion of conpon interests. Theoc find themselves detached
from the interests of each particular oomunity and even in
opposition at tinesf then follows nn even further dcvclopoont
of independence - tho offices become hereditary, nnd they
become increasingly neoesonry because of the growing number of
conflicts. with time (and Engels neglects to traoe the final
Stags* of the process th© officials gradually become lords

36and unite into a ruling blase. Her© is a purely oomunnl
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36. Ibid., 107(e #24 -249)t "Allaaelig stcigero eld: die 
Produktivfcr c t; die dichtere Bevoolkerung schnfft hier gooeinsnmc, 
dort wider olreltendc Inters seen ewieehen den einselncn 
Geneinwosen, doren Gruppierung zu groessern Gnnsen wiedenna 
ein© neue Arbcitsthcilung, die Gchnffung von Orgonen sur 
Vnhrung der geneinscmcn, zur abwehr der wi/dorstreltendon 
Intoreacon horvorruft. Diest Organ©f die ochon nlo vertretcr 
dor gemeinonmen Inter©seen der gnnsen Gruppe, jeden cinzclncn 
Ge.einwcsen gegemicber elnc bcoondre unter Uostaenden oogrr 
gegensaetzliche Stellung hnben, veroelbotrcndigen sich bold 
nodi oehr, theils durch die, in elner Welt, wo silos 
noturwueohoig hcrgeht, fast selbstncndlich cintretend©
Erblichkeit dor Amtsfuehrungt theils durdi Hire, nit der 
Vernehrung der Konflikte mit nndem Gruppen wnchocnde 
Unontbehrllehkolt • Wie dies© Vereelbstsendlgung der gesell* 
echaftlichcn Punktion gegenueber dor Gesellochnft nit dor 
Eeit old: bis zur ilerroohnft ucber die Gesellscfhaft steigem 
konntc, wie d r urspruengliohe Diener, wo die Gelogenhelt gunotig, 
sich ollanolig in den Herron wcrwnndelte, vie jc nach den 
Umotpenden dieser Herr als orient' liocher Despot Oder Satrap? 
pas (Tieocher ntocmofuerot, ole keltlscher danohef u.a.w. 
puftrnt, wie welt or oich bel dieser Verwai.dlung schllessllch 
ouch der Go wait beulente, wie endlich die elnzelnen hcrrochcndcn 
Porsoncn cdc: nuednor herrochenden Klnsso euenrmenfuegton, 
darouf brnudicn wir hier nloht elnsugehon. Po koracrt hier nur



development on the basis of consnunrl conflict nnd needs9 not
upon the basis of class conflicts the whole process indeed
produces a class conflict* This cones about by the slow
working of natural roceoeee end ouston* The only division
of labour lo that of social offices voluntarily created*

Alongside this procsss Engels finds another9 and this one
is the classic Marxist one based upon private property and clarc
divisions: "Neben dleser Klossenbilfdung ging aber noch eine 

37nndro.' 1 This osoond fomatlon of bloc see is the development
of slavery, which occurred especially in lands where the
oonnmnal ownership had diointcgmtcd9 or at least had developed

33to ths allotment for private cultivation. Therefore it le 
necessary thrt this process he exhibited up to this point ffoa 
other sections of the work and then the exposition of thin 
seotlon he continued in itqtinturnl place in the sequence.

The beginning of this second process appears to be in the 
existence of lid ted prlvnto property in the primitive 
connunitice and the fact of exchange between different 
communitiest which two inter-acted to bring about tho development 
of private propertyf division of labour and commodity production* 
The more exchange destroyed the natural division of Inbour the 
more did inequality develop in the property owned by members of 
the coranune and the comnutfê l basis of landed property was

(footnote contd* dnmuf nn9 fcstsustellcn9 dass der 
polltlschen Herrschaft uebemll eine geGollechrftlichc 
Amtsthr.etigkeit su Orundc lagf und die polltioche Herrschnft hat 
ouch darin nur auf die Dmier hestnnden9 venn sic die sc Ihre 
gcscllschoftliche Arotsthaetigkeit volleog."
37. Ibid.. 10G(E. 249). 30. Ibid.. 108(250),
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undermined. The peasants found it to their advantage to end 
the oomunol property system, as they were doing in the

with the development of the eoononic life of onriklnd nnd its
increased productivity:

Ueberall, wo dns Prlvatelgonthun sich hemusbildet, 
geeohleht dies in Folge vernenderter Produktions- 
und Austaunch- vcrhneltnisoe, im Intercose der

1 Foerderung des Vcrkchro—

Tills is the some arooeeo which Mnrx gave in Capital end else 
where - & process which is propelled by the trade between 
comunitiee and which only later gives rise to exchange 
within the ooocunity.

In another chapter Etvtclc gives a ate? by step account
of ti l© disintegration: (l) money forces the oorxaodity fore
on nearly all objects, even those for consumption, nnd thereby
dissolves the coomunity into a mss of private producers,
(2) then follows the ending of joint tillage, (3) later the
joint ownership of the tillage area is terminated, first being
periodically redistributed, then by a final distribution
(4) finally the woodland and pasture, or the common ground,

41is divided. It is at this point that the development has 
reached the stage of the Introduction of slavery mentioned 
previously:

19th C. on the Mosel.^ This development le intertwined

39. Ibid.. 167-160(e . 224). 40. Ibid.
41. Ibid.. 337(E. 431-432).



Dies ̂ introduction of alien labour into the fanil^/unr 
bcsonders der Phil in hrendem, wo dor nlte 
Geoeinbesltz m  Boden bereitc zerfnllcn oder durch 
do oh wealgstcns die nlte gomeinsezac Bebouung der 
Elnselbebeuung der Bodemntheile (birch die 
entsprcehenden Prailieti cvichcn war .42

©ie productivity of the natural divinicn of labour nnd the
developing commodity production mokes possible thio enlargement
of the labour force: slavery itself makes possible the division
of labour between Industry and agriculture on a larger scale and

43thereby brings about the decay of the older communities. This
development into slavery (to be seen in the paragraphs on
evaluation of Primitive oociety) was again an advance in the
development of mnmlilnd.

The result of this second development unites with that of
the first: Trstens beruht alle poHtlsbhe Gewalt uropruenglich
auf elner oeJrouontscheri, geeellachnft lichen Eunktion*.*” - this
is the natural state” function or the first development of the
classes - ' •••und steinert sich in dec Mass9 vie durch Aufloecung
der urspruonglichen Geneinweecn die Gesellschnftsgliedt r in
Privntproduaentcn ver undelt, (this loth* second or economic
process of the formation of classes)9 ''•••also den Verwnltcm
der goncins o-t^cccllsbhaftli^t n Functioncn noch raehr

44ent rcrauct werden/ As differences in wealth and in 
distribution pro coed by virtue of the money economy and slavery* 
economic classes form which are poooeaooro nnd dispossessed,

42. Ibid.. ?30). 43. Ibid*
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44. Ibid.. 191-192(S. 253).
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exploiters end exploited, rulers and ruled: the state then 
becomes just o* much a neons of maintaining these conditions 
os of providing for those conrnon interests which originnlly
brought it into being.

Hit den Untersehleden in der Vertheilung fiber 
treten die Rlaoaeaunterschlede oaf. Die Ooeellschrft 
thellt sich in bevorsugtc und bennohtheiligte, nnebeutend© 
und auesebeutete, hcrrechondc und beherrechte Klasoen, 
und der staat, »i den sich die naturwuectisigen Gruirpen 
gleiGhstasmmlger Gonoinden eunaechet nur bohufo der 
^Ghmehnuor: gooeineener Interesoen (Dericsclung in 
Orient e.B.) und Vegen dee Schutaee nach Auosen 
fortentwickelt batten, crhaelt von nun cm ebensosehr 
den Sueek, die Lebena-und nerrochn: tobodingungcn der

chte Klnose nit Gewolt

The dissolution of tho primitive society is soon to be 
closely bound to oertnin spontaneous natural developments on 
the one head, and on tho other, to bo the result and the further 
cause, of increased productivity.

BncolDV Eroluntion 01 M  lttw Society.
We have already seen thnt Engels saw a limited equality in 

the ancient coaoune* slaves, women, and non-monbers were not 
direct participants in this equality. The equality itself van 
based upon the mode of production, not upon principles of justice 
or concei ts of human dignity. Further we have seen that 
aristocracy nnd state functions arose within tho cormunc before 
its dissolution Into a commodity - producing unit. In an

45. Ibid.. 151(E. 205).
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aside he soys that war was a characteristic of those communes:
• •.und der Kriog war oo alt wie die clcichseitige Kxistene

achror Geaeinochnftognippen neben einnnder#”̂  In fact aon io
not far removed firoo tho animals in the first stage® of tiietoryi

Wie die Mcnochcn uropruenglioh aus den Tkicrreich— :lm 
ongem binne--hernastrcten, oo tretcn sie in die 
Gfcsohichte eln: noch hole Thlere, roh, noch ohnooechtig 
o^enucbcr den KTneften der Retur, noch unlxjkannt nit 
ihren cignonj doher arm v/ic die Thiorc und kaum 
produktivcr als eic.47
In addition to this, the primitive forms of property nnd

(government themselves lend to the moat cruel form of state when
there ie no development into slavery end class sntegonioofi with
their own stete-foros. In defense of slavery ho snyes

• ••die Elnfuehrung der Eklrvcrei unter den dnoalif^i 
'Jnetnendon eln grosser Fortechritt war. To lot nun 
elmol cine Thatsaohe, dass die Meaeobheit von 
Thiere rngefangen, und dnhor bnrbnrische, fast 
thierieche Mlttel noetig gehnbt hat, in sich nus der 
Borborei hernussurrbelten. Die Alten Ocooinwcocn, wo 
sic fDrtbeatnndeuy biluon oclt Jnhrtousendon die 
Grundla © der rohesten Stnateform, der oriental lachcn 
Despotic, von Indien bio Ruosland. TJur wo ale nich 
Aufloeston, sind die Voelker sue sich oelbst welter 
vornngcodhritten, und ihr nnechster oekonoQdscher 
Fortechritt be stand in der Steioenmg und Fortbildung 
der Froduktlon vcraittclot der 8Sdavenarbclt.^r

Tbs only possible means of process in the arts and aclcnooo \/ben
tlierc was oo little surplus was a division of labour in oociety,
the simplest fora of which vno slavery.

having eocn Enrols1 evaluation of primitive society it is
to be expected that when he speaks of the ”neg tion of the

46. Ibid.. 109(S. 250), 47. Ibid.. 106-107(B. 240).
40. Ibid.. 139-190 (®» 251).



negation” that he will cake dorr that It is no restoration*
Ho uses this to illustrate the philosophical principles the
social revolution is to negate tho earlier negation of oomnunal
property and to restore coanon property on a higher plane of
development • Ho points out th t all peoples hod coanon
property hut thrt it was outmoded nnd hod to he transformed
into private property in the interests of production# However*
today private property hns itself produced a si tun t ion in which
it is a fetter nnd coanon ownership must he reinstated*

Die/ Porderungf eo obenfnlls su negiren, os vieder in 
Gome ingut su vcrwandeln, tritt nit Hotuendlgkelt hervor* 
Aber dleee Forderung bedeutet nicht die iedezhcrotcllunc 
dee altureprueasllehen Gemeineigenthums, oondcm die 
Hcrstellung elner welt hochem, entvickeltcm Fore von 
Gemelnhesltssy die welt entfemt dor Produktion eine 
Schranke zu werden« sie vielnehr erst ontfesoeln und 
ihr die voile Auenutsung der modemen cheniochen r , 
Entdeckungen und nechanischen Frflnden gestntten wlrd*

Even in non-econoaic and non-social discussion rngelo does
not forget to qualify any statement concerning the similarity
of primitive communism to modem communion•

iii

In this exposition of Engels9 continuing viewpoint the 
details of his writings innodintely after Anti-Huehrlng ore 
not given hut ore grouped together in a later study of the 
back^pround ond writing of the Origin etc* Here ve shall only 
mention several rcmrko which reveal his continuing evaluation 
of primitive society* The first of those is in a letter to
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49. Ibid., 141 (S. 191).____________________________



Koutsky, Februnry 16, 10:4, when he was rending Mnr*fe exccrpte 
on Morgan and reooouendinn More n with enthudaan. He ie 
roconoendinn J*U*B* Money1s book on Java whioh Hrn olno 
excerpted in the some notebook oe Morgan* e book and saying 
that oomsone should utilise the book in a criticism of etnte nnd 
•oeiallM*

Hier eieht nan, vie die Hollnouucr nuf Gnmdlnge des 
alten Geoeindekoonunienus die Produktion von Staatsvoren 
ore* nioiort. .•Hooultctti Esfmltumg dee Volkc nuf der 
Stufe naturvuccholger Duccaheit und rinkftocieronc von 
70 Mill* tlnrk Jnehrlich**. •••Hebenbci Be vie, vie der 
Urkoacjuniccue dort vie in Indicn und Fusslnnd hcutc die 
sohoenetc breitste Orundlage der Ausbcutung und dee 
Dsspotisauo lief ert (eolmvx kein nodem - koanunistisches 
lenient ihn aufruettelt), und sich in der Hitte der 
nod omen Goeellechnft ebenoooehr als schreicnder (cu 
beseitigender odor aber forteuent\/ickelnder) Anachronisms 
bevnehrt, vie die utrbhnenglgo tJnrkgenoeoenschnft der 
Urknntone.^

First Kneels reveals hie contempt for the "nrturuueehBiger 
Dunriheit'1 of the prinitive order of society, and oecond he 
re iterates his view that primitive communism io the b^sis of 
despotism and Is nn nnaehronino which oust either be eliminated 
or developed further (ao he had said in the lttter on Russia}*

In the Origin ctc» itself, after having described in 
gloving terms the nature of oovngc men nnd their •’entile 
organisation with its freedom from oppression end state functions, 
Dngels goes on to says "Thio is one aids of the picture* Let
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us not forgot, however, thrt this orgrniaation woo doomed to 
51extinction* It never developed beyond the tribe and attempt© 

at confederation to acoomplish this, proved It© downfall i nnd,
'M/hat wro outside the tribe was outside the lav,” which resulted 
in continuous warfare where there was no express treaty of pcooe ̂  

Furthers
Tho gentile constitution In full bloom, os we have soon It 
In America, proeu pooed on extremely undeveloped fora of 
production, thrt is, on extremely sparse population spread 
over a vide territory, and therefore the almost oooplete 
domination of nan by external nature, alien, opposed, 
incomprehensible to him, a domination reflected in hio 
childish religious ideas.53

Hot only does nature seen an alien power, it is also the giver
of the form of society: the gone and tribe and their
institutions

•••were snored and inviolable, a superior power 
instituted by nature, to which the individual remained 
absolutely subject in fueling, thought end deed*
Impressive as Hio people of this epoch may ajnonr to us 
they differ in no way one from another, they arc still 
bound, os Mnrx cays, to the uobillonl cord of the 
primordial community. The power of theoe primordial 
communities hnd to be broken, and it was broken* But 
it was broken by Influences which from the outset appear 
to us a degradation, a fall iron the simple moral 
grandeur of the ancient gentile society.54
In these statements Engels states clearly that the 

disintegration of the primitive community woe a necessity and 
that this community was not an adequate form ofhunan existence • 
There ic on the one hand tho subservience to nature in the 
material senset n m  has not developed his productive capacity

51* SW, IIf 231. 52. Ibid.
53. 54. Ibid.



to a truly human point and nature is a power over him* in 
tense of human need end human ignorance. On the other hand* 
man’8 social life le bound by the naturally given: the gens 
and tribe are sacrosanct social and political forms which keep 
the individual in subjection. Therefore* the development of the 
Individual and the development of human oociety no a whole are 
both in bondage to nature: the tribe Is the limit of the inter
course of men and either express treaty or warfare lie beyond it* 
In ouch a oociety mankind enn only exist in conflicting pockets 
of isolation* In all these respects then, man is both unffee and 
immature in the primitive order of society, accord, ng to Engels 
in the Origin* and tMe is the basic point of reference for the 
other statements concerning the "simple moral grandeur” of the 
primitive savage. (All of which eould have been said by Marx 
in ths Grundrisse remarks about the "great” and the beautiful' 
in the ancient world*)

Another important point of Engels* view le found in a 
letter to Kautsky in June of 1804* He is correcting an 
article by Ksutsky and takes exception to the latter1 o 
presentation of the inter-relation of means of production 
and forms of society. Kantsky, said Engels* has mdo it 
appear that now* in capitalistic society, the means of 
production determines society but that this was not go in 
earlier tines* However, Engels asserts, the tool of the 
savage determines his society just os much as the productive 
moans of capitalism: there io no "Fall ' because of modem
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Instruments*
Ida 'crkseuge des Vllden bedingen peine Gesellechpft 
grade go gut wie die nouercn die kapltallstihe 
Gesellschsft* Beine Ansieht loeuft darauf hlnnuo, 
dace die Produktlon ewar detgt die gesellsch /aftllche 
Institution beutiramt, obcr vor der knplt/rlic : vc;
Produktlon dies nicht getonf veil die roxtaeuge no eh 
kelnen Suendenfall beynngen/5

Here we ©ec the dependenoe of prinitive ooonunlGn's form upon

the instruments that It used—or upon Its node of production,

henoe the principle that nan's development technologically is

tho basis of hie development g o  daily, ne in modern oociaunion*

There is no Innate nature of non In primitive communion which

is lost in the development of propexty. Engels rejects the

Idea of a ’’fa ll’ in his satirical use of it*

iv

In 1094 Engele edited a book of articles entitled 

Xjrtetmtionqlea aue <lo« "VoUwtant (l; 71-1 75 which

included hie article of 1075 in reply to Tfcaohov* He wrote a
ee

postscript to this article reconsidering sonc of its statements 

in view of developments since then* It is not our purpose to 

consider tho nain argument hut to see what ho was thinking 

about primitive society In 1094*
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55. Morx-Engele, ^ c f e  rn^beU Licbkneoht. Kcsutaky* Iv 345.

56. Thio ie found in tronalation in *.<>, 
TwroiGt 229-241 f entitled: 'Russia and the Social revolution

Reconsidered”.



Communal ownership is oomnon to the prehistory of
57all peoples at a certain stage of development. The HuodLan 

village has existed for years without any impetus to develop a 
higher form of coenunal property* hence is similar to the 
German* Indian* Oil tie* and othrr forms which have always loot 
their ooisaunal nature and disintegrated into private proprietors* 
'In fact * he says* "agrarian oomnunisn* a derivative of gentile
society* has never developed anywhere out of its own forces

.58anything hut its own disintegration*M
The question thrt now faces them is wheth r this form of 

society* in tho capitalist era* can make a leap from this 
primitive oocxainism into a higher fora of communism and eliminate
the capitalist stage which enriches it with its technological

59developments. First of all* if this is to be done* these
material resources of the -eot oust be available to the connunc,
for it to grow and expand. Secondly* there must be a revolution
in the ’ eot in order that the knowledge of how to organise modern
technology on a socialistic basis will be available* This they
cannot get from their own experience and situation*

How could it acquire the gigantic productive forces of capitalistic society in the fora of socially owned property and instruments of production before capitalistic society itself has brout&t about this revolution? How oould the Russian communities show the world how to 
operate heavy Industry collectively when they have already forgotten hot to cultivate their own lands for their common good?60

57. Ibid.* 229. 50. Ibid.* 233.
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59. Ibid.. 232. 60. Ibid.. 233.
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This would be impossible because, first, the people who know 
how to do this are not in the oomsunes while the fifty nil lion 
people in the communes haven't the slightest notion, nnd seconds

• ••it is an historic impossibility thrt a lower stage of economic development would be able to solve the problems and conflicts which have arisen and can only arise on a much higher stage of development* /There le a coanon characteristic - that of communally owned means of production- in both gentile societ nnd nodera socialisê• •• This One common characteristic, however, does not 
enable the lower form of society to create out of Itself the future socialistic .society, this uttermost, final product of capitalises*

This is an important point* Engels bos given egression to the
basic premise of this thesis, that the communal form (itself not
identical in the two stages when the bases of them are examined̂
is not the sole determinant of the essence of man nnd that there
io another factor involved, that of technological advance* The
primitive and the modern aormnism represent two different
realities* Thus Engels continues:

Bach given economic system has to solve its own 
problems which originate within itself) for one system to seek to solve the problems of other, quite alien systems, would be absolute nonsense* And this goes for the Russian community no less than for the South Olnvic, zadruaa* for the Indian gentile household, or for any savage or barbaric social system characterisê  by common ownership of the means of production.̂

It is not some abstract ideal or idealised form of society
which is to be instituted in the ftituro, but the incipient
development of modem society into sod list society Which

61. Ibid*. 234. 62. Ibid.



Engels seeks and promotes. Primitive society le not modem
socialist society nnd without the presuppositions of modem
socialist society to feed lt» It must die* Xt must rcooive the
material benefits of the capitalist stags cf society end It oust
receive the Intellectual achievements of this stage» as well as
the example of tho revolution and its socialist society*

In addition to the inability of the primitive oonnune to
develop into a higher form of communism alone, Fngele again
mentions the evils of isolation which afflict it and moke it
the bools of despotism* (it should be remembered thnt the
original article to which this one refers had a very Ehasf
and explicit attack upon thlsi this one presupposes tho original
and the allusion found in it confirms the original*; lie says
thrt the first condition of the preservation of tho communes
is a revolution in Russia which would

• ••life the great moss of the nation, the peasants, out of the isolation of their villages, of the sflr which forme their world, and place them onto the great stage where they will lenra to know the world abroad and with 
it themselves, their condition and the means to oonndpr.te th erase 1 vc o from their present poverty. 64
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63. Ibid.. 254-235* Cf* rngels to Danielson, 17AQ/93*
I would go further, and say, that no more in Russia than ~nyvhcre else would it hnvo been possible to develop a higher social form out of primitive agrarian communism unless— that higher form was already in esjctcn.cy in smother country, so as to serve as e model. Th t higher form being, wherever it is 

historically possible, the neoessary consequence of the 
capitalistic form of production nnd of the social dualletic antagonism created by it, it could not be developed directly 
out of the agrarian commune, unless in initntion of nn example 
already in existence somewhere else.” (Avr.gcwrehltc (Berlin, 1955;, 554 - the oricinrl j.8 in wluhi
64. Harx-Eneole, die Ruenlnn llenaoc to Eurtnc. 241,



Throughout tho writings of hngele, over a period of about 
twenty yo re, tho basic view of prlnitive oodloty remains 
constant. Prlnitive society is Imperfect because oft
(1) ito low stage of productivity and human naetery of tmturet
(2) increased production (necessary for hucaan development) 
causes its dcony;
(3) isolation of the snail groups and the lad: of the development 
of cun organic relation between thee oouoeo them to be the
basis of deopotisa;
(4) the modern retanaato of these oust avail thcnaclvoe of the 
material sad productive achievements of tho oopitnliotic - 
socialistic era of modem man. Any statements that Engels 
become a romantic who believed in the original goodness of taon 
in the savage existence oust be mode on the basis of this 
persisting view of primitive oociety, not in opposition to it*

V
In order to assess accurately the Influence of Morgan on

Engels, we moot determine what Engels was thinking before ho 
road Morgan, hio coi-aents on the significance of Itorgrn and 
his purpose in writing the Ori/dn etc* (From tho end of 1000 
to March of 1381 H a R  was reading Morgan and others on prlnitive 
oocietyf and in Mnrch he sent the reply to the letter from 
Zasulich. ! From ooao time in 1881 to 1802 Engels was writing 
a manuscript on the history of the Ccrmanof only rccontly
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published.*^ In this he mentions the #>ct of blood kinship
66be Inc one of the marks of primitive oociety.

Luring the second half of 1&£ Engelc was cl® writing a
short article entitled ?,Die Mark" which appeared as an appendix
to 14.C :.ntvl<iamv. <3ca 3otaallt3»to vpp der t'tqpi. (1085). Ho
mentions this In a lotter to Bebel as early os September 23* 100?t
end reconeiondc to Bebd thrt he secure Maurer's books for a good
grounding in all debates relating to landed property and the
agricultural question (which quostions he related to the pri ltlve

67conditions in Germany » in ’’Die Mark” • It is significant that 
in ’’Die Hark’’ Engels specifically states that communal property 
and coda! organisation upon the basis of blood-ldLnship were both 
of natural origin (Zvel naturvucchsig cntst rden© Tatsachen. • • }f® 
that there was not only equality of property but oleo thrt thero 
wr-o a democracy in govomocnt - officials did not onke the low or 
judge tho case, but merely presided while the rroup made the 
decisions.6^ And in passing* let it be noted that he speaks of
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65 • Mnrx-Bncele-lenin-Stalint Sur Qcutschon Ocschlchte, I*
33,34,86.
66. Ibid., 137.
67. Iferx-EngolSi fltettBMtftj WifSSfr x» N

27?-273» of. "Die Mrrlr” in Per ;>cutochen Daucrqkrleg (1932 ed. ) 
137ff** eepednlly the opening pera^v;*-.
68. XftgelBt "^ie Hark" in on. d t .. 130.

69* Ibid.. 144* This concept is folly developed ond expressed
in Marx’s The Civil War in France, in SW, I, 468ff., written 
in 1870,



a n&tursl aristocracy of tribal noblec who Oriclnnted during: or
after the nitrations of the Oemoa tribes (•••wie alloo nit dieaer
Ycrfaesunc ssuooaacn mturuuechoig l^ntstrndono**#)*^ iron these
things vc sec thrt he io beginninr to stress the fhctor of kinship
nr a ruling factor in pried tive oocnunol life and that there io a
democracy (Which produced, an aristocracy out of itself» or naturally »
Furthermore, in both the letter and the article9 he mentions Maurer
as beine the best vork on the subjects ho rdvee absolutely no
indication of being aware of Morgan's work (he said later that
Mcrx ncntioncd hia once but thrt he (kneels) hod nondre Section

71ic Eopf und, er Tran nidit vieder aumedc" - esspnrently e true
statement #

On November 22 he wrote Hp w  that ho hod received
Occchichtsochreibor der deutschen Vorzeit and proceeds to oaks
ocvoml points dr vn from "Plutarchs Marius” in relation to
Cbcoor and Tndtuo, iiwolvin,;, aaorvj other things, the cooraon

72organisation of agriculture by kinship. On Doootibcr 0 he 
writeo that he has rood part of Daneroft'e The native ttaoee
of the racfcglc 3tatoa o f north AncrjqR (1375-76) (which Man

  75received late in July 1877 r and he dieoucsce the proof of
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his (Engels’) view that the "jus primac nocrtis" is a remnant
74of communal sexual life* He also notes the similarity of the

American Indians to Tacitus * Germans, which he s^rs is the more
unusual in view of the difference in the modes of productive life
(Indianss hunting and fishing; Germanst nomadic pastoral life and
the beginnings of agriculture )i hence proof that not the mode of
production, but the decree of dissolution of the ,falten Blutbande"
and community of sex were the more decisive traits in primitive 

75society* He soys that he will send Marx his article on the
Mark, the brevity of which is proving difficult.

On December 15 Engels writes Marx, enclosing the manuscript
of "Die Mark", and discusses the proof of a certain point in Maurer

76and Maurer’s faults* Marx returned the manuscript on December 18
with the remarks "Retour des Mnmskrlpts; oehr gut!"^ On
December 21, Engels sent the mcnuscript to the printers in Zurich
and wrote Bebel the next day to inform him of this and to tell him
he would send the article as soon as he had proof sheets, in order
that he might have a clearer introduction to the subject contained 

78in Maurer Again is to be noted the preoccupation with Maurer 
and the complete absence of any^eference to Jtorgan.

74. Ibid.. 579(Encels to Mnxx, 8/12/82). 75. Ibid.
76. Ibid.. 581 (Engels to Marx, 15/12/82).
77- Ibid.. 584 (Mnrx to Engels, 18/12/82).
78. Marx-Engels, Bricfe nn Bobel. Iiiebkncoht. Knuts:.y. I, 283 

(Engels to Bebel, 22/12/82). (’ Die Mark’* appeared as an appendix to
Die Entwicklung des Sozinlismur, von der Utopic (Zurich, 1883), and 
in the Soglaldcmocrat, 1883, nrs* 12-17 (Mnrch-April)•
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On Fobruary 10, 1003, Bn^oln wrote to Eeil K^utsky, In
referonoe to the latter18 nrtidlc or "Hetcrlocuo", that ho
(Engels) stood by the old view point (auf den nltcn Otondpuskt
otoho > that tho consnunal cox lifo was tho noat rxrinitivc, an hod
been proved in Bancroft*e works: ’’nicht die Eohoit bcvciot
tfrspruentflichkeit, condom der Qrod der Intor^itaet dor alton

79Stanoee-Blutbands.”’ The remnants of this condition appear in
the ritual of religious prostitution and the .1us priooe noetic"
and is based upon the sects principle as th-t hich allown the
ground of private holdings in the feudal nark to revert to
oonrunol ueoe after the harvest and during -follow periods*

This point lo repeatod in a letter on March 2 when Engels mokes
a critique of Kautslcy's article "Bio Entetehung der The und
PaslU*" (Koeaos. 1B82? 190-207» 256-272).

Vo Geneinochaft, ool co dee Bodons oder der eiber odor 
nndrer Sachon bocrfceht, da let sic notvendlg primitive, sue 
den Tierreich ait ueberbonaen. Die gone© woltcre Entvicfclung 
bcQteht in der Allnaehllchen Aufloesung dieser Urgomoinschart, 
tile und ntrgonde flnden wir eln Bel spiel, dass aue urspruong 
lichen Sonderbeslts oidh sekunteer Gcaelnschaft entwickclt 
hnette*90

Here then again, is on emphasis upon cnaounrl sex life and upon 
the original bond of blood ties* Also, it appears thrt the whole 
question of the history of the faaily nnd original communism is 
widely diocusscd. (Note aloo, that community of property or 
women are both said to bo brought out from the aniaal icingdoo - 
at a low level of development.)
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In susaaary, it should bo remembered thnt there is no 
indication thnt Fnoela was significantly aware of the x>rh of 
Morgan during the years 1381-83 • He foils to mention him in 
several situations in which he la recommending books upon the 
subject and he foils to mention him In any other oormoction. 
FUrther» it should bo ramcabered that Engels is using the conoept 
of conns ami carriage as the original family form, and democracy 
no tho political fern, as well as the oomunnl tom of property* 
These nro not new concerto tauen from Morgan (unless he is 
unconscious of their cooing to hio through M rxi but ho sow little 
of Marx in these years except possibly the winter of 1331•) 
Finally, it should not be forgotten that discussions on thio 
subject were nothing new, os Kartsky'c a*tides Indicate (and 
as in fact the liter ature cited in the Ori in indicates)*

Before going on to assess Bngels' actual appreciation of 
Morgnn, the conclusion oust be drawn that he drew no etrrtilngly 
new oonoepta fron hio* he is already using the main views of 
Morgan and is already concerned with the general subject natter 
of Morgan's studies.
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31. Ibid.. Cf. a chronology of these yenroi Christens 19801 
Engels visited by Bebel nnd Bernstein in London; Jmuory-Mnrch, 101.1 
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to London on death of his dmrhtcr; Mnrch 14* Marx's death.
Cf. F. Mehring, Karl Marx. 550-554? 0. Mayor, Friedrich Engels.
II, 350ff.



Henry Lpyjo Morgns
Preliminary to surveying tho Origin nnd Engels* thoutfte on it, 

it lo instructive to note the onllent facto about Lewie Henry Morgan 
whoso work evoked it* Born in Now York State, Morgan rood'1 low 
after hio graduation ffoo college in 18 4 0. During this period he 
beecne a member of a litcmry oociety which decided to reorganise 
ae the Grand Order of the Iroquois for the purpose (act forth in ito 
preamble t

To encourage a kinder feeling towards tho Indian, founded 
upon a truer knowledge of hie civil and donee tic 
lnotltutlono, nnd of hie capabilities for future 
elevation#•

In order to model their oociety on the Iroquois organisation 
Morgan became interecrtcd in their entire life and ouetoos. 
further, the Gr~nd Order became involved in a legal battle 
a Tinot the Ogden Land Company which sought to usurp the rights 
of tho Indians to their lands in New York. This and a friendship 
with fly 8* Parker, a prominent Seneca Indian, led Morgan closer 
to the Iroquoie nnd Indian life generally; ho was adopted into th© 
Seneca trlbi. "

At thie time there woe much speculation about the orlln of 
the American Indicnot Astatic, European, Hebrew, and indigenous 
Aocric n origins wero given* Morgan believed that a study of 
kinship oy stems would prove that they were of Asiatic origin (language
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02. Quoted by Leslie A* 'bite in his introduction to L*H* Morgan, 
ghc Indian Journals, 5.

3. Ibid.. 4-6.



develops nnd was of little uoe9 but kinship terminology vns nore
stable end would rcvcrl siailnrities to the parent society}* lie
cent out questionnniree on the subject nnd wns greotly oxdted
by tho reception of one on Tanil kinship which confirmed hlo 

84view* The use of government Trunking privileges for nailing
a lnrger number of queetionnrires resulted in a book, f ; stogo of
Conoongulnity (1071,. In 1077, Anctont Society Br^rcd, a
nuch more general work*

It hns been customary to d signnt© Morgan os on exponent
of 10th Century naturrl ri^ht theory of enrly society* In 1950
Helmut Krause wrotet

Fc lot hler nicht nelno Aufgabet Fnrelo Stellung csu Morgen, 
der In ^ewisoer else das so vcrpoente nrturrechtlide 
enken der Foaiolochrlftotellcr der Aufklncrunc wleder 
rufnlnct und ihn einen i/l8C0Qsehrftlldicn Beuele lief c m  
villt naeher su umechrelben

3fcis appears to be based upon Gustav Hrycrte biography of Fngclc
in which he spooks of ttar̂ nn os the "verspocteten Schuclcr

( 06Jenn Jacques • Also* Gustav rdhnollcr thoujit that f5orgnn 
held doktrlnalre denokrrtische Ideale" which Influenced hie 
work nnd thwt he gave way to "• ••socinllstlochcn Tmeunen von 
einen koemurilstiochcn Anf^ng der GcschichtOf su wclcheo sie

n
zurueckkehren wcrde*n' ■ hatever biographical research noy
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reveal about Morgan's Intellectual inheritance, a reading of the 
st*; ©monte of purioee in his book does not bear out thio view of
him,

The «ib~title of Ancient Society reveal© the main trend of 
Morgan's thou&itt •••or Rcoe^rcheo in The Lines of Hunan 
Progreee from Savagery, Throu^i Barbarism To Civilization." In 
the preface, this progressive and evolutionary view is expressed 
□ore fully. ‘There is now eertnlnty of the great antiquity of 
mankind and of the facto thnt savagery preceded barbarian and 
that barbarism proceded civilisation. Hence; The history 
of the hum race is one in source, one in experience, nnd one 
in progress. Inventions nnd discoveries, and social nnd 
civil institutions are a register of the prorreso of humanity • 
They

•••have embodied and preserved the principal facts now 
regaining illustrative of this experience. bon 
collated nnd compared they tend to dhow the unity of 
origin of man! rind, the similarity of human wants in the 
same stage of advnnoeacnt, and the uniformity of the 
operations of the human mind in sinilnr conditions 
of society* 3

Hot only does Morgan assert this evolutionary view but he 
spooks of the or Uirin; of humrn inotitutionc In civillsatlont 
?Tb© principal Institutions of mankind originated in savagery, 
were developed in boxtoarlsn, and nxe maturing in civilisation-" 
(And it should be notod that Morgan concludes with on appeal to
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Americana to glean whet ie left of the riches of culture of the
dying Indian civilization, which will not be preserved m  fossils

91but will disappear forever*)
92Morgan repented this these tirelessly in tie text itself, 

and concludes the entire book with the following!
It any well serve to renind us thnt we owe our present 
condition, with its multiplied aeons of safety nnd of 
happiness, to the struggles, the sufferings, the heroic 
exertions and the patient toil of our barbarous, nnd 
more remotely, of our savage once store. Their labors, their 
trials nnd their successes were a part of the pirn of 
the tuprene Intelligence to develop a barbhrion out of a

o w l  n r vm mt!  n f  f M n  V n n n _■■■’>envngc, and n civilized nan out of this barbarian.
It is clear then that Morgan was an evolutionist describing the 
rdv nccoent of huaan society— not it© decline or corruption—
fron either a Sibiloal paradise or a stntc of primitive 

94i:.mnturity,
Thio assessment of Morgan agrees with the fncte of his life 

no a friend of the Indians and ne a scientist interested in the 
origins of the Indians and believing then to have originated in 
Asia. All mankind has been or is going through the sane stages of 
progress; the IndinnL is of the single hunen fcnily, etending froo

31* Ibid*, vii-viii. 92. Ibid.. 4, 8, 255.
93. Ibid.. 554.
94. Cf. L. Whites "... Morgan specifically repudiated the then 

current theological explanation of savage cultures, which held thnt 
they are the result of degradation after the Foil of Man. (In

ntroauotlon to She History of Soololora, (<xl. H.r. Sornoe , 140. 
i? Tito wrote, in the introduction to the Indian Journals of 

Morgans "But Ap r U  r. --ocict;. had a ’aeesnge1. Itpresentcdso ciety 
and culture as an unfolding, developing processs whrt is today will 
not be tomorrow. (pci()e 11) Cf. also, Floyd n. House, Tho

O f. .So<£olflgE (W36), 561 j J.H. Rnndnll, Ttic, jftfelBS 
of The Modern Mind (19S6). 595, 507.



tho Asirn branch of it nnd hence represents our own ancestors 
In a sirilr stage of development.

Engels on Morgan
The first mention of Morgan*a work in Engels* lettoro ie on

February 16 f 10-'4 9 in a letter to Knrl Kautsky in vhich he or id
thnt he hrd had it on order for five veeko to no avail.
Theroforct he h e been rending H r x ’e notes on Morgan during th©
firot half of Jnnuory (Marx nue* have rend the book in tho
British Museum or have h* dit on loan from elsewhere )# Engels onldt

I'if&s/ epmch davon9 aber ich hatte andro Saohon io Kopf 
und# ©r kam nicht wieder zuruedr, was iho gouiorhngenohn 
wnr, da er oelbst das Buch bet den ftwtechen cinfUohron Q- 
wollte, vie ich mis seinen ochr ousfuhrllchcn Auocuegen oohe.

Ac Engels mentions another book excerpted in the cone notebook
(J# Money's book on Java) he ie apparently studying this notebook
and his present awareness of Morgan is related to the use of it#
In order to evaluate properly the remarks Engels makes about
Torg^n's discovery and the primitive community, it must be
remembered that in the same letter he recommended the book on
Java by Money for someone to Chow the fact that the prlnitive
communism vac •••die echoenste breltote Grundlnre der
Ausbeutung und des Deerotisoue..." when there vr.o no element
of modem oocsaunlar in it#^ Hence, Engels definitely criticised
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95* Marxj-BogelSt ^ 0 0 9  m  UeUa^t,, ^ u to^, It 329
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primitive communism in the same letter In tJhich he lo highly 
enthusiastic about tho discoveries of Morgans Kngele auct hove 
been •nthuBtogtlc about ĉ t h l g g  otter jthafi Jfte _ldggl m ^ g a  

of the nobit aayftM' of t M  ageojwUjf lOtt Oeatury doeteiaes

(Engel* rtrtee on February 16 In his first letter to E^utaky 
that he did not have time to consider writing on article on 
Morgan* On March 24# howovci f he promised Kautsky three "Bogen^t
using Merx's notes.^ On April 11* he states that it is difficult

99to summarise a book so rich in content and yet so poorly written*"
On April 26 lie wrote that he had set himself to plry a trick on 
Bismarck and write something he could not bcnf but this was not 
possible* He cannot write it so thrt it orde use of their viewpoint 
and relates Morgan's findings to it, and at the sane time oo thrt it 
is compatible with the Socialist lavs* The Chapter on monogamy, 
and the chapter on prtr te property ns the source of daoo 
conflicts as well as tho dissolution of the primitive ootaoune, 
are the difficult points. Howeverf he promises it for the next 
week, probably.^00 Ho also tolls Kautsky that it le up to hi" to 
decide vfoethcr to risk the Koue ?>clt on it or to print it a© a 
brochure, because it will not be permissible undor the lew*
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However* it was not until May 22* thnt he oent all exoopt the
final chapter.)*0*

To determine exactly the object of Engels' enthusiasm
over Morgan's work* on examination of the correspondence and
prefaces oonoemin,: the Orlfln oust be made* In tho fiitrt
letter to Kautsky* Fobrunry 2* 13,°4* we find thiei

Uebcr die Ursustaende der Geoellachnft cxistiert ein 
entecheidci doe Ducht m  entechii dend vie Darwin fUcr die 
biologic* os ict natuerlioh vieder entdedrt uordens Korean* 
Ancient Society* 1377* ••• Morgan hat die Mnrxeche material-
iotiecho Geechichtoaneobauung in den durch ocincn Oe *cnst-nd 
gebotenon Grensen selbetaondig neu entdedrt und echliesst 
fuer die houtige Gcsellochaft nit direkt konnuniotischen 
Postulatcn ab. Die roemieohe und grlechische Oene wird 
sum ereten Mol quo der ^ildon* naoofutllch Aneril^niodxm 
Indianor* vollotnendig nufgeklacrt* und donit eino feote * 
Bools fuer die Urgeochichtc gcfUndon. • •• All dor Schuindel 
von Sylor* tubbocSr und Oo* ist definitiv kaputt gocrchl* 
Endogomic* Exogenic* und \/i© all der Bloedeinn holeet*

In this first enthusiasm over Morgant Engsle asserts thnt 
Morgan has (l) discovered* within his own limits* the material
istic conception of history Independently of them nnd has drown 
communistic conclusions for modem oocietyi (2) cleared up the 
Questions about the Greek nnd Homan gens by reference to tho 
American Indians; (3) and thereby he hoc given a firm basis 
for Pre-History.

On April 26* in the oidet of writing the Ori ifi* Engels 
writes a second indicntion of hie views of Morgan's significance 
(still to KaiiUhy)«
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Fuor unero doomtonodinuung wird dao Ding ̂ Engele*
Origin. denkc lch9 bceondrc Fichtigkeit hnbcn. ^brgoa 
orlaubt une gone nouc Gcoichtepunkte aufaustcllen, inden cr 
uno ait dor Vorgeochichte eine bibber fehlondc tatsoochllcho 
Grundlaos gibt. Wee Du raich viollcicht nodh fuer fvelfel 
ueber einselneo Urgoochichtlibhc und " U d e ” hr ben angst, nit 
dor Gone iet der Kasuc 1/ in ©oincr Hnupteacho crlcdigt 
und die Urgeschichte ouf gokloert.

Kin Iiuuptpunkt iet ochi ich nuco naohvolsen wie gonial 
Fourier in 00 oebr vielon Qacben don l^orgBjy antizipiert hat. 
Fouriore Kritik der Klvilieation tritt ©ret durch ?LorE li . - 
in Hirer ganson Geninlitret hcrvor . Und dac koetet Arbeit.

In t-. ie letter he eoyc thnt by (tnflco providing the lacking
tatoaehlichc GrundXago” concerning prlnitive history9 Morgan 
allows then to set forth new viewpointoi thie io booed upon hie
solution of the t̂ one question. Further9 ho oaye that ho should
chow how Fourier* b critique of civilltsa&ton coaeo to fruition
in Morgan* 0 work (but which ho viewe no involving considerable work •

In his private expressions of estcea for Morgan# Engele
has given the following five points* Morgan has
(1) oolved the question of the Greek rod Room gone by a 
comparative study of primitive society mid marriage?
(2 ) he hao thereby given a factual basic for the period of 
prc-hietory in the place of intuitions or guesses?
(3) he has thereby allowed then to set forth now viewpoints 
(onfotcllon— not© that he soys thle9 not that he has given tbm 
now viewpoints; 9

(4) lie has discovered the materialistic conception of history 
independently of 1110139

(5) he brings Fourier's critique of civilisation to fruition.
In tho preface to the first edition (1804} of Orirrin 

Ethels repeat© these with the oxoeition of n • 3« Morgan 
1 0 3. ~fbld.t 331-33'gfco ole to Koutriiyt ^4^94).
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rediscovered in America the rartori llotic conception of hietory 
(tk>. 4 } and in hie contrasting of barbarism and civilisation (no. 5 
he oome to the some c ncluoions ee Mnrx (no. 4). Morgan's great 
merit was in his discovery and reconstruction of the period of pre
history (no. 2) and in having found the due to the Roman and Greek 
tons in the sex groups of the American Indians (Ho. 1). Kngels 
has mentioned all the points given in his letters except the 
matter of new viewpoints (No. 3 ,, and it would appear that there 
lo a due to this in the preface. Thus in the beginning of the 
prefaee he says that Morgan has rediscovered the materialist 
conception of history, and makes a few other remarks, in the first 
paragraph. In the second paragraph he goes into a definition of the 
materialistic conception of history* according to it the determining 
basic factor io "the production and reproduction of immediate life", 
which lc a two-fold prooess of producing the moons of subsistence 
ond the required instruments and of reproduction or the propagation 
of the species. The social institutions of a glTOn epoch ore 
determined by both kinds of production - by the stage of the 
development of labour and by the family. Then cones the important 
sta tement of Kneels*

The less the development of labour, and tho more limited 
its volume of production and, therefore, the wealth of 
society, the more preponderating' does tlx social order 
appear to be dominated by ties of sex.*0*

He then continues*
However, within thic structure of society based on ties of 
sex, the productivity of labour develops more and more* 
with it, private property and exchange, differences in
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334
wealth, the possibility of utilising the labour power of 
others, nnd thereby the basis of class antagonisms; new 
social elements, which strive in the course of generations 
to adapt the old structure of society to the now conditions, 
untilf H  nelly, the incoopntabillty of the two lends to a 
complete revolution* The old society based on the tics of 
sax groups burets asunder In the collision of the nowly- 
developod social Classes; in its place a new society appears 
constituted in a state, the lower unite of which aro no 
longer sex troupe but territorial groups, a society in 
which the family system is entirely dominated by the 
property system, end in ihich the doss antagonisms and 
class struggles, vhioh make up the ©ntont of all hitherto 
written history, now freely develop.105

Engel© then says thnt Morgan's groat merit lies in having
discovered and reconstructed this prehistoric foundation of our

107written history in its main features.• •" and in finding a
solution of the Homan end Greek gens riddle* The eien of
concern then is the dialectical relation of the influence on
society cf sexual reproduction and technological production
and the development of this relation (or the reversal of it t
this is the prehistoric foundation of written history and dase

100conflict to which Morgan has supplied the factual basis.

106. Ibid. 107. Ibid. (ny underlining}
108. Cf. the 1885 Preface to tho 2nd edition of Anti-Duehrinri 

"•••the history of primitive society, the key to which woe 
provided by Morgan only in 1377." (pan 16 of the 1954 English edition 
Also in the 1388 English edition of the Manifesto, he says thnt the 
inner organisation of the primitive conrainiotie society was revealed 
by Morgan’s "•••crowning discovery of the true nature of the :cnp 
and its relation to the tribe." ($U Z, 33# note b) *ith the 
dissolution of these communities, society differentiates into 
conflicting classes, a process which Engels soys he has 
tried to trace in the Origin*



It appears that Engels believes that Morgan has given a
factual basis for a segment of the schematic course of history
which had not been given before by them, even though it had
been implied* The Marxian triadic scheme of history begins with
a purely natural and undifferentiated condition, then embraces a
developing but divided and alienated humanity and finally ends in
the fully developed and undivided humanity# Previous expositions
of this had not been able to mdee concrete assertions concerning
the detailed organization and disintegration of the primitive
state, had not been able to demonstrate the process by which the
natural succumbed to the human, had not been able to show the
dialectical leap from the animal kingdom to the humcn world. Now
the process can be shown in ite entirely and on a supposedly
sound factual basis. It would appear that this is one of the
viewpoints that Engels is now able to set forth, end it will be
seen that this process is clearly set out in the test itself, the

109Russian editor's criticism notwithstanding.
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109. SW, II, 156, note Is "Engels is here guilty of inexactitude 
by citing the propagation of the species alongside of the 
production of the moans of subsistence as causes determining the 
development of society and of social institutions. In the text 
proper of the Origin. ♦. /etc^/, Engels himself demonstrated by an 
analysis of concrete material that the mode of material production 
is the principal factor conditioning the development of society and 
of social institutions.— Ed." Here, it is axfficient to say that 
this was a safe statement for the editor, as Engels says that 
after a point the material production does predominates the 
editor himself had not pade an analysis of the 'concrete material' 
of Engels' text or he would have seen that En els did demonstrate 
the assertion he had made in the preface and that in this process 
of development it io the growth of the forces of material production 
that breaks the hold of the purely natural act of reproduction. The 
economic Is the dynamic factor. In his fear of allowing revisionist 
errors to spring up, the editor has distorted the true Engels,

(contd. next T>a/?e'



Th© text of the book itself revealc no now or contradictory
not© concerning the contribution of Morgan* In Chapter IX he
treats th© solution of the history of the fondly end the gens
and then in Chapter XII soyas

We now come to a further discovery of Morgan* o, *h ich le 
at least na important ne the reconstruction of the 
primitive fora of the family out of the systems of 
consanguinity. The demonstration of the facts that the 
^kinship groups of the American Indians were the oqdc as 
the seneft and Rentes of the Creeks and Komrne, which were 
later forms • •* this demonstration cleared up at on© 
stroke the most difficult ports of the earliest Greek and 
Homan history* At the same tine, it has thrown unexpected 
li^it on the fundamental features of the social 
constitution of primitive times— before the Introduction 
of the state.

The remaining* chapters of the book describe the Tens anonr the
American Indians, among the Greeks rod Homnaev end among the
Germanef the dceny of the gentile oociety, and a brief contrast
between it and civilisation*

In the preface to the 1891 edition En, els traces the
development of studleqbn the history of tho family nnd shows
that tJiile there was an awareness of n development troa
promiscuity throû ii monogamy, nnd from aother-rifdit to father-
right, until 1861 there was no effort to demonstrate it*

« ____Bringing the ensuing development down to Morgan s work of 1877, 
he shove that the crucial problem was the ox lunation of the fret 
that some tribes were forbidden to marry outside Hie tribe nnd 
others could only nrrry outside the tribe* Morgan’s solution
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(footnote ©ontd. robbing him of his refinenont of theory* 
110* SL'f II, 220.



wro by ahovin that tho rentes wore exo rtraouo nod the tribes 
endogniaous (taking his cue fron the American Indiana' nnd he
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Furtherf he snys that Morgan criticised civilisation in a Banner
reminiscent of Fourier" nnd spoke of ' ***0. future trrnoforcrtion

Fron the foregoing discuooion it ia dear thnt the greatest
osteon Engele hod for Morgan voa for hlo solution of the ttieoroticol
nnd factual problems in the writing of Greek and Room historyt
for hie provision of a factual basic of the devclopoent of the
theory of primitive oociety which Marx nnd ̂ nnolo noodedf nnd for
the independent discovery of their conception of history*
first two allowed isngelo to complete in detail the hietorioal
scheme they had nlwnye held, the latter was the natural cnthudaoa
for independent oupport for one’o thesist nil three touched upon
the llfe-lon work and ite problene9 of %-els* The erltidsn of
civilisation m o  never fully developed! in a footnote to tho next
to the Inst pnrofjmph* he says that he Intended to place Fouricrt
work beside Morion's and his own -

Unfortunately I cannot spare the tine* I only wish to 
renark that Fourier already considered monogamy and 
property in land no the ooin char? cteriatice of

then as a war

111thereby solved the confusion of onrly Greek and Room history.

of society in words which Karl Marx cdtfrt heve used.”112



Vc sec from thio that Engels did not consider thnt this as cct 
hr^bcen treated exj licitly and that he h'8 only a very general 
definition of civilisation fron Fourier* The frequent acid 
remarks which occur in the Origin ore in koeplng with Engel c* 
habit of polenicioing, especially at the ex onoc of eelf- 
ri litcouo clncoco nnd individuals. It does not appear thnt 
there is a radically new conceptual Indebtedness to Morgan and 
thnt the basic thought of Marx ex*) Enrols rcnrinc unchanged, 
though perhaps clarified.

The distinctive character of the view of prinitive society 
found in the Origin* aqbpposed to its predecessors, ie its 
concreteness nnd detail* By uslnr Morgan and his ovu rcoc rchcB, 
Engels produced ft detailed ochonc nnd account of the nature and 
decline of early society* The ©  ncrctencso is seen in the 
historical scheme t;kcn over from Morgan. Containing three stereo 
each of savagery and barbarism, it terninatoo in civilisation; 
hence: lower, middle and upper savagery; lower, middle nnd 
upper barbarism; civilisation* Fire °nd the use of fish and 
shellfish mark the br ginning of middle ravagery; the bow and 
arrow nark tho beginning of upper savagery* Barbarism io 
incurw^ted by pottery; domeotloatlon of animls marks its 
middle stage; iron marks its upper singe; civilisation le marked 
by the oppefimnce of the alphabet and hiotoricd records.11*
In more general characterisation, savrvrry io narked by
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appropriation of natural product8 and the instruments for
such appropriation) barbarism is marked by increasing the
productivity of nature (cultivation and domestication of
animals); civilization by working up natural products as in

115industry and art.
The concretoness is to be seen further in the scheme of

interaction between the modes of reproduction and of production
in which development the primitive or gentile order of society
is dissolved* In order to show this interaction we must
first sketch the development of the family and then the economic
development9 in the course of both of which the natural forces are
seen to be dissolving the old order. Except for the new wealth
of detail and the complete scheme of human development y there
is no essentially new motive in this work*

The history of the family begins with the consanguine
family which is the first step beyond the promiscuous sexual
life of the original herd group. It is based upon generations
and excludes the parents and children from the same

116reproductive circle* It is followed by the Punaluan 
family in which brothers and sisters are excluded from 
the some marriage group. ttiis originatest according to 
Engels, in the limitation imposed on the size of the 
family by the size of the house and the capacity for
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sustenance of tho location; tho method being hit uponf it held
ite pi' cc because of the superior mce of inhabitants produced.
Hie only possible reckoning of descent is by the female line* This
type of family gave birth to the gens9 the basic unit of nil
precivilized forms o social organisation; the sisters (notor'll
a m  collateral 9 thoir children* m d  their brothers (mturrl
nn coll teral re pi ccd in n inohi tToup uhooe descent ic
reckoned from n feu'lc ancestor9 ~nd /hooe raeoberc arc rorbiddcn
to mrxry one another.11 The gens developed in the niudle otrx 

119of savagery. However9 the complexity of kinship and resulting
difficulty in poking correct group urrri ve led to the pairing
family (in upper savagery nnd lower barbarism) which again
survived bocoucc of a superior race of people* fl is ie not a
strict monogamy; the marriages are easily dissolved and exist
within the communal household. Descent lo still by tho fearl*

120line nnd the family and community is dominated by women. There 
is not a complete line of development from promiscuous sexual life 
to a weak form of monogomy9 developed entirely by natural 3>roee 
and considerations*

At tide point Engels introduces the economic factor as a 
formative power nnd sees an upheaval of the nntur l forces* property 1 
herds had become a fact of life In the middle stage of barbarism.
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Tills aode of production mnde the men dominant and no privets
property developed, the dceires for maintenance of property
intact led to the demand for fathor-riiit and oono of oortnin
parentage. Tills woo counter to the gentile system with its
mother-ri^it but found a foundation in the pairing fnnily
which vrs transformed into pure monogony* Property become

121the prince force in the social formation end development. Hero 
then, one sees the role of production and reproduction reversed: 
of ter a certain degree of development of man's productive life thio 
life itself shapes hio social forms instead of the reproduction of 
human life itself, as was originally the ease* Prior to this 
point development was due to purely natural end spontaneous forces*

felfttLiAft tut log
The organisation of society which follows from tho gene 

as the basic unit of society is tho gentile constitution 
described by Engels in the succeeding charters of hio work*
Engels dwells at {prenteot length upon the Iroquois and Greek gcntes, 
the former being a pure form nnd tho latter represent!**: a decrying 
nge. The distinctive feature of the gentile constitution, 
rccor ing to Engels, io that there Is no ***spccial authority
separated f*oa the totality of those conocmod in onch case..*"

122which is his definition of the state. All officials or bodies 
nr© subject to the approval of the people. There arc various
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details of the organization and functioning of tho gentile order
that are important If we are to underot nnd tho decry of it*

The Iroquoie gentile order was compose! of the gcntcs, the
phratrieo (originally gcntc: hut Inter subdivided 9 tribes, and
the confederation* Each gens had a pe ceti~c leader (sachem and
a war chief, both of \/hou are elected and deposed at will tf the
gens in a public mooting of nil the oen and women— the council.
No member could marry within the gens and all property oust
remain within tho gens, reverting to brothers, sisters or maternal
kin of the deceased* The protection of the interests of the
members lay with the gene* The phratry is largely a social
and religious organisation, except that it settles disputes
involving two gcntcs, and may void an election of a sachem if

123other gens oppocc it*
The tribe Inhabited a certain territory and spoke a dialect

which set it apart. It Invested the sachems with their office 
ana could depose tho© over the protest of the gens, concerned* The 
trlbel council was composed of the archers and war chiefs of all 
the ger.tcE* It net in public, heard any member of the tribe, 
but then made its own decisions. Its field of authority was 
only in tribal matters, except for investing and deposing the 
sachems* Since a state of war existed except where a treaty 
of peace ves in force, raiding by volunteers (in bends si .liar
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to t • German retinues; vro continuously in progroce* •
Beyond the tribe was the confederation! the beginnings of 

ti&tlorihood, a permanent alliance of kindred tribes* Sts council 
vos composed of sachems elected by the centos ond removable by 
them* The vote in tho council oust be unanimous nnd was taken 
by tribes, so that each tribe oust ngree among itself# There vrs 
no heud official; n meeting could be called by any one of the

ipr,tribal councils and there wore two war Chiefs of equal power*
The confederation was considerably li lted by the necessity of 
unanimity for any action*

The gentile system le based uixm the gens, hence lo prinrily 
a kinship society, not one based upon territory or property* It is 
democratic, all bav« a voice, there is no power separate from the 

. people# except the nor iv power to depose a eocheca in the 
interests of the whole. The people run their own off ire except 
as they involve others*

In the Greek gens the hî Jier etnge of development hra given 
rise to several changes: (l) father-right has entered; (2) because 
of fnther-ripht, there is ncsrri ig© within the gone by an hcirese 
to keep the wealth within the gena (as It goes to her husband)*
This breaks the foundation of the gentile system* (5 ) rurtber, 
in uniting the tribes into larger organisations, the government 
has undergone chan eo away tram a purely gentile type of oyetcm* 
This was composed of: (a) a council, originally composed of 
leaders of the gentes, but now, due to increased numbers, an
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elected body which allowed the rise of on aristocratic* clement; 
(b) a popular assembly (agora), a> ©posed of all men nnd women, 
which voted on all icrportnnt questions us presented by the 
counoil| (c a military cocrmder, subject to approval by the 
people, but now becoming hereditary* Thus in the decoying 
gentile society of Groeoe, (l) fathcr-rltfit favours the 
accumulation of property and its opposition to the gens;
(2) dif ferentiation in wealth creates the rudiments of 
hereditary nobility nnd monarchy; (3 ) slavery is spreading to 
include not only prisoners of war but also asnbero of the same 
gens and tribe; (4 ) the degeneration of tribal warfare into a 
systematic raiding or plunder* All these chas es stem from 
wealth which only needs nn institution to protect it f*oo tho 
older communal traditions to be supreme in huaan affairs.1^

LPA Ah^Sct&Ue Ctenotltution

%  have seen the scheme of development of the forms of the 
fondly, and the general form cf the social organisation of 
gentile society. The next step is to trice the interaction of 
these with the economic developments. This begins in the
Bdddlc stage of barbarism. In this stage the polxli^ family 
has developed, and in tho preceding stage the gentile 
organisation is at its height of vitality.'^ In this lower 
stage of barbarism a Sparse population, abundance of land, there
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was an economy based upon hunting and fishing and gardening, 
with a natural division of labour (women working in the house 
and garden; men hunting and fishing). What little was 
produced was common property, though tools and utensils were 
private property. This is the stage at which the products
of men are subject to men, not vice versa, in spite of the

128low level of man's mastery of nature.
Into this harmonious life now came the domestication of 

animals which led to a pastoral life by certain tribes and the 
first social division of labour. It resulted in increased food 
and products which caused a regular exchange to develop in the 
place of the previous sporadic trade. Also there was a rise 
of male dominance, a rise of property in herds, a development 
of agriculture to provide food first for animals and then for 
man, and a development of weaving and metals. There resulted a 
surplus of products which allowed the keeping of slaves for 
added productions hence the first social division of labour 
led to slavery and class divisions. Thus the classless society 
is shattered nnd the gens is undermined by the introduction of
father-rirfht and the rise of the monogamous family over

129against the gens.
Further decay sets in with the upper stage of barbarism 

when iron makes possible the sword, axe, nnd plough, and a 
plentiful food supply. Towns are walled, individual wealth



increases rapidly, the crafts and individual branches of
agriculture multiply rapidly. A second social division of
labour takes place: the separation of agriculture from crafts
and industry. This leads to commodity production, exchange,
the development of money, nnd commercial life* The result, a

130second division by classes, the rich versus the poor.
The final downfall of the gentile society and the rise 

of tho state follow the further developments. The increasing 
density of population brings closer union internally and 
externally: the federation and amalgamation of tribes takes 
place, producing a territory and a single people. Because of 
plundering, the military commander became an indispensable 
and permanent official alongside the assembly and the council: 
the gentile society became a military democracy. The power of 
the commanders Increased and their position became hereditary 
because of father-right and the custom of election from the same 
family— hence there was laid the foundations of a hereditary 
nobility and royalty. With this hereditary character, the 
commanders and their forces became detached from the people and
became the germ of an independent organ to oppress and rule the
~ n 131 people.

Finally, in the stage of civilization, the third social 
division of labour takes place in the formation of a merchant
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class which is detached from production yet gradually gains
control of production. Minted money becomes the means of
rulership by all who possess it. Landed property nnd mortgage
appear, putting an end to communal land holding. All this
leads to a rapid concentration of wealth and the appearance of

132an aristocracy of wealth.
It is clear from the above that a succession of natural

causes: increasing population, increased human technology
and organization of production, have all brought about a
revolution in the mode of human social life, namely the end of
the gentile system* The formation of the state is marked by
the same type of spontaneous necessity. In its Greek form,

133which Engels insisted was a model for all others ve may see
this development.

The first result of the new economic and social conditions
was that the gentile system ceased to be capable of handling
the affairs of the people* It required that the people live
close together in their own territory with their own kin* This
ceased to be the case: the mobility of the population produced by
commercial pursuits and the transfer of land both mixed the
population. Further, many could not find a place in the gentile
order: dependents, foreigners, slaves. Hence the gcntes could

134not meet except for religious and unimportant business.
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The second result of the new conditions was -Burt new 
interests and needs had arisen for which the gentile system 
was unequipped to care: professional groupings of craftsmen 
and the opposition of town and country* These groups were not 
constituted according to the gentile division of the population

_ .  ‘ 155and hence formed new organs to express their interests.  ̂The 
third result was that all conflicts and interests and classes 
were combined in the same gens and tribe, whereas its original

156life sprang from a social group in which all were free and equal. 
Finally, the gens could not exert authority because its only power 
was based upon public opinion, whereas now there was a splintered 
society and opinion. It needed a third power to stand over these 
antagonisms and keep them together* The gentile system was unable 
to cope with this continuous conflict within society: "The gentile 
constitution has outlived its usefulness* It was burst asunder 
by the division of society into classes* Its place was taken by 
the state •

In the above account it is seen that the social results of 
the new mode of life required a new form of government. It was

158to be a form based upon territory, not kinship; It required 
an( Independent power, "**.a public power which no longer coincided

159with the population organizing itself as an armed force •" It



also required power to levy taxes to maintain the public power. 
This power needed by the state toiftmction, is usually held by 
the most powerful of the classes in society, unless there is a 
deadlock.141

In Greece and Rome these aspects of the state were acquired
by various reforms, constitutions and crises* However, in German
tribes, the whole impetus came about because of the conquest of
the Roman Empire* Before the conquest the military leaders were
already becoming rulers, and the bands of retainers were
increasing. Also there had been a rise of industrial and
commercial activities, of luxury* The decisive factor, however,
was that because of the conquest, the population was mixed and
kinship ties were weakened, as well as the presence of the

142conquered peoples in the territory. Further, there was a
need for government which could only be given by the king who
relied upon his retainers and favourites, and for which the
council of chiefs could no longer be practically convened.
Finally, the army became the king’s instrument because the
people were too poor to place themselves in the field as
formerly. This impoverishment of the free peasants also gave
rise to feudalism: title to the land was exchanged for 

143protection. Thus, because of a series of practical problems



resulting from the conquest, the gentile system was no longer 
serviceable and the state replaced It— out of no economic 
faetors (Engels admits as much but persists in arguing for 
economic determinism)•

In this description of the origin of the State, it becomes 
evident that Engels is convinced of its necessity* The Gentile 
constitution cannot operate because of the social changes 
wrought by the economic developments. Man's advances in 
technology and production— the essential human activities—  
undermine the social conditions in which small kinship units 
could regulate their own social life in a simple and purely 
democratic manner. They now require some form of government 
based upon territory and power, to unite the population in one 
whole. Hence, as with the family and property, the natural 
forces inherent in human progress in production require a new 
form of society. Now the natural, primitive world is replaced 
by the strictly monogamous family, private property, ond the 
State. Engels has given a complete account of the dialectical 
interaction of the natural nnd the humai in the course of which 
the human replaced the natural— an interaction which has only 
natural premises and forces in it. Engels has set forth for 
the first time the previously missing portion of the entire 
history of mankind from the viewpoint of dialectical materialism—  
and naturalism.
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Summary and Conclusion

Neither in Engels1 writings before the Origin, in hie
statements about Morgan, nor in the Origin itself do we find any
basic shift in his evaluation of primitive society. His entire
frame of reference for it remained the same throughout his life.
Only In a few passages does he give expression to admiration for
the primitive life and then invariably to follow it with a
statement that it had to be dissolved to smko way for the higher
development of human society and life, (it should not be forgotten
that he always wrote in an enthusiastic manner nnd once said that
the wrath of the poet was perfectly in order in describing the
conditions of modern society, but that it did no good in explaining 

144 \it, ) His enthusiasm for Morgan proved to be based upon Morgan's 
solution to certain theoretical and factual problems regarding the 
history of the gentile order m d  the fact that the solution of them 
allowed him to set forth the materialist view of history in its 
entirety. His enthusiasm expends itself upon this rather than 

upon the idea of the goodness of the primitive life and its 
return in a higher form in modern communism.

In this survey of Engels' thought on primitive communism 
there has been found no departure from the essentials of either 
his own view or the view of Marx. Primitive communism is the 
result of the primitive mode of production. This production or 
man's level of development was deficient: man was at the mercy 
of nature on the one hand and relatively isolated on the other*

144- Anti-Duehring, 153(English 207)



Only progress in technology— hence in production and in 
transportation and communication— could inaugurate a truly 
human society, and this progress of necessity ended the primitive 
communal society. There is nothing in it that could be carried 
over into modem communion, unless some surviving remnant of it 
is able to appropriate the necessary technological and Intellectual 
progress from modem capitalist society. The wholeness of man—  

the communal or social solidarity— is something which results 
from the productive mode of life, not something which is innate 
in man, may be corrupted and half-hidden, and then resurrected.
The interdependence of human life steadily grows with the progress 
of economic life and this growing "organism", or entity, is the 
basis of both alienated and communist forms of social solidarity, 
but only in its moat limited form could it underly primitive 
communism. Engels' Origin did not depart from this viewpoint, nor 
did any statements made *out Morgan or his contributions do so; 
Morgan gave Engele no radically new facts or theories but merely 
an order into the confused knowledge of pre-history. We cannot 
conclude that the so-called "fall" interpretation of the Marxist 
view of the decay of primitive communism may be substantiated by 
Engels' work as opposed to Marx's work, the latter having already 
been shown to be incompatible with this interpretation.
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Hot, to Qyptore V nnd W  

Ssafsa vl?y. ?* tya e aiift

mils tho primary toouo of the thesis hns been tho views 
held b Mora raid Engels, it is nooessnry for the solos of 
relevancy to show thrt Soviet Marxism has not developed any 
significantly different view of primitive oociety. Thio eon 
be established by a brief survey of the writings of Plokhanov, 
Lenin, Stalin, a poet Gtcliniat book. The survey le brief 
nnd limited to flfhowin Hint the Soviet evaluation of primitive 
society 1s consistent with that of Mnrx end Engels) no attempt 
is node to describe the total view of primitive ootaaunloa held 
by Soviet thinkers.

lekhanov (in a work published in 1**95 end republished 
in 1956) views primitive men as the equivalent of rads hlo, 
living in the kingdom of physical necessity and r... In oooplete 
subjection to nature."* The development of productive forces or 
using tools to act on nature ’ to achieve his ends’ subjects 
nature to mant ‘’&SJ8aBML jtfJnftflWff, 
dtterpinc.e the the authority oi non over nature."2
In thir development there lo a greater or lesser dorxec of 
social union, whose characteristics f,...nrc determined at every 
given time by the degree of development of the productive foroos,

1. lb. Development of The Honjet View of m e t w y , 271
2. Ibid.. 271.



because on the degree of development of those forces depends
3the entire structure of the social union#’1 Hence, Plekhanov 

sees human traits as the products of man's historical efforts, 
not as deriving from some primitive perfection. In the course of 
development, men became enslaved to their own system of 
production and its products# However: "This provides the 
opportunity for a new and final triumph of consciousness over 
necessity, of reason over blind The new era comes
because of the process of man beyond his original state and 
because of his understanding of the laws of nature and society, 
not because of his appropriation of the form of early society.
The mode of production caused the primitive communal ownership 
and the later changes to private ownership! the form of society
is determined by the mode of production, in the interest of the

5development of greater productivity#
In the writings of Plekhanov, there are no scattered 

misleading moralist statements as in Engels# The Marxist system 
is logically expressed and primitive society receives the 
evaluation given by Marx and by Engels in his more reflective 
moments. This is the trend followed by Soviet Marxism, as this 
brief survey will show#
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Lenin mode only a few references to primitive society and
these were not discussions of it per se but with reference to
other issues* This fact Itself indicates that primitive
communism played a minor role in the consciousness of the
founder of Soviet communist society* Further, it becomes
evident that other facts are the positive and real forces in
his thought regarding man's essential nature and his future
form of society*

One of the most significant of these positive factors
is his view of Marx's essential method and theory:

The whole theory of Marx is the application of the 
theory of development— in its most consistent, complete, 
considered, and pithy form— to modem capitalism*
Naturally, Marx was faced with the problem of applying 
this theory both to the forthcoming collapse of ^
capitalism and to the future development of Communism*

An emphasis upon development and the placing of the basis of
the future in the developments of the present mark Lenin's
interpretation of Marx and the view he himself develops* Hence,
rightly or wrongly, he affirms a "scientific" view of society
ns opposed to the moralistic or logically formal views of the

7form of the ideal society. The future communism is based

6* State and Revolutiont in Selected v/orks (Moscov, 1951), 
ll/l, 286-287• Cf. Ibid., i/l, 136-138.
7. Cf • V/hp.'t The "Friends of The People" Are And How The:, Firfrt 

The Soclnl-Deiaocrate (1894) In Selected v/orke. l/lf 103-160; 
especially 103-110, 113, 127-128, 154-135» 136-138, 141-146.
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upon the present developments In capitalistic society— the
gknitting together into one whole the processes of production.

The form and life of communistic society, needing no state and
its power-apparatus, is based upon the Paris Commune of 1870, the
social developments in capitalistic society, upon the psychology
of habit and the lack of social misconduct (no oppression and
poverty, hence no resentment or abuse, etc.), and upon education.^
There is no mention of primitive communism in all this.

On one occasion Lenin even defends modem communism against
the charge of being "primitive democracy" by saying that it
"..•is impossible without a certain "reversion" to "primitive
democracy.••”, for how else can the majority, and later the
whole population perform state-functions•10 However, in the
same sentence, his second point is

...that "primitive democracy" based on capitalism and 
capitalist culture is not the same as primitive 
democracy in prehistoric or precapitallstic times. 
Capitalistic culture has crea ed large-scale production, 
factories, railways, the postal service, telephones, 
etc., and on this br sis the great majority of the 
functions of the old "state power" have become so 
simplified and can be reduced to such exceedingly simple 
operations of registration, filing end checking that 
they con be easily performed by every literate person..
/hence cm be stripped of official privilege and pov/e£ •

Here, then, Lenin makes a definite distinction between primitive
communism and modem communism, because of the technological
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8. Ibid., 128-129, 142-150.
9. Ibid.. Et/l, 255-257» 285-306.
10. Ibid.. Il/l, 243.
11. Ibid.. 243-244.



factor and bason modem eonmuniaa upon this very factor. This
1q the human mastery of nature t nd necessity Which narkc a truly

12Inarm exlotenoe.
Vhlle mentioning prinitive society in hio poleod.es in

13ho tho Friends of The People" Are. etc.. Lenin seriously
discuoooo primitive society in Tho Stoic ad Kevolutiofl (1917) f’nd
a leoture designed to supplement thio work with regard to
primitive society(1919)# In neither of these does he go beyond
using primitive society to show thnt the state ie a historical
institution (os opposed to its being on "eternal’1 entity) and to
complete the historically oriented conception of it ae a d veloplng
entity. The purpose of The rotate and Revolution was to coll
Marxian bade from rcvicionism and opportunism with their
acceptance of tho state as permanent, to the pure Marxian
doctrine of revolution: to do this he nuct chow the fallacy of
viewing the state as netemnl ”. iiencc he Quotes firor TSngels,
'The state la9 therefore, by no means a power forced on society
from without.•• Rather it io a product of society st a certain

14ctrpc of development. •• This in the result of class conflicts 
which require the State and produce it, Lenin says himself*
'hen class ontogoniscB ore no longer, it \/ill be necessary to 
dt stray the state which has acquired a power and life of its
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12.Cf. tt-tcrinlien and naplro-Crltlcfaei. 190-193. 
13.Ibid.. l/l.
14.1enln, Selocfrd oortce, Il/l, 203-204.



own above the needs of society. Hence , Lenin seeks merely
to prove the historical or trrmsitory nature of the state and to
prove that this is tied to the existence of class conflict, now
nearing a resolution, according to Marxism.

In the lecture in 1919 there are many more explicit
statements about the nature of primitive society— of its
classless, stateless nature. However, he makes it dear that
his purpose is to chart the course of action by a consideration
of the origin and development of the State:

Das Buverlaessigste in einer Frage der Gesellschafts- 
wissen8chaft, das notwendlg ist..»ist, den £?rundlegendcn 
historischen Zusamenhang nicht su vergeosen, jede Frags 
von dsm Standpuhkt aus su betrnchten, vie eine gevises 
Erscheinung in d< r Geschichte entstanden itt, welche 
Hmrptsjrtappen in ihrev Entvicklung dlese Erscheinung 
durchgemacht hat, und vora St̂ uidpunkt dieser Fntwicklung. . 
su sehen, was das betreffenden Ding jetzt geworden iet. 1b

In opening his actual discussion he makes the same point, nnd 
continues:

In dieser Frage muss vor allem die Aufmerksamskeit darauf 
gelenkt werden, das os nicht inmer einen Stoat gegeben hat. 
Es gab oine Zeit, wo kein 8tant vorhanden war. Der 8taat 
erscheint dort und dann, wo die Teilung der Gesellschaft in 
KLassen erscheint, wo Ausbeuter und Ausgebeutete erscheincn.

And in describing the primitive condition, Lenin speaks of it
as occurring when men found themselves "...auf den niedrigsten

18Stufen der Entwicklung. • • "
There does not seem to be any evidence thnt Lenin departed 

from the Marx-Engels view of primitive society. He says little

15

15. Ibid., 212-213•
16. Lenin, Ueber den Stnat(l919. Berlin), 6.



about it and bases none of the modem communistic goals upon it,
nor does he derive any element of man’s nature from it. He
stresses merely that it proves that the state is not eternal
end is not to be tolerated. He holds to a theory of human
development which is identical with thnt of Marx: it requires
the whole course of human development to bring about "human being".

Stalin makes a few passing remarks about primitive society,
usually of an illustrative nature, and appears to follow the
view that we have already found. He emphasises that the forms
of society and property depend upon how people work on natures
hence the development of the means of production determines the
form of society. Therefore, onoe there was communism, then there
was private property, now, "♦••production is again assuming a
socinl character— and this is precisely why the consciousness of

19men is gradually becoming imbued with socialism." He olso 
emphasizes the fact of a historical origin of the State, as

OA
Lenin and Marx had done. The proof of the inevitability of 
Socialism rests upon the correspondence of the form of production 
and the form of society! today thousands of workers gather in 
collective labour and are dependent upon each other and upon other 
shops and factories; private appropriation is incompatible with 
social production and a change will bring the form of
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19. Stalin, Works, I, 317(Anarchism or Soclallsm(l906).
20. Ibid., 337, 339.



appropriation into correspondence with production. This
correspondence is emphasized again in 1930 in Dialectical and

22Historical Materialism. Also Stalin continually emphasizes
the futuristic nature of corxnunism9 based upon development 

23of production. He even says that slavery was an advance over
24the disintegrating communal society.

In the preface to Mnrx-Engels, Selected /orks (1951)» the
editor says of Engels' work on primitive eociety9 that it
discloses the origin of the family, state, private property,
classes, and the State, and that it "•••shows the regularity of
their development and their dependence upon the material mode
of production, and explains why certain social forms are

25Inevitably superseded by others.” This relating of social
forms to the mode of production is again seen in the
Politische Oekonomie Lehrbuch (Moscow, 1954? ^ermon ed«, Berlin,
1955;. The struggle against animals and enemies made it
necessary that men live together* "Unter die sen Verhaeltnissen
war das gemeinschaftllche Leben fuer die MensChcn das einzlg

26moegliche und elne unbedingte Notwendigkeit." Also, the low 
level of development of tools necessitated the communal 
character of society*

21. Ibid., 340-341. 22. Cf. Problems of Leninism, 732-740.
23. Ibid.. 715-719, 724-727, 732. 24. Ibid.. 717.
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Die Produktionsverhaeltnisse werden durch den 
Charakter, durch den Stand der Produktivkmefte bestimmt.

In der Urgemetaschaft 1st die Grundlage der Produktions- 
verhoeltnisse das Gemelnelgentum an den Produktlonsmitteln. 
Das Gemeineigentum entspricht in dieser Perlode deo 
Character der Produktivkroef te • Die Arbeitsverkzeuge varen 
in der Urge sell schaft so primitiv, dass sie fUer die Menschen 
der Urgemeinschaft die Moeglichkeit ecusechlossen, einzeln 
gegen die Naturkraefte und die Raubtlere zu kaempfen.
"Dieser Primitive Typ der kollektlven oder kooperatlven 
Produktion", sdirieb Mnrx, "war natuerlich das Resultat 
der Schvaeche des isollerten Individuums und nicht der 
Vergesellschaftung der Produktionsmitrtel•" •••/from draft 
of letter to Zasulldy'... Ilieraus ergab sich die 
Notwendigkelt der kdllektiven Arbeit, des Gomeineigentums am 
Grund und Bodan und an den anderen Produktlonsmitteln so vie 
on den Arbeltsprodukten. Die Menschen der Urgeoeinschoft 
hat ten kelnen Be griff vom Prlvatelgentum on den 
Produktionsndtteln* In ihrem perooenlichen Eigentum 
befanden sich nur elnige Produktionsinstrumente, die ihnen 
zugleich als Waffen sum Schutz gegen Raubtlere dienten.27

This communal character of life is limited to a narrow circle
28of men— those of each community• The productivity is likewise

limited— at "•••einem ausserordentlich niedrigen Niveau...” and
29the instruments are primitive* Man 16 oppressed by nature:

In der Epoche der Urgemeinschaft war drr Mensch in staerksten 
Masse von der Ihm umgebende Natur abhr.engig; er war durch 
die echweren Existenbedingungen, durdi den schveren Kampf 
gegen die Natur voellig niedergedrueckt.™

V/arfnre, hunger, enimals of prey— all took a toll of life, and
31cannibalism developed. Further lack of esteem for the primitive

state is revealed by the fhet men create their society nnd their
nature by their own labour: "Durch die Arbeit entstnnd die

32Menschliche Gcsellschaft und begarm dch zu entvickeln."

27. 23? c f .  2/!-28. 28. 23-24. 29. 31.

30. 20. 31. 20. 32. 20.



With the development of new productive powers, the communal form
of society fettered further development nnd gave way to private

33property* Hence, as with earlier Marxists, Hie ending of 
primitive communism ie a step forward in the interests of higher 
productivity*

It doe8 not appear, then, that recent thought has changed
any regarding the evaluation of primitive communism* Primitive
communism is invoked principally to round out the historically
oriented system, and to disprove the bourgeois view that

..34' •••das Privateigentum seit Ewigkeit besrtehe." Man's 
essential or truly human nature is one that is evolved by man 
himself through the process of human labour and the increasing 
of his mastery over nature: the true social form results from 
the moot fully developed system of production m d  level of 
productivity* As with Marx, the primitive form resulted from 
sub-human conditions and the dominion of nature over man*

V/e see then thnt in the entire line of Soviet Marxist 
thought there is no deviation from the thougit of Marx and 
Engels on the vnlue of primitive society* All view it as the 
result of the primitive system of production rather than of 
a primal perfection, and all view the modem form of communism 
as the result of man's own cumulative development of his 
productive activity* Soviet thought is extremely futuristic in 
its outlook and one might say that it is even cautious in its
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regard for the primitive state of man. Thus, the conclusions 
of thio study are as valid for the official or "orthodox"
Soviet Marxism as they are for the teachings of Marx and Engels.
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C H A P T E R  VII

ASIATIC SOCIETY IW MARX'S AND ENGELS' WRITING8

To this point the thesis has examined the writings of 
Marx and Engels on primitive communism, its decay, and their 
evaluation of it# It has found that primitive life and society 
was merely a germinal form of humanity nnd must be transcended 
before mature humanity is to be reached# The dissolution of 
primitive communism, far from being a "fall”, is a necessary 
step forward, and the progress of humanity is based upon 
private property, division of labour and exploitation, exchange, 
commodity production, money, and all the evils of capitalist 
society and economy. The new communism of the future is to be 
based upon the full development of man's productive powers and 
his dominion over nature, the full development of the individual, 
and upon the social nature of the interdependent mode of 
production. The communism of primitive life is based upon the 
limited production, limited contacts and interdependence, and 
the lack of development of men out of their pre-human and 
natural social limits# Further, it has been seen that Marx and
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Engels expressly denied any significance to the remnants of 
primitive conmunism in the modern world unless they were given 
access to the benefits of the material and intellectual products 
of the modem capitalist world. The fundamental question, the 
concept nnd evaluation of primitive society, has been answered • 
There remains, however, the question of a closely related form of 
society, Asiatic Society, which has received renewed attention 
recently and which merits consideration in its own ri£ht, as well 
as being essential to the full treatment of primitive society.
A study of this will further emphasise the nature of primitive 
society, its Shortcomings, and the nature of Marxfs and Engels' 
entire historical view. Further, it will present new materials 
on Asiatic Society.

i

^he most comprehensive study of Marx's concept of Asiatic 
or Oriental society1 is to be found in Oriental Despotism A 
Comparative Study of Total Power (1957) by Professor Karl A. 
V/lttfogel. Chapter Nine of this work deals specifically with 
the Marxist use and abuse of the concept of a specifically
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1. A very good short treatment of it may be found in 
G. Lichtheim's Marxism: An Historical and Critical Study(l96l). 
145-148. A use of the concept may be found in Robert V. Daniels, 
The Nature of Cormnunism (1965), 6, 258-241 • In both cases they 
ore indebted to v.'ittfogel' s work. The bibliography nnd notes of 
Oriental De: oiirm give an indication of the work done in the 
1920's by German socialists and communists and by Wlttfogel 
himself, none of which surpasses his latest work.



Asiatic form of society. The treatment is&ketchy and
compressed despite the fact that it was originally intended as

3a separate stuty? it suffers considerably from the author *8 
viewpoint sad polemic purposes while being at the same time an 
invaluable study.

As an anti-communist (also an ex-communist) Vittfogel attacks 
the Marxist view of a unilinear9 necessary development of society 
which offers no real alternatives ond choices. Instead, he 
argue8 that in the history of society a multilinear pattern 
of development is evident which implies alternatives and

Achoices, hence freedom. He is especially Interested in 
proving that it iB not necessary for a ruling class to own 
property in order to have absolute power, the power of bureau-

5cracy being Just as despotic. The major portion of his work 
is the historical investigation of the fact that there was such 
a class and despotism in the Orient and elsewhere, brougvt 
about by the need for water. To Sharpen his attack and to 
settle old scores, he charges that Mnrx, Engels, and Lenin

2

2. His book is largely an independent study of "hydraulic 
society”(society depending upon the moving of large quantities 
of water for irrigation, drainage, or transport) and is not 
primarily a study of Marx and Engels on the subject.
3. Karl A. v/ittfogel. Oriental Despotism, v.



all held a concept of Asiatic society but abandoned it when
g

its consequences for their own programme became unbearable.
Thus he sayss

Marx* and Engels* acceptance of Aolatlc Society as a 
separate nnd stationary conformation shows the insincerity 
of those who, in the name of Mnrx, peddle the unilinear 
construct.?

In chapter 9 he describes the struggle for the complete 
obliteration of this concept in all orthodox Communist writing—  

which is easily confirmed by nn examination of any recent 
publication from Moscow (even the indices do not carry the entry). 

There are several faults of Wittfogel's analysis! unture 
assumptions concerning Mnrx* and Engels* view of Asiatic society 
and the nature of their discussion of it, and an inadequate 
knowledge of the scope of Marx's sources. He assumes that Marx 
and Engels viewed Asiatic society as "a separate and stationary 
conformation’. This is dependent upon the criteria for formulating 
a concept of society and will be shown not to be clearly the case 
with Marx and Engels. It is entirely possible that, given certain 
presuppositions, they should have done so, but this is not to say 
that they did do so, which is our concern. Wittfogel also 
assumes that Marx and Engels were giving a detailed discussion of 
the Orient and interprets their failure to do so in each instance 
as a deliberate and significant act. The truth of the matter is 
that such a discussion plays only a minor part in a small section 
of the C-rundrisse and is mentioned only in passing in Capital and 
Theories ueber dtn Mehrwert (which are concerned with the main-
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6. Ibid., 55 Chapter 9, especially 371-372. 7. Ibid.. 7.



stream of economic thought and life, hence largely with 
capitalism1*; the came is true of Engels' writings. Finally 
Marx18 sources merit a description of their own, which will 
follow. It is clear that a careful study of Marx's and Engels' 
views of Asiatic society is in order, in qpite of V/lttfogel' s 
valuable work.

According to V/ittf ogel, Marx built his concept of oriental 
economy and history upon the views of the classical economists 
Richard Jones and John Stuart Mill, who had developed ideas held
by James Mill and Adam Smith. Further, he gives as Marx's
reading on the subject: J.S. Mill, Principles etc. (from 
September 1850 and on); A. Smith, Vcalth of Nations (ftom 
March, 1851); Prescott, The Conquest of Mexico. The Conquest of 
Peru (August 1851); Francois Bernier, Voyages. etc. (Mny-June 1853); 
James Mill, History of British India (probably mentioned in the 
New York Tribune. July 7, 1853 )• The truth of the matter is 
that Marx's sources are far more numerous than is indicated here.

The reading notes preserved in Amsterdam by the International 
Institute for Social History show the great range of Marx's
reading. It would appear that V/ittf ogel is right in assigning a
chief place to Richard Jones whose works have a great number of 
excerpts. Further, Jones' works gave reference to a number of 
Marx's further readings. For example, Ĵones' Essays etc.1**

8. Ibid.. 372-373. 9. Ibid.. 373, note b.
10. R. Jones, An Essay on the Distrlbutionof Wealth (1831), 
(hereafter: An Essay 132: Appendix, 45* (Marx excerpted this book 
in Heft B51 orf* the Marx-Engels Nachlasscs in Amsterdam, m d  made

(contd. next page)
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mentions: R. Patton* s Principles of Asiatic Monarchies (read by
Marx in June 1353? three hnlf-pages of excerpts); Dernier,

11already mentioned. His An Introductory Lecture on Political
Economy mentioned A.H.L* Hesren, of whose books Marx read

12several in 1851 and 1853* ' (Further a book by Jones which was 
not excerpted by Marx, Textbook of Lectures on Political Economy,

13 xmentioned Patton, Dernier, and M. l/ilks, Sketches of South India. )
14J.S. Mill referred to Prescott’s works. In addition to these

works containing the fundamental theory of an Asiatic type of
society as distinct fXom the v/estem type, there were numerous
other books referring to the problem, either generally or
specifically. There were in 1851 and 1853 at least 18 entries
and over 70 pages of finely written excerpts made which relate to 

15the Far East and there were a great number of entries on Spain, 
Russia, and Turkey in 1853 and 1854.^

(footnote contd.) 11 half-pages of notes, in 1851.) Patton’s 
book is excerpted in Heft B66,
11. Jones, An Essay, 124.
12. R. Jones, in Literary Remains (ed. Whewell), 571. Cf. Marx: 

in B55(l85l)t Heeren, Ideen ueber die Politik etc. der aiten i 
Voclker(l824), 5 pp. of excerpts; Heeren, llandbuch d. Geschichte
d. rurop. Stas.tensystems u.d» Colonien(l819}» 5 half-pages of 
excerpts; Heeren(in B64« 1853 )V De la Politique et du commerce des 
peuplcs d 1’antiquity etc.. tome 3(1833), 2 half-pages of excerpts.
13. R. Jones, Literary Remains» 43l(Patton); 447, 448(Bcmier);

449(Wilks).
14. J.S. Mill, Principles of Political Econoay(l848), 244.
15. Cf. "Inventor des Marx-Engels-Nachlasses”, B51, B55* B64,

B65» B66.
16. Ibid., B63, B67, B68, B69, B70, B72.
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Prom all these readings it is seen how wide was Marx’s
reading on the subject, in both modem commercial studies and
the accounts of th© history and institutions, largely of India
and the Near East. Marx seems to have had very limited information
of China and Japan. While R» Jones appears to be the dominant
influence, it should be said that R. Patton’s work gives a very
well defined concept of Asiatic society in contrast with European

17society nnd ante-dates Jones by three decades. whether Marx
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17. R. Patton, The Principles of Asiatic Monarchies, etc. (1901) i
11 At every step, the effects of property are apparent, upon manners, 
oustoms, civilization, nnd government in all nations, and in all 
ages.” (vi)

’’The uniform effect which landed property produced upon all 
those pastoral tribes who subdued the agricultural provinces of 
the Roman empire, was, by creating Inequality of rank among them, 
to form at last great land proprietors, who, rising into 
competition with the crown, assumed Independence of its authority, 
and, in process of time, in every state of Europe, sooner or later, 
abridged all the proud prerogatives of royalty. Of this progress, 
a detail has been given in the preceding part of this work, 
comprehending the western empire under the extended government 
of Prance, and the peculiar circumstances of the kingdom of 
England anterior to the Norman conquest, to which the situation 
of the kingdom of Scotland bore a very near affinity. But in all 
the kingdoms and empires of Asia, and a part also of Africa, where 
agriculture and civilization had been systematically established 
for ages, even previous to the existence of the Roman empire, no 
such effects have been produced. In all that immense extension of 
country, as far back as history can reach, perpetual sovereignties 
have existed with undiminished power and splendour, without the 
occurrence of any degree whatever of limitation, alteration, or 
restraint.(1-2)
’’•••the form of monarchial government is everywhere prevalent; 
and, wherever agriculture has been established, the property of the 
land is vested in the prince, nnd the landrent forms his principal 
revenue, precluding the possible existence of great land 
proprietors! and hence, in all those governments, no limitations 
or restraints have ever been imposed upon the sovereign power, 
which has incessantly and invariably continued arbitrary and 
absolute.” (3)



was little impressed with this or whether he merely gave more 
explicit notice of his preoccupation with the more factual 
sources, hence could have been much influenced by Patton, is a 
matter of conjecture.

One source of the concept of Asiatic society which Wittfogel 
formerly recognised but now practically discards is Hegel's 
writings* This neglect is based upon his recognition of the

18" •. • fundamental dependence of Marx upon tho classical economist s.”
It is extremely doubtful whether this is an adequate accounting of
Marx's sources, unless one is able to show in a thor ou$igoing way
thnt Hegel himself is ultimately dependent upon the classical
economists: this has not been convincingly done as yet, however

19much truth there may be in its direction. Therefore attention 
will be given to both conceptual and literary similarities 
between Mnrx and Hegel on Asia.

Hegel understands history as being the development of 
reason by the historical process in which the particular will 
and the universal will are united in such a way that the 
particular will consciously wills the universal instead of 
having it imposed upon it* This process of history is marked 
by the original unity being broken asunder and eventually 
reunited. In history the Oriental world represents the primary 
immediacy at the beginning of history. It "... arises in
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18. K. Wittfogel, Oriental Despotism. 372, note a.
19# Cf. R.C. Tucker, Philosophy and Myth in Karl Marx, 123-124, 

and the note, on G. Lukaco and this interpretation.
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natural communities patriarchally governed.” The ruler is a 
high priest or god as well, and religion nnd law are one; the 
Individual personality loses its rights and privileges. Distinctions 
are developed in customs, classes* states, but are accidents of
personal power or the results of nature fixed by the castess
„ 21 '•••nothing is fixed, and what is stable is fossilized.••" This
state is the absolute beginning of history. This is because of
the fact that

China and India lie* as it were, still outside the Worldfs 
History, as the mere in supposition of elements whose 
combination must be awaited for to constitute their vital 
progress. The unity of substantiality and subjective 
freedom so entirely excludes the distinction and contrast 
of the two elements* that by this very fact* substance 
cannot arrive at reflection on itself— at subjectivity.
The Substantial in its moral aspect* rules therefore* not 
as the moral disposition ofoĵ he Subject, but as the 
despotism of the Sovereign.

State power in this form of society is not the state power of the 
modem state %

• ••oriental despotism is not a state, or at any rate not the 
self-conscious form of state which is alone worthy of mind, 
the form which organloally developed and where there ore 
rights and a free ethical life.23

In the following analysis of Marx’s view of Asiatic society,
(

Hegel’s points about Asia will be seen to be similar to those of 
Marx.

20

20. Hegel, Hegel!s Philosophy of Right (Knox), 220.
21. Ibid., 219(P349, Remark); cf. 213(P331, Remark).
22. Hegel % The Philosophy of History# (tnjnslnted by Sibree, in

Dover edition), 116.
23. Hegel, Hegel’s Philosophy of Right, 173(R270, Remark).
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This differentiation of Asiatic society from Europe is seen

again in the two contradictory moments of the State* (l) natural
aind9 the Family, which divides into (2) a society— Civil Society,
a society of individuals held together by mutually supplying

24each other fs needs. For Marx, one of the distinguishing marks 
of Asiatic society was its self-sufficiency, the lack of inter
dependence which results from disintegration which occurs in 
Civil Society; for Hegel, Asiatic society lacked this development 
of individuality.

There are also a number of literary phrases which indicate 
that Mnrx was using Hegel at the time of writing his articles and 
manuscripts on the Orient. For example, in the article ’’The 
British Rule in India”, Marx contrasts the ascetic tendencies with 
the sensuous tendencies in Indian life and religion* ”•••& religion
of the Lingam nnd of the Juggernaut; the religion of the Monk,

25and of the Bayadere • " Hegel likewise makes this contrast 
between asceticism, mentioning also the dancing girls (Bayadere! 
and temple prostitutes, the Fakirs resembling the mendicant

26frinrs of the Catholic Church nnd the suicides by the Juggernaut.
Or again, Marx speaks of the evils of the village communities 
of India which have turned the self-developing "social state into 
a never changing natural destiny, and thus brought a brutalising

24. Ibid.. 35-36(P33)| cf. 160(P259)} 162(P262).
25. 8W, I, 312.
26* Hegel, The Philosophy of History, 150, 157•
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27worship of nature.• •" as in the v/orship of the monkey and the

cow. Hegel says that the caste system subjects the social order
28to nature» and speaks of ’•••this natural destiny...” and says

that the objects of worship eire either created forms or natural
objects— ,fEvery bird, every monkey is a present god and

29absolutely universal existence. •• while there are hospitals
for old cows and monkeys. In the Grundrisse Marx described the
community of the Oriental form "•••als Substanz, von der die

30Individuen bloss Akzidenzen sind..." while Hegel spoke of the
East as being the first phase of history where unreflected
consciousness, "•••substantial, objective, spiritual existence—
forms the basis.• •" and where "Substantial forms constitute the
gorgeous edifices of Oriental Empires in which we find all natural
ordinances and arrangements, but in such a way, that individuals

31remain as mere accidents." And in describing China Marx spoke 
of the patriarchal relation of the Emperor to the Empire and of
"•••this patriarchal authority, the only moral link embracing

32the vast machinery of the State... , while Hegel said of the 
patriarchal statei "On this form of moral union alone rests the

27. SW, I, 317.
28. liegel. The Philosophy of History, 1471 cf. Hegel's 

Philosophy of Right. 153(P206V Remark)•
29. Hegel, The Philosophy of History, 157-158•
30. Grundrisse, 378.
31* Hegel, The Philosophy of History, 105#
32. Marx, Marx on Chino, 2.



Chinese State•••" Furtherf both Mnrx and Hegel emphasise the
3dpresenoe of isolation in China and India.

IVom the above citations and the similarities of the Oriental
world in both Marx and Hegel* it is seen that Hegel is not to be
dismissed too li^itly as a source of Marx's view of Asiatic
society* It may not be possible to assess absolutely the
relative importance of Hegel* but it is certain that Marx
borrowed considerably from him,

Marx had already formulated a concept of despotism in
general in The Eighteenth Bruaaire of Louis Bonaparte written

35between D< comber 1851 and March 1852. In this writing he 
describes the new French government as a despotism which has 
severed itself from civil society however, resting upon the 
atomized rural districts. The French Revolution had broken the 
various separate units and powers of the old order? Napoleon had 
continued by developing centralized government power; the 
Restoration subdivided the various functions nnd interests of 
civil society and mode every common interest into a general 
interest under the care of the government. In these periods*

33. Hegel, The Philosophy of History, 121; cf. 166.
34. SW, I* 320* Marx said that isolation was the prime condition 

of India7!? stagnation as it was of China's mode of life (cf. Marx
on China, 4, cf. 2). Hegel said that China, India* Babylonia all 
rose to a high level of life but were shut in to themselves nnd 
did not receive the element of civilization supplied by the sea. 
(Philosophy of History, 10 0-1 0 1)
35. SW, I, 31l(editors note at end of the article).
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this trend was merely the means to the class rule of the
bourgeoisie, but under Louis Bonaparte the State had severed
itself from society and set itself against it. This vns
because of the peasant dass - the most numerous in France. This
el as 8 is not strictly a class - it has no common interests, only
similar interests, hence it offers no effective opposition to
central power, and, being unable to raise up proponents of its
desires, expresses its political influence in subordination to
authority itself.

The small-holding peasants form a vast mass, the members of 
which live in similar conditions but without entering into 
manifold relations with one another* Their mode of 
production Isolates them from one another instead of 
bringing them into iputual intercourse. The isolation is 
increased by France's bad means of communication and by 
the poverty of the peasants* Their field of production, 
the small holding, admits of no division of labour in its 
cultivation, no application of science and, therefore, no 
diversity of development, no variety of talent, no wealth 
of social relationships. Each individual peasant family 
is almost self-sufficient; it itself directly produces the 
major part of its consumption and thus acquires its means 
of life more through exchange with nature than in inter
course with society.
In so far as there is merely a local interconnection among 
these small-holding peasants, and the identity of their 
interests begets no community, no national bond nnd no 
political organisation among them, they do not form a dass* 
They are consequently incapable of enforcing their class 
interest in their own name, whether throu#i a Parliament or 
through a convention. They cannot represent thcmselvos, 
they must be represented* Their representative must at the 
some time appear as their master, as an authority over them, 
as an unlimited governmental power that protects them 
against the other classes and sends them rain and sunshine 
from above* The political influence of the small-holding 
peasants, therefore, finds its final expression in the 
executive power subordinating society to itself.37

56. Ibid*. 302. 37. Ibid.. 303.



Strong government and heavy taxes are Identical* By its 
very nature9 small-holding property forms a suitable basis 
for on all-powerful and innumerable bureaucracy* It creates 
a urtform level of relationships and persons over the whole 
surface of the lend* Hence it permits of uniform action from 

a supreme centre on all points of this uniform moss* It 
annihilates the aristocratic intermediate grades between 
the mass of the people nnd the state power*58
Bonaparte would like to appear as the patriarchal 
benefactor of all classes* But he7cannot give to one 
class without taking from enother.^

Hence 9 we find in the French despotism a lack of internal
cohesions interestef needs, communications, transportation nnd
commerce are locking* Further9 the central power provides the
lacking necessary elements and subordinates the whole to itself*
Finally9 Marx refers to the position of the ruler as being
patriarchal •

ii

The specific concept of an Asiatic form of society was 
developed by Marx and Engels in the spring of 1853 as a result of 
their writings and discussions on the Crimean War and the 
Parliamentary debates on the East India Company* It has already 
been seen that Morx had read widely on the subject in 1851 and 
after and had used a concept of despotism in The Eighteenth 
Brumairc of Louis Bonaparte between December of 1851 and March 
of 1852* Now, in the spring of 1853 he and Engels read and 
discussed the history and institutions of Asia in detail as they



wrote their articles.
The question must have been discussed during a visit of

Mane to Manchester sometime after April 2 8 and is first
recorded in a letter of May 18 from Engels to Marx. Discussing
a book he had mentioned nnd Inter had rend, he mokes several
points concerning Arab history, the most important for us being
that the Hebrews were merely a small Semitic tribe, one of many.
They developed differently and separately because of the local
conditions which, on the one hand permitted agriculture, and on
the other separated them from the rest of the Arabs (desert 

42wastes', • " Engels has explained the Hebrew life and religion 
by geography and manner of livelihood,

Marx replied to Engels1 letter on June 2 and come to the 
central point of the issue with the questions "Warum crschcint

AXdie Geschichte des Orients als eine Geschichte der Religionon?"
The eternal nature of the social and political life of the area 
was due to the fact that the sovereign owns the land. Mnrx quotes 
from Francois Beamier1 s Voyages, etc. concerning the dependence of

MEGA, Abt. Ill, Bd.I, 445-446* Marx wrote to Engels on 
March 13» 1053» about the "detestable question orientals" which 
was not his deportment since it was vor allem militnrisch und 
geographisch." Also, on March 12 Engels wrote that he would look 
up books on Turkey of which there were many at the Atheneum in 
Manchester.(459)
41* Ibid., 469* Marx said then thnt he would leave London the 

following Sunday.
42. Ibid., 470-471* He refers to Charles Forster, The 

Historical Geography of Arabia, the book, "... von der wir 
fruehcr sprnchen...”

40



the cities and especially the capital upon the presence of the 
king (relating a question raised on the decay of Arabian cities) 
including the statements n.»>lc roi cct le seul et unique 
proprietnire de toutes les terreo du royaume. • •n (underlined by 
Marx)* * He concludes the discussion:

Bernier findet mit Recht die Grundform fuer 
sremtliche Erscheinungen des Orients— er spricht 
von Turkei, Perslen9 Hindostan— darin# dass kein 
Privrtgrundeigentum /Korr* aus Privatgrundbesit^ 
existierte. Dies 1st der wirkliche clef selbst 
zum oriental!cchen Himnel*45

In this letter then, Marx has appropriated one of the key
characteristics of Oriental society which were mentioned by
Adam Smith, Richard Jones, R. Patton and F« Bernier; the
ownership of the land by the state or the sovereign* He also
mentioned but did not discuss the peculiar nature of the cities—  v
that they were based upon the king’s expenditure nnd therefore
must follow him*

About this time Mnrx must have also written the article on
China, published June 14 in the New York Tribune* In this he
mentioned the patriarchal nature of the Chinese Emperor and the
isolation which preserves China's character* Concerning the
patriarchal character of the Emperor he says:

Just as the Emperor was wont to be considered the father 
of all China, so his officers were looked upon asthe 
paternal relation to their respective districts* But
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44. Ibid*
45# Ibid*, 477* Cf. that throughout his writings Marx 

contrasts the terms Eigcntuermer and Besitzer (occupier, thou^i
in ordinary usage this means owner, as does 15igentuermerj.



this patriarchal authority, the only moral link 
embracing the vast machinery of the State •••/has been 
oorrodod by opium smuggling, etc*/46

This dharacteristic of Asiatic society, it is to be seen later,
we merely note Marx's utilization of it here. The same is true of
the view that isolation is the mainstay of China, the "Celestial
Empire" (as opposed to the civilised and "terrestrial world")*
"Complete isolation was the prime condition of the preservation 

47of Old China'* Nov that British cannon had broken this 
Isolation, Old China would dl sintegrate as a mummy opened to the 
air*

Marx has to this point mentioned three characteristics of 
Asiatic society, (l) ownership of land by the state or sovereign,
(2) patriarchal character of the state and ruler, (3) isolation*
He has also alluded to the fact that the cities are not stable 
self-supporting organisms, but are dependent upon the Expenditure 
of the sovereign.

On June 6 Engels carried the concept a step further when he 
asked why the lack ojfproperty was characteristic of the Orient* 
Thio condition he relates to the geographical and climatic 
difficulties in the way of cultivation of the land which 
necessitate communal and state undertakings for any livelihood 
to be possible*
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4 6. Marx, Marx on China* 2* Cf. Hegel, The Philosophy of 
History* 1211 "On this form of moral union alone rests the 
Chinese s t a t e * c f *  160.
47*, Marx, Marx on China, 4,2* On August 8 he wrote the sane of 

India s distance from Europe* "•••the isolated position vhlch was 
the prine law of its stagnation*" (SW, I, 320)
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Aber voher koumt es, dass die Orientnlen nicht zum 
Grundeigentum kommen, nicht einmal zum feudalen?
Ida glaube, ea liegt mit den grossen Wuestenstrichcn, 
die sich von der Sahara quer durch Arablen, Feraien,
Indien und die Tatarei, bis ana hochste aeintioche 
Hochlnnd durchziehn. Die kuenotliche Beuasserung 1st hier 
erste Bedingung des Ackerbaue, und diese iot sache 
entweder der Komminen, Provinzen oder der Zentrnlregierung• 
Die Regierung in Orient hatte inner aach nur drei 
Departments! Finanzen (Pluenderung des Inlands), Krieg 
(Pluenderung des Inlands and des Auslands) und travnux 
publics, Sorge fuer die Reproduction.48
' . * ‘ .  • . A  * ‘ I * * • ’ • • V

By this d pendence upon irrigation Engels explains the great 
waste8 where earlier civilizations and cities flourished and the 
fact that a single war could lay waste to an area for hundreds 
of years. (The British have abused the first two departments of 
government and abandoned the third, thereby ruining the 
agriculture,— a view Marx used later in discussing India.
Hence Engels has added another piece to the puzzle of Asiatic
society, a view that was found by him in Richnrd Jones and

50Adam Smith.
Marx now makes the contribution to the solution of the 

question with a perhaps original insight. Tho unchanging life of 
the Orient has been laid to the lack of property vhich in turn 
is explained by the largely desert conditions necessitating 
communal and state irrigation projects. Now Marx adds a third

48. MEGA, Abt. Ill, Bd.I, 480.
49. Ibid.. 480-481.
50. Cf. Richard Jones, An Essay, 119-126; Adam Smith, The 

' cal-th of Nations (1904), II, 179, 214, 220-221, 300,322.



basic factor which is for more specific than the usual 
explanations found in his reading, namely that centuries of 
oppression, stagnation, excessive taxation, end lack of private
property have confirmed the people in their nind and habits and

51 /prohibit change. In his analysis of the situation in India (in
an article written June 10 and a letter to Engels June 14) Marx 
bases the unchangeable nature of Asia upon the uniform, self
sufficient and independent villages, which were the basis of 
despotism. It is to this article that attention must now be 
turned.
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51# Cf* R* Jones, An Tssny, 113(excerpted verbatim by Marx on 
page 76 of 351 of Amsterdam Excerpt Hefte)i "The experience of 
many long centuries of monotonous oppression has sufficiently 
proved the tendency of such a state of things, once established, 
to perpetuate itself*" Cf* 126* Alsofj Jones blames the 
Tartar conquests for both the state owner* ip (the sovereign 
owns by the right of conquest) and the servile attitudes of 
Asians (the Tartars must be under absolute authority of the 
leader during war)* (109-113)•

Marx also made the following note in June 1853 (in B66,p*7) 
on the view that over-taxation prevents progresst "It is to the 
burthensome amount of public imposts that the stationary 
condi tiooiof indi%£ifychiefly attributable• (16) *.*^an incomplete 
sentence including this phrase on taxation^/ according to the 
ordinary procedure of on annual assessment, increasing or 
decreasing with every variation in the gross amount of the 
annual produce of the lRnd*.*(40)"(fromt An Inquiry into the 
cause3 of the long continued Stationary Conditions of India 
and its Inhabitants, London (1830), author anonymous)* Cf. also, 
Jones, An Essay, 115, 117. On the effects of the lack of 
property, see Jones, Ibid*, 138ff. Cf* Bernier, Travels in 
the Mogul Empire (Snglish translation; Mnrx used the French ed*)f 
I, 263, 270-271.



Mnrx is attacking H*C* Corey9 an American economist whose 
views ore carried in the New York Daily Tribune, which are 
critical of British policy nnd activity in India9 especially 
the tendency toward centralization (really the interdependence 
of modem economic life) and the consequent destruction of
Indian hone industries. He carries out this attack by showing

52that Britain’s rule is really revolutionary. The British have
neglected the irrigation system and have successfully competed
with the home textile industry of India and have thus undermined

53the social system for the first time. This social system is the
village system consisting of small 9 self-sufficient and independent
villages which leave the public works to the central government
because of the low stage of civilisation and the vast extent of
territory (in contrast to other conditions in Italy nnd Flanders
where voluntary association took place)* The people are
scattered over the country and held in the small villages

• ••by the domestic union of agriculture and manufacturing 
pursuits— these two circumstances ̂ public works by the central 
government and this dispersal had brought about, since the 
remotest times, a social, system of particular features—  
the so-called village system. which gave to each of these 
small unions their independent organization end distinct life.
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52. MEGA, ABt. Ill, Bd. I, 486.
53. SW, I ,  313-3155 cf. 317.
54- Marx had excerpts on Holland, Belgium, and Italy from 

T.C. Banfield, The Organization of Industry Explained in a 
course of lectures delivered in the University of Cambridge in
fjgagter term 1*344. 2nd Ed. 10485 pp.40-42 on Belgium and 
Holland and pp.43-59 on Italy, in B64, pp. 23-24*
55. SW, I, 315*



The economic self-sufficiency based upon the union of
agriculture and industry is accompanied by a local political
form which is also self-contained, functioning regardless of
who is the conquering ruler so long as tho economic system 

56remains intact* .
The indifference toward the ruler is indicative of the

general life and outlook of these villages. Marx says thnt
while the British have caused great misery in the disruption of
the life of these villages, it should be remembered that

• ••inoffensive though they may appear, /these village^/ 
hod always been the solid foundation of Oriental 
despotism, that they restrained the human mind vitl in 
the smallest possible compass, making it the unresisting 
tool of superstition, enslaving it beneath traditional 
rules, depriving it of all grandeur and historicalenergies.

This view of life allowed them to understand the destruction of 
empires and atrocities as natural events, while the "••• 
undignified, stngnatory, nnd vegetative life...'1 evoked on the

CO
other hand ritual murder and aimless destruction. Further, 
these communities (contaminated by slavery and the caste system),

56. Cf. Ibid., 316; he quotes from a House of Commons Report 
used by T#S. Raffles, History of Java, I, 285-286; nnd by
M. Wilkes, Historical Sketches of South India, 118-120. (Even 
Hegel seems to have used it* cf. The Philorophy of History, 154*) 
Raffles and' likes are excerpted in B66 nnd Marx uses them in
Capital. I, 377-378, 379, note 1.



•••subjugated man to external circumstances instead of 
elevating man to be sovereign of circumstances.••they 
transformed a self-developing social state into a 
never changing natural destiny•• ./and hence brought about 
the worship of the monkey and the cow by man "the 
sovereign of nature's/59

The communities, their economic life and their cultural life are
marked by stagnation.

Marx followed this article by another written on July 22
(published in the Tribune on August 8), entitled "The Future
Results of British Rule in India , In this he showed how the
British were laying the foundations for modem civilized life
by introducing private property, breaking up the isolation of
the countryside with railroads and the tele&raph, and providing

60water for irrigation from the reservoirs along the railways.
All this is in addition to having broken the self-sufficient 
economic foundation of Indian villages* It is evident that Marx 
considers the lack of interdependence and intercourse in the 
economic and material life of the people as the prime chomct oris til 
of the Indian civilization, and thus of Asiatic society.

According to the concept of Asiatic society developed by 
Marx and Engels in 1853, geography and climate create the need 
for public • orks by the central government * and for state or 
communal property. The union of agriculture and home
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Ibid. On "natural destiny", cf* Hegel, The Philosophy of 
History, 147*
60. SW, I, 320-322. Marx had excerpted 2 pages of notes from 
Indian Railways and Their Probable Results* "By an old Post
master^ (London, 1848, 3rd ed. l in B64, pp.47-48. He used much 
of this in the article*



manufactures results in economic self-sufficiency which, with
public works by the central government, produce the village system.
This village system produces stagnation and the foundation of
despotism (an unresisting source of revenue)* The circle is
unendings despotism provides the pfcblic works necessary to
agriculture which is one of the pivots of the self-sufficiency
of the villagesi each supports the other*

In 1354 Marx used this concept in describing the condition
of Spain and there reveals some of the salient points of it again*
He contrasts the course of absolutism in Spain with thpt of
Europe, sho ing a similarity of the Spanish form to that of Asia*
In Europe society developed of itself under the influence of
absolutism, the towns rising in importance and exchanging the
local independence of the Middle Ages for the general Influence
of the middle classes and civil society. In Europe .absolute
monarchy presents itself as a civilizing centre, as the initiator
of social unity”, while in Spain the towns lost their power

61without gaining modem significance. This decline of the towns 
was because of the decay of commerce, industry, navigation and 
agriculture, which Marx does not probe at the present, but which
*n Capital he attributes to the destruction of irrigation

62maintained by the Moors. As commerce and Industry declined

61. Morx-Engel8, Revolution in Spain(l939), 25(r»rticle in the 
New York Daily Tribune. 9/9/54 * Marx had read numerous 
books on Spanish conditions as a source for his views (cf* B68,
B69, B70, B72 of Excerpt Hefts).
62. Capital. I, 558.
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in the tovme, a condition developed which closely resembles 
Asiatic conditions*

• ••internal exchanges became rare, the mingling of the 
inhabitants of different provinces less frequent, the 
me ins of communication neglected, and the great roads 
gradually deserted. Thus the local life of Spain, the 
independence of its provinces and commune3, the diversified 
state of society originally based on the physical 
configuration of the country, and historically developed 
by the detached manner in vfolch the several communes 
emancipated themselves from the Moorish rule, rad formed 
little independent commonwealths— was now finally 
strengthened and confirmed by the economical revolution 
which dried up the sources of natural activity.63

Hence there is an atomized, self-sufficient society with little
economic and social intercourse or interdependence, the very
8tuff of modem Western economic nnd social life. Absolutism
did not plant the seed of a centralized national life and
activity as did European despotism, due to the decay of
economic activity, and further,

• ••did all in its power to prevent the growth of common 
interests arising out of a national division of labour 
and the multiplicity of internal exchanges— the very 
basis on which alone a uniform system of administration 
and the rule of general laws can be created.64

Therefore, Marx says, Spanish absolute monarchy only
superficially resembles that of Europe and ”• ..is rather to

65be ranged in a class with Asiatic forms of government.” Spain, 
like Turkey, remained a collection o^mismanaged republics 
allowed to pursue their own affairs so long as they did not 
interfere with the interests of the central government. This

63. Marx-Engels, Revolution in Spain, 25-26.
64. Ibid., 26. 65. /bid.



situation occurs in a society ihich has no state in the modern
. . _ 66 sense of the word.

iii
The formulations of Asiatic society in the Grundrisse of 

1057-1858 are significant because they are a usage of it in 
Marx's theoreticrl writings (hence are not merely a journalistic 
or polemic device) and because the system there gives a framework 
for the scattered statements found in his later works* Some of 
the details and clarity of the 1853-1854 writings are lost in the 
generalization but the concept itself remains basically the same* 
Very important is the orientation of Asiatic society in the scheme 
of social stages, which was not done previously* (Though Engels 
said that Asia did not come to private property, not even to 
feudal property.)
1* Asiatic Society is one type of Primitive Society

This distinctive feature of the Grundrisse scheme is not
so systematically done elsewhere, but then, is neither denied nor
contradicted in later writings, end as will be seen in the excerpts
and notes of hie readings in 1881, is the only plausible scheme*
As seen previously, the initial form of society is characterized

67by a unity of the labourer with the conditions of his labour.
This form is subdivided into three types of communal property 
(and the free small-holder), beginning with the oriental commune
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66. Ibid. Cf. 92,96(July 21, August 4, 1854) where he 
indicated essentially the same.
67* Grundrisse, 375* Cf* chapter 5 of this thesis on this*
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which develops into the antique and finally into ite complete

plaoe9 in some areas it doee not do so9 and then the developing 
life of man takes the form of Asiatic or Oriental society* Hence 
he soys:

Diese Form, wo dieselbe Grundverhoeltniss zugrunde liegt9 
kann sich selhst sehr verschieden rerlioiercn. Z.B. es 
viderspricht ihr dur chaus nicht9 dass9 vie in den 
meisten asiatischen Grundformcn, die zusaamenfassendc 
Einheit, die ueber alien die sen kleinen Gemeinwesen 
steht, als der hoehere Eigentueaer oder als der 
einzigc Eigcnuuemor erscheint9 die wirklichen Gemeind<n 
daher nur als erbliche Besitzer.°9

In the midst of this apparent legal lack of property9 "•••
existiert daher in der fat als Grundlage dieses Stammoder

70Gemeindeeigentum. • This communal entity may appear either
as a group of small independent communities which "••• 
unabhaengig nebeneinonder vegetieren und in d.ch selbst der 
Einselne auf dem ihm ongewiesnen Los unabhaengig nit seiner 
Fomille arbeitet*. or9 as in Peru9 Mexico9 the old Celts9 and 
a few Indian tribes9 •••die Einheit kann auf die Gemeinschnft- 
lichkeit in der Arbeit selbst sich erstrecken9 die ein foermllches

i r i

System sein kann.*.” (The latter case is seldom mentioned
and never discussed* What Marx thought about the highly

72organised quasi-socialist state of the Ineas is not dear*
In the Grundrisse the Asiatic system of state property

68. Ibid., 396-397.
70. Ibid., 377.

69. Ibid., 376
71. Ibid*

72. A study of hiqbxcerpts from Prescott^ Conquest of Peru 
might reveal some personal remarks. He made 8 half-pages of 
excerpts from significant sections of the work.



and village organizations appears as a developed form of the
original oriental communal property. The lack of private
property and the higher unity in the state are merely extensions
of the previous communal form. The advancing forces of society
are contained within the communal relations.

This basic classification of the Asiatic form seems to be
followed throu^iout the main works of Marx. In the Theorlcn ueber
den Mehrvert be accepts R. Jones* description of the Orient and then
in his own summary of the three kinds of peasants, he calls the
first kind '...erbliche Inhaber die selbst den Boden bebauen.
/found in ancient Greece and/...im heutlgen Asien, besonders in 

73Indien.” The State is said to be the owner of property, and the
surplus labour and product "...dem Grundelgentuemcr (in Asien dem
Staat) zufaellt...'^ The peasants are hereditary occupiers of
the land which is owned by the State vrtiich collects the surplus
labour and product for the public works benefiting the land as a
whole and for the Income of the State officials.

In viume three of Capital he implies the identity of the
communal (organic) order of society and property v/ith the
Asiatic when he speaks of the legal conception of free property
in land, which

•••arises in the ancient world only with the dissolution 
of the organic order of society and in the modern world only
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73« Marx, Theorien ueber den Mehrwert, III, 473. (Hereafter 
cited as Theorien.)
74. Ibid., 479; cf. 452-453; 501.



with the development of capitalist production. Into 
Asia it has been imported by Europeans in but a 
few places.75

Similarly in volume one he frequently has reference to the
communal villages of India, usually with no mention of a
higher unity, though he does state once that the State exacts 

76rent in kind. While none of these references explicitly 
places the Asiatic form of society in the primitive communal 
category, they do not contradict it and do present aspects 
of this classification.

2. Despotism and State Ownership of Land
Closely related to the classification of the Asiatic form

of society as the primitive communal form is the fact of despotism
and the state ownership of land. The unity of the whole area
exists in the despot or State who controls the whole by virtue
of ownership of the land and public works. As in the isolated
primitive community there is a unity of property and social
functions, so in the Asiatic nation there is the local
community and a higher unity of the communities which make up
the nation. In fact, Mnrx uses this term, ,1hoehem Einheit"
(also: hoechsten Elnheit, die Einheit, Gesamteinheit). This
hifgier unity "...im Despot reallzlert ist als Yater der vielen

77Gemeinwesen.or, "...zuletzt als Person existiert.’ The 
despot or State is the owner of the land and the use of it is 
mediated to the individual through the individual community*

75. Capital. Ill(Kerr), 723.
76. Capital. I, 373j cf. 11, 51, 63, 376-377.
77. Grundrisse. 377.
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Da die Einheit der wtrkliohe Eigentuemer let und die 
wirkliche Voraussetzung des geraeinschaftlichen Eigcntums—  
so kann dleee selbst als eln Besondres ueber den vielen 
wirklichen besondren Gemeinwesen ersdieinen# wo der 
Einzelne dann in fact Eigentumsloo 1st, oder das Eigentum—  
i.e. das Verhalten des Einzelnen zu den natuerlichen 
Bedingungen der Arbeit und ReproJuktion als iba 
gehoerigen, als den obje cktiven, als unorganische Natur 
vorgefUnder Lelb seiner Subjektivitaet— fur ihn vcrmittelt 
orscheint durch das Ablassen der Gesamtelnheit— die im 
Despoten roalisiert 1st als dem Vater der vielen Gemeinwesen—  
an den Einzelnen durch die Vernittlung der besondren 
Gemeinde*^8
From this situation several things result. First, the

surplus belongs to the higher unity and is divided in three
parts: that for the !fhoehem Gemelnschaft", that for the
"wirklichen Despoten", ond that for the gods, the "gcdachten 

79Stacmsvesen’• Second, the conditions of the expropriating of 
nature are the work of the higher unity (cf. above quotation).
Also:

Die gemeinschaftllchen Bedingungen der wirklichen Anelgung 
durch die Arbeit, War aerleitungen, sehr vichtig bei den 
a8iatischen Voclkem, Konnunikationsnittel etc. erscheinen 
dann als Work der hoehren Einheit— der ueber den kleincn 
Gcmeinden schwebenden despotlschen Regierung.80

This activity of the higher unity gives it a material reality.
The despotism appears as more than merely an exploitation of one
part of the population by another, it is the unity which holds the
whole together.

In the Theorien ueber den Mehrwert it has been soen that Marx
spoke of the State owning the land and receiving the surplus 

81product. In volume three of Capital he says "The owner ̂ of land/

78. Ibid., 376-377. 79. Ibid., 377. 00. Ibid
81. Cf. above; also, cf. Capitol. I, 658.



Day be the individual representing the community, as in Asia,
82Egypt* etc*, • •• thus nearly repeating the Grundrissb 

formulation* In volume one of the same work, (speaking generally 
of the stimulation of industry and technology by nature's 
adversities) he says that the hydraulic works of Egypt, Lombardy, 
and Holland, and irrigation in Persia and India result from the 
"•••need for the social control of a natural force, the need
for economising it, appropriating it on a large scale, or taming

83it**.’ To this he added a footnote that in
• ••Hindustan, one of the material foundations of the power 
exercised by the State over the small and disconnected 
productive organisms of the country, has always been 
the regulation of the water supply.^

Again, in his major work, he has repeated the formulation of the
Grundrlsse,: the higher unity makes possible the appropriation
of nature by undertaking the necessary large-scale works needed
for this* The State or the ruler is said to be in possession of
the surplus labour or products through taxes in rent, tribute,

85with which they performed great projects.

3* The Geographical Basis

The basis of the higher unity of the Asiatic form of society 
is the need for certain activities to moke possible Hie 
appropriation of nature* As in the 1853 writings, geographic 
and climatic conditions play an important port in the form society

82. Capital. Ill(Kerr), 743J cf. 723
83. Capital. I, 557-558.
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takes. He Bays, speaking generally of the (originally nomadic)
primitive form of society:

Lassen sie sich endllch nleder, so wird es von vcrschiednen 
aeusserlichen, kllmatischen, geographischen, physischen etc. 
Bedlngungen sowohl, vie von ihrer besondren Naturnnlige etc. 
abhaengen— ihrem Stanmcharakter— , vie mehr Oder minder 
diese ursproengliche Gemeinschnft modifiziert vird.^o

The antique (classical Greece and Home) form of society resulted
from the fact that the problem of defence was uppermost, hence
the dwelling in towns for defense, whiles "Die Erde an sich—
bo sehr sie Hindemisse darbieten mag, um sic zu bearbeiten, sich

87wirklich anzueignen— 'bietet kein Hlndemis dor..."
Je weniger faktisch das Eigentum des Einzelnen nur 
verwertet verden kann durch gemeinsane Arbeit— also 
z.B. vie die V/asserleitungen im Orient. ♦ ./and with the 
experience otfaew environment and adaptation due to 
migration the more does the individual devclojg/ sein 
gemeln8amer Charakter mehr as negative Elnheit nach 
aussen erscheint und so crschelnen muss-, um so mehr 
die Bedlngungen gegeben, dass die Einzelne 
Privateigentucmcr von Grund und Bo den— Besondrer 
Parzelle— wird, deren besondrg Bearbeitung ihm und 
seiner Familie anheimfaellt.^

The geographical conditions in Asia have never allowed thiB
development of the individual because they impose the nocd for
collective work, whether by the small community or by the central
government and despot as public works.

In the third volume of Capital Marx makes nearly as explicit
a statement of the geographical influence upon society, l/hile
the economic form and stage of development of productive method

Grundrisset 376. 87. Ibid.. 378.



determine the political and social structure, the same economic
basis may show ”•••infinite gradations in its appearance*••due
to innumerable outside circumstances, natural environment, race
peculiarities, outside historical influences, and so forth*••"
It has already been noted that in Capital, I, Marx said that the
adversities of nature, including the need for hydraulic works,
and irrigation in Persia and India stimulated the development
of Industry and that irrigation was one of the functions of the

90state in India and Persia* There he also said that, not the
absolute fertility of the earth but the variety of its products
8timulnte the development of civilisation because it,

•••constitutes the natural foundation of the social 
division of labour, and by changing the natural 
conditions of his environment, spurs man on to 
multiply his own needs, capacities, means of labour 
and methods of labour .91

Presumably, Asia, with its great distances did not give the
variety ofproducts, capable of transport and exchange as did
the Mediterranean world*

In all of Marx's major writings, then, the influence of
geography and nature is considered important* It is a basis
for all later development and leaves its mark upon that
development for a considerable time. Presumably, technology
will remove much of this, but this is speculation on our part.

89* Capital, III (Kerr), 919. Cf* on raoe, 922 and Theorien* 
III, 519.
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4. Eoonomic Self-Sufficiency - Union of Agriculture nnd 
Manufacturing ~
Geographic nnd climatic conditions are decisive in initial 

stage8 of society, but its own forms play the decisive part in 
the degree of stability or dhange in it* This is especially clear 
in the Asiatic form of society where the unity of agriculture 
and domestic manufactures prevents development, (as stated in 
the articles of 1853 and 1859), by providing economic self
sufficiency to the individual social units.

The "Stamm-oder Gemeindeeigentu*" which exists in the 
midst of Oriental despotism is

...erzeugt meist durch elnen Komblnation von Itanufaktur 
und Agrikultur innerhalb der kleinen Gemcinde, die so 
durchaus self-sustaining wird und alle Bedingungen 
der Reproduktion and Mehrproduktlon in dbh selbst 
enthaelt.^

93Marx repeats this at least twice, and perhaps no other single 
feature of Asiatic society and despotism is so important in the 
writings of Marx and Engels. Closely related to this io the fact 
that the relation of town and country in Asia is "...cine Art 
indifferenter Einheit von Stadt und Land..." The separation 
of town and country is the basis of the development of exchange 
and with it, of industry, in Adam Smith and in Marx.9  ̂ Without
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92* Grundrisse. 377 93. Ibid., 386, 392.
94. Ibid.. 3821 cf. 377-378. Cf. Theorien, Ill, 474, 501.
95. Of.A. Smith, Wealth of nations, Bk. Ill, ch.l(l,355)t

"The great commerce of every civilized society io that carried 
on between the inhabitants of the town and those of the
country." Cf. Marx, in the Deutsbhe Ideologic (DP, 378-379, 
379-380) and in Capital. Ill(Kerr), 391."



exchange, private property, and the resulting social changes, 
there can be little change in the nature of society and little 
progress.

Marx continues this concept in the Theorien etc. where he
quotes from Jones concerning the self-sufficiency of the Asiatic
peasants who produce their ofln tools and clothes and supply their
simple nnd unchanging needs* He then contrasts this situation
with that of the capitalist who must consume his capital until
he makes a sale* "In der kleinen Agrlkulture 1s dnher haeusliche

96Industrie mit Agrlkultur verbunden* Vorrate fucre Johr usw.n
In Capital III, he says that in India nnd Chinn the
• ••broad basis of the mode of production is here formed by 
the unity of small agriculture and domestic industry, to 
which is added in India the form of communes resting upon 
common ownership of the land, which by the way, was 
likewise the original form in China*97

This was broken in India by the British position as governmental
landlord allowing the disruption of the communes (and of course
trade and industrial competition) which is not likely to occur in
China, where progress in trade is much slower and Russian trade

98is contrasted with the destructive British type. This self
sufficiency of natural economy "•••is quite suitable for becoming 
the basis of stationary conditions of society, such as we see in 
Asia."99
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96.Marx, Theorien, III, 513-514; this is not limited to the 
Asiatic form.
97. Capital. Ill(Kerr), 392. 98. Ibid.. 392-393.
99. Ibid.. 924. Cf. also 741, 913 , 922, 958 for ottior 

expressions of, or allusions to this phenomenal generally.



The Indian communities, as depicted in Capital I, have
' 100 no commodity exchange in spite of their division of labour.

No relation* of mutual Independence exist for the primitive
community (including Peru and ancient Indian communes) and
commodity exchange only begins with aliens, implying that for
the majority of their needs they are self-sufficient.101 The
payment of rent in kind (which implies lack of exchange
sufficient to create a money economy) helps to maintain the old

102method of production and is a secret of the Ottoman durability.
Speaking of the Indian communities he soys that ’’...the simplicity
of the productive organism in these self-sufficient communities—

unlocks for us the mystery of the unchangeableness of Asiatic
society.• which contrasts with the mcny political and
dynastic changes.10"*

In the Orundrisse. this economic self-sufficiency is the
nearest approach to the statement of the "vollstnndig diskreto”
organization of the Asiatic communities. In Cerital I he does
speak of "• • • the small and disconnected productive organisms of 

104the c o u n t r y . T h e  formulation is to be found later in 1881.

100. Capital, I, 11; cf. 51 for the patriarchal family 
generally.
101. Ibid.. 63. 102. Ibid., 122-123. 103. Ibid.. 378-379.
104. Ibid., 558, note 2.
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5* Neither Slavery nor Serfdom
The foregoing sections point up the uniqueness of the

Asiatic form of society. It appears as communal on the local
level (China excepted) as well as on the higher or national level
of common activities, or public works.

It is ambiguous, however, due to the fact of the exaction
of rent or tribute by the sovereign, which is doubly complicated
by the fact that a portion of this is spent upon communal projects.
The real significance of the question, however, lies in the fact
that present-day Marxists do not use the concept of an independent
Asiatic form but plaoe it under feudalism.10^

Marx followed a smaller group of writers who did not refer to
the society of the Orient as a feudal society. Jones and Bernier
both noted that the Aslan system was not like the Western feudal
system because the king owned all the land which was only assigned

106to the benefactors, not owned by them. A feudal system has a 
hierarchy of interdependent persons culminating in the king. All
own their lands, though subject to taxes and fees for the ri$rfc

105. Cf. Wittfogml, op. cit.. 369, 371-372, 376-377, 398, 401, 
402-404, 407-411. Also note the absenoe of it in any Soviet
scheme of history, or in the indices of recent publications.
106. Cf. P. Bernier, Travels in The Mogul Empire (trsl. Brock, 

1826), I, 5,45, 237-238. R. Jones, An Essay. 8, 115-116 says
that taxes or rents are collected by officials who pay them to the
sovereign (this is in contrast to feudalism where the lord 
receives rent from his domains and has certain rents or fees to 
pay to the king, who also owns certain lands privately). Cf. 
also, G. Campbell, Modem India. 75ff., on Moslem India; 97-98;
R. Patton, Principles of Asiatic Monarchies. 1, 2, 4, 8, 9, 75-78, 
135, 136-137, 140, 142, 143. Mnrx excerpted all these books.
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to do so* Hence Marx could say,
It oust never be forgotten that even the serf was not 
merely the owner (though a tribute-paying owner) of the 
plot of ground appertaining to his dwelling, but was also 
one of the joint owners of the common InndT*0?

Marx and Engels did not overlook this fact, in spite of certain
similarities in the conditions of the Indian peasants to serfdom.

That the lack of a hierarchy of ownership and the total
proprietorship by the sovereign must have been the decisive
criterion for Marx is certain in view of his definitions of
serfdom which occur in the same section in which he places
Asiatic society in the primitive communal form of society. Both
slavery and serfdom are conditions "•••wo der Arbeiter selbst
unter den Naturbedingungen der Produktlon fuer ein drittee

■» 108 Individuum Oder ^emeinwesen erschcint..." This condition of
being natural objects of production "•••neben das Vieh oder ale

109 110 Anhnengsel der Erde..," is produced by conquest and even
Peru's system is imposed by conquerors.111 Marx certainly was

112aware that Asia had had its share of conquerors. And when, in 
addition to this, the sovereign receives rent or tribute for hio

107. Capital. I, 795, note 1*
108. Grundrisse. 595, Cf. 368, 389, 392, 397.
109. Ibid.. 389. 110. Ibid., 392, 393, 395.
111. Ibid., 393.
112. Cf. SW, I, 319-320, 312-314, on India's conquerors; also 

R, Jones, An Essay, 110, 112, 114, 127, and G. Campbell,
Modem India, Ch. I.
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existence (unlike the feudal monarche who also own their own 
lands. one might well say that the people were the objects of 
production for a third person. In fact, only a strict 
definition of feudalism (as in Capital I) and a strong 
awareness of the patriarchal and communal nature of Asiatic 
society could have kept Marx from doing so.

This distinction between Asiatic and feudal society is 
further confirmed in the listing of the types of relationships 
of the worker to the means of production: the first is the 
original communal form, "Verbaltens eur Brde"; the second is that 
in which the worker is the owner of the tools as in the guilds 
of the feudal system - but "...(Das altorlentalische 
Itanifakturwssen kann schon unter 1) betrachtet werden.)"11  ̂And 
the fourth form is that of serfdom and slavery, thus making a 
clear distinction between Asiatic forms and slavery and serfdom. 
This appears again in the Theorien etc. where he adds tVo more 
categories of wage earners to Jones' three categories! (l) self
produced subsistence by peasants; (2) v/orkers paid by officials, 
rulers, etc.? (3) workers paid by capital, strictly speaking.) 
These additional two are (l)”...dno aslatische Gemeinwesen mit 
seiner Einheit von Agrikultur und Industrie.and (2) "...das
stnedticche Zunftweeen des Mlttelnltcrs, tcilwcise ouch in der 

114alten Welt.n Capital III also makes this distinction when it 
says that the owner of land may be the

113# Grundrissc, 396-397. Cf. 399 for a different, and 
apparently earlier and discarded scheme.
114. Marx, Theorien. Ill, 474; cf. 499.



individual representing the community, as in Asia, Egypt, 
etc., or this private ownership in land may be merely 
accessory to the ownership of the persons of the direct 
producers by some individuals, as in the slave or serfsystem. *

While there are some grounds for saying that Asiatic society
is similar to feudalism, Marx repeatedly set it apart from
feudalism and fjrom slavery.

One iUrther notice should be given to the similarity to
slavery. In the Grundrisse he snid:

...da der Einzelne nie sum Eigentuemer, sondem nur 
zum Besitzer in dieser Form wird, ist er au fond 
selbst das Eigentum, der Sklave deseen, dem die
Einheit der Gemeinde existiert... °

This seeming approval of equating Asiatic society with slavery
is repudiated a few pages later when he says that slavery and
serfdom (where the worker is a natural condition of production
for a third person or community) is not the same as the general
slavery of the Orient: ' ...(diese ist z.B. bei der allgemeinen
Sklavcrei des Orients nicht der Fall, nur vom europaeischen point
of view aus)..."*^

Having pointed out the various instances of a conceptual
distinction between Oriental society and Western slavery and

115. Capital. Ill(Kerr), 743* 116. Grundrisse. 393.
117# Ibid.. 395. Cf. also Capital. IIl(Kerr), 697, where he 

makes a distinction between patriarchal slavery in the Orient 
and slavery in Greek and Roman society. See also, V/ittfogel,
op. cit., 324, notes 4-8 and note b, for references to sLmilar
conclusions by many other scholars. Wittfogel uses this to say
that Marx recognised the general slavery of a state controlled
society (377).
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serfdom, attention should be turned to a number of passing
remarks using a sequence of social forms, containing both
"patriarchal" or "Asiatic" and slavery and serfdom. Two of
these occur in the Grundrisse. In money economy all personal
relations are transformed into money relations, ”••.ueberhraipt
aller persoenlichen Leistungen in Gelsleistungcn, der
partriarchnlischen, sklavischen, lelbeignen, zuenftigen Arbeit
in reine Lohnarbeit• "llvJ Again, he speaks of "•••in der Antlken
Zeit oder im Mittelolter oder in Asien..."11^ In 1859 in the
preface to Zur Kritik der politischen Oelcononic he said that
"•••Asiatic, ancient, feudal, and modem bourgeois modes of
production can be designated as progressive epochs in the
economic formation of society.” In the Theoricn etc. he
distinguishes the capitalist mode of appropriating surplus
labour in the exchange process from the earlier modes based upon
"•••gevGlt8arae Herrschaft eines Teiles der Gesellschnft uebcr
den andren, daher auch direkte 8klaverel, Leibeigenschaft, oder

121ein politische8 Abhaengigkeitsverhaeltnis." And in Capital
III he lists "...the slaveholder, the feudal lord, the tribute

,122collecting state..." as the owners and sellers of products 
in primitive conditions. In Capital II the distinction is not 
so clear but is present.
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118. Grundrisse. 65| cf. 75. 119. Ibid.. 194.
120. SW, I, 329. 121. Marx, Theorien, III, 451.
122. Capital. lIl(Korr), 382-383.



/Products o£. ..slavery, of peasants, (Chinese, Indian 
Ryots), of communes (Dutch East Indies), of state 
enterprise (such as existed in former epochs of Russian 
history on the basis of serfdom) or of half-savage 
hunting tribes, etc. •••/are all commodities and 
circulate in industrial capitalistic circulation when 
touched by it./****

Later he lists "•••some Independent labourer, some slave, some
serf, or some commune*• •,,*‘̂ ,in the same sequence*

In spite of a few ambiguous phrases and our "commonsense
feeling", it is clear that Marx separated Asiatic from slave-
holding and feudal forms of society*

There is an absence of any material on Asiatic society
after the major writings just considered until 1881 in the

125letter to Vera Zasulich and in some reading excerpts and notes.
In these materials f*om the closing years of his life, Marx 
displays a definite awareness of non-Westera forms of society, 
which is all the more significant because he had just read 
Morgan’s work which led Engels to neglect the non-Western forms 
of society and history in the Origin etc.

Nearly all the material is contained in four rough drafts 
which were never posted, but the very brief letter itself (dated 
March 8, 1881, and posted) points to an essential clue to the 
classification of Russian and Asiatic society. On the question 
whether Russia must go through the capitalistic stage of society 
he refers to Capital. There he had said that the basis of

123. Capital, II(Kerr), 125. 124. Ibid., 130.
125. See Chapter V, of this thesis, the paragraph immediately

following note 129, for the validity of this material.
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capital ism la the separation of the producer f*om the means 
of production, which is accomplished by the expropriation of 
the peasants# This has been done completely in Englnndand ie 
progressing in Western Europe. Then he saysi

La "fatallte historique" de ce mouvement est done 
expresegment restreinte aux pays de 1’Europe occidcntale#
Le pourquoi de cette restriction est indique dans ce 
passage du ch.XXXIIi

"La propri6te privee, fondee sur le travail personnel.• 
va etre supplants© par la propriety privoe capitalists. 
fondee sur 1'exploitation du travail d’autrui, sur le 
salariat. (l.c#,p.340i/le Capitaly ed# frnnc#/

Bans ce mouvement occidental il s’ngit done de la 
transformation d*une forme de proprictc privbe en une 
°utre forme de proprietc privee# Chez les pay sans 
russes on aurait au contraire a transformer leur 
propriete commune en proprifcte privee.1^

In each of three drafts of the letter he had said this and in the 
second one had said that the West European transformation was

/ 1 P*T"•••de la production fbodale en production capitalist©.#."
Hence it was clear that Russia was not in the same category as
feudal Western Europe at the time of the transformation to

12Bcapitalism# Classic feudalism implies private property
which is not the case in Russia (also Eastern Europe and Asia
by implication)# This is in keeping with the statement in the
Grundrisse that the Slavic form of property is a modification

129of Oriental communal property.

126. Marx-Engels Archiv, I9 341# Cf. The Russian Menace to
Europey 278, for an English translation.
127. Marx-Engels Archiv# I, 329* cf. 318, 329-331, 334-335.
128. Cf# Capital. I, 795, note 1.

Grundrisse. 396-397.



In the drafts of the letter there is conclusive proof that 
Mnrx places feudal property above the Russian communal form of 
property (paying feudal dues or tribute, to be certain) in the 
developmental scheme of the various social forms. Also, the 
differentiation of Western Europe from Russia and Asia appears 
repeatedly. Finally, he makes certain indirect statements which 
reflect the view of Asiatic society previously found in his 
writings.
(l) In the drafts of the letter Marx sees all ommmunol forms
oproperty in a first stage, "orchaique ou primaire',1̂ ° while
a secondary stage contains the forms based upon private property,

131including slavery, serfdom and capitalism. The village 
community (commune rurale) ie the last form in the primary 
stage: this was the form of the ancient German village which 
disappeared during the migrations and conquests. It was followed 
in Germany and the West by the new feudal village ("la nouvelle 
commune", ia which there is also private property in the tilled 
land, while the common lands continue as before. This is the 
second stage of society, based upon private property. The Russian
commune and the contemporary Asiatic communes are placed in the

132preceding final form of the primary stage of society. This 
clearly marks off the Russian and Asiatic communes from the

130. Marx-Engels Archiv, I, 332-533? cf. previous discussion 
in chapter V of this thesis.
131. Ibid., 338? cf. 320, 322, 331.
132. Ibid., 320, 321, 322, 331, 335-336, 338.
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feudal (and slave-holding) forms of society.
(2) This kinship of the Russian and Asiatic forms over against 
the European forms is expressed again in the emphasis upon the 
fact that Russia is the only European country in which the

13*oommunes are preserved on a national scale• ©ley are not in
danger of being destroyed by conquerors as in the case of India

134and the East Indies* In these remarks, Russia is distinguished 
from the Western countries of Europe where the commune disappeared 
centuries agof and is in circumstances similar to those of Asia, 
where the communes have not been disturbed by conquering 
industrial countries* Russia and Asia have a common characteristic*

(3) In addition to placing the predominate social group of 
Russian national life in the same primitive stage of society as 
the Asian communes, Marx expresses several of the characteristic 
traits of Asiatic society* (a) Russien villages suffer from 
isolation, which (b) originally resulted from the geographical 
expanse of the land, (c) always resulted in despotism, and
(d) prevents all historical progress* Hence:

/There is one detrimental character of the communes*/
C'est son Isolation, la manque de liaison entre la vie 
d’une commune avec eelle des autre s, oe micro costae 
localise, qu'on ne rencontre pas partout comae caractere 
immanent de ce type, mats qui partout ou 11 sc trcuve a 
fait surgir nu-dessus dee communes un despotismc plus ou 
mo ins central. &a ffederation des republlques russes du

133* Ibid*, 323: trI*a Russie est le seul pays europeen ou la 
'commune agricole' s'est mnintenuc sur une echelle national© 
jusqu'aujourd'hui." Cf. 324-332*



Nord prouve que cettc; isolation, qui semble avoir etc 
primitivement impostpar la vaste etendue du territoire, 
fut en grande partie consolidee par les destinees 
politiques que la Rusnio evait h subir depuis 1* invasion 
mongole. ^/Aujourd'hui c'eet un obstacle d1 elimination la 
plus facile, (have a representative assembly etc.,J/135

"...qui lui interdit £toute/ 1*initiative historique..#"1^
137"...qui lui jusqufici interdit toute initiative historique..•"

Thus most of the features of Asiatic society are mentioned by 
Marx in his analysis of Russia: stagnation, isolation, despotism, 
a primitive communal form of society, and a geographical influence 
upon social development. Public works by the central government 
are absent, but Russia is not in the main Asiatic area needing 
irrigation.
(4 ) Marx's statements above, however, go far beyond Russia.
Wherever isolation is a characteristic of the primitive communes, 
a despotism is the result: despotism, the most complete form of 
state power, is a regular product of the primitive social form 
under certain conditions. There are then two forms of states: 
the "natural" state which grows up on the basis of isolated 
comnunes in primitive society, and the European state produced 
by doss conflicts when primitive society dissolves and society 
begins to develop into an organic whole initially producing 
conflicting classes.

In these drafts Marx has placed all social forms in a single 
scale of development and has also said that if Russia were isolated



from all other nations, she would have to go through all the
138 * w, •• _phase8 of development* However, he has also placed a large 

area of the earth and a great bulk of mankind in a low and 
stagnating form in this single scales the millions of peasants 
in Russia and presumably the millions of Asiatic peoples* (The 
entire development of all the forms in the scale occurs 
Independently only in Western Europe (with Britain as the centre) 
from which it spreads around the world by virtue of the innate 
character of modern industrial production* It will then react 
upon the stagnant areas, either hastening their development or 
allowing them to overleap the series of forms based upon private 
property.) This great area of stagnation is caused by the 
geographical and climatic influences upon society* Now, this 
is an ambiguous conception which is only clarified by the 
recognition that its unity (coherence) depends upon the principles 
underlying it* If one is using simply the area of the earth, the 
size of population, and the span of historical time involved, as 
the criteria for this conception, then, only a dual or multilinear
concept of social development is possible, as Wlttfogel has said was

139the case with Marx and Engels. However, if one uses the 
Hegelian type of idea, of development as the criterion, applied 
to the economic, sod 1 nnd political history of Western Europe, 
then the bulk of the world may be allowed to be stagnant while
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the dynamic development takes place which will ultimately
react upon it. For Marx there was no problem* for the actual
historical reality was that of Western industrial capitalism
driving itself around the world and penetrating the life of it*

If it be objected that it is contrary to Marx's ideas of
the progressive nature of social forms to conceive of oo long a
period of stagnation, in a form in which the germs of private
property have already been sown, it may be countered that Marx
himself laid down the principle of the possibility of it* In
the discussion of the possibility of the Russian communities
surviving into the socialist period of history, he said that the
fact of the death of these communities elsewhere did not condemn
them all to death. They have the seeds of decay and the seeds
of vitality within them: private property and communal ownership of

140land. Their development or decay depends upon their circumstances.
The reeding excerpts and remarks from the 1881 note-books 

appear to confirm the interpretation just given. There are 
twenty-seven pages of finely written excerpts from Sir John 
Phear's The Aryan Village in India and Cey 1 on(18fX)).1 1 In 
addition to several very important remarks, Marx made heavy 
marginal lines which indicated the material he considered 
important (his underlining does not a pear to have had any such

140. Harx-Bngels Archiv, I, 338. Cf. Marx's 
closing paragraph in his letter to Zasulich, Ibid.* 341*
141. Contained in Heft B46, pp. 128-155* The most Important of 

these have been prepared in an appendix to the thesis and may
be consultedyt&ere.
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pattern and is disregarded here). Prom these remarks and markings
may he gleaned the following facts, (l) There is no mention of
slavery. (2) Marx excerpted a passage which indicated that a
form of state had been in existence for centuries in Ceylont

Anurndhm ura, the classic city of the Mahawansa, for 
7-800 Jahre the metropolis der successiv regierenden 
dynasties ruling over the larger portion of Ceylon,
dass for eben so lange Zeit left to decay - is sehr
nah d. Hittelpurikt d. neuen Provinz. •

(3) There are two remarks in which Marx condemns the use of
feudal terns for the social institutions of these villages.
(a) After describing the landholding system in Bengal, based 
upon state ownership, rent-taxcs, a collector who takes his 
living from a certain region or district assigned to him, and 
the letting of lsmd at low rents or rent-free to servants who
serve the collector or the community, Marx sayst "(Dieser Esel

1 **
Pheor nent /sicj/d. construction d. village feudal)". h
(b) Later, excerpting the section on the system of landholding
in Ceylon, where there is no private ownership strictly speaking,
Marx refers to La Touche's work in the following manner!

Mr. la Touche’s "Settlement Report of A;]mere and 
Hhairwrxra" recently published, obgleich La Touche 
nach /noch?/ Phear d. facts verfacscht durch 
phraseology borrowed from feudal Europe* (263)^4

142. Ibid., 146 (j* Pheor, The Aryan Village in India and 
Ceylon, 175-176).
143. Ibid., 136(61-62).
144. Ibid., 154(263).
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Clearly Marx objected to feudal terminology for these villages*
(4 ) There is a great deal of attention given to the primitive 
and communal organization of the villages nnd their customs of 
co-operation* At the same time, it is clear that there is on 
advanced state of development, including usury (though largely 
in kind), private tilling of the hereditary plots of ground, a 
group of per sons who have a certain status and privileges based 
upon custom, some of whom arc said to have belonged to the 
former chieftains (implying a certain degree of development). 
Further, implying development, Marx says that the Ceylonese 
method of rendering services instead of payments in kind, 
indicates an earlier form than the Bengalese form (payment in 
kind).145

From these facts and remarks it appears that Marx could only 
have been placing these villages in the advanced primitive form 
of the primary stage, as the Russian mir and other village 
Communities. Had he not shown the continual interest in the 
communal activities, the features of primitive society, it 
might be possible to say that he held to on entirely separate 
Asiatic social form. But, having displayed thio so clearly, it 
is difficult to hold this interpretation.
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iv

The part that Kneels played in the formation of the 
concept of Asiatic Society has been seen* Following this period 
there was a silence until 1875 when a series of statements began 
to appear. The first of these was his article, 1 Russia and the 
Social Revolution’1 which we have discussed previously. In ansv/er

. i . » •

to the assertion that the Russians would not need a social
revolution to achieve socialism (only a political one) because
of their natural tendency to associate (the rair for example),
Engels reveals that he still holds to many of the views
contained in his concept of Asiatic Society. The communes are
common to all peoples at a certain low stage of development and

146survive today in Russia, proving its low stage of development.
The Russian peasant lives in a world to himselft ...only in his 
community; the rest of the world exists for him only insofar as

1 Anit intrudes into his community”. Hence, mir means "the world” 
or ”community" and Vse mir means the whole of the village 
community for the peasant. This isolation produces despotism:

Such a complete isolation of the various villages 
from each other, which produces in the whole country 
identical, but the very opposite of truly conmon 
interests, is the natural basis of oriental despotism, and 
from India to Russia this type of social structure has 
always found its completion in this form of government.
Hot only the Russian state in general, but its specific 
form, the despotism of the Tsar, instead of being 
suspended in midair, is a necessary and logic?'! product 
of Russian social conditions, with which according to

146. Marx-En :els, The Russian ttanace to Europe. 211. 
147« ibid.



Mr* Tkachoff, it has ’’nothing in common”. ®
Russia ie represented by Engels as being on Asiatic despotism, 
which is confirmed in his closing statement that the badly 
disjointed society ’•••is held together laboriously and externally
by on Oriental despotism whose arbitrariness and caprice we

^  149cannot imagine in the West”. The basis of the despotism of
Russia is the some as that of Asiatic despotism described
previously and hence Engels is not merely using polemical and
derogatory language*

Further remarks about the nature of Russia in the orticle
present a view which contains many of the marks of Asiatic
Society. It is a stagnant society in which the mass of the
people ’ •••have lived mutely for centuries from generation to
generation in a kind of timeless stupor..•” which was broken
only when the government ’’...itself set history in motion*••" by

150ending serfdom end personal services* The Czar is viewed as
God on earth and revolts are never against the true Czar but

151only against pretenders, officials and nobles, the patriarchal 
and theocratic characteristics of Oriental despots. The
bureaucracy or state machinery is also very prominent in his

152accounts of Russia.

148. Ibid., 211-212. 149. Ibid., 215.
150. Ibid*. 204. 151. Ibid., 214.
152. Ibid*, 208* It should be said, however, that this feature

was never emphasised by Iferx and Engels in their descriptions 
of Asiatic Society, but is implicit in them.
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It Is clear then that Engels is employing certain aspects 
of Asiatic Society in his analysis of Russia* The assertion that 
despotism is based upon isolated communes and the employment of 
features such as isolation, stagnation, and patriarchal and 
theocratic aspects are concrete evidence that Engels has neither 
repudiated nor forgotten the concept he and Marx worked out in the 
early 1850's*

In Anti-Duehring Engels makes a variety of scattered 
statements which again reveal the awareness of the Asiatic 
mode of society (it should be remembered that Engels is replying 
to Duehring and hie subject matter is determined by Duehring's? 
there are only asides, not a direct discussion of the matter*) 
There is communal or state ownership of land in the Orient but
not private property, and the Turks were the first to introduce

153a kind of feudal ownership of lmd. The village communes,
the primary social unit, have withstood the ravages of nomadic
conquests and Oriental despotisms for thousands of years and
have only succumbed to the modem industrial and commercial
corrosion. They ore self-sufficient entities based upon

154primitive household industry and agriculture* These units, 
models of primitive communism itself and self-contained, ore the 
basis of despotism, the rawest form of state.
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153. Anti-Duehring, 184(English, 244-245).
154. Ibid*, 167-168? cf* 334-335, on self-sufficiency 

generally "(223-224; 428-429? cf. 487 for this in preparatory 
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Die slten Gemeinvesen, wo sie fortbestnnden, bilden seit 
Jahrtausenden die Grundlage der rohesten Staatsform, der 
orientalischen ^espotie, von Indien bis Russlnnd. Nur wo 
sie sich anfloesten, sind die Voelker ous sich selbst 
weiter vorangeschritten, und ihr naechstcr oekonorischer 
Fortschritt bestand in der Steigerung und Fortbildung der 
Produktion vermittelst der Sklavenarbeit.1^

Tlius the social form ie definitely that of the primitive form of
society and the next step to be taken is that of slavery In the
preparatory notes the statement is made that domestic slavery, as
in the Orient, does not form the basis of production and is a part 

156of the family, thus repeating Marxfs distinction between 
Asiatic slavery and classical labour slavery. Irrigation ploys 
a part in both the local community and the larger despotic
government. The control of water supplies is one of the original

157tasks assigned to individuals in the smaller community unit.
The despots of India and Persia knew that the basis of their
power was their maintenance of the irrigation system throughout

158the river valleys. In all these statements, scattered though 
they are, there are discernible the main features of the earlier 
description of Asiatic society. It is especially clear that the 
communally organised villages are the basis of despotism nnd that 
the despotic form of state is not the result of class conflicts 
caused by private property.

155. Ibid., 190(251? cf. 487). 156. Ibid.,(in English text
only), 485.

157. Ibid.. 187(248).
158. Ibid., 188(249); cf. 151(205). Also he mentions it in 

Arab Spain, 192(254).
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In the preceding paragraph it was seen that the Asiatic
despotism is prior to a society and state formed by slavery;
it must be in some way in the primitive stage of society. In
the chapter on primitive society Engels* concept of a natural
state was shown. Thio was the development of ststc-like
functions within the prinitive order, by common consent and
tradition until such a time so it became independent of the
group. This independence grew until the person involved, "•••
nach den Umstaenden dieser Herr als orlentalischer Despot oder
Satrap, als griechischer Stemmsfuerst, als keltlscher clanchef

, 159u.8«w, auftrat... Here then, in spite of not giving tho 
details, Engels holds to a development of state power which is 
based upon the need for communal undertakings instead of being 
based upon the conflict of classes giving rise to a need for a 
restraining power. This latter form of state power comes from the 
development of slavery, exchange, commodity production, 
disintegration of the primitive communes, and is the form typical 
of the Western developments, whereas the persistence of the 
communes has caused despotism from India to Russia. It io this 
feature of Asiatic society that appears most clearly in Anti 
Duehring. Engels mentioned but did not define the climatic and 
geographical factors, and merely mentioned the fact of house- 
industry constituting the self-sufficiency of the communes.
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A short passng4 in the manuscript on early German history 

in 1881-1882 reveals the vitality of the concept of despotism 
and Asiatic society and also reveals the historical relation of the 
naturally evolved state to the classic state. He has related the 
dissolution of the kinship bonds of the Germms because of 
population increase, the resulting predominance of language and 
common history as the social bonds as they settled in districts 
called Gaue and finally, the utter dissolution of all bonds save 
that of residence in the village.

Damit war das Volk aufgeloest in einer Verbend 
kleiner Dorfgenossenschoften, unter denen kein oder 
doch fast kein oekonomischer Zusammenhang be stand, da 
ja jede Mark sich selbst genuegte, ihre eigenen 
Beduerfnisse selbst produzierte und ausserdem die 
Produkte der einzelnen benachbarten Merken fast genrau 
dieselben waren. Austausch zwischen ihnen war also 
zieolich unmoeglich. Und eine sol die Zusammensctzung des 
Volks ous lauter kleinen Genossenschaften, die zvar 
gleich, aber ebendeshalb keine geraeinsnmen oekonomischen 
Interessen haben, macht eine nicht aus ihnen hervorgegnngene, 
ihnen freod gegenueberstehende, sie mehr und mehr 
ausbeutende Staatsgewalt zur Bedingung der PorteadLstenz 
der Nation.^6°

The need of an overall power to attend to the common interests of 
a people who otherwise have no interconnections is the basis 
of the natural state and also of despotism (in a general way, 
though a distinction is to be made regarding despotism). The 
natural question, why did not despotism develop, io answered in 
the passage following.

Die Form dieser Staatsgewalt ist widder bedingt durch 
die Form in der sich die Genossenschaften zur Zeit befinden.
Da w o  wie bei den nrischen Voelkem Asiens und bei den
Russen --  sic entsteht zu einer Zeit zuweist, wo die Gemeinde

160. Marx-Engcls-Lenin-Stalin, Zur deutschen Gerhichtc, I, 88.



den Acker noch fuer Gesomtrechnung bestellt oder doch 
den einzelnen ̂ amilien nur auf Zeit suueist, v/o also 
noch kein Privnteigentum am Boden eich gebildet hat, 
tritt die Staatsgewalt als Despotismus auf.^1

On the other hand, in the former Roman lands taken over by the
Germans, tho land was held as free property, could be exchanged
with the result that the classic development of the dissolution
of the communes set in, and the feudal state developed. Hence,
communal or state ownership of the land is the determining
factor in the type of state-forn that develops, (nnd elsewhere,
this is seen to be due to the need of communal projects to males
it possible to cultivate it and the lack of exchange.^

In 1884, another short reference to despotism shows that
Engels accepts nnd uses the concept of a despotism in Asia
based upon the surviving primitive communes. In his letter to
Karl Kaut8ky of February 16, he comments upon J#W*B. Honey’s book
on Java which shows how the Dutch hove utilised the village
communities in their colonial exploitation. In addition to
uncloaking etate-socialisn it shows how primitive communism is
the basis of despotism where there is no modern element in it.
Thus

Hebenbei Bewis, vie der Urkommunismus dort wie in Indien 
und Russland hcute die schoenste breitste Grundlage der
Ausbeutung und des Despotismus liefert (solange kein 
modern-kommunistisches Element ihm nufruttelt• *62
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This statement at a time when Engels was beginning to formulate 
his work on the Origin should balance any assertions concerning 
the absence of Asiatic Society from this work and the conclusion 
that he had dropped the concept of it.

In the Origin there is no use of the concept of a separate 
Asiatic type of society. However, Engels continued to make 
statements which reveal the use of concepts found in it m d  
descriptions of Russia which fit readily into a description 
of Asiatic Society. Thus in 1885 he wrote to Vera Zasulich that 
Russia was a land where all the various stages of social 
development occur, held together by a despotism 11 •••depots la 
commune primitive jusqu'a la grande Industrie et a la haute 
finance modcmes, et ou toutes ces contradictions sont violement

m 165contenues par un despotism sans egsl...”
In 1890 in the article, M!Hie Foreign Policy of Russian 

Czaris^’, a number of statements were made which imply a 
distinction between Asiatic and Western society. In Turkish 
territory the Christian peasants were not molested so long as they 
paid their taxes, and they were allowed self rule. Though there 
is no mention of Communes, the relation of the people to the 
despotism ie similar to the indifference of the people of the 
Indian communes to their rulers.1^  On the other hand, the Greek

163* Har*rEngele, Ausgewaehlte Briefe (Berlin, 1953), 457. In 
tf is connection it should be remembered that Marx and Engels, in 
their preface to the Russian edition of the Manifesto(1802)• said 
that ’•••more than half the land is owned in common by the peasants. 
(SV, I, 23 )♦ This indicates that for them the commune was a 
considerable factor in the social situation in Russia.
164# Mnrx-Engels, The Russian Menace to Europe, 40.
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merchantb were seeking freedom from the heavy hand of the 
government.

In actual fact Turkish, like any other oriental domination, 
is incompatible with a capitalistic economy; the surplus 
value extorted is not safe from the hands of greedy 
satrapo and pashas. The first basic condition of
J T  ■■ 'W  mm w  •*. v t . v  V *  < ' w  V *  »

This reflects the Asiatic world in which private property is 
at most, but lightly esteemed, and in which the rulers and 
officials have first access to the surplus through their claim 
to the land.

3fce description of Russia in the article betrays the use of
concepts from the Asiatic concept of society. Russia is portrayed
as being increasingly westernised, by the introduction of money
economy, by the conquest of its distances, by setting history in
motion through the creation of classes, and through the awakening
of the population from its passive mood. At the tine of the
Napoleonic blockade, "Russia was already much too westernised
to be able to live without money." After 1356 the social
revolution had progressed greatly.

• ••Russia is becoming daily more westernized# heavy 
industry, railroads, the conversion of all charges in 
kind into money payments and the accompanying loosening 
of the old bases of society are developing with 
increasing rapidity.*67

The description of mid-eighteenth Century Russia portrays both 
a population and a country with Asiatic traits# its population is
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"...intellectually stagnating* without initiative, but within
the limits of its traditional mode of existence unconditionally
available for any use*.*", while the country itself "•••was
without a vital center, the conquest of which could force a
peace. Because of its lack of roads, its expanse*•• /it was
protected from c o n q u c o t T h e  Crimean war, however, was lost
because of the vast distances.

The Crimean war marks the beginning of Russians internal
development. First of all, its sacrifices awakened the passive
population from its Asiatic state of mind and development of new
classes set its social scene and its public opinion in motion*
The Czar could no longer expect,

...the passivity of unthinking obedience* For gradually 
even Russia had developed further both economically and 
intellectuallyi beside the nobility there now stood the 
beginnings of a second educated class, the bourgeoisie.
In short the new Czar had to play the liberal, but this 
time at home. However, this gave a start to the internal 
history of Russia, to a movement of minds within the nation 
itself and its reflex, public opinion, which henceforth could 
be less lightly regarded, /against which Cznriot diplomacy 
would founder/• For this sort of diplomacy is possible only 
as long as the people remain unconditionally passive, have 
no will except that imposed by the government, no function 
except to provide soldiers and taxes to achieve the 
objectives of the diplomats. Once Russian internal 
development, with its internal party struggles had begun, 
the winning of a constitutional framework within which 
this party struggle could be fought without forcible 
convulsions, was only a question of time.169

Because of this struggle which creates instability of diplomatic 

policy, the old Russian policy of conquest is broken.

168. Ibid.y 27! cf. 46. 169. Ibid., 46-47.



••♦the ability unconditionally to dispose of the forces of 
the nation is lost— Russia remains difficult to attack and 
relatively weak on the offensive, but in other respetts 
it becomes a European country like any other, and the 
peculiar strength of its former diplomacy is forever 
broken.

In addition to thio break with the past there is the presence of 
railroads v/hich brings in all kinds of heavy industry and the

171accompanying development of a capitalistic economy and society.
Throughout this description of Russia runs the assumption that
Russia was a passive, homogenous mass held together by the

172government which was a despotism* There was no development 
within the population which could give independent direction to 
the life of the nation or oppose the government, because of 
intellectual stagnation and the lack of an integrated life based 
upon common interests, which latter is due to the lack of 
transportation and communication. This is much like the 
description of an Asiatic society, and only after these conditions 
arc broken can Russia become "A European country”*

The final significant statements on the question were made 
in 1894 by Engels in the postscript to the 1875 article on 
Russian social conditions in Internationales aus dcm "Volksstnat" 
(1871-1875). The purpose of the postscript was to bring the 
article up to date in respect to the recent developments in 
Russian conditions, especially those relative to the communes
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and their prospects of survival into the future socialist era*
Therefore y the main point of the revision was the consideration
of recent developmcnts9 and neither a repudiation nor a revision
of the statements concerning Asiatic society was made. There is
no hint that Engels was dissatisfied with those general statements.
(in the article of 1875 it was found that he said the communes
were the basis of oriental despotism and that the isolation and
the lack of common interests were the reason for this — cf. the
earlier section.)

In addition to not denying the statements made in the earlier
article, many features of the Asiatic conception of society appear
in the article indirectly. The despotism of the Czar is repeatedly 

174maintained. The State is said to be the benefactor of the
Cossack military communes (with communal cultivation) in the Urals,

175implying the exploitation of this form. The agricultural
176communes are placed in a low state of development and he 

mentions the presence of home industries which will be disrupted 
by the presence of railroads and their transport of goods
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173* Cf. Ibid,, 283-284; especially! "...the reprinting of 
•Russia ond the Social Revolution* is urgently desired and this 
makes it necessary for me to supplement that old essay by 
making an attempt at drawing some conclusions from a comparative 
historical investigation of recent economic conditions in Russia. 
These conclusions do not come out fully in favor of a @rert 
future for the Russian community...” (284)*
174. Ibid.. 238, 239f 240, 241.
175. Ibid.. 231.
176. Ibid., 229.



(implying thnt the fact of the former isolation is due to
v 177geographical expanse and isolation). (He had already noted that

distance defeated Russia in the Crimean War. The process taking
place in Russia involves the disintegration of the natural economy

17 0or barter economy by a money economy* hence Engels is aware of
the low stage of development of Russian economy*

In the above allusions there are present most of the features
of Asiatic society9 made in passing remarks in a discussion of
another subject. He makes a further9 much more direct reference
to a feature of it which he stressed in the former articlo9 that
of the effects of the isolated and disconnected villages upon the
viewpoint of the peasants. He says that the future revolution will

”•..lift the great mans of the nation* the peasantsf out 
of the isolation of their viUagcst of the mir which 
forms their world9 and place them onto tho great stage where 
they will lenrn to know the world abroad and with it 
themselvesf their own condition and the means to 
emancipate themselves from their present poverty.”

This direct allusion to a point more explicitly expressed in the
article being reprinted with it strengthens the conclusion that
Engels has not abandoned either the concept or the fact of the
Asiatic concept of oociety which sees a despotism arising from the
undeveloped and Isolated primitive communes. This conclusion is
borne out again in the article ’’The Peasant Question in France and



Germany'', written in November of 1894. The peasant is an
important factor in most European countries and in Russia and
ie influential because of his apathy, "•••whioh has its roots

1F1in the isolation of rustic life." This characteristic of 
stagnant Asiatic society (obviously not confined to it) is the
basis not only of corruption in Paris and Rome, "•••but also of

182Russian despotism." Further, the natural economy of ori Inal.
18̂ 5peasant life created a self-sufficiency of the peasants. Self

sufficiency and isolation, producing apathy, cause political 
corruption in the West with its free peasant property and despotism 
in Russia with its background of communal property.

It is clear that Engels used a concept of the origin of the 
State which did not follow the classical development of Western 
Europe usually used by M racism, which depends upon the development 
of private property and exchange, and money* In addition to a 
non-class origin of the State this concept sees the 8tatc resting 
upon the primitive communal economic and social life. Many 
remarks and aspects of this view of society link it to the Asiatic 
concept Mnrx and Engels elaborated in 1853.

v.

The exception to the foregoing usage of the Asiatic concept 
of society by Engels is the Origin of 18S4. It is the difficulty 
in evaluating Engels* concept of Asiatic society because he did



not mention a distinctively Asiatic form of society or state in it.
It is even more significant because the Soviet school of Marxism 
has followed the scheme presented in the Origin and has denied a 
separate form of Asiatic society. Did Engels have the distinctively 
Asiatic form of society and state in mind when he wrote this and 
hence Intend to deny its unique character? Is the historical 
scheme of the development of, and character of, society ond the 
state presented in 1884 intended to take precedence over the many 
statements made betv/een 1875 and 1894 which indicated a unique 
society and state in Asia? Did he really make a new departure 
here es opposed to the position taken by Marx in 1881? JCt does 
not appear so. It appears that Engels neglected the peculiarity 
of the Asiatic societies, unwittingly or deliberately, and that the 
statements in the 1884 work do not prevent its possible incorporation 
into that system, as a peculiar form. It is not proposed here to 
determine exactly what Engels did or thought, but rather to show
(l) what he did not do (or could not have done) and (2) what, on 
the basis of the Origin, he could have done.

Engels made numerous references to Asia in the Origin but
- 184these were limited to the family, to very early events in the

185development of mankind in Asia, and tribal and primitive social
1S6forms. ' The exceptions to these are! (l) he distinguishes

184. Ŝ , II, 175, 182, 184-185, 195, 199, 201, 203. Also,
158 (the preface to the 1891 edition).
185. Ibid.. 172, 195, 280.
186. Ibid.. 175, 184-185, 192, 257. Also, 162, 164 (1891 preface).
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Oriental domestic slavery from the labour slavery of antiquity^ ^ 
(and thereby refers Asia to the earlier beginnings of slavery, 
or to a unique category)* (2) he compares the craftsmen of 
certain Indian villages (Asian) of today with the craftsmen of
the lower stages of barbarism (or earlier) who worked for the

188community* ' (5) he spoke of the traces of gentile institutions
.found in the ancient history of ciirilized nations in Asia.”18  ̂

However, it is clear that Engels did not use or discuss 
the Asiatic forms of society and state as presented in his other 
writings (and as did Marx)* in particular, despotism based upon the 
undissolved communes was not mentioned. He must have cither:
(l) denied tho fact of such a society and state and relegated 
all societies to the dass-conflict classification of the Origin, 
or (2; he neglected it, (a) perhaps unwittingly due to his intense 
desire to appropriate Morgan*s findings for the solution of the

187. Ibid.. 278* cf* note 117 of this chapter of this thesis.
188. Ibid.* 280.
189. Ibid., 257. Here Engels is slavishly following Morgan 

who spoke of the difficulty of discerning gentile institutions in 
Asia where "...the period of human occupation has been longest..•"* 
’’•••here the transformations of society have been the most 
extended, and the influence of tribes and nations upon each other 
the most constant!* MThe early development of Chinese and Indian 
civilization.(Ancient Society. 361-362). Morgan is convinced 
that ...the whole experience of Mankind from savagery to 
civilization was worked out upon the Asiatic continent.•.”(362), 
and proceeds to find remnants of primitive institutions among
the remaining primitive tribes. He covers all Asia in ten pa~es 
out of 330 pages on the Whole question of gentile organizationI 
— a proportion followed by Engels. It does not appear that Engels 
mve Much thought to his statement and its implication (that 
civilization would imply on early end to much that ill 
characterized Asiatic society) and was merely following Morgan •
He did this in accepting Morgan *s designation of the alphabet

(contd. overleaf)



problems of classical history, the family, and the enrichment of 
their total viewpoint, (b) perhaps consciously because he assumed 
its existence and was conoerned only with the Western history 
which produced capitalism. jH remains to show that he could not 
have done the former# and might have done either of the latter.

It seems impossible that Ŷigels denied the distinctive 
Asiatic society and state and subsumed all societies and states 
under the Western type based upon dnss-conflict, when an attempt 
io made to incorporate the data on Asia (expressed by Engels) into 
this system. This lack of correlation between the two is more 
significant yet when it is considered that Engels continued to
use the Asiatic concept and data nnd made no attempt to revise the

190Origin at this point in 1891. The more important difficulties 
follow.

The basic and most obvious contradiction between Asiatic 
society and the scheme found in the Origin is that concerning 
the State. In Asiatic society, the state power - despotism - wan 
always said to be based upon the isolated, self-sufficient village

(footnote contd. and written records as the mark of 
civilization (Sw, II, 173)— and promptly ignored it throughout 
his book!

190. Cf. the preface to the 1391 edition in SW, II, 157-168. 
The consideration of the theory of the household community 
(199-200, 260, 265-266) is merely the introduction of new 
material upon the subject of the family and early communes. It 
may have a relevance for a possible solution to the classification 
of Asiatic society but it \/ps not introduced as a revision of 
the specific concept of an Asiatic society - or the denial of it.
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communes nnd was the natural complement of this form of society.
In the Origin the State was said to result from the dissolution
of the communes, by the development of property and the division
of labour which resulted in class conflicts: the State was needed
for the ordering of such a society and to protect property. Ilcnce,
'At a certain stage of economic development, which was necessarily
bound up with the cleavage of society into classes, the state

191became a necessity owing to this cleavage." To bring these 
two forms of state together, one must either deny that the 
concept of the Asiatic form of state was a valid interpretation 
of facto, or one must place it in the transitional period before 
the fully developed typical state form emerges, as a unique form 
in the conditions prevailing in Asia (os Marx did). Neither of 
these was explicitly done by Engels, but it will be seen that the 
latter might have been done, while the continued use of the 
concept until his death disproves the former. This contradiction
underlies all the further points to be made.

192The state and civilization are bound together in Engels* view, 
and have a number of necessary specific characteristics which are 
not typical of Asiatic society, (a) First, a general characteristic: 
civilization is the period in which .knowledge of the further 
working-up of natural products, of industry property, and of art is
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acquired.1’, while Barbarism was the period in which "...methods of
increasing the productivity of nature through human activity was 

193learnt.” This description of barbarism is much more akin to the
union of agriculture and home industry which is the basis of
Asiatic society, a society in which there io no radical division of
labour sufficient to dissolve the communes and stimulate advanced
industry, (b) The following summary statement shows the many
details which are contradicted by the Asiatic conditions:

The stage of commodity production, with which civilization 
began, is marked economically by the introduction of 
/JlJ metal money and, thus, of money capital, interest and 
usury; [2/ the merchants acting as middlemen between
producers; []>/ private ownership of land and mortgate;
/4/ slave labour as the prevailing form of production. 
^Monogamy as the family forw/...and the individual family as 
the economic unit of society. The cohesive force of 
civilized society is the state.../in addition, he says 
there isj/ ...the fixation of the contrast between town 
and country as tho basis of the entire division of social 
labour.../and wills to dispose of property after deathj/194

This summary statement is amply illustrated by details in the 
sections of analysis. It has very little in common with Asiatic 
society: commodity production, the contrast of city and country, 
private property in land, and slave labour as the basis of
production, are all absent from the typical Asian society. In the
Orient, polygamy is still practised by the wealthy and the rulers
while the common people live in monogamy, showing that monogamy 
has not completely triumphed. The village commune or the enlarged 
household family is the economic unit of society, not the
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Individual monogamous family. The essential nature of the Orient 
self-sufficient and self-contained life organised in the village 
conmune or household family, is diametrically opposed to the 
essential nature of civilization which consists of interdependence, 
division of labour and commodity production nnd exchange of 
products.

These basic contradictions might be worked out in greater 
detail but to no really good advantage. The principle of each has 
been shown and sufficiently referred to the concrete material to 
prove the point. It is evident from the above that Engels could 
not have thought that Asiatic society and despotism was identical 
with Western civilisation and state and that it had experienced 
the disintegration of communes, class conflicts, property, and 
division of labour, all resulting in the state produced clues 
conflict.

The first possible explanation of Engels* failure to mention 
Asiatic society, or to incorporate it into the historical 
development portrayed in the Origin - the denial of it- has been * 
Shown to be impossible. This leaves the possibility that he 
neglected it, deliberately or by oversight, still held to its 
uniqueness, and that jLt could have been accommodated in the scheme 
explicitly expressed in the Origin. This is strengthened by the 
continued use of the facts and the concept of a specifically 
Asian society, and by the failure to raise the question in 
revisions. It is now proposed tjo show that the system and 
statements of 1884 do not exclude this possibility (as they did
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the first one; nnd thereby establish Engels* continued usage of
the Asiatic concept and a natural state, as valid and consistent
with all his work. Qftiy he neglected it is not the problem.)

First, there are no claims that the European state formation
is a universal pattern of state formation which includes Asia.
There are claims that the gentile institutions are to be found
in all lands: they are to be found either in the ancient history
of these lands, or in the surviving remnants of tribal oociety
("One or the other is met with everywhere.")1^  Further there
is no claim that Morgan had found a key to the formation or origin
of the state, but rather that ho supplied the solution to the
history of the family, the relation of the Greek and Homan gens
to the tribe and its relation to the primitive mother-right gens,
the description of society before the state, and the forms of the
transition from gentile society in Greece and Rome to political 

196society. In the 1888 English edition of the Manifesto, he 
inserted a footnote on the new knowledge of primitive society.
Here he says that Morgan discovered the f,..#true nature of the 
gens and its relation to the tribe", thus laying bare the inner 
organisation of Communist society; he himself attempted to 
retrace the process of dissolution of this society into
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195* Ibid.. 257. Cf. 220: "...the gens is an institution common 
to all barbarians up to their entry into civilization and even 
afterwards."
196. Cf. chapter VI of this thesis, the section on Engels* view 
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separate and antagonistic classes.
Itoat this effort of Engels did not include all societies

is seen in the Origin itself* He only discusses the gentile
dissolution and the state formation among the Greeks, Romans, and
Germans which he described ass "•••the three great separate 

198examples.*," or "•••the three main forms in which the state was
199built up on the ruins of the gentile constitutions," lfcese

statements may imply that these forms are typical for the whole
world, or that they are typical for Western developments, which
have other variations in areas of less importance* However, they
do not explicitly state that all forms of state power are the
result of just such developments* In addition to this bare absence
of a definite statement is a positive statement which lends support
to the inference that he limited his view to the West* slavery made
the first breach in society, dividing it into exploiter and exploited,
a breach which reached its fullest development in civilization* Then
follows the classic formula:

Slavery was the first form of exploitation, peculiar 
to the world of antiquity; it was followed by serfdom in 
the Middle Ages, and by wage labour in modem times* These 
are the three treat forms of servitude, characteristic of 
the three great epochs of civilization; open and latterly, 
disguised slavery, are its steady companions*200
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197* SW, I, 33s ’The inner organization of this prinitive 
Communist society was laid bare, in its typical form, by Morgan’s 
crowning discovery of the true nature of the gens and its relation 
to the tribe* With the dissolution of these primaeval communities 
society beginB to be differentiated into separate and finally 
antagonistic classes* I have attempted to retrace this process 
of dissolution*••"
198* SW, II, 278. 199. Ibid,, 288.
200. Ibid*, 293-294.



Slavery, the first form of exploitation, is said to be "peculiar to
OQ1the world of antiquity”, which implies thrt the orient did not 

have fully developed slavery and is in keeping with the statement
that Oriental domestic slavery was different from antique labour

202 * slavery. This statement alone is insufficient evidence for
concluding that the three forms of servitude were limited to a
description of Western social development, but it certainly
strengthens the general trend of evidence in that direction.
The absence of the study of other forms of society and this
statement together make the following evidence for the
possibility of a unique Asiatic form of society much more
Significant.

Engels not only failed to make statements concerning the 
form of state power and structure peculiar to Asia, but also did 
not elaborate his system in such a manner as to exclude the 
possibility of placing it in a transition stage, held in stagnation 
by the geographical and climatic influences on the social form 
of life, (a) It has been seen that Marx apparently saw a universal 
sequence of forms through which typical developments must all go 
(all things being equal), but that this development mi$it stagnate 
in some areas due to the conditions there. He certainly held to a
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despotism arising upon the foundation of communes. This io
similar to the natural state form in Anti-Duehring and other
writings of Engels.

(b) Xn Engels' 1884 formulations it is possible for a
transition period of some length to occur between the first
breach of gentile society and the formation of the fully
developed state, and this allows for the /gradual transformation
of certain gentile forms of organization into the state forms#
Hence, the struggle between the growing economic forces and the
gentile organization is worked out "•••in the course of 

203generations*••" , implying a protracted struggle* In the 
transformation of the Athenian gentile society into the state 
he says that some of the organs of the gentile society were 
"•••transformed, some displaced, by the intrusion of new organs,

Of)Aand finally, all superseded by real governmental authority*••"
This allows for transitional forms which resemble the forms of the 
natural state in Anti-Duehring and is demonstrated in the 
intermediate developments in the Greek and German gentile society 
where the military leaders seek to gain absolute power before the 
class divisions have matured enough to produce a state proper.

205. Ibid.. 156; cf. 183-184. Also, 232, 280-282, the first 
breach by property is made in the middle stage of barbarism 
tliis is not completely worked out to its full consequences until 
two stages later, in civilization.
204. Ibid., 239.
205. Ibid., 236-238; 254-255? 267.
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Greeks and Romans developed a hereditary aristocracy within
gentile society and the kings 9ought to enlarge their power.
The Germans developed a tribal nobility of the council chiefs who
lived upon gifts from the people, but who disappeared during the
mirations. During this time the military chiefs and retainers
rose in power and .began to aspire to despotic power, as
among the Greeks and Romans, and sometimes succeeded in achieving 

207it.” In these three instances can he seen forms of power 
developing out of the gentile society before it has produced the 
political state form of power.
(c) In addition to these transitional forms being explicitly used 
in the Origin, there is also the fact that Engels (following 
Morgan it is true) made a distinction between the traits of 
historical epochs in the Old World and in the New World. Due to 
the lack of domesticable animals in the New World (except the llama) 
the middle stage of barbarism is marked by the cultivation of 
edible plants and the use of adobe brick and stone for building, 
while in the Old World, it is marked by domestication of animals

OQOand the resulting pastoral life. Hence, by the same logic, 
a natural condition might also have caused differences in the 
development of Asia as compered to that of Europe.



(d) This possibility of a peculiarly Asiatic form of society, 
in reality a stagnated form of the universal sequence of forms, 
is made the more probable by the similarity of the origin of the 
"natural state” officials to the amalgamation of tribes in the 
Origin* There, (in the Origin)* it is the "increased density of 
the population" and the resulting need for "closer union internally
and externally", in the process of which the military commmder

209"became an indispensable and permanent official"* This is very
like the account of the origin of officials and state functions
in the Anti-Duehring* The similarity is carried further by the
description of the origin of the state because of conflicting
classes in the Origin (and in Anti-Duehring in the classical view
of state origin) and because of the conflicting communities in
the Anti-Duehring "natural" state. Both conflicts necessitate
a new form of government which stands outside or above the

210conflicts and represents the common interests.

(e) It is entirely possible thet Engels held India to be in some
stage of barbarism, though this jls not capable of exact
determination* It is clear that he knew of tribes in a primitive
stage over the entire country. He mentions the Dravidians of the

211Deccan, the Gaurs of Hindustan, the Tamils of South India ; the 
Tikurs of Oudh (north of the Ganges), hence in Hi nd ustan.The
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household communities occur in the Punjab or the Indus valley
213nnd the entire Northwestern port of the country. Thus the

v 214entire country is included. This does not indicate the
proportion of the population involved in these tribes but does
allow the possibility of seeing a modified tribal society over
the whole, except in the large towns.

(f) The discussion of the p&tripxchal household communities as a
transitional form of family between the pairing family with mother-
right and the monogamous (father-right) family of civilisation?1^

216anu the Semitic patriarchal family as a transitional form* might 
provide an additional clue to a transitional category for Asiatic 
oociety. The patriarchal nature of these and the incorporation of 
bondsmen into tho Semitic fnmily along with polygamy might 
correspond to the domestic slavery of the Orient nnd the polygamy 
of the ruling classes generally throughout the Orient. Again, 
these do not prove a transitional dnosification for Asiatic 
society by Engels, but do point out tho possibility of it.
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213. Ibid.. 200.
214# Cf. G. Campbell, Hodern India. 27, for a map showing the 

contemporary nomenclature. Three sections make up the entire 
sub-continent: Punjab and Indu6 valley; Hindustan (the Northeast 
and Bengal)j and the Deccan or southern part.
215. SW, II, 200-201.
216. Ibid., 198, 200-201.



In the above it has been shown that*
(l Engels could not cell the Asiatic states the product of a 
process of formation si rail nr to that producing the states of 
Greece, Rome, rnd the Germanic states, and still be consistent 
with his facts and statements about Asiatic society and despotism.
(2) Engels did not discuss the state in Asia, but only family forms.
(3 ) The process of state formation in Europe has sufficient 
flexibility in the transitional stages to accommodate the Asiatic 
state form, if it is viewed as a form stagnated by the influences 
of geography and climate upon the social forms. The conclusion 
that is drawn from these three points is that the views of En:”*els 
from 1875 to 1894 containing a specific Asiatic form of state and 
society are to be accepted as considered, valid, and consistent 
with his total work, '/bile the Origin neglected to discuss the 
Asian state form, it neither denied it nor excluded the possibility 
of including it. This means that Engels was in harmony with Marx 
also. Their scheme of social forms based upon class conflict is 
drawn from Western history and allows a "natural" form of the 
state prior to the state form of the Mest, which, as with Hegel, 
was probably not considered a proper state form. This also shows 
the dogmatism and divergence of the Soviet view which insists upon 
the Western class conflict origin of the State.

Conclusion

This study of the concept of Asiatic Society in the writings 
of Marx and Engels establishes the fact of their use of it 
throughout their lifetime. There is no evidence that they rejected
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it. Contrary to "orthodox" Marxism, the founders did not have 
so rigid a scheme for the progress of social forms9 nnd had a 
"dynamic” view of the progress of society.

Mnrx and Engels saw that primitive communes gave the 
opportunity for despotism by virtue of their isolated nature 
(more in terms of communication nnd exchange of goods then 
geography) and their self-sufficiency• This confirms the 
conclusions of the preceding chapters concerning their evaluation 
of primitive society. They also saw that a great portion of the 
world was in a transitional form, a stagnant formt when measured 
by the historical movement of Western Europe. Their conception of 
a world history is not endangered by this only because of their 
concept of a dynamic Western European capitalistic system 
enmeshing and transforming the whole world. lhus, if one accepts 
their premises (economic life io the primary criteria of human 
life and a developing! organic view of history) he may view world 
history as a whole not as Asiatic nnd Western. This involves 
setting he end result as the guiding principle of interpretation 
throughout: human societies are marked by differentiation, 
atomized existence in prinitive tiroes but tend to expand end 
become more and more interdependent until the enmeshing of the 
world appears as the next result, which becomes the norm for 
evaluation of all previous societies.
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C H A P T E R  VIII

THE CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE OP THE PALL AND ITS REINTERPRETATION

Thus far the thesis has sought to establish the nature 
of the structure and content of the process of history as seen 
by Marx, with especial reference to primitive communism, its 
decay, and its relation to modem proletarian communism. Ve 
have found that history, for Marx, is a progressive process in which 
mankind develops by differentiating its primitive simplicity and 
unity into a stage of increasingly highly developed but conflicting 
powers ond relations - a world of its own - which is followed by 
a mature or higher unity. The "fall" is a necessary event which 
is instrumental in bringing about the future Golden Age. This 
Golden Age is only vaguely analogous to the original undeveloped 
state end its unity rests upon the opposite foundation from that 
of the original, namely material plenty, the full human development 
and mastery of nature, end universal interdependence and 
communication. The crucial point now is the question: docs this 
structure nnd process parallel the structure and process of the 
Christian scheme: Pall - Corruption - Redenption? Is there any
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indication in classical Catholic and Protestant theology thnt the 
Fall and the resulting evil corruption is instrumental in 
producing a higher and more perfect state of good than that from 
which man fell? ^r is it not rather the case thnt, (l) redemption 
consists in the restoration of the former state, and (2) this 
restoration takes place by virtue of the Good, or God, alone, not 
because of sin or evil? If this is the case, there ie no more 
than the vaguest justification for speaking of a "fall" doctrine 
in Marxism, whose real spirit we have seen to be that of progress, 
and that from the lowest, nearly non-human state.

The purpose of the present chapter is to examine the classic 
Christian doctrines of the original state of man, the Pall of man 
and its consequences, and the relation of redemption to the 
original state of man and to hio fallen state. It is assumed, with 
Dr# N.P. Williams^ of the Bampton Lectures, that there is a single 
and predominant doctrine common to both Roman Catholicism and 
Protestantism, to Lutheranism and Calvinism, and that it io this 
doctrine which lies in the background of the various parallels 
drawn between Marxism and Christianity. It is true, as will be 
discussed later, that there were attempts to reinterpret or 
radically alter the doctrine of the Pall in the half-century or 
more preceding Marx. These re interprefat ions, however, are hardly 
to be called Christian doctrine end arc not of the type prc-
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supposed by the proponents of the sup osed parallels under our 
scrutiny.

The Bampton Lectures for 1924 by Dr* Williams ore based upon 
the fact of several theories of the Poll and Original Sin in the 
pre-Augustinian Church and the triumph of one of these in the 
Augustinlan theology, and are a plea for a return to the opposing 
view which is said to be more adequate for modem thought. In 
other words, they assume that there is a classic doctrine of the 
Pall embedded in western theology since Augustine* Further this 
doctrine teaches that man was created in perfection, fell therefrom, 
and has suffered the infection of ein ever since, while the 
opposing view assumed thnt man was created in innocence and 
immaturity and will only attain to true manhood in the state of 
redemption. Clearly, classic!Christian theology has tnurfrt a 
persistent doctrine of the Pall, and one which portrays perfect 
man as losing Paradise and regaining it in Christ* Dr* Williams 
goes so far as to say that the doctrine tau#it by Augustine and 
variously reformulated in the Council of Trent, the Augsburg 
Confession, the Thirty Nine Articles, nnd the Institutes of 
Calvin, "•••has stamped itself so deeply upon the imagination of
his descendants that it is still very generally believed to be

2the only Fall-doctrine. ' Thus we may disregard both the tendency 
found in Duns Scotus toward an anti-Augustinlan view resembling 
that of Mnrx, nnd the very slight modifications of Aquinas.^
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The Reformation re iterated the Augustinlan doctrine vith 
renewed vigour* Because of this and the setting of Marxism within 
Protestant culture (in its origins), we shall concentrate our most 
detailed examination of the crucial points on the teaching of 
Calvin, the most systematic of the Protestant thinkers. There 
appears to be no appreciable difference between Luther and 
Calvin on these matters and Calvin hns often been paired with 
Marx.̂

Dr. Williams designates the classic doctrine of the Pall the 
'African” or "twice-born1 scheme in distinction from the "Hellenic" 
or*'once-born” scheme of Origen and the Greek Fathers.^ Among the 
five point3 of difference he enumerates aret (l) whether the 
Paradise-Pall account in Genesis 3 is literal or symbolic;
(2) whether the pre-Pall condition of man was a condition of non
moral innocence similar to the animals or whether it was a 
condition of moral, intellectual and spiritual perfection known

Qas Original Righteousness.
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5* 487: "The differences between Lutheranism and
Calvinism in regard to the doctrine of man and of his eln are 
inconsiderable, so that it is possible to state the Fall-theory 
characteristic of the Reformation as a single dogmatic scheme."
Cf. 428-429 where he says that the Lutherans held a much harsher 
view of human nature after the Pallt man is absolutely unable to 
know, love, or serve God, implying that the Pall is utterly evil. 
These opinions are borne out by the most cursory reading of Luther's 
lectures on Genesis; cf. Luther's Works (Concordia, Mo., 1958), I 
(Lectures on Genesis)t on Genesis 2:7(p.8 6); 2i8(90); 2t9(92-97)| 
2.15(1 0 1-1 0 3 ); 2:16-17(103-115); and especially Genesis 3*1-24 
(141-236).
6. H.G. Wood, The Truth and Error of Communism. 3-4*
7• Williams, op. cit., 169,230.
8. Ibid.. 168



gIrenaeus was an example of the Hellenic view. He
questioned the historicity of the serpent and the forbidden
fruit, though holding to a literal first man nnd woman, and
goes on to say that unfallen m m  was an imperfect, undeveloped
and infantile ere ture who was therefore not in a state of
original righteousness* Perfection was the goal to which man
would some day arrive, and he even speculated upon the benefits
of the Pall.10 Origen held this Hellenic view side by side with
the African view.11 However, beginning with Tertullian there
was a sequence of thinkers culminating in Augustine, by whom the

12African view was developed and implanted in Christian theology.
Augustine's view prevailed, in a slightly weakened form, in

Catholicism and was then vigorously revived in the Protestant
Reformation. John Duns Scotus of the Franciscans tended toward
the Hellenic view of the original state of man* Adam needed the
experience of successful resistance of temptation in order to be

13confirmed in his goodness. In Aquinas, Augustine's view is 
softened slightly but is left "•••essentially unchanged*.*"1 ,̂
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10. Ibid., 193f,n.l. Cf. The Antc-Nicene Fathers (New 

Yorks Christian Literature Company, 1896), volume Is The 
Apostolic Fathers - Justin Martyr. - Irenrcas., 449-4^0, 
- Irenaeus against Heresies, Bk.IV,ch«xx, 1,2\~
11. Williams, op. cit.. 230. 12. Ibid., 231-314.
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while the Council of Trent left the point ambiguous by
affirming Adam's original holiness and righteousness but

15remaining silent about hia intellectual attainments. Hence, 
concerning the original state of men there is no essential change 
from Augustine's position which was reaffirmed by the Protestant 
Reformers.

Concerning the historicity of the Pall Augustine had not 
the slightest doubt. Abandoning an early use of allegorical 
interpretation, he used literalism consistently, though with

lfispiritual meaning as well, from de Genesi ad littcrnm onwards.
Colvin likewise treated it as a historical fact. In treating
Genesis 1«6 he demands a literal interpretation of the dividing 

17of the waterB and interprets Genesis 2:8 similarly, insisting
Mlthat allegorical interpretation is not in order. u Further, in

treating Genesis 2:10 he expends considerable effort in trying to
19determine the geographical location of the Garden of Eden.
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15 Ibid.. 420.
16. Ibid., 360 (he cites dr Gonesi ad littcrnm, VI. 30-36, 39? 

VIII.7)* Cf. however, De Civitate Dei. XIII.21, where Augustine 
insists on both a literal and an allegorical or spiritual meaning.
17. Calvin, Opera quae Super sunt omnia (ed. Baum, Cunits, Reuss;, 

Brunsvigae, C.A. Schwetschke et Pilium, 1863), LI, 18-19*
18. Ibid., 36-37*
19* Ibid.. 38-44. In view of so much effort by Calvin upon this 

point, it is difficult to see that it is affected by Professor 
J.K.S. Reid's study and conclusions that Calvin was not a 
literalist (The Authority of Scripture, ch,2). That Calvin was not 
a literalist would not prevent his holding to a historical Pall, 
a point upon vhich Professor Reid docs not specifically touch in 
hio survey of Calvin's expressions indicative of his viewpoint. 
Further, this was not the same issue in Calvin's time thnt it iB 
today because of the progress of theory and knowledge of pre
history: Calvin might well have had no question of this point and 
still have rejected literalism.



There certainly appears to be no question in his mind concerning 
the nature of the Pall account: the Pall was an actual historical 
event. Any treatment of the classical doctrine of the Pall 
involves a historical event and a purely symbolic interpretation 
cannot be claimed for it.

Augustine1s Doctrines of Man's Nature Before and After The rail# 
and after Redemption: Nature of Good and Evil.

20Augustine portrayed unfallen Adam as a perfect man He
was exempted from all physical, evils and was endowed with a youth

21and a health not susceptible to disease and aging. Immortality, 
gained without the pains of death, was a possibility had he

22obeyed God and remained faithful to Him, the source of all Good*
He was Intellectually a mature man enjoying knowledge and wisdom:
Paradise was said to represent the life of the blessed and the

23trees all useful knowledge. There was no immaturity in Adam's
nature*

Only in the moral and religious sphere do we find the
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20* Williams, op. cit., 361ff.; Eugene Portali6, A Guide to tie 
Thought of Saint Augustine* Chicago, Library of Living Catholic 
Thought, Henry Regenery Company, I960, 204ff.
21* V/illiams, op* cit** 361, citing De Genesi ad lit- 

contra Monichaeos* II.8#
22. De Civitate Dei* XII,21; XIII,1,19,22. Cf. Williams' 

citation of De Genesi ad litteram, VI.36.
23. De« Civitate Dei. XIII, 21; cf. XII,23. Cf. also, Williams, 

op. cit., 361(citing op. Imperf. c. Julian* V.l) concerning Adam's 
superior intellectual ability evidenced by the naming of the 
animals, and his note that Bishop George Bull(1634-1710) used 
this argument.



slightest indication that Adam was not created in the fullest 
state of perfection possible for man here or hereafter. As in 
the preceding paragraph, Adam was created in a state of

24considerable perfection and was made in the image of God.
Within this context, however, there is a slight deficiency in 
Adam’s nature and an improvement in the nature of the redeemed 
man, though this does not appear to be of a radical kind* God 
made man mortal, as opposed to the immortal angels, but with the
condition that obedience and faithfulness would produce

2*immortality. ' It is obvious therefore that those who have been 
redeemed in Christ and have been resurrected, have therefore 
traversed the step which Adam could have traversed but did not 
because of disobedience* Even if we confine the comparison to the 
Christian saint in this life, there is a degree of difference. 
Adam's actual state was superior to ours, but his certainty, his

26hope for the future was not certain, as is that of the Christian.
Further, Adam's benefits were granted to him, not procured by him
in spiritual struggle; he did not need the benefits of Christ,
because he was not in the conflict that wars within sinful man -

27that of the spirit versus the flesh. Therefore, the saints need 
a grace more powerful than Adam’s, which is supplied in the
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24. De Civitate Dei, XII, 23.
25. Cf. note 23 above, and De Civitate Dei* XIII, 1*
26. Ibid.. XI, 12.
21. De Correptione et Gratia. XI,29(ln Patrologia Lrtina. 

ed. J.-F. Migne, XLIV(vol. X in Augustine’s works;,933-934.



incarnated Second Person of the Trinity, the victor over sin and
, .. 28 death.

This difference is reflected in the nature of the grace which
is given to Adam and to Christians! Adam was enabled not to sin and

• 29to persevere in obedience if he willed it ; he was not given the
impossibility of failure* Hence, the first liberty is to be able
not to sin (posse non peccare) while the second liberty is not to

»/\
be able to sin (non posse peccare). Augustino emphasises that
these first blessings of Adam were not trifling ones and also that
Adam did not face the same degree of struggle as does the living

31Christian in a fallen world: in effect then, he qualifies the
difference between the first and the last state of man*

Again, in considering the condition of Adam m d  -that of the 
resurrected man in Christ, there is a note of a superior condition 
of the latter, but in dissimilar situations (since Adam never 
attained the state of immortality, which was a possibility, however)* 
Adam's unfallen body was an animal body, a living soul (though
potentially an immortal one), while the Christian, throu#i Christ,

32has received a quickening spirit* Adam was able not to die,
Christians are not able to die, thou^i their spiritual bodies will

• «lose their corrupt counterpart in the flesh. Hence, again we

28. Ibid.. XI, 30.
29. Ibid.. XI, 31; cf. 32(935; 935-936).
30. Ibid.. XII,33 (956). 31. Ibid.. XII, 35(957-938). 
32. De Civitntc Dei. XIII,23.



have essentially the same result* Vbile it appears that one
might easily argue that Adam's fall produces a superior condition
for man, it is also true that this condition is merely that of
which Adam was capable except for sin.

The primacy of the idea of renewal or restoration of that
which Adam once had and lost, is seen in De Gcnesi ad littersm.
There, despite references to an improved body, Augustine repeatedly
refers to the renewal (renovatio) of the human soul nnd the recovery
of that which was lost in Adam. For example:

Quomodo ergo, inqulunt, renovari dlclmur, si non hoc 
recipimus, quod perdidit primus homo, in quo omnes
noriuntur Hoc plane recipimus secundum quemdam raodum.
Non ltaque immortalitatem spiritualio corporis recipimus, 
quam nondum habuit homo; sed recipimus justitinm, ex qua 
per peccatum lapsus est homo. Renovabimur ergo a 
vetustate peccatl, non in pristinum corpus animalc, in 
quo fult Adam, sed in melius, id est in corpus spiritualc, 
cum effldemur aequales An elis Dei (Matth. XXII,30), apti 
coelesti habltationie, ubi esca quae corrumpitur non 
egebimus. Renovamur ergo splritu mentis nostrae (Ephs.IV,23) 
secundum imaginem ejus qui creavlt nos, quam peccando Adam 
perdidit. Renovabimur autem etlam came, cum hoc corruptiblle 
induetur incorrupt!one, ut sit spirituals corpus; in quod 
nondum mutrtuo, sed mutandus ernt Ad an, nisi mortem etlam 
corporis animalis peccando meruisset.34

It appears that man's essenti.ol nature was present in Adam and
io restored in redeemed man and that the improved state of the
latter is due to his reaching that state for which Adam was
intend d but to which he failed to attain because of sin. This
essentially negative character of sin in the Fall is borne out by
Augustine'8 teaching on Evil.
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34. De Genesi ad litteram, XXIV, 35 (Patrologin Latina XXXIV, 
353-354} cf. 38(355); cf. Portnlle, op. cit., 205, and 
373,n.76.



Augustinefs Doctrine of Good and Evil,
For Augustinef Evil is the absencqOf Good and hence is not 

35an entity itself. ' It is a negative condition resulting from 
the absence of a connection with the source of Good and in sin it 
is the condition of pride and self-centeredness or self-trust, 
self-glory. The results of sin or evil do not produce of them
selves any good— cannot do so as they are the absence of Good— and 
are not essential to the nature of, or to the existence of, the 
good. They may, however, enhance the Good, or may teach men of the 
desirability of the Good. Augustine says, for example, that God 
knew that the Devil would fall and become evil, but before he
created him, he also knew of what use He would make of him when he 

37had become evil. Then he goes on to explain, in terms of the 
beauty of antitheses in language (as in II Cor. VI i 7-10) that 
the beauty of the course of the world is enhanced by the opposition 
of contraries (good and evil). However, it ie not evident that 
there is a necessity of evil for the existence of, or for the 
nature of, the Good.

As regards the question of evil in the form of the evil 
will or sin, Augustine followed the same principle* evil is 
nothing, tho absence of Good, even though God may use it to bring

35. Enchiridion, XI, in Patologia tiatina, XL, 236.
36. De Civitate Dei. XII, 1-3, 6,8.
37. De Civitate Dei, XI, 17.
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38* Xhid.. 18} cf. Enchiridion,XI. (Patrologia Latina. XL, 236).



about good* In De natura et gratia he affirmed the original 
goodness of created nature, its corruption by a freo will, and 
the absolutely gratuitous grace which flows freely from Christ.^ 
Further, he revealed the negative character of sin and evil hy 
showing that man may sin of hie own will, but once in the state of 
sin he is unable to pass back to the righteousness from which he 
fell, in the same m*inner (free will)i the death of the soul 
produces sin and requires the rraco of Christ to restore it to
life and health.^ Or again, he says that name avoid evil and do

a 41good without the Spirit of Or ce m d  that the Grace of God throu#i
Jesus Christ must be understood "...quo sola homines liberantur
a mnlo, et sine qua nullum prorsus sine cogitando, sine volendo et

42amando, sine agendo faciumt bonnm.. Further, Christ’s death
was of His own power nnd choice, implying that evil is in no wise 
responsible for the work of Christ and thus is not indirectly 
productive of good* " All this places limitation upon an 
interpretation of any statements concerning the good use that God 
may make of sin.

Sin and the accompanying evils may be used for good by God, 
even though evil is itself a lack of good* A punishment is not 
good in itself but leads to good by being a remedy of pride t it is 
essentia to show a proud and self-sufficient will that it ie not

35. De natura et gratia. III,IV (Patrologia Latina, XLIV,
249-250)7 cf. XXI.
40. Ibid.. XXIII(259).
41. De corre tione ot gratia. I, 2 (Patrologia patina, XLIV, 917)*
42. Ibid.. II, 3(917).
43. De natura et gratia. XXIV, 26(op. cit., 260> cf. XXVI,29(261).
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actually so and that it must rely on its creator and sustainer,
God, the source of all Good. Hence: "Sunt ergo mala quae prosunt

44mirabill misercordia Dei.” He Sven attacked a criticism of the
idea that man must sin in order that sin mi$it end, since pride is
a sin, by saying that to heal a painful sore an operation which

45entails more pain must be performed. God is able to heal all
things but uses His own judgement, not the sick patient for His
guide | hence He turns away from the sick sinner in order to

46trouble him in his pride.
Non itaque dicitur homini, Necesse est peccare, ne pc cer; 
sed dicitur homini, Descrit aliquantum Deus unde auperbie, 
ut sciris non tuum, sed ejus esse, et discas superbus non esse.

Even this subtle and ambiguous honour to evil is hedged about with
the assertion that man is not healed by the same power by which he
has been corrupted: n...non superbe/lndum, quasi homo eaden

48potestate sanetur, qua potestate vitiatus est."
In all these we see that Augustine sought ever to retain

evil under the power of God (to preserve the sovereignty of God?),
even to its use for good by Him. Yet he never allowed it to be
necessary to God or to good, nor did lie allow it to be an integral

49constituent of His nature or existence. Me may conclude, then,
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44. Ibid.. XXIV, 27(260). 45. Ibid., XXVII, 30. (261-262)
46. Ibid.. 31(262). 47. Ibid.. XXVIII, 32(262)
48. Ibid., XXX (263); cf. De Oorrentione et Gratia, IX,

23(on cit., 929).
49. Cf. De Ordine, 1,7; 11,4.



that while Augustine verged on the necessity of, or at least the 
good of, evil, that he did absolutely refuse it any innate good 
or any share in producing the Good. The good that may come from 
evil is the good which God makes of it, God who is the source of 
all good and who allowed the evil to exist in the first instance 
(but who did not author it, since it springs solely from free 
will whose acts are its own). It is a different conception of 
good and evil (and hence of sin) from that of Hegel and Mnrx in 
which the Good realises itself by means of evil which is of itself 
a part of the becoming of good. In Augustine, evil merely oorrupts, 
and produces more evil save when the eternal all good and 
omnipotent God intervenes. We see then that the classic 
Christian thinker (who may be said to be nearest to Marx 
because of a monistic system) does not allow one to assert that 
Mnrx *8 doctrine io merely an inversion of the Christian doctrine 
of the Fall.

Calvin on Man nnd The Fall.
Calvin secs man as a unity of a created essence, hence on

immortal soul and a body created mortal from the dust of the 
50earth." The soul io Itself a unity of two faculties, the 

intellect and the will (or heart).^ The intelloct or mind io
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50. Calvin, Institutio Christianae Heligionis (hereafter* 
Inetitutio), I, 1-2(Opera II. 134-136). Cf. his commentary 
on Genesis 2*7(lbid., XXIII,35-36).
51* Institutio. I, xv, 3 (Opera. 11,142); cf.I,xv,7.
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divided into (a) that relating to heavenly matters and (b) that
relating to enxthly matters. "Earthly matters” comprise
(l) politics and economy9 and (2) the liberal arts and the 

52manual arts. That relating to heavenly matters contains 
(l) the knowledge of God, (2) the knowledge of his paternal
. avour towards us (or salvation) and (3 ) the method of regulating

53our conduct in accordance with divine law. Man io a physical 
being, possessing a will or heart, and a mind which knows of 
earthly nnd of heavenly matters. Man's natural gifts endow 
him with soundness of mind end integrity of heart; his super
natural gifts provide him with the light of faith and righteousness*
faith, love of God, charity to neighbour, the study of righteousness 

54nnd holiness.
In his original condition Adorn was in a state of perfection 

and happiness vhich is characterized by saying thnt he was in the 
image of God. While the physical form of m m  is merely nn external
mark of the spiritual image of God, it does set man apart from the

55nnin Is and makes hio a complete man physically.'  ̂ The more precise 
meaning of this term is that man's faculties are sound, regulated 
by reason (which we saw included divine matters), and that ho 
recognises his God as such.

5 2. Ibid.. II, ii,12(H, 1 9 5-1 9 6 ).
53. Ibid.. II,:li, 18(11,200-201).
54. Ibid.. II,ii, 12(195-196).
55. Ibid.. I, xv, 3(136).
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Proindc hac voce notatur integritae qua pracditus fuit 
Adam quum recta intelllgcntia polleret, affectus 
haberet compos! toe ad rationem, sensus omnes recto 
ordine temperatos, vereaue eximils dotibus sui 
excellentl&m referret.5°

A being enligi tened by the mind, with an upright heart, and
57sound in all its faculties is the original condition of man.

These qualities of intelligence and judgement are adequate for
the conduct of his earthly life nnd for preparing for a future
life with God and eternal happiness.

Ergo animam hominls Deus mente instruxit, qua bonum a mnlo, 
iustun ab iniusto discerneret, ac quid scquendum vel 
fugiendum sit, praeunte ratlonls luce videret. ...Hulc 
adiunxit voluntatem, penes quam est electio. His praeclaris 
dotibus excellult prima hominis conditio, ut ratio, 
intelllgentia, prudentla ludlcium non modo ad terrenae 
vitae gubematlonem suppeterent, sed qulbus tr nscendercnt 
usque ad Deum et aeternnm felicitate®. Deinde, ut 
accederet electio, quae appetitus dirlgeret, notucque 
omnes organ! cos temper are t, atque it^roluntas ratlonls 
moderation! esset prorsus conscntnnea. In hac integritate 
libera arbltrio pollebat homo, quo, si vellet, adlplsci 
posset aetcrarm vitarn. 58

It Is clear that Calvin allowed no idea of an immaturity in 
Adam. He was a complete man in both his earthly and his spiritual 
life and endowments.

The Fall from this perfect state began with disbelief and 
failure to trust God»s promises and believe his warnings. This 
issued in pride and aoibitlon which in turn produced rebellion.
The promises and prohibitions of the life in Eden were to test

58. Ibid., I, xv, 8(142-143)} cf. commentary on Genesis 2il6 
(XXIII, 44-46).

56. Ibid., (138). 57. Ibid., I, xv, 4(138-139).



Adam*s faithfulness to God and His commnids. The Pall was the 
assertion of the will against the intellect (already informed of 
God’s truth) and led to the corrupting forces of pride and lust.W  

This act and its consequences deface the image of God in man 
and deprive him of eternal life.^

Calvin on Adam and Redeemed Man

As regards the relation of the state of man in Adam and the
stats of man in redemption by Christ, Calvin does not appear to be
consistent. However, the ambiguity which occurs in most of his
writings but disappears in the Institutio, does not seem to be
more serious than that which we noted in Augustine. It is
profitable to follow these apparently conflicting statements in
each of his commentaries and in the Institutio.

In the commentary on Romans 5*12 he says that Chrirt redeems
men from the corrupt state caused by Adam*s fall, and says that
what we have in Christ is best seen in that which we lost in Adam,
even though they ore not exactly similar.

...non possumus clnriue persplcere quid habeamus in Christo 
quam ubi nobis demonstratum fuerit, quid in Adam ^  
perdiderimuss etsi non omnia sint utrinque sinilio.

Later, in the comments on verses 5*16-17 Calbin elaborates
the dissimilarity!

59. Ibid., 11,1,4(188-139)•
60. Ibid.. I,xv, 8(11, 143); II. 1,5(11,179).
61. Opera, X1IX, 95.
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Hoc discrimine conetituto, constat impie sensisee eos, qui 
tradiderunt nihil allud in Christo nos recuperare quam ut 
ab originali peccato seu corruptione ah Adamo contracts, 
liberemur. ^Thc sins after baptism are forgiven mlmo*/62
Hue autem summa tendit t quia Christuo Adamum supersti 
huius peccatum llllus vincit iustitia: huiuo maledictio
illius obruitur gratiat ab hoc mors profecta illlus vita 
absorbe tur.

The main force of this is a comparison of Christ end Adam hut at
the same time it shows that Christ is the source of the redeemed
state and that He overcomes the evil of the lost state of man.
His grace and life restore the lost condition, and this flows from
God, graciously and freely*

At per Christi iustiti m alio modo in salutem restltulmur. 
Neque enlm ldeo nobis accepts fertur, quia intra nos sits 
sed quod Christum ip sum cum bonis suls omnibus patris 
largitate nobis donatum possidemus. Itaque donum lustitlae 
non qualitatem, qua nos Deus imbuat, ut perperam quldam 
interpretantur, sed gratut tam lustitlae imputationemeignificat.6':

Whatever ambiguity Calvin may have had oonoeming the relation 
of the two states of righteousness, it is clear that redemption 
is not due to some working out of evil and sin but flows from 
God and Christ, the Good, freely nnd graciously, not by the 
compulsion of evil*

In treating Ephesians 4*24 Calvin is again ambiguous but 
stresses that the perfection of man is the same in unfallcn nan as 
in redeemed man, even though the manifestation of divine grace may 
be richer in the latter.
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62. Ibid.* 99. 62a. Ibid.* 100.
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Nam et initio crentus fuit Adam ad imagined Del, ut 
iustitiam Dei quasi in epeculo repraesentaret. Sed 
quonlam imago ilia delcta est per peccatun, ideo nunc 
in Chri8to instaurarl oportet • Nec sane nliud est 
regeneratio plorum» qunm reformatio laaginis Dei in illis.. • 
/  he refers to II Cor 3tl8 and his commentary on it/ 
Quamquam longe uberior est ac potentior Dei gratia in hac 
secundn crcatione, quam prima fuerit. Sed hoc tantum 
resplclt scriptura, quod summa nostra perfectio sit 
conformitas et sirailitudo, quae nobis est cum Deo. Ad earn 
vero quum formatus eeset Adam, perdidlt quod acceperat.
Nobis igitur per Christum restltul necessc est. Quare 
hue spectare docet regeneratlonem, ut ex errors reducamur 
ad eum finem ad quem sumus conditi.®*

The reference to II Corinthians 3*18 reinforces this assertion
of the restoration of the original image lost by Adams the
purpose of the Gospel is '’...ut Dei imago, quae inducts fuerat
per peccatum, repnretur in nobis, atque huiue instaurationis

65pro&ressionem tota vita esse continuam... However, his
cocmentGry on I Corinthians 15*45 brings out the superior state of
the redeemed Christian.

In summa, hoc vult Pr.ulus, conditioned, quam per Christum 
consequimur, longe potiorem esse quam fuerit sors primi 
homlnis: quia Adae collata fuerit suo et posterorum 
nomine anima vivenst Chrictus autem nobis attulerit 
spiritum qui vita est. Quod autem Christum vocat 
novissimum Adam, haec ratio est, quod slcuti in prino 
homine oonditum fuerat humanum genus i ita in Christo 
instauratum fuit.66
In the commentary on Genesis these conflicting statements

are still to be found. Concerning Genesis 2*7 he says that Paul
taught in I Corinthians XVt45 that perfection was not in Adam's
original condition but is granted by Christ.

Paulus prioris ad Corinth, cap.15,45 antithesin statuit 
inter hanc animam viventem, et spiritum vivificantem, quem 
fidellbus confcrt Chrlstuss non alio fine nisi ut docet 
non fuisse in persona Adae absolutum homlnis statums sed hoc

64* Opera, LI, 208-209 . 65. Opera, L, 47. 66. Opera, LXIXy558.



singulare esse beneficium Christ! ut renovemur in coelestem 
vitam, quae etiam ante lapsum Adae nonnisi terrena fultt 
quia non habebat stabilem fixnmque const an tiam. 6*7

However, in treating Genesis It26 Calvin seeks the nature of the
original man by referring to redeemed man* The original nature
was lost in the Fall and is not in existence to be known, but

68...ex reparatione iudicandum est quails fUcrit.” He says further*
Dicit Paulus nos per evangelium tmnsfigurari in imaginem 
Dei. Et secundum ip sum regene ratio spiritual is nihil allud 
est quam elusdem imaginis instauratio (Col. 3,10 et Ephes. 
4,23). Quod autem earn constituit in iustltla et sanctltate 
veraci, est synedoche* nam quamvis lllud praecipuum sit, non 
tamen est to turn. Ergo hac vooe deslgnatur totiue naturae 
lntegrltas, quum Adam recta intelligentia praeditus foret, 
affectus haberet compositos ad rationem, sensus omnes sanos 
et ordinatos, vereque bonis omnibus excelleret.69

This same trend is found in the comments on Colossians 3*9 where
he says that the new man is that which is renewed to obedience
of righteousness by the Spirit of Christ, or .nature in veram

70integritatem restituta per eundem spiritum. There is no
lessening of the ambiguity, except in the Institutio.

The only resolution of this ambiguity is in assuming that the 
image of God is the governing concept nnd does not involve the 
constancy or gift of perseverance. This latter is lacking in 
Adam and is present in the redeemed man, giving him his limited 
superior state. This resolution gives some reason to the 
conflicting statements which Calvin repeatedly makes on the

67. Opera, XXIII, 36. 68. Ibid., 26.
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subject# This would also explain the absence of such statements
in the systematic work, the Institutio and in a confession of
faith. The lack of constancy is mentioned but it is not implied
that the redeeme d state is a vastly superior state.

According to the Institutio Adam was made in the image of God
which consisted of a right intellect, affections governed by reason,

71senses duly regulated, and faithfulness to God. The regenerate
man has the restoration of the original Image which was lost in the
Fall nnd this original image is best deduced from the character of
the new man in Christ this he does on the basis of Colossians 3*19
and Ephesians 4*24. Even though Paul contrasts the life in Christ
with the life of unfallen Adam (quickening epirit vs. living soul),
Calvin says, he does not contradict the fact thnt the renewal of the
imngs of God is the purpose of regeneration.

Quamvis enim vivificantem spiritum quo donantur a Christo 
fideles, opponens Paulus (I Cor. 15, 45) animae viventi in
qua crentus fuit Adam, uberlorem gratiae mensuram in
regeneration© oommendet, non tamen nlterum lllud caput 
tollit, hunc regencratlonis esse finem, ut nos Christos ad
imnginem reformet.72

In the beginning the image of God was manifested "•••in luce
73mentis, in cordis rectltudine, partiumque omnium sanitate...”

He cannot allow the principle to be discarded that the leading 
feature of the restoration must hove a similar place in original 
creation*
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71. Institutio, I, xv, 5(Opera, 11,138); cf. note 56 ob.
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Quamquam enim fate or synedochicrs esse loquendi formas, non 
potest trunen principium hoc convelll, quod in renovatione 
imaginis Dei praecipuum est, in ipsa etiam creatlone 
tenuisse surnmun g r a d u m . 7 4

Accordingly Christ is the perfection of the image of God in which
the Christian is renewed so that he bears the image of God in
•••vera pietate, lustitla, puritate, intelligentia.•

There is no imperfection in the humm nature possessed by Adam,
constituted by the image of God which has been partly restored in the
elect and will be fully obtained in heavens

Ergo, quum Del imago sit Integra naturae humnnae praestantia, 
quae refulsit in Adam ante defectionem* • .^vos left .
ruined by the FalJ^ nunc aliquia ex parte conepicitur in 
electis, quatenus spirltu regenitl sunt, plenum vero 
fulgorem obtinebit in coelo.

The only hint of imperfection in Adam was the fact that his
will was pliable and he had not received the constancy to

77persevere, which led to his Fall, but which does not appear to 
have qualified the perfection of Adam's nature in Colvin's thought* 
The image of God thus emerges as the controlling concept in Calvin's 
concept of man's essential nature and he insists that it must be 
the same in both the original and the redeemed state*

This conclusion is confirmed in a short confession of faith, 
which we assume contains the essentials of the faith as Calvin 
saw it. In this there is the absolute affirmation that man was 
perfect in Adam and is corrupt because of his Fall, and that 
redemption comes because of the infinite love of God and Christ.
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Je confess© aussi que l'horane a est© erec a 11 lory c de Dleu 
en pleine integrity de son esprit, volonte, ©t toutcs 
les parties, fncultez et sense de son ame: que toute la 
corruption et les vices qui sont en nous9 sont procedes 
de a qu* Adam nostre pere s'est aliens de Dieu9 por sa 
rebellions et en delaissant la source de vie et de tous 
biens s'est asservi a toute misere.
• • •

Je confesse anssi que por le bonte inestimable de Dieu 
Jesus Christ nous a est© donne pour remede9 a fin de nous 
ramener de mort a vie, et restaurer ce qui estait decheu en 
Adams et que pour ce faire, luy qui estait la sagcsse eternelle 
de Dleu son per© et d'une mesme essence9 a vcstu nostre 
chair 9 tellement^qu'il a este faict Dleu et homne en une 
seule personnel®

Redemption is simply the recovery9 by the goodness of God in
Christ9 of that which was lost in the Pall of Adam. God's goodness
does not depend upon the existence of evils it io infinite.

We may conclude then that for Galvin the Pall is productive
only of evil nnd in no wise does evil result in any greater good
of an essential sort* Man's nature was complete in Adam - the
image of God - and this is restored in the final redemption, even
though the Christian in this life may experience a greater measure
of grace than Adam (the fullness of the image9 which is the essential
dees not oome until the final state in heaven' * And, as with
Augustine, God is the sole source of good and He Himself does not
depend upon evil's existence for His own existence or glory.

In both Augustine and Calvin, despite certain tendencies to
the contrary, the essential doctrine about the Pall is that it
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produced evil and that evil is overcome and the good restored - 
not developed or matured - by God in Christ and His redemption.
There is no development of the good out of evil* nor is there any 
dependence of the good upon evil.

II

He interpretation of the Cl.ristian Doctrine of the Fall

We have examined the classical doctrine of the Fall and 
Original Sin end have found thrt it locks certain traits essential 
to the Marxist system! Good and Evil are strictly distinguished and

... -i; \ ‘ ' ■ ' *, l .
Evil does not of Itself produce the Good: man is created in perfection
instead of in immaturity and innocence. This means thnt there is a
fundamental difference in the structure of the two systems which
does not warrant a simple description of them as being parallel.
This conclusion does not* however» end our study. There is a line
of development of this doctrine from Rousseau to Marx which on the
one hand confirms our evaluation of Marx's doctrine and on the other
indicates a far less direct relationship of Marx's system to
Christianity than the usual view suggests.

It has been said that Marx received the reinterpretation of
the Fall as the division of labour and private property from

79Rousseau via Hegel. vhile this points in the right direction,
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it does not represent the truth clearly* The purpose of this 
portion of the final diapter of the thesis is to trace the basic 
facts of this development and show that Marx reinterpreted an 
already secularized Fall-doctrine.

The most pertinent of Rousseau's writings on this subject 
were the two essays for the Academy of Dijon, the first in 1749 
on the influence of the Arts and Science on morals and the second

30in 1753 on the origin and foundation of the inequality of mankind.
These are not positive or constructive writings, being written in
a rhetorical style and being short, competitive essays* However,

81one discerns some of Rousseau's mature thou^it in them. Further*
whatever Rousseau later thought* these became a part of European
thou/dit and discussion - a part of history.

Rousseau side-steps the Biblical account of the Fall nnd
the Christian doctrine of it* Ills thought is oriented to the
problems of social evil and Its cause and development, not to a
reinterpretation of Christian theology. The Holy Scriptures teach
that men were never in a state of nature and Religion tenches that

82men were taken out of it immediately upon creation. Rousseau 
seeks to know what man would have been if left to himself, finding
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80. "Discours Si Le Retablissement Des Sciences et Dos Arts a 
contribue a Epurer Les Moeurs", and "Discours Sur L'Originc Et 
Les Fondements De L'Inegalite Parmi Les Hommes."
81. Cf. G.D.II. Cole in the "Introduction" to The Social Contract 

and Discourses (Everyman's Edition, No.660), xi, xiii-xiv.
82. The Social Contract and Discourses, 175-176(essay on 

inequality).



the answer to this by abstracting from man in society the nature 
of man before his progress to civilization* He seeks to understand 
nan and things as they are rather than to give historical facte.®^ 
Therefore* one can only compare the structure and content of 
Rousseau's thought with that of Christianity; there ie no definite 
handling of Christian doctrine to study.

It is clear that Rousseau did not believe with certainty 
that the state of nature had ever existed. Further* he did not 
advocate a return to it* but sought to ameliorate the evils of 
civilized life by reviving some of the qualities of the state of 
nature and by using the arts and sciences more wisely* ^ Ultimately*
in the Emile* the state of nature comes to mean simply the fullest •

85development of man's good faculties. From this it is clear thnt
Rousseau himself had transformed the literal concept of a definite
historical period of Good and perfection into a hypothetical ideal 
and innate tendency deduced from the present life of man. This does 
not mean that all his followers realized this* but it does show 
what was occurring in the history of ideas.

A second observation to be made is that Rousseau has linked
social evils or ills to human progress. In the first part of the 
first essay this is seen in his contrasting of civilized peoples
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and their poets and artists with the energetic barbarians (early
Persian, Scythians, early Romans, Germans)* In the second part
he Shows that the arts and sciences owe their origin to the vices
of men and says that the evil origin is reproduced in the objects
produced by them. He says:

Tandis que les commodities de la vie se multiplient, que 
les arts se perfectionnent, et que le luxe s'€tend, le vrai 
courage s'enerve, les vertus militaires s'^vanoulssent; 
et o'est encore l'ouvrage des sciences et de tous ces arts 
qui s'exercent dans 1*ombre du cabinet.

The illsof society stem from the departure from the natural state,
am

which in turn stems from the arts and sciences* In the Preface
to the second essay, discussing the problem of knowing man's true
nature, he says that '’•••tous les progres de l'espeoe humaine
I'eloignant sans cesse de son etat primitif• And in his
conclusion to the second essay he sayst

II suit^de eet expose que l'in£galit£, 6tant presque nulle 
dans l'etat de nature, tire sa force et son accroissement 
du d£veloppement de nos facultes et des progrbs de 1'esprit 
humaln, et devient enfin stable et legitime par 
11̂ stablissement de la preprint^ et des lois.^O

While Rousseau did not, as Marx, make the Bvil the production of
the Good9 he does link the Evil to the development of human
capacities* Hence, two things have been donet first, he equates
the origin of the race with immaturity and innocence (which he
calls good) and second, he has prepared the way for Kant nnd Hegel

86. Ibid., 140-141.
87. Oeuvre3 Completes de J.J. Rousseau. I, 22.
88. Cf. Ibid., xi.
89• The Political Writings of Jean Jrcqucs Roucrcou,

(ed. C.E. VaughanJL35•
90. Ibid., 196.
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to equate the Good with human development and thereby find evil
producing the good.

In the second essay, the role of the arts and sciences is
apt to be overlooked if one fastens too eagerly on the role of
private property. V/e have seen above in the quotation from the
end of the essay that Rousseau himself has attributed the origin
and growth of inequality to the growth of human faculties and he
attributes only the permanence and legitimacy of it to the
establishment of property and laws* In the text itself this is
the course of his thought* The first part describes the natural
state of man* an undeveloped, unsocial, animal-like state which is
marked by Indolence, self-sufficiency, and the lack of communication

91of ideas or inventions. In the second part he seeks the events
and factors causing the development of moral inequality and the
present state of evil. Hie origin of private property in land
is the source of civil society, but it itself is due to the

92progress of mankind. This progress originated in the difficulties 
encountered in obtaining sustenance from nature: difficulties
stimulated man's thinking, language, inventions, the development

93of his industriousness, the family, and of leisure. Leisure 
was used to provide conveniences which became necessities without 
at the same time pleasing men, and to develop mental and social 
life still more. Consideration ^nd esteem developed so that
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91. Ibid., 177-206; cf* especially hio summary, 203.
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injury became an affront. In all this there is a considerable
development beyond the state of nature and yet there is not the
presence of the ills which afflict society. This stage is that
of savagery and is considered a "golden age" by Rousseaus it is
a deteriorated state of nature with diminished natural compassion
but this is compensated by the fact that there is a balance
between the indolence of natural man nnd the excessive activity
of civilized man. It is the youth of the world while all later
advances lead to the perfection of the individual but the

94decrepitude of the species.
This "golden age"— already a great way beyond the state of

nature— disappears when men begin to attempt itahks that require
the cooperation of men* making it advantageous for one man to have
the previsions needed for two* Then began property, necessary
labour, cultivated fields, slavery end misery: this was brought
about by the advent of metallurgy and agriculture^ (we note
again the primacy of human progress) • Cultivation broutfit the
division of the land into property.^ With the advent of property,
natural inequality (strength, endowment, etc*) was transformed
into social inequality since strength produced more and this

97"more was cumulative. These developments in the faculties of
%

men precede the final establishment of right and lav in property 
and government and their evil results*



As men developed abilities and possessions, possessions
98became essential, either as needs or as affectations. Interests 

began to conflict, land became scarce, lust for gain by the labour 
of others set in* Natural compassion was stifled by usurpations
by the rich and by robbery by the poor, and by the passions of

99both. The war of all against all caused the rich to propose
a civil society in which all would be subject to the same law,

loobut a society in which the rich would be stronger* In various
ways offices became hereditary and inequality grew and become
institutionalized. This may even develop to such a point in
despotism that men are again reduced to a state of nature, to a
new war of all against oll.^01 Rousseau closes the essay by
contrasting the savage with the civilized mans the former
breathing peace, liberty and indolence, the latter always working,
and seeking to find still more laborious occupations* This is
summed up: '•••le sauvage vlt en lul-aeme; l’hornme sociable,

102toujours hors de lui,..*? It is not possible to divorce the 
origin of property and civil society with their evils from the 
development of the human faculties: private property is the 
origin of inequality but the progress of humanity io the origin 
of private property.

In this doctrine of the "fall” of man and the origin of 
social evils, it is clear that social evils are a result of the
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progress of mankind out of a "state of nature" which is absolute 
immaturity. However, the "golden age" is not that state but a 
later one in which the forces of good and evil are balanced. Unlike 
Marx, original man is non-social and the corrupting development is 
a development of social activity of all kinds (though it is to be 
remembered that Marx saw primitive life as non-social relative to 
the developed state of either class society or tho future society 
of mankind; and saw that in spite of the shattered primitive 
community, a more complex social interdependence of men was 
developing in the economic life of class societies). In Rousseau 
there is always the implication that while civilization is 
Inevitable, it is not good, and can be made bearable only by 
reintroducing some of the virtues of the natural/state. This is 
shown most clearly in the phrase that there is a perfection of the 
individual but a deterioration of the species. There is then in 
Rousseau both the linking of progress and evil and the affirmation 
that original man (whether literal or potential) was good. He has 
not equated the arts and sciences (human labour broadly speaking) 
with the true essence of man and thus made possible the production 
of the good by evil. This remained for Kant to perform, who at 
the same time stigmatised the primitive state of man.

B. Kant

Kant's handling of the Fall and Original Sin takes two 
routes: he finds the source of evil in a non-temporal Fall 
occurring in each individual, and he reinterprets the Biblical 
account of the Fall somewhat in the manner of Rousseau, though
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with different content. By this approach he intensified the 
tendency to see the departure from the primitive state as a 
progress*

The Fall as the real source of evil is the fact that the 
noumenal self (transcendent ego) adopts sensual aims received 
from the phenomenal self (the self enmeshed in the deterministic, 
phenomenal world). This concept removes the Fall from history 
and makes it a series of ’ Falls" or transcendental acts of the 
noumenal ego. The Fall becomes a metaphysical ground of evil, 
and evil is an innate tendency in man: "...ein mdikales, 
angeborncs, (nichtsdestowenlger aber uns von uns sclbst

N 105zugezogeneo) Boese...” Hence as Dr. N.P. Williams has said,
Kant has transformed the Christian doctrine of Good and Evil into

104a dualism which is incompatible with the Christian doctrine.
In keeping with this denial of the temporal Fall, Kant 

interprets the Biblical accounts of the Fall as indications of 
man's historical development and not as the source of evil Itself: 
it becomes the account of the emergence of man from the animal 
state of existence and hence may be said to be made into a "fall 
upwards", though for the individual it is a painful progress.
In the article "Mutmassllchen Anfang des Menschen-Geschledtite”
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(1786) he- gives an exposition of human origins in terms of
chapters 2-6 of Genesis* He opposes Rousseau's early view that
culture and civilization are absolutely opposed to human nature
as it should be and was, before their origin, and he seeks to show
that the evils that afflict the individual are the means of
developing the species (the reverse of Rousseau's view!) which he

105says Rousseau sought in his later writings.
Man's progress from his original animal state is a progress

into a life governed by reason and self-will. In gathering food.
instinct was broken and reason aided in the knowledge of the
various kinds of food, and desires were multiplied with the help 

106of imagination. This self-assertion which makes nan into on
independent being brings anxiety and dread and on infinity of
desired objects. The animal sexual life is likewise overcome so
that human sexual life is not bound to certain limited periods
but is free and at the command of the imagination, and at the sane

107time gives rise to a sense of diame, lovo, beauty and morality.
Expectation of the future, giving rise to anxiety and fear of
death, as well as the preparation for the future, morlcs another

103step in the development beyond animal life.

105* Immanuel Kants V/erke» IY, 334-336? cf. Hoeffding, 
History of Modern Philosophy, II, 77-78.
106. Immanuel Kants Vcrhe, IV, 329-330.
107. Ibid*. 330-331.
108. Ibid*. 331.



Finally, man's recognition of himself as the goal of nature 
(Zweck der Natur., making: himself at once the master of the
animals and a co-equal with his fellowman completes the

109transition to human life. In this recognition of the claim
"sclbst Zweck zu sein" and not merely to be means to other ends,
is the ground of the claim to equality with a higher being and
to arbitrary power over lover beings - not in reason.110

This progress out of the natural state of existence is
filled with many dangers and ills, and will be looked back upon
as a progress out of a Paradise*

Dieser Schritt ist daher zugleich mit Entlassung desselben 
aus don Mutterschosse der Natur vcrbunden, eine Veraenderung, 
die zwar ehrend, aber zugleich sehr gefahrvoll ist, indem 
sie ihn aus dem hnrmlooen und sicheren Zustandr- der 
Kindespflege, gleichsam aus einem Garten, der ihn ohne seine 
Muehe versoergte, heraustrieb(V• 23) und ihn die Muehsellgkelt des 
Lebens oefter den unsch nach einem Paradise, dem Geschoepfe 
seiner Elnbildungskraft, wo er in ruhiger Untaetigkeit und 
bestaendigen Frieden sein Daseln vertraeumen Oder verstaenden 
koene/?/ ablocken.m

However, between man and this imaginary place of bliss there is
I

the restless reason which seeks to develop hl6 latent capacities:
•••die rastlose und zur Entwickelung der in ihn gelegten 
Faehlgkelten unwlderst&hlich trelbende Vemunft und erlaubt 
est nicht, in der Rohigkeit und Einfalt zurueckzukehren, 
aus dem sie ihm gezogen hatte(V.24)

Clearly then, Kant sees the Biblical Fall as a development out
of animal innocence and inmaturity, or as he says:



...nichts anders als der Uebergang aus der Rohigkelt elnes 
bloss tierischen Geschoepfes in die Menscheit, aus dem 
Gaengelwegen des Instinkts zur Leitung der Vemunft, mit 
einem Vortes aus der Vormundschnft der Natur in den Stand 
der Freiheit gevesen sei.^5
This fallen situation of man is really an advance for the

species, even though it is not so for the individual.
However, the history of freedom begins from evil because it is
the work of man. Rousseau saw the evil of man's work in his
early writings, and, according to Kant, sought later to solve
the conflict of civilization and human nature. Kant finds the
resolution of the conflict in the fact of the development of the

114species at the expense of the individual. This sacrifice of
the individual to the development of the species is seen in the
disparity between the physical age of maturity and the social
age of maturity in modern society; in the truth of the saying of
Hippocrates, are longa vita brevis, or in the cumulative nature
of human knowledge and development and the fact that non must die whet
he is most ready to live; in the inequality among men resulting from

115civilization and its lav. This view of human progress in spite 
of, and even because of the ills that afflict man leads Kant to the 
following:

• • .Zufriedenheit mit der Vorsehnung und dem Gange mensch- 
licher Dinge in Ganzen, der nicht vom Guten ahhebend zum 
Boesen fortgeht, sondem sich vom Schlechtem zum Besscren 
allmaehlich entwickelt; zu velchem Fortschrltte den ein 
jeder an seinem Telle, so viel in seinen Kraeften steht, 
beizutragen durch die Natur selbst berufen ist.*1**
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Not only is the Biblical Fall really an advance, but the whole
of human history, in spite of its evils, is advancing.

In this exposition of the Biblical account of the Fall Kant
has divorced it from the concept of evil per se and made it
merely the first of human history* In it man's present state is
a result of this original stepping out of the animal world of
instinct and simplicity? the evil of civilisation is really evil
only for the individual since the humnn race is developing thereby?
the progresses out of the bondage to nature into freedom* The
connection between evil and progress is discussed more thoroutfily
in f,Idee zu einer allgemeinen Geschichte in weltbuergerlicher
Absicht”(1784)•

In this earlier writing he had said that men must develop
his human, non-instinctunl, non-natural capacities from within
himself* This is done in the history of the species by means of
the conflict of these capacities in society— the conflict of the
tendencies toward social life and toward individualism* Man has
a tendency toward society because in it his capacities as man
develop, but he also has an innate tendency toward individualization
and it is from this conflict that mankind is developed*

Der Mensch hat eine Neigung, sich zu vergeeellschaften; weil 
er in einem solchen Zustnnde sich mehr als Mensch, d.i. 
die Entwlckelung seiner Naturanlagen fuehlt. Er hat aber 
ouch einen grosscn Hong, sich zu vereinzeln (isolierenj; 
weil er in sich zuglelch ungcsellige Eigcnechnft antrifft, 
alles bio 68 nach seinem rich ten zu wollen und daher 
allerwaert8 Widerstand erwartet, eo vie er von sich selbst velss, 
dass er seinerselts zum Viderstande gegeryandere geneigt 1st* 
Dieser Widerstand 1st es nun, welche oiler Kraefte dee 
Menschen erveckt, ihn dahin bringt, seinen Hang zur Faulheit 
zu ueberwlnden, und getrieben durch Ehrsucht, Herrs choft oder 
Habsucht, sich einen Rang unter seinen Mitgenossen zu
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verschaffen, die er nicht wohl leiden, von denen der aber 
auch nicht las sen kann. Da geschehen nun die ersten wahren 
Schritte aus der Rohigkeit zur Kultur, die eigcntlich In dem 
gesellschaftlichen Vert des Menschen besteht...117

The development of the species requires a society combining the
fullest possible freedom and the strictest regimentation. All
"Kultur und Kunst" and the "die schoenste" social organization

...sind FTuechte der Ungeselligkeit, die durch sich selbst 
genoetigt wird, sich zu diozipliniercn und gd , durch abge- 
drungene Kunst, die Keime der Natur vollstaendig zu 
entwickeln.H8

For this reason man must have a master so that they will not
119misuse their freedom. We note thnt society is productive of the 

development of man Instead of the degradation of him as with 
Rousseau and that this causes man to tend toward society.
Secondly, we note that evil traits in men have been assigned a 
constructive role and produce good (cf. Habouchtl).

In Kant we find that evil itself is a metaphysical fact which 
has no historical origin, hence eliminating the actual historical 
or Biblical Fall as the source of evil. However, he then 
reinterprets the Biblical Fall as the emergence of men from the 
animal world nnd as the beginning of progress toward freedom. The 
original state of man is not a perfection from which man falls, but 
at best an immaturity from which he advances. Only the evils which 
result for the individual moke the past appear as a Paradise, and 
these evils are in fact the means of progress. Here we find a 
counterpart to the Marxist scheme of history with its mixed



content of evil and a progress by means of the very evil - a 
progress toward the full development of human nature. In Hegel 
all this receives a much more systematic form and it is a matter 
of record that Marx set out from Hegel. Hegel represents a 
reinterpretation which was itself "inverted" or filled with 
new content by Marx, placing Marx one step farther from the 
Biblical and Christian doctrines of the Fall.

C. Hegel
To understand Hegel's doctrine of the Fall, one must first 

note the outline of hie entire system nnd its key concept. Hegel
seeks to encompass all reality and to see it as a living, unified

i?owhole which he terms Spirit. This Spirit is self-contained, 
self-subsistent, and its own end: it is freedom and self
consciousness. In it are three spheres or aspects (German: Moment ): 
(l) the abstract principles of reality which culminate in the Idea 
(the field of Logie); (2) Nature, vAiich is the "other" of Spirit, 
being the realm of finitude and necessity (the Philosophy of 
Nature); (3) Concrete Spirit in individual mental life (Subjective
Spirit); sopial or political institutions (Objective Spirit); and in

12TArt, Revealed Religion, and Philosophy (Absolute Spirit).

120. Cf* H.A* Reybum, The Ethical Theory of He cl, 9, 18,
37-38; Georg Lasson, Binfuehrung in Hegels Rcligionspliilooonliic*
2-3; Sir James Baillie, The Phenomenology of Mind, 21 (Baillie's 
introduction) •
121, Sir James Baillie, Introduction to Hegel's The 

Phenomenology of Mind, 27-29#
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The essential nature of 8pirit is freedom, which is seen
122in the ego and in its act of thinking* The natural world is 

a world of finite individuals or particulars which mutually 
determine each other— a world of necessity* On the contrary, 
the ego is not moved ITom without, hut is self-contained, shaping 
into thoutfits the sensations and sense impressions received from 
the natural world, creating its own self or content* Spirit 
combines universality and difference;

• ••it is at once a conscious unity in all its processes and 
the conscious source of endless differences and distinctions 
within itself* It is supremely an identity which maintains 
itself through its differences and refers them to itself.123

Spirit is a process which proceeds from the universal (implicit)
124into concrete difference and then on to a concrete universal.

In the Preface to the Phenomenology Hegel says that in his 
view the important thing is to grasp the ultimate truth as 
subject as well as substance* This living substance

• ••is that being which is truly subject, or, what is the 
same thing, is truly realized and actual (v/irklich) solely 
in the process of positing Itself, or in mediating with its 
own self its transitions from one state or position to the 
opposite* As subject it is pure and simple negativity, and 
just on that account a process of splitting up what is 
simple and undifferentiated, a process of duplicating and 
setting factors in opposition, which /jproceBo/ in turn is 
the negation of this indifferent diversity and of the 
opposition of factors it entails. True reality is merely

122* Reyburn, op* cit*. 77-78? cf. Hegel, Encyclopaedia 
PP*17-24, especially P24, where he describes philosophy.
123. Baillie, op. cit*. 29.
124. Cf. Ibid*. 27-29.
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this process ot reinstating self-identity, of reflecting 
into its own self and from its othort and is not on 
original nnd prianl unity as such, not nn immediate 
unity ps such. It is the process of its own becoming...
/ray underlining' 125

Further, Hegel speaks of the real nature of the divine life
"•••which consists in its being objective to itself, conscious

126of itself on its own account (fuer sich zu sein)***" The
truth is the whole, but a whole which is

• ••merely the essential nature reaching its completeness 
through the prooess of its own development. Of the 
Absolute it must be said that it is essentially a result, 
that only at the end is it what it ie in very truth; nnd 
just in that consists its nature, which is to be actual, 
subject, or self-becoming, self-development.127

Truth, the Absolute as subject is a process of becoming, of
self-dc velopment •

The form of this self-development is the process of Spirit's
becoming objective to itself end yet being conscious of its
objective form as itself* It must pass ffrora its implicit (an sich)
form to its explicit (fuer sich) form, or it must become objective
for itself nnd still maintain its identity or self-consciousness.
Hence he says:

Spirit is alone Reality. It is the inner being of the world, 
that which essentially is, and is per so; it assumes objective, 
determinate form, and enters into relations with itself—  
it is externality (otherness), and exists for self; yet in 
this determination, and in its otherness, it is still one

125. Hegel, The Phenomenology of Mind (trsl. Boillie), 80-81.
126. Ibid.. 81.
127. Ibid., 81-82.
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with itself— it is self-contained and self-complete, in 
itself and for Itself at once. This self-containedness, 
however, is first something known by us, it is implicit 
in its nature (an sich); it is Substance spiritual. It 
hasi to become self-contained for itself, on its own 
account; it must be knowledge of spirit, nnd must be 
consciousness of itself as spirit. This means, it must 
be presented to itself as an object, but at the some 
time straightway annul and transcend this objective form; 
it must be.its own object in which it finds Itself 
reflected*128

(v/e note the similarity of this to Marx's species man !)
It is from this nature of spirit that Hegel has drawn his 
system, structure and method, add even the dialectic is 
primarily the triple movement of growth from implicitness 
through differentiation to reintegration. Already one cm see 
the impossibility of a Fell in the Christian sense of a loss 
of perfection, as there is none in the beginning; the good is 
something which must be produced by the whole of the movement 
of reality.

In the life of man, Spirit comes to know itself, hcncc 
man in his own spiritual life must duplicate the nature and 
process of Spirit. Implicit in Nature, Spirit unfolds its 
true nature in the mental, social and intellectual life of man 
and thus beholds itself. Subjective Spirit objectifies itself 
in social institutions and the State and is then recognised

129as itself in Art, Religion, and Philosophy or Absolute 8pirit.
In this process of man's objectification of himself and then 
return to himself, the Absolute is able to behold itself.

128. Ibid., 86.
129. Cf. Ibid.. 514, 6Q5ff; cf. Encyclopaedia, FP385-3B6, 

483-484; cf. Reybum, op. cit., 118-120.



It is within the context of this scheme of development 
that Hegel's doctrine of evil and of the Fall lies* Spirit is 
present in nature - in natural man— in an implicit form (an sich), 
but of this it is not conscious and is not yet good but merely 
innocent*

In order that in fact it may be self aid Spirit, it has 
first to become objectively an other to itself, in the 
same way that the Eternal Being manifests itself rs the 
process of being self-identical in its otherness.**0

Nov this immediate existence must turn into thought,
•••sense-coneolousnes3 turns round into consciousness of 
thought? and, moreover, because that thought has come 
from immediacy or is conditioned thought, it is not pure, 
knowledge, but thought which contains otherness and is, 
thus the self-opposed thought of good and evil.^l

This is represented pictorially by the religious mind in the
account of the Fall in which man loses the unity with himself by
eating of the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil,
losing thereby his innocence, the Garden and its bounties tree
of toil.132

In the Encyklopaedia (2nd ed. 1839), Paragraph 24,
15 3Zusatz" 3, Hegel relates the Fall to types of knowledge* ttie
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130. The Phenomenology of Mind. 770.
131. Ibid.. 131. 132. Ibid.. 770-771.
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1845) and did not cppear in Lasson's Samntlichc cr.:e* However, as 
the editor18 preface to the 2nd edition is dated 1839 (v/erke 
(Berlin, 1843 » VI, viii) it appears that Marx could have used 
this edition. In any event the material is not unique to this 
work but is given at much greater length in the Religionsphiloso hie ♦ 
as the following citations will show.
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first stage of knowledge is simply experience (Erfahrung), the
next is reflection (Reflexion), followed by pure thou ht
(Dehken) which is the most complete form of knowledge. The
first form of knowledge is Immediate knowledge and easily
appears •••als die angemessenste, echoenste und hoechste..."1^
nnd includes all which is termed "Unschuld” while the other two
forms emerge out of this Immediate natural unity. It may appear
that this separation is the origin of all evil and that
reconciliation demands the abandonment of thought and knowledge
since nature knows no such separation and does no evil. This is
the case in the traditional interpretation of the Biblical Fall
account, which is a Mosaic pyfth forming the basis of the doctrine

1^6of sin and the need of help against this sin.
In opposition to this traditional view of the Fall,

Hegel says that it egresses the relationship of knowing
(Erkennen) to the spiritual life. Spiritual life (das geistige
Leben) in its immediateness appears as "Unschuld", but the
essence of Spirit demands that it be discarded and the implicit
spirit become explicit!

...nun aber llegt es im v/esen des Gelstes, das dieser unnit- 
telbare Zustnnd aufgehoben wird, denn das geistige Leben 
untcrscheltet sich dadurch vora natuerlichen und naeher vom 
thierischcn Leben, das es nicht in selnen Anslchtseln

134. Werke. (2nd ed., Berlin, 1843), VI, 53.
135. Ibid.. 54.
136. Ibid.. 53-54. Vor the mythical nature of Genesis 3 

cf. Relirlonsnhilosophie. Vwrito, XI, 269, 279s XII, 265-266.



verbleibt, sondem fuer sich ist. Dieser Standpunkt der 
Entzweiung ist demnaechst gleichfalls aufzuheben und der 
Geist soil durch sich zur Einlgkeit zurue ckkehren• Diese 
Elnhelt ist dann eine geistige und das Princip jener Zurue ck- 
fuehrung llegt in Denken selbst. Dieses 1st ec, welches 
die V/unde schlnegt und dleselbe auch heilt.^37

Hegel says that Adam and Eve are types of men (der Mensch
ueberhaupt) and are forbidden to eat of knowledge of Good and
Evil: man Should remain in the state of innocence (Unschuld)
and unity (Einlgkeit)y a conception shared by many peoples.
However, says Hegel, the "human" (monschliche) is found neither
in the Entzweiung nor in the natural unity or immediate life:
Spirit is not "...bloss ein Unmittelbares, sondem er enthaelt

138wesentlich das Moment der Vermittelung in sich." The Pall 
takes place in each man on the awakening of consciousness, which 
is necessary for his manhood.

The separation of man from nature is seen in the shame of
nakedness, pain at ohildbirth, the necessity to prepare nature

139instead of using what is immediately given as do the animals.
Further, God admits that man has succeeded and has become as
'one of us1; he has obtained knowledge and the divine life as
the serpent promised. .

Das Brkennen ist hier bezeichnet als das Goettliche und 
nicht wie fruehcr, als das was nicht sein soil. ...erst 
durch das Erkennen 1st der urspruengliche Deruf des Menschen, 
ein Ebenbild Gottes zu sein, realisirt worden.1/r°



Here it is clear that for Hegel the "Fall" is a "fall upwards''
toward the divine life. Only in knowledge does this occur in
spite of its accompanying evil.

This is brought out again when he says that the nature of 
man is evil.

In der That liegt es im Begriff des Gcistee, dass der 
Mensch von Natur boese ist und man hat sich nicht 
vorzustellen, dass dies ouch nnderes sein koennte.l^l

Man is not as he should be when he regards himself as a natural
beings "Der Gelst soli frei und das was cr ist, durch sich
selbst sein. Die Natur ist fuer den Menschen nur der

142Ausgnngspunkt, den er umbilden soil." Hence man must emerge 
from the natural harmony and unity and this takes place in 
the separating of the self-conscious being from his external 
world, a position inherent in the concept of Spirit, but one in 
which he should not remain. Man here makes himself the end of 
his activities and in so far as he excludes the universal he is 
evils he is not n natural being so for as he is spirit and to 
live as though he were a natural being is to be evil.

Hegel's antipathy to primitive life is seen clearly in the 
section on "unmittelbnr Religion" in his Religionsphilosophie* in 
which he repeats much of the preceding material but also makes 
some incisive observations and statements. He disagrees with the 
idea that in undisturbed natural life man io in possession of all 
his faculties and the arts and sciences: that his intelligence and
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141. Ibid., 57-58} cf. XII, 258.



will were perfect. This false idea rests upon confusing a
close knowledge of the details of nature (approaching to instinct,
as possessed by savages) with a knowledge of the inner laws of

144nature which is only possible by science. It further fails to
take account of the selfishness found in childhood and the
harshness found in the relationship of savages toward each other
(as opposed to their reactions toward o u t s i d e r s a n d  makes false
claims concerning the remnants of high culture among the most

146ancient of peoples. In reality the state of man in nature is
not one of innocence, . ..sondem der Rohheit9 der Begierdef der

. 147Wildhelt ueberhaupt." Finally, the fact that the first state 
was lost proves its imperfection: the truth could not be 
contained in something arbitrary or contingent and that something 
has been lost proves that it lacked necessity and truth (an 
argument used in 1844 by Marx against the revival of primitive 
communism)

Throughout this section he shows that natural simplicity
and unity are in antithesis to the nature of Spirit and that it
must be broken, as the Fall account relates, though with
different results.

Es steht ihm entgegen die Natur des Geistes. Der Geist ist 
nur das wozu er sich macht. Diess Hervorbringen dessen, was 
an sich ist, ist das Setzen des Begriffs in die Existenz.
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148. Ibid.. 271-272} cf. Ilarx, MEGA I, 111, 114(E. 102} 
Landshut ed.f 236).

143. Ibid., XI, 263-265. 144. Ibid.. 273-275.
145. Ibid., 272-273. 146. Ibid., 277-278. 147. Ibid.. 269.
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Der Degriff muss sich realisiren, und die Reolisirung 
des Degriffs, die Thaetigkeiten, vodurch er sich verwirklicht, 
und die Gestalten Erscheinungen dieser Verkwirklichung, die 
vorhnnden sind, haben einen andern Anschein, als was der 
e inf ache Be griff in sich 1st. Der Be griff, das An sich, 1st 
nicht Zu stand, Exlstenz, sondem die Realisirung dee Be griffs 
nach erst Zustaende, Exlstenz, und diese Realisirung muec von 
ganz nnderer Art sein, als was jene Beschreibung von Faradles 
enthaelt.

Der Mensch 1st wesentlich als Geist; aber der Geist 
1st nicht auf unmittelbare Welse, sondem er ist wesentlich 
diess, fUer sich zu sein, frei zu sein, das Natuerllche sich 
gegenueber zu stellen, aus seinem Versenktsein in die Natur 
sich herauszuzlehen, sich zu entzweien mit der Natur und 
erst durch und auf diese Entzweiung sich mit ihr zu versoehnen, 
und nicht nur mit der Natur, sondem auch mit seinem vfeccnt 
mit seiner Wahrheit.

Diese Einlgkeit, die durch die Entzweiung hervorgebracht 
1st, 1st erst die selbstbewusste, wahre Einlgkeit; das 1st 
nicht Einlgkeit der Natur, welche nicht des Gelstes wuerdlge 
Einheit, nicht Einlgkeit des Gelstes 1st.149

There can be no doubt about Hegel's position on this matter when 
we recall that essentially the same statements were made in the 
Fhcnomenologie and in the EncyHbpeedia.

Hegel's positive view of the doctrine is that it contains 
the necessary idea of divine self-conscloueness: "...es ist darin 
enthalten die notwendlge Idee des goettlichen Selbstbewusstoeins,

ifdos ungetruebten Bewusstseine von dem absoluten goettlichen Wesen." '
This signifies that man is not a natural being, "...kein Thier ist,
sondem Geist..." and has the instinct to know this and to know that
nature is implicitly rational, as is God who must be known as well

151as nature: Spirit knows it must find its essence in God. x The 
mistake of the account is to imagine this implicit state as a

149. Ibid.. 268. 150. Ibid., 267. 151. Ibid.



temporal state, while it is really an inner aspect or tendency.
• ••das 1st aber der Begriff, das Ansich, und indem die 
Menschen zur Vorstellung koramen von dem, was Begriff,
Ansich ist, komnen sie gewoehnlich darouf, das als etvas 
Vergangenes oder Zukuenftigee vorzustellen, nicht etvas 
Inneres, das an und fuer sich ist, sondem in Weise 
aeusserliche, unmittelbar Existenz als Zustond. Es 
handelt sich also nur urn die Form der Existenz oder die 
Weise des Zustandes, der Begriff ist das Innere. des Ansich, 
aber als noch nicht in die Existenz getreten.^52

This is a false presentation of the truth because of the nature 
of Spirit, on which we have already presented Hegel's view*

We see then that Hegel follows the principle of Rousseau nnd 
Kant in reinterpreting the Biblical Fall and the Christian 
doctrine of Good and Evil. The Good roust be produced by the 
activity of the Spirit and this involves Evil which is a part of 
the process. He rejects a temporal Paradise and points out the 
evils of the natural states of human life. The truth in the idea 
of a Paradise and state of perfection is that it is a symbol of Hie 
implicit Good or Divine Being which must be brought forth into 
actuality and concrete existence. In so far as men are, or were, 
in the simple natural state they must oome forth out of it throu^i 
the state of disunion marked by knowledge of Good and Evil, self
consciousness and the accompanying ills. This condition of evil 
is a necessary one and the so-called ’’fall" is a necessary act - 
parts of the total process of the development of the Good. Hence
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Hegelianism ends in an amoral position. This is the final 
product of the reinterpretation of the Fall, for our study. 
Feuerbach did not discuss the doctrine in his Veocn des 
Christentums and in an earlier work he merely used it as an 
example of the contradiction between Hegel and Christianity.^^

In Hegel Mnrx found a reinterpreted fall-doctrine which was

a port of a doctrine of human progress. It had already abandoned 
the idea of a real "fall" into absolute evil and had "translated" 
the account into a ’'fall upward", into the human situation and into 
human progress. It was set in the medium of abstraction— mental 
life and self-consciousness. But above all it was an account of 
the self-development of man (extolled by Marx in his 1044 Mss.1^) 
This doctrine Marx reinterpreted into economics and social life 
(after the fashion of Kant). This involves a "temporalioing" of 
it, which Hegel had rejected, but with a difference! this original 
state is an undeveloped state, not a state of perfection. This 
marks the doctrine of Marx as a reinterpretation of Hegel, not a 
return to a former secularised Christian doctrine. As with Hegel, 
Marx*s natural man is only an implicit humanity! he must objecti^r 
himself, develop his powers and social life which is only done by 
alienating them and then recognising them as his own and

153

153* N.F. V/illlams, op. cit., 505-506; cf. his reference to 
McTaggart1 s similar conclusion on 504, n.l; 505, n.l. Cf. also 
F.R# Tennant, op. cit.t 63-65, and J. Loewenberg, "The Exoteric 
Approach to Hegel * s ""’Phenomenology", in Mind, XLIIl( ’34), 429,
154 L. Feuerbach, Sacnimtliche Wcrko, I, 75-77
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r©appropriating them for himself (in the development of 
technology and economic life and the system of private property nnd 
money followed by communism). Marx's reinterpretation is not a step 
back into the rejected Biblical view or into the Romantic view, but 
the placing ef new content into the structure of Hegel's system.

The result of this survey of the reinterpretation of the 
Christian Fnll-doctrine is the establishment of tho fact that Marx 
reinterpreted an already secularized Fall-doctrine, and accepted 
the essential change in its structure. Already Good ond Evil had 
been linked together in a process of the development of the Good, 
and Evil had become necessary, which is incompatible with the 
classic Christian doctrines nnd which nullifies any scheme of 
fall-retum" or "Paradise lost-Pnradise regained" • Uiie 

reinterpretation was accepted by Marx who sinply placed the total 
process in the realm of man's technological-economic and social life. 
Hence it is false to assert that Marx reinterpreted the Christian 
doctrine of the Fall and that Primitive Communism, division of 
labour, and private property are equivalent to the Original 
Righteousness, the Fall and Original Sin, when in fact he 
reinterpreted the Hegelian doctrine of the Fall and retained a 
radical change introduced by Hegel. One may only say that Marx was 
heir to a secularised Christian doctrine, and this - for the cake 
of clarity and understanding - should be explained if the truth is 
to be promoted.
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CONCLUSION

Throughout the thesis it has been assumed that Marx and 
Engels had a system beneath their loosely phrased utterances and 
that this system expressed their true sentiments. This was 
confirmed by the strenuous philosophical efforts of Marx as a 
student and prerequisite to his acceptance of Communism at the 
urging of Moses Hess. Communism had to have a place in Marx's 
philosophical system, a system which turned to the concrete world 
in search of actuality, not of theoretical or religious phantoms. 
And when Communism was accepted its nature was sought as the 
immanent result of the tendencies of the present, not as based 
upon the past or upon ideals. The basic structure of Marx's 
system came from Hegel and German idealism complete with humanism, 
historical development, and the concept of the "act" in which man 
embodies his powers and will in an object, develops himself, 
develops a power opposed to him, and finally completes himself by ' 

mastery over himself and his object. The content of the system come 
from 18th century materialism and modern technological and economic 
developments: man, a finite natural creature in 1foie world, is 
destined to assert his will or fulfil himself by mastery over the 
material world, in terms both of physiological satisfaction and 
the labour of recreating it according to his wishes nnd talents.
He is to behold himself in it. This means that man's essential 
nature is dependent upon his scientific and technological progress 
just as much as upon his communal solidarity, and further, the 
particular form of community is dependent upon the nature of hio



productive activity (the fact of it steadily increases as he 
develops economic life) and Communism is based upon the total 
economic intfcgration of human life end its release from bondage 
to need (which has been intensified by the necessity of "capital 
investment" by mankind). All this found expression in the "spedes
man" or "species-life" of the 1844 Mss end was found to be present 
tliroughout his v/ritinge. Emphases shifted but fundamentals remained.

This system, deeply rooted in Marx's philosophical inheritance 
and the contemporary reality, the beginnings of it antedating hie 
contact with the working class, dispels the possibility of a 
moralistic or religious interpretation of Marx. He is not projecting 
a primary prophetic and moralistic urge, nor is he projecting the 
struggle that goes on within himself. He is fusing together into 
one coherent system his philosophical, political, social aid 
economic heritage - projecting man's historical struggle, man's 
quest for himself a^the lord of his being. "Becoming", progress, 
evolution, change, self-assertion or mastery - these are the 
primary factors of reality for Marx. Hence, the various social 
evils are necessary in their time, helping to bring about the final 
goal or the good. They are not evil per sc, their advent ie 
progress, only their untimely existence is evil. The trul>
Marxian morality is to know and serve man's true nature and 
destiny - a changing, dynamic, becoming nature whose destiny is 
to do, to master - to be autonomous. Sin can only be to oppose 
change whon it is due, to seek security in that which is, to 
substitute for autonomy the inner mastery of contemplating the
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past or a theory. The "fall" can only be that act of sinning - of 
so forsaking the advancement of, or enjoyment of, human being. It 
may occur when men seek to maintain the time honoured primitive 
communal form with its mastery of tho human mind, just as readily 
as it may occur when modem bourgeois philietinee fear a trans
formation of their property and society into a communist world.
This is the only valid doctrine of evil that is possible for Marx: 
one based upon the timeliness of an action or the quality of it, 
not upon the form or content of it.

True to this system, Marx, and Engels, view the primitive 
communism as an immature form of human life which must bo tran 
soended. Nowhere did it appear that they abandoned this view. 
Engels was found to be true to this in all his writings, and the 
traditional interpretation of him as a "natural ri#rfc" romantic 
was found to be without basis, even in the Origin. The concept 
of Asiatic society was found to be consistently held, by analysis 
of printed materials and by presentation of new materials. These 
show also that it was probably viewed as a transitional form 
between primitive communism and the later form3, held stagnant by 
geographical influences, but destined to be transformed by 
capitalism, lhe criticism of the evils of this form of society 
confirm the views of primitive communism. Further, analysis of 
this problem in Ingels has shown the Western orientation of hie 
Origin and the lack of attention to Asia as well as a lade of 
denial of the Asiatic form in it. These conclusions accentuate the 
dynamic character of Marx's scheme of history in which a dynamic
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Western Europe (led by Britain) lays the foundations for a human 
world and reacts upon the stagnant or at least slowly developing 
world* On the basis of Marx's assumptions (technology, world-wide 
commerce and communications) his view of a universal history is valic 

All this points to the fact that superficial comparisons with 
Christianity, or claLms for a kinthip between it and Marxism, ore 
ill founded* Marxism is based upon the transformation of already 
secularized Christian doctrines, hence is several degrees removed* 
Classic Christianity views flood and Evil as separate entities, and 
view6 the Good as from God, the Evil as opposed to Him and as 
vanquished by His Goodness. Marxism ha^blurred this so that Good 
and Evil are port of a whole, the Good being promoted by the Evil*
It is clear from this that statements about the Marxian use of the 
Christian doctrine of the Pall and Origins! Sin are at best 
analogical and do not serve the advancement of the truth# They 
conceal the true nature of Marxism (its technological and 
evolutionary humanism) and they distort, for all but the specialist, 
the true relationship between Marx and the Christian tradition* It 
is ironical that Christian theologians have been the most 
notorious in this act of distortion which obscures Christianity*s 
most pertinent contribution to an age obsessed with, and 
besmeared by, its own power— a sound doctrine of evil and of 
human limitations.
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APPENDIX: INTRODUCTION.

In the excerpts and notes which follow one can see Marx 
grappling with the facts of Asiatic village communities. Oliey 
are strongly marked by primitive communal traits (which he notes by 
marginal markings) as in their co operative work, lack of ownership 
of land, aid lack of money. At the same time they have the 
characteristics of advanced societies: taxes, a state form, and 
the village "capitalist" who, in a barter economy, thrives on 
usury! The Asiatic traits are emphasised by both Phear and by 
Marx's excerpting, by his marginal marks, and by his own remarks: 
these villages, in their true condition, did not have private 
ownership of land, did not pay taxes but land-rent to the ruler, 
and they are not feudal. Ve sec certain remarks indicating that 
Marx is trying to place these forms in a line of development. It 
is not possible on the basis of these few pages to say just what 
Marx thought about the problem of classification of these forms of 
society, but they do offer evidence of the usage of the Asiatic 
concept and the refusal to classify them by European standards.
They also offer evidence of the possible Classifications of Asia 
as a transitional form. Only further study of the entire notebook 
can offer more definite conclusions which would be valid.

It is interesting to note that in his reading of various books, 
with which he disagreed on many points, Marx was trying to sift out 
the facts he could find in them. This is seen in the remark that 
Phear should leave off with theory and give some concrete examples 
from the government reports he has in hand, (see remark to p . 234 of 
Phear).
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APPENDIX

Reading Excerpts and Notes by Marx in 1881

These excerpts pnd notes arc taken from Excerpt Heft B46 
of the papers of Marx in the International Institute for 
Social History in Amsterdam nnd may not be reproduced in 
any way without the permission of the Institute and the 
writer of this thesis. The notes and excerpts are found 
on pages 128-155 of B46 and are taken fron Sir John Phear, 
The Aryan Village in India nnd CeyloB> London, Macmillan, 
1880# The numbers in brackets in the margin ere for the 
pages of B46. Words in brackets are from Phear, used either 
to give the meaning of the excerpts or to fill a gap caused 
by illegible writing. This writerfs words are initialled 
"WWA" unless they are obviously his. Many mistakes of 
grammar, punctuation, and even spelling, occur in Marx's 
mixture of English nnd German, but these have been left 
as they are, without notice.

/134/Zrmindar and Mahajan ̂ Chapter II, 45ff • WWjy'
The wooded dwelling area (des village) is skirted by waste 

or common land of very irregular breadth and beyond this again 
comes the cultivated land of the open plain (math . Up to a 
certain line of immemorial origin but ordinarily well ascertained 
—  all the land both waste and cultivated, reckoned outwards 
from the village, belongs to the village (als possession' on the 
othcr3ide of the line begins another community lands. In Teilen 
von Bengal wo portions der country in a state of nature the 
limits des village territory Include jungle and ...?.... 
unappropriated land. (48,49

The village and its land als ganzes heiscn mauzah. (49) Des Land 
des mauzoh cultivated in small patches by
the resident ryots on payments of dues,J according to the nature



of the soil, and the purpose of the cultivation, to the 
Zamindars they are most universally variable nnd capable of 
adjustment from time to time zwischen Zamindar and Ryot. (50)
Are classified mit extreme minuteness according to characters 
attached to the land b:> custom, not all concrete. (51) Soi 
Sali - land wholly submerged during periods of mine - of diff
erent grades [; WVAJ  Suna , not submerged, also of different 
grades} Nekdi. land for which rent is paid in c^sh per bigah;
Dhaoli. land for which rent paid in kind, port of the produces 
  ebenso Bhoali: land for which rent is paid in cash per croa

Bhiti raised housc-site.(5l) Khudkasht. land which the
residents of the village arc entitled to cultivate; Pnhiknsht —  

land which outsiders may cultivate. (52)
Dies characters adhere almost permanently to the same land; for 
each village a recognized rate of rent(nirkh) properly payable 
recording to them. When the occupation, and meist der Fall mit 
Sunaland. an utbandi jama (rent according to the land actually 
tilled, when land tilled one year is allowed to be fallow the next) 
and d. cultivation is by alternation of cropping ^nd fallow, Zahlt d. 
Ryot nur so viel von jeder Sorte of lands as he actually 
tills. In most villages by far the larger portion of land 
Khudkasht. (52)
Also the Open lands der village divided up among the resident 
ryots in small allotments, oft consisting of several scattered 
pieces, generally comprehending land of various qualities --
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rarely ueber 10 acre in total nnd is oft viel weniger, Zahlung 
d. Rent of each ryot to Zamindnr nach shifting scale» depending
upon more or less of the elements mentioned. (5 3)

• • • •.
/ Marx inserts a table of kinds of land, rent, etc., from page 

285, with a line of explanation from 285-286. WWAJ
.....

Batter of fact that the Bengal ryot little disposed to move and 
for generation after generation, from father to son, the same 
plot of land, or approximately so remain in the hands of the 
same family. (5 3)

The zamindari is an aggregate of many entire mauzah. (54)
D. jnehrliche Rente most generally in 3 or 4 kists (install
ments) d. collection dieser Rents.

/13V £  55_57 _ m  aceount of the book-keeping of the system, of
which Marx makes 17 lines of notes; 57-58, a further 
description of which Marx makes 10 lines of notes. WWjy'

D. Zemindar is d. superior lord der ryots ("subjects", both by
habit and feeling glebae adscript!; ..../Marx notes description
of on office and the court system, or lack of it; 59-60. \Njj/

Zl35/
Residiert der Zamindnr in Dorf, so oft d. barber who dinves the 
members of his family, the dhobi who washes for them, the head 
darwan(porter) nnd other principal servants —  sind hereditary, 
haben portion of village land zur relative low rent or rent free, 
der dhobi and barber have the right to be employed at customary 
rate8 of pay by all the ryots; oft carpenter nnd blacksmith in 
gleicher Lagers d. hereditary watchman (chaukjdor' erhaelt sein 
Lend rent free; ebenso Brahman priest, Whether of Zamindnr1 s 
family, or maintained for the village pujas etc. (61,62)
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/  Phear say ex "We have thus before uo in the Bengal village
community, a social structure which, for want of a better term, 
may in a certain qualified sense be called feudal.” To this 
Qualified” statement Marx pens his add objection: WW^/

(Dieser Esel Phenr nent / o l e /  d. construction d. feudal) 
Ausserhalb dieser construction / is the_/ d. mahaian. der vill
age capitalist. D. village ryot muss periodisch Geld auslegenx 
s.B. a Huette der Homestead new zu bauen or to repair, flug oder 
anderes Instrument zu / to be made/, Pear bullocks zu kaufen,
Seed for /sowing/ noetig, endllch Reis for himself and family3 
several kists of his rent to be paid before all hio cro c 
can be secured and realized. Im western part der Delta /  his 
savings are seldom sufficient to tide him wholly over the time/ 
to tide hi»f ganz_ ueber die Periode der verflossen muss bevor 
seine jaehrliche Produktlon completed.
/  He is obliged/ also zum mahajan gehn for money and for paddy 
as he wants them. /  The commonest course of dealings between 
the parties is as follows^/ d. paddy for sowing and for food and 
auch andrer Sauroen, und geliefert untcr Bedingung dacs er die 
dioo/?/ returns ♦ 50$ in quantity zur harvesting zelt; geld 
ondrerseits to be repaid, auch at harvest ti. e. mit gS per 
monat /interrt/ entweder in form von Equivalent of paddy. 
reckoned at Bazaar prioes. or in cash at the option of the 
lender. Als security for Execution dieses /  tho maha.lan 
frequently takes an hypothecation of the ryots future crop_/ and 
helft sich selbst to the stipulated amount on the very threshing 
floor, in the open field. (63, 64)
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D* Zamindar - •••••?••*•?• £ who at first si£ht appears to fill 
the place of an English landlord is/ merely a rentcharter*
D. ryot a field labourer, living from hand to mouth; d.mnhajan 
der farming capital liofert d* arbeit zahlt und allcm Profit 
enthielt ist ein stranger having no proprietary interest in the 
land; a creditor only, whose sole object is to realize 
his money as advantageously as possible* After setting aside in 
k*8 golas (gola - a hut oeists circular in form in which grain is 
stored*) as much of the produce come to his hnnds, as he is 
likely to need for his next years business he deals with the 
rest simply als contractor* sending it to the most renumerative 
market* A thriving mah&jan may have a whole mauzah or more
under his hahd and yet he he no legitimate proprietary
status in the community* while these who have — - the ryot and
the zamindar for different reasons are apparently
powerless* (64, 65)

Diese /?/ d* unprogressive character of an agricultural village*
so beschricben by a young ftamindnr, Babu Peary Chund Mookerjee
Beng* Soc* Trans, vol IV, sect* 4, p*l*
"A husbandman of the present day is the primitive being he 
alwoysO) has been* With a piece of rag round his loins for hie 
clothing* bare feet, a miserable hut to live in, and a daily 
fore of the coarsest description, he lives a life whidh, however 
disturbed it may be by other causes, is unruffled by ambition*
If he gets his two meals and plain clothing he is content with 
his lot, ond if he con spare a few rupees for purchasing jewellery 
for his wife ond children, ond a few rupees more for religious 
ceremonies, he will consider himself as happy as he con wish to 
be* He is the greatest enemy of social reform (Marx’s
the rent he pays to Zamindares, old or youn
dreams of throwing off any of the trammels which tine or
brackets) ! ••*••?



superstition has spun around him. He will not send his eon to 
school for fear / (Marx’s brackets) and a very just one* too!_/ 
of being deprived of his manual assistance in the fieldf he 
will not drink the water of a good tank because he has been 
accustomed to use the water of the one nearer his house; he will 
not sow a crop of potatoes or sugarcane because he forefathers 
never did it; he will himself to be unmercifully fleeced by his 
heredi t y  ^iest to secure the hope of utter annihilation after
death* * the ryots too poor(I ). too ignorant* too
disunited among themselves to effect improve m e n t (65-67)
/All underlining is Marx’s. He placed quotation marks at the 
beginning of each line; these have been omitted.WWj/

& a /  ,Administration and Land Law. / Chapter VIf pp*124ff• of Phear; 
this copy begins 7 lines from bottom of manuscript p. 139* WMk/
No tax gatherers in India (save those reoently introduced •••?••• 
imposition of a license tax}; all taxes sind land revenuet 
stamps (needed for every proceeding in a court of justice or 
public office or copy of any paper filed in a court or office or 
document of agreement or receipt ete)f customs, excise* (d. tori 
in .... /very unclear; text from Phear! "The excise tends 
to make the tari dearer to the ryot then it otherwise would be9 
a result which is hardly a grievance •//
/ a page later in Fhear(wWA)j/ durch imposition of a road cess, 
a small rateable addition to the rent of each ryot, which he 
pays to his rent receiver9 dieser an government* (128y 129)
A portion of the rent, /which/ every cultivator of the soil 
pays for his plot9 goes to government as land revenue! es :
• •••?••♦•/in the whole9 the Government of India receiveb/about 
20 l/2 millions L« St. per anum in the shape of land revenue (133)
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Vor d. Bengal settlements of 1793 d. Zemindar nur Steuer- 
collector, nicht landlord. Bursche Pear says: ’The area of 
his zamandari

 covered large districts of country and was reckoned not in
birihars but in communitieqtof men - mauzahs." diese "Money 
proceeds" / of the zaaindori/ nicht" spoken of as rent, sondern 
als jamas of the zamindari's village kachari vor d.
Englandem) was an office in each mauzah, with a head man.
0X1 accountantt and a field officer.

/l46/ /ii. The Agricultural Community in Ooylon (Phear, 171*229;
* Marx, 146-153* WWA^/

II The Agriculture! Economy /sicj!/ in Ceylon (171)
1) The Village Economy. (173)
Island of Ceylon * a Pear: the circular portion of the Pear 
occupied by a mass of mountains rising /in some
instances/ to 7*8000 feet, bordered at its base with a margin 
of lover land which continues to the coast on all sides (173)
The Hew North Central Province, constituted on 6. Sept.1873 for 
administrative purposes, covers the mid-island portion of the 
northern plain • • interminable jungle in a state of nature, 
dotted very sparsely with tiny specks of yellow-green cultivation 
and mit some few pools of water or tanks •• the surface nicht 
absolutely flat, sondern mit considerable undulation on einzigen 
Stellen, on andem broken by low ridges or rounded bosses of 
gneiss. In d. Regel d. pools seem by origin nur accumulations 
of water in qatural depressions of the ground as have no outlet
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sufficiently low to drain them* aber their 
|"~Depth in sise in most instances ̂artificially increased durch 
011 earthen bund or embankment* thrown across the lower side of 
the depression* In d# drier seasons des Jahres9 as the water 
bulk shrinks back towards the bund* i.e. towards the deeper sidej 
it withdraws from the greater portion of the tank space* so that 
the jungle io enabled to flourish there (as it also doeabn the 
embankment Itself) ebenso vigorously als ueberall in the surround
ing tracts* Daher so *...... • ̂  it is no easy tae^/ den Tank
zu sehen* elbst wenn man in seiner Naehe* Und when d* tank 
vollt much of it closely resembles a circuit cf flooded forest* 
(173-75)
Anuradhapura, the classic city of the Mahawansa* for 7-800 
Jahre the metropolis der sucoesslv regie rend en dynasties ruling 
over the larger portion of Ceylon9 dass for eben so lange Zeit 
left to decay is sehr nah •••?•••/ nearly the middlepoint/ 
d* Mittelpunkt d neuen Provinz — i Ihre Bevolkerung (1871 war 
16 to j~~7 m*9 the inhabitants of the rural villages in the modern 
bazar counted/together} for sehr lange Period, but lately9 
preserved by the remoteness & Inaccessibility of its situation 
von disturbing action of foreign influences of any kind* daher 
dort a living specimen typical sehr primitiver agricultural 
economy and civilisation. (175-6)
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People are Singhalese and class themselves with the Kandyan 
or highlanders in Unterschied von d low country Singhalese who



border on the coast of either side; sehr verschieden von d. 
comparatively sight-limbed black-complexioned Tamils. who con
stitute the population of the Northern portion d. Island (176,77) 
D* Singhalese language belongs to the 

/L47/ Aryan group9 apparently sprung from a root closely allied to the 
Sanscrit!c prakrits of Northern India; aber d. Sinhalese 
people haben themselves •••»•?••• /generally have the appearance 
of being the result of at least an/ Intermixture of an Aryan 
mit some other9 yellow tinted9 coursely built9 ethnic element; 
sind broadshouldered, deepchestedf muscular, with a pronounced 
calf to the leg like all Mongolian peoples, unlike the Aryans 
of Indiai sohlngendste peculiarity —  excessive hairiness of 
both male and female. Dies extraordinary capillary
development is certainly the reverse of what we seeJ  bei d. best 
bekaxmten Mongo 11 sohen peoples aber d. Ainos, a Turanian race 
on the extreme east of Asia, possess this extraordinary capill
ary development in hoehem Grad. (177-78)
The Tamil inhabitants der Northern Province, sind ununterschied- 
bar von their brethem of the mainland of India, with their 
slight build, black skin, thick lips, open nostrils, course hair: 
they belong unmistakably to the Dravidian race*(179) Exception
ally, auf d. grensmarken der Tamil and Singhalese districts, to 
be found lovcaste villages, wo no pure type of either kind 
preserved* (i.e.)
Ausser d ••••?••• distribution der population des Districts by 
agricultur I villages *•••?••• /The distribution of the popula
tion of the district is by agricultural villages, except only
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the cases of_/' of petty and often ephemeral bazars
sprung up at convenient places along the highways —  gradually
as these have been opened out through the forest, perhaps never 
by the Kandyans, sondern nur durch low country Singhalese- 
Moormen or Tamils, (l. c.)
Controling element d. village —  the paddy tract or paddy field 
which is itself "a function of the supply of water. (179, 180) 
Usually d. attached, or appended to, a tank and ist oft 
strikingly tiny in Verhaeltniss zum size des entire tank, es 1st 
irrigated by the flow of water passing out from the tank 
through a masonry culvert (Absungskonal) piercing the lowest 
part of the retaining bund is ofter nodi through a breach or 
Cutting made in the bund itself. d.Lage (the lie) d. Feldes so, 
dass the outflow of water can be made to flood the whole of it 
in a succession of flats, to the lowest and most remote from it; 
the line of soil surface from side to side being almost 
always horizontal throughout. Denoch dem local Character des 
ground hat d. field more or less irregular shape, with its 
longer extension stretching awny from the tank bund. Most it is 
a sin :1c clearing in that universal jungle that prevails on all 
sides, elebst bedeckend the actual bund of the tank, and very 
much of tho tank bottom itself. (180)

Jedem Feld entspricht a gama or village, i.e. group of house
holds wo d, cultivators live; selten hat a village mehr als ein 
field: d. gruppe steht in Jungle neben d. field, obscured by 
trees and next the bund: exhibits gewoehnlich no order of
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arrangement* Die einselne homestead * venn its owner well to do, 
a low that died* mud-wattled hut* of perhaps 2 unlighted rooms 
opening upon the diminutive veranda* deren floor die carthplat- 
fona der hut, and deren roof its projecting eaves; in front 
dieser hut small* mud plastered attawas* or roofed cylinders of 
wickerwork* raised upon supports for storage of grain (ist 
equivalent der golas of Bengal) auf einer Seite ouch a large 
•pen shed, with its little loft for cattle (if the cottier has 
any), implements* curry grinder, rice pounder (the dhenldL of 
Bengal;, etc. Under the back eaves of hut auch a place for 
ploughs* surface-smoother, harrow etc. abutting upon the little 
homesteads curtilage, or partially enclosing it, —  a 
garden or loosely cultivated plot for fruit trees* condiments, 
curry vegetables (sag of Bengal) etc.; the whole meist ill 
kept and neglected; d. different homesteads d village group von 
einander getrennt durch irregular, ill defined, muddy tracts. 
(181, 182) /The people constitute the inhabitants of such a 
village are related and subordinated, in a peculiar connection 
with the land, toj  a territorial head* und in diesen modem days 
• •••*?••••• proprietor des village genannt; er Nachfolger des 
primitive Chieftain; er mag /take the shape of the_/ d* Krone 
(engly, or a religious foundation, or a private Singhalese 
gentleman. (182)

D. village field* or paddy tract* divided into portions by para
llel balks drawn across it fron side to side at right angles to 
the line of water-flow; each such portion hereditary share of
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some one person or family resident in or belonging to the 
village* The principal portion or share —  genannt a Mottettuva 
(Zivaat in Bengal) gehoert den head des village; alle snders

duce in kind, or to render him some defined and specific 
service. domestic or agricultural. Dies distribution of tenure 
—  produce in kind oder ander service entspricht genau dem 
raiotti in lakhlral conditions 

/ 14 8/of holding in Bengal. Nur d. Unterschiedi In Bengal d. raiotti 
holding (holding by contribution of share of produce is the 
prevalent form & lakhiraj holding d. exception; in Oeylon the 
holding by rendering service nilakariya is (or rather was) all

obgefunden durch servicec.)
In Bengal the service or the lakhiraj holding stots free and 
honourable» such as thnt of the priest, doctor, watchman etc;
/  but in / Oeylon that of the nilakariya is usually menial. (183* 
184) Heist a plurality of villages have a common head9 in 
fTuehrer the household establishment of a wealthy native 
chieftain kept up by fee one of menial service discharged by 
villagers* drafted from the many villages in due order upon the 
footing of their land tenure obligation. Jetzt the service 
tenure has so to say beoome freehold (!) Wo a Buudist Vihnra, 
or temple* was oft in d. north Central Province* d. personal

shore holders / are charged^/ to make some contribution of pro

or village chief ?•••• landlord* both here rent zu besehn*
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service der hier special forms /takes / asi maintaining illumi
nations, thatching or doing other repairs to the pansala (The 
duddlst1 priests9 residence) etc. nodi in vollen gang/in full 
activity/. (I84t 85)
D. Administrative organization, zur Perception d. services for 
d. head of the village, best and aus 1 or 2 officials, the 
Gamerale (the village man), the Lekham (writer or accountant) 
etcTaome of the more wealthy of the shareholders in the village 
field, probably by reason of family origin of the same blood with 
the chieftain, hold their share by the service of filling 
hereditarily one of these offices, or of yielding hospitality to 
the head of the village, when he comes, or to any visitors whom 
the village receives (185-86).

Einige dieser services bestehn in toing smiths, carpenters, dhobis* 
work or even that of the Doctor (Vederale) In village 
selbst diese persons
paid in their turn by their fellow villagers for their 
professional or artisans functions, either by labour done for 
them in the tilling of their shares of the village, or by a 
quota of the paddy on the payer's threshing floor, measured out 
and delivered when the harvest completed. Other service consists 
in supplying the village head mit oil, betclnuts, honey from 
the jungle, game etc. (186)

/Besides services such as have been mentioned the combined 
action on the part of the villagers for their joint benefit, 
necessitated by the exigencies of cultivation under primitive
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conditions obtaining in the North Central Province and indeed 
allgemiin in Ceylon z.B# fencing the village field every season 
against the wild animals of the jungle which surrounds it t 
/The whole work much exceeds anything thatJ  e in seiner oharehold-

(mangelf flaw) in it irgendwo so ist every shareholder^ plot

the work, has to bear his portion | of it in proportion to his 
share in the field ebenso wenn a breach in bund (Damm) to be 
filled up, or some repair to be done to it, dies done by all 
the shareholders jointly furnishing out of their families or 
dependents, each In due proportion* a continual supply of labour 
in successive relays until the work is done. (187)

Obgleich jeder shareholder in the village paddy field, bat orb - 
liches Recht in his plot in right of cultivating it exclusive 
ly dennoch the mode of cultivation which is generally pursued 
connects him /whether he will or noJ  in almost every step of 
his tilling with hisneighbors* above and below, cither in a 
dominant or a oerviant character* D* Process der Vorrbe- 
reitung in clearing the soil for the seed sowing or planting, 
of killing the weeds and keeping them down*, and of promoting 
the growth of the paddy plant, is f*om beginning to end in a 
large degree effected by the aid of successive submersions of 
the plot which have to be varied as regard the depth of water 
according to the process and the stage of it* Commonly 2 
prolonged submersions in the course of tilling, and 7 shorter

er /couldJ  unaided execute the whole work; and wenn eln Ross /?/

invasions jeder shareholder so direct inter©ssiert in



ones during the growth of the plant. Da d. submergence of a 
relatively lower plot generally means the submergence of the 
plots above it, while the paddy plant cannot be depended upon 
to grow equally fast in all the plots* therefore /  in order that 
there be J  kein risk of one Aareholder's operations destroy
ing the young plants of his neighbors* usual rule dass the 
shareholder of the lower end of the field should come nee the 
operations of the tilling season in his plot before any one 
else i and so get a safe start of the man next above him#
Selbe oder followed by all the others in succession. (188-89)
Venn in einem Jahrf von Mangel von v/asscrfuhr /  or other J  

Grund | nur ein Tell der village paddy field can be effectively 
cultivated> that limited portion taken rb the whole, /andJ  is 
divided ueber d. village shareholders as the original entirety 
was. D. Entscheidung darueber genommen /by_/ d. shareholders 
as a body. Dies geht nicht ueberoll known in practice, aber ist 
oft vorgesetz in the newly framed gansabawa rules, at the 
instance of the villagers themselves, to indicate that it was a 
deeply rooted ancient custom (189)

Zl4§/Unabhrengig v.d. relations zum head of the village daher in each 
village of the North Central Province •.••?•••• fast 
prevailing universally) Be sinter, the | vel vidahne and~|others 
chosen by the shareholders to control aid carry out the system 
of fencing, ploughing, shifting of allotmentt when necessnry etc- 
or generally the internal agricultural economy d. village. (190)

D. Reis production d. irrigated fields nicht genuegend to form



even the principal portion of the shareholders1 support In d. 
Mehrzahl der villages dieser Province. D. ordinary staple of 
life the dry grain. korakkan» grown upon the upland, i.e. on 
merely unwatered ground, or ground /which./ the flow of the 
water cannot he made to reach^ A pieoe of the forest which 
surrounds the village and the village paddy field, ie felled 
and burnt, and a crop of korakkan ie raised there upon for a 
couple of consecutive years at mostt when the clearing is 
allowed to relapse into .jungle again; and the process is not 
repeated on the same plot for cnother 10 years at least. (190-91) 

X X X  Pro<*38 of chena clearing is often done in X X X ^ )  ‘ttl€ North
Central Province by the joint action of the village shareholders, 
under the management of their own officers; and so me tines 
the whole course of cultivation which ft) Hows ie also .joint, with 
a partition only of the produce. Mai /  Sometimes/ aber such, 
nachden the clearing effectedy the land is divided and alloted 
previously to the cultivation: dies irnnr r in 
caseTof the plots required for the growth of each household^ 
vegetables or curry stuff (191) (Village garden) —  In dem 
Maritime Provinces erscheint diese system of joint clearing 
unbekannt; Jeder who has chena land erscheint to own it absolute 
-lyf cultivates it and clears it himself at long intervalsf or 
gets this done for him on some terms of aneda letting. (191-92)
In einzigen instances, it is said, forest and chena ground 
recognized as appurtenant to the village in d. Sinn d. sharehold
ers des villnge paddy field koennen ohne Erlaubni9s of head of
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village od. Government clear and cultivate In /manner just 
described/ oben beschreibner Art any portion on the foundation 
of, and in proportion to their village holdings. Generally 
the Crown (John Bull) asserts a paramount claim to all jungle 
and waste land wherever situated, which ha snot been before 
appropriated to actual use; no tree (!) can be felled or chena 
cultivated there ausscr mit got. liscence.(192)

D. actual work of tilling meist verrichtet durch jeder villager 
by the fyands of his family; paddy cultivation so respectable, 
fast of sacred character, dass women / even are not worthy 
enou$i to take part in all its operations, and in particulrs/ 
duerfen nicht /be seen/ on the threshing floor* /at any rate/ 
wenn d* so called hill paddy, or more highly veiwed sort of 
rice grain grain, is being threshed (192-93)

Wenn der shareholder 1st Weibeperson ohne Kinder, oder er nnder 
beschaeftigt, oder gutgenug dran/?/ / well enou#i oft/ 

to be able to abstain from
manual labour d* a> mmon arrangement dasshis share cultivated 
for him by another person j upon the terms of this latter* d* 
dann renders dem shareholder a specified share of ^roduoe* dies 
benanst^ a letting in ande* i*e* half shares meist, vielleich 
fast immer, the agreed upon share * l/2 the produce both in 
straw and paddy;
der cultivator muss ausserdem give a share to the responsible 

, servant usually sent by the shareholder to remain on the ground 
and look after his interests from the day of reaping to the day
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of partition* nnd having moreover to feed this man during the 
interval* (195-94)

Past slle vlearious cultivation assumes this shape fTnot known: 
letting the land for money rent; existlert no dass of agricul
tural labourers* working on the land of another for money hire. 
In fact* in d* rein agricultural village of Oeylon £there %m/ 
practically no money in use* Vielleichs Mehrzahl der Villag
ers haben nicht paddy enough to last then for food till next 
season ojfhrrvest or for seed, oder haben no plou/ft or no oxen* 
Diese erhalten / these they obtaiî / vomlcapitalist des 
village* on the terms of setting apart for him on the threshing 
floor a certain stipulated quantity or share of the roduoe in 
return for each item of loan, Ebenso remunerated the services 
des Vederalef village blacksmith and other artisans*TSclbcs 
mag manchmal vorkommt /sometimej^ in the natter of lnndlnbour, 
aber general custom for neighboring shareholders to mutually 
assist one another in this particular when needed* (194-95) Der 
head of the village rait Bezug auf his muttettuwa has this 
cultivated umsonst under Aufsicht of his officers by the terms 
of tillage service due to him from those of the villages whose 
tenures involve the service: cultivation in this way, so 
gehoert Ihm d* ganze Produkt der harvest* Aber ouch er sieht 

/l50/vor to dispense with these services and to let out the
muttettuwa land in and# (ande on terms of receiving a speci
fied, originally half* share of the produce(195)

Der gegebene ••••?••*• £The form and condition of village
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economy and of agricultural Industry, which has been here 
treated as typical, and which has been mainly described from 
examples furnished by the North Central.
in North Central and Kandyan provinces* (196) Erst errichtet
a regal(!) hierarchy on the basis of the village; aber d*
sovereign power (!), when once constituted wird in the course of
time the instrument for generating and developing gz /ganz/
neue conditions and notions(S) of property in lond*(l*c*)
/Alongside of it (modem disintegration in village) by a 
process which may be termed the converse of that which led to 
the establishment of a regal hierarchy on the basis of the 
village, the sovereign power, when once instituted, in course 
of time became the instrument. • *j

2) Land Tenure and State Economy
To Adigars, Dsssares, etc. and his chieftains by the kings
conferred — nicht tracts of land (••••?•••• fuer military and
• •••?•••• civil services sondern grants of dominion over
populations. /  It is very commonly supposed that the king, as
theoretical proprietor of all load, from time to time {prmted 
to his chieftains such aqAdlgars, Dessorcs, etc. tracts of land 
in consideration of the grantees rendering him military and 
civil services^/
Der grantor / was to confer upo^/ the chieftains customary 
right8 over the villages and unappropriated lands; daher 
Nindegama (village unter private ownership) as opposed the royal 
or Gabada-gama. (197,198) Sub-infUedatlon nicht in Ceylon to 
any considerable extent (198) /(Marx's brackets) Even the Bengal 
subtenures did not attain their etra-ordinary modem development

until after the Permanent Settlement had given the zamindars
an absolute right of property in all the land of their Zamindar-
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les, a right without parallel in Geyloi^(l99) Einige grants—  

royal or durch private seignior —  became cultivating settlements 
having the grantee (nicht the grantor) as their heads Der grant
or had no connection mit der new community ausser the link of 
service which bound the grantee to him aid which often of 
course tt time wore out, became unenforceable. Others perhaps 
were from the beginning exclusive and free of continuing 
obligation. (199,200) Daher will Phear ablest en /?/ /To these 
several origins may perhaps be referred with some degree of 
probability the very numerous cases of J  die sehr zahlreichen 
cases of cultivators and even of non-cultivating proprietors 
who own lands by a ri/dit of independent character* to be found 
in all parts of the country, especially in the maritime provinces 
obglloh hier the Dutch dbmlnant authority probably effected the 
larger part of the change which has taken place in modern 
times. (200)

To /?/ /And in a sense an agricultural labourers* class is noj/ 
now coming into existence and agricultural agricultural 
labourer’s class; denn wealthy native gentlemen* der Geld auf 
ondren Weg als agriculture genommen, found themselves able to 
obtain the labour of the poorer village proprietors for daily 
money wages and go to "farm” their lands extensively in the 
English Sinn des term. (200, 201)

Joint family system ebenso conspicuous in Oeylon and Bengal, 
doch in ersten selten of so large dimensions; besdrs /besonder§/
/  distinguished by a very remarkable featurg/



in Oeylon joint family system: 2 or probably more brothers 
living together under one roof^will have one wife between them 
practice discouraged by English legislation, aber lceineswegs 
extinct; still enters as a curious factor in the law of inheri
tance vrtiich has to be administered by the civil courts. (201) 
Enjoyment der property der joint family managed by agreement, 
express or implled9 aller adult joint sharers in the family 
propertyf \*io often separate themselves to smaller groups each 
taking his own plot of land; jeder dissentient sharer con claim 

have his share divided off for him. (202) Im Foe lien von 
cocoa-nut or areca nut plantations, of iak trees and selbst of 
paddy fields, usual that every gathering of the crop should be 
made in the presence of all the flhnrers. and the produce then and 
there divided according to the shares* In such cases verichtdn 
all the sharers together the necessary work incidental to the 
cultivation or the keeping up of the plantation and constitute 
in fact a cooperative society. Eine andre Praxis ist dass d. 
sharers let out the land or plantation in onda, cntweder to an 

outsider, or to one or more of themselves. Duerf alle sharers 
to be present at the division of the produce, which is effected 
in two steps, i.e. first division moitios und dann a division 
of one moiety/?/ among the sharers.(202,203)

Monchmal the enjoyments of the property by tatta nnru succession; 
erst geteilt •••?••••, in every sharer obtaining his proper 
number of parte, dnnn takes the entirety for the same number 
of seasons as he ie entitled to ports, giving it up at the end



of such period of the time to the sharer who stands next in the 
rota etc. Z.B. A.B.D. jointly entitled to a paddy field in
undivided shares proportionate to 2,3, and 4 , i*c. to a 2/9 ,
l/31 4/9 share of the whole respectively, then A would take the . 
whole field for 2 years, B for 3, and schlicsslich C for 4, and
then the set of turns repeated in the same order, for success
ive periods of 9 years, until some sharer insists upon having an 
actual partition of the field (2 0 3,204)

Aehnliche Sorte of Reihenfolgc adopted in einigen villages on d.
Kuste sum enjoyment by the villagers of the

/l5l/ fishing grounds belonging to the village: dieoe are divided into
localities; and d. recognized boats of the village fish these
localities by turns which are settled by gansabawa arrangements.
Jeder dieser boats mit its nets is a valuable property,
belonging to many 00-sharers jointly, who arc commonly members
of one family, and have become entitled to their shares by
inheritance. On a day*3 fishing the produce is drawn ashore,
divided in sufficient number of lots, each estimated to be
worth the same assigned value, and Aiese lots then so distrib
utod, class: 3/ 5O to the owner cf the land on which the fish
are brought ashore; l/4 to those engaged in the labour; 1/3
for the assistance of extra nets etc, rendered by third parties
in the process of landing end securing the fish, vhich together
2 ♦ 25 + 20 m 4 2  ; die remaining 53/100 go to the owners of 

100
the boat ond net according to their shares t̂herein. (204,205)
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L  Ooylon and Bengal _/
Panguwa » share of the village paddy field, das dem Singhalese
nilkoraya .?••••• /The Singhalese nilekaraya with Ids
pnnguva or share of the village paddy field is the Bengalese ryot 
with his jot ..2/(2 0 6) The cultivation in ande / of theJ  

Singhalese ist precise counterpart der batai cultivation der 
Bengalese.

The disputing of the right to cultivate the soil, as distinguished 
from the letting out land as a commodity in belde agricultur
al systems. The usufructuary mortgage» flowing from the concep
tion, is the prevailing form of dealing mit the pnnguva and th© 
jot respectively» as commodities.(2 0 7,208)

In Osylon as in Bengal double set of village officers, one
/on the one han^ both relations der members der little 

village republic to each other, andere relation*1 with their(!) 
Lord11; d. gamerale. lekhama, kankaname entspreohen dem Bengal. 
naib, patwarij gomashta : anderselts der vel vidane equivalent 
dem mandal.(208) (3 . Ceylon and Bengal p.2 0 6 -2 13 /a chapter 
heading WVj^) batai agreement (Bengal), under which the tilling is 
done by a person not the owner —  in consideration of a definite 
share of the produce being yielded to the owner. (2 3 7 / in 
"From the Joint Family to the Village" (VWAj/

The Grain Tax / Chapter IV(214-229j/
Obligation des cultivators to pay to the Crown a tithe or share 
of his paddy crops if he has any and in some parts der
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country, also of his other grnin crops. (214)
In vlelen instances villoges were kept on hand by the Crown 
(held khas as it is phrased in India) for the especial support 
of the central establishments * the muttetuwa darin was 
service-tilled, or let out in ande# under the direction of royal 
servants* the produce accruing was deposited in kind in royal 
storehouses(gabedawa), arsenals (awude^e ■, or treasures 
(arraraudole ,, according to its sort, and d* personal services 
due were rendered at the palace or elsewhere, to meet some 
immediate royal requirements. D* Crown villages or lands were 
known under various designation, as ratminda or ande* original 
crown 1 andRpillqpalla, those which had fallen into the crown 
from failure of the office to which they were attached* mallar- 
palla, those reverted to the crown from death of the grantee* (216,

Unter Portugese ****?*.♦ *llerrscfs* /  The whole period throughout 
which the Portugese exercised any authority in the island* 
several native powers at times maintained a separate simultaneous 
existence in the different provinces* but little continuity of 
general municipal administration of any kind. Village system 
still in activity, even in Tell d* Land most effected by foreign 
influence nnd other disturbing forces, in the low port of the 
country near the coast * durch d* services nnd contributions 
derivable from this source, first the native powers of the low 
oountry and nach them the Portugese* recruited their military 
forces and obtained means of govt. Th© Portugese, when became 
supreme over the southern maritime circuit of the i si aid, took
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up the position der native kings, whom they superseded, and 
adopted their fiscal and administrative machinery as it stood. 
(217,218)

D. Hollagnder. having turned out the Portugese, ditto =*=« in 
power ueber d. maritime provinoee, displaced all the native local 
heads and officialsi d. Govt, uebemahm the direct collection 
and benefit der various dues, cesses and services, frueherer 
upon the holder of the land to whomsoever they had been 
rendered. (218,219) Englaender, in their turn, assuming the got. 
der maritime provinces, fogend •••?••• Vorgang der Dutch /at 
first merely stepping into the shoes of their predecessors/, 
brsuchen d. servioes, deren der land on tenure of service 
halten (and on that account duty treo nohnen acuch an d. store
houses etc., the seignior*3 share of iroduce in kind non der 
I-lallapalla, Nillapalla. Ratnlnda. or Ande lands / and thirdly 
taking immediately/ nahmen 

/l52/ such benefits as were derivable ft*om holders of lnnd or other
uncertain tenures, inolus. the payment of quotas of produce and 
of measures of paddy. (219)
Diese letztre /third/ sort of dues converted by Royal Proclama
tion of 3 Hay, 1800, into tax of l/lO des Produoe. so /  it would 
seem that they had respect/  auf d. residue of lands nach 
/exception made of /  der government lands ond der lands 
held on tenure of service to government offenbar waren 
seignior and the vihara headship, /both/  verschwundcn vor den 
Dutch. (219,220) 3 September 1801 durch Proclamation d. obliga-
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tion to service on tenure of land in d. Maritime provinces 
abgescfaaft (af /?/ von 1 Mai 1802 nnd solches land unterworfen 

T to payment to Got of l/lO des produce if hi#iland, l/5 of
produce of low and. Zuglelch the payment of X/A of the produce 
for Mallapalla. Nillapalla. Ratminda or Ande lands reserved. (220)

Obgleich so d. obligation to service divorced from land, /still/ 
dem Governor the power reserved to exact it by special order von 
persons aller castes and conditions for adequate /pay/ to be 
given therefore. D. exigencies of the Kanyan war gabcn den Got 
dem den •••••?••••• to renew a general claim to the services of 
the people nicht mit Bezug auf Grundbesitz, sondem of custom 
and caste, payment to be made at rates fixed by Got.i 1809 nnde 
Wegban too gratuitous service geraten on the inhabitants des 
districts through which they passed.(221)

Bisese enactments applied nur to the maritime provinces acquired 
von d. Dutch. 1815 /however/ d. Brit lechers durch conquest 
and treaty auch d. government of the Central or Kandyan Provinoe. 
/ which up to that time/ daher solely under the administration de 
der native powers. 1818, durch Proclamation von 21 November 
alle duties daher payable in /into/ royal storehouse, treasury, 
or arsenal and alle nndem duties and taxes abgesehafft, ersetst 
durch tax of l/lO of the produce on paddy lands, reduced to 
1/14 in _certain_/ specified Korles. (221,222/sic! 1222/)

Zuglelch die services die in respects of service tenure lands 
(auf ••••?£»• revenue tax fiel /  on whioh mainly this new tax must 
have fallen as well as on othere/) retained obgleich stipulated
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that the services generally should be paid for at an established 
rate; aber repair and making of roads wie in d. maritime prov
inces, gratuitous service geraten*(222) Durch Proclamation
v* 21 Nov* 1818 •••••? d* liability of certain inhabitants
of temple lands to perform servioe to Got* also retained*(l.c*)

Auf Report v* 24 December 1831 des Lt* Colonel Oolebrook* 
(naemlich dleser and a Mr* Cameron waren commissioned when die 
Administration von Ceylon to •••?•• .into) an order of council 
d ,/dated/ d. 12 April 1832 erklarte, dass kelner of ̂ lis Majesty*i 
native or Indian subjects in island liable to render any service 
in Bozug auf ihre land tenure, oder /  in respect_/ihrer Caste 
Oder otherwise welcher / to vtoich/ d. subjects of European birth 
were not liable, aber audi diese Proklamation cnthalt the 
reservation of services to the Crown of holdersof land in royal 
villages in the Kandyan provinces and dleselbe for vihara and 
private owners in the same provinces*(l.c*)

According to Ribeyrot Knox and Valentyn in the Portugese and 
earlier times there was almost no money in the country. All trrd 
which was not a crown monopoly was effected by barterTJ"Paddy 
was the commodity which coaaonly filled tho place of coin. Die 
meisten presents which accompanied all service, took the form of 
paddy, and nearly all obligations by the way of renuoerntion or 
duty were discharged by a measure of rxe in drawn iron the 
contents of the threshing floor at harvest* (2 2 5)

In dem librarian of the Mnlagava, Kandy, dem "learned" Suriypgoda
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Unanse erhlelt der Bursche Phenr ....?.. /flyde?? or flygde??/ 
bemerkenswerte Notizi /this is note 1, 227. Wh/ D. fruhest 
Erwaehung irgendener tax or contribution dee Volks fuer support 
of a royal person to be found in the historical books 
of Ceylonf occurs in the Aggauna 8utta (a sermon by Buddha him
self) Dighn. Nitraya, and in the commentary thereon called 
Sumnngala Vilasani by the learned Buddhist divine Buddhagasha.
Der passage des sermon lautet wWe shall îvc a portion of our 
paddey." Darrn commentiert Buddhngasha: ”we shall give you at 
the rate of amounan of paddy f*om each field of ours. /(Marx’s 
brackets) Das word "Sali,f in original is literally a particulrr 
kind of
rice a sollaber hier stand for all grain produce/' you need not 
follow any trade but be you our chief."(227a228)

V/ieder •••?••• /no other/ tax or obligation as / toward the^ 
governing power erwaehntets ••»?••• von Dlensten; diesc melnt 
Fheer, spaeteren Ursprungs; in the paddy cesses ultimately often 
again superimposed upon the services, come in later still, with 
and increase in the oentral power of exaction. (227,228) D. Sing
halese word "otu", which Got. tax or claim meistens benannte/?/ 
heisst "one', also equivalent only to one portion of one share 
ohne indication iregendener Proportion der share zum ganzen. (228,2

Also d l/lO in English impost scheint founded upon the practice 
of the Dutch in granting out Crown lands. D. grain tax 
folgleich nlcht aftlter als the Century; in a certain sense 
return to earliest and most widely prevalent form of national



X  revenue developed from the basis of the village organization, 
aber characteristic dass d.~7 Ceylon Aryans from the same basis 
produced service system in its stead. (229)

III Evolution of the Indo-Aryan Social and Landed System./233-72/ 
At the present time every settlement report sent to the govern
ment (in India) will be found to furnish Instances and to 
describe the circumstances of newly created agricultural 
communities.(234. Phear haette besscr go.••?••• statt seines 
hypothetlschen Kopf Description solchcr instances zu geben! ) 
Dieser respectable Esel bildet does there grew up
even from the commencement, a gradation of respectability and 
employment within the village itself.(l) (Der as...?...laes8t 
auch alles dass private families gruenden(p#238) The 
proprietary conception went no further than this, namely, that 
the particular plot of land which the family or the individual 
claimed was the part of the village land, whioh he or it was 
entitled to cultivate, or to have cultivated for his own benefit. 
The business of allotment (so long as the practice of alloting 
remained), the order of cultivation, the maintenance of the water 
supply# the keeping up of fences# and all other affairs of com
mon Interest to their little community, were managed by the heads 
of families# entitledto their share of the village lands, in 
the panchayat assembled. (241)

Each little colony or abad.(242) Nij or private lands.(243) 
Kshatnia caste nur mentioned in Brahmanicnl pages, and it 
certainly has no reality now. (See Drowse1s Mathura
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(p. 246) Ebenso the existence of the Vnigya (Kauftaan /derklj^/ ) 
Kaote nur evidenced by Brahmanical writers* (248) The great bulk 
of the descendents of the original settlers (speaking of vlll 
ages in the mass) less carefhl of purity of blood, or of 
preserving any mark of descent from the immigracit race* ••••?•• 
[_ With then gradually erne to be intermixed/ gradually intermixed 
people of all kinds, aborigines, run-aways from other abads for 
cause of pauperism, feud, or otherwise, some of whom come to be 
even allowed a portion of the village lands. (248,249)
Probably the Brahman. Kshatria. Vaisya and Sudra der Brahmanical 
codes bios Utopian class distinctions of a Prehistoric More.(250)

In allem there is at most conceived only the right to cultivate 
land, and a deputing of that right to another in consideration 
of a share in the produce (2 5 5) Selbst in seiner private land or 
nij d. chief had only the right to cultivate by himself, or to 
get somebody else to do it on condition of dividing the product 
(256) The share of product which the chief could take from the 
cultivators was not regulated by his own pleasure, or by the

making of a bargain, but by custom, or practice in regard to 
which the village panchayat was the supreme authority 
and the chief had no power to turn the cultivator out of poss
ession 257) D, Verwandlung dieser quotas of produce into money 
payments, or their equivalents (an event which has not happened 
universally even yet).••?••* ,/they still did not become 
rentJ  nicht .•••?.•• rent paid for occu tion and use of land.
As an article belonging to and at the disposal of the person
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paid, but were dues payable to a superior ruling authority in 
d« chief, through zamindar of all the land within the zamindary, 
was at most landlord (and dase nur als one merely having the 
right to dispose of the occupation and tilling of the soil) of 
his nij lands, and in some instances probably of the wastes,
Seine machinery was sein krchahri# the center of local authority, 
side by side /  with which wasJ  #**•»?,.• the panchayat, i*e, 
the old abad self-government, (257,258)
In Manu's Institutions nowhere a mention of land as a subject of 
property in the modem English sense of Private ownership of 
cultivated plots in recognized, aber simply the ownership of 
cultivator; the land itself belongs to the village; no trace 
of rent; owner is only another name for cultivator. Er ist 
under obligation
to cultivate lest the Rajsh's lord's dues in kind be shortcoming, 
aber er nicht to cultivate by servants, or arrange with someone 
else to cultivate on a division of crops 

/l5£^(the batai system a form of metayer) in another place of Mnnu, 
everyone enjoined to keep a supply of grain sufficient for his 
household for 3 years. Almost everybody so supposed to be an 
actual cultivator. The practice of
batai did not in fact lead to the letting of Inndt nnd rent in 
any form unknown to Manu (258,259) Selling of land# or even of 
use of land# irgenwo directly alluded to. Appropriating n field, 
giving a field# siezing a field / have all a place in Manu's 
psges_/ alle bei Manu, aber nicht buying or selling a field(259*
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Etwas spaeter, nach the Mitakfihara, separated kinsmen had acquired 
uncontroled power of disposing bf their respective shares of 
the family allotment; dies was a mere transfer of a personal 
cultivating right* incidental to personal statue in the village 
communityf and subject to an obligation to render to the lord his 
share of the produce. Daher the transaction to be accompanied 
by specified public formalities! and an out-and-out sale discoun
tenanced except for necessity. Ausserden, when the transfer not 
absolute» but conditioned by way of security for the repayment 
of a debt, it always took the form of what is now called a 
u8ufrucrtuar^ mortgage.(260,261) The usufruct of land by actual 
tillage on the footing of a right of partnership in the village 
cultivating community, and not the land it self * constituted the 
object •••?...£to which/ d. word "ownershiph in the Hindu 
law writers bezieht.(26l) Dies auch bestaetigt durch copper 
plates of title» old saaads and aehnliche evidences d. disclose 
the pretty frequent grant or assignment of the right to make 
collections and other zamindar! rights proceeding from a 
superior lor^br the gift of a plot from the waste» or out of 
the zemindar's Zivaat, to a Brahman or other person; but no 
instance of private transfer by purchase and sale of actual landt 
or even of the lease of land for a term of years in consider 
ation of a rent. (261,262) D. Sanchi tablet, wovon a translation 
given in the journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal v. VI 
(p.456, bericht ....?. nicht auf purchase and sale of land as



between private owners; sondern an enfranchisement of some sort 
(such as redemption of liability to pay revenue to the lord) 
with the view to the land becoming bebattar.(262, nt.l)

Mr* La Touche's Settlement Report of A.jmere and Mhain/rrra”
recently published, obglelch La Touche nach /? noch / Phear
d* facts verfaelscht durch phraseology borrowed from feudal
Europe*(263) /Phear says of La Touche: "Mr La Touche9 I admit,
appears to employ these words ’’right of ownership” in their 
widest English meaning; but I do not think that his facts 
require anything near so large...and I cannot help thinking that 
he has been misled by an analogy which his phraseology 
borrowed from feudal Europe suggests, end which, to say the 
best of it, is only imperfect.” WWj|/
D •».*••.••??•••••••• ..t ,/as I understand the report, the gene
result may be stated thusj/ Certain members of the village 
community enjoy the permanently cultivated or improved lands of 
the village by some recognized hereditary or
customary right of cultivation, sometimes proprietorship; zahlen 
• ••the customary &are of the produce to the person entitled to 
receive it. So they consider themselves entitled to continue 
undisturbed in the occupation and cultivation of their land, or 
even to transfer it to another; no such thing as the letting of 
land on terms of profits private sales of land practically 
unknown and the sale of land by the civil court (an English 
innovation) has been prohibited because so opposed to 
ancient custom as to be incapable of being carried into effectt 
mortgages are almost oil of usufructuary 
kind, and in Mhairwarrajkind of metayer system established 
between the mortgager and the mortgagees the State —  the



representative of the former superior chief —  collects the 
revenue (the modem equivalent to the old customary share) from 

. the cultivators by a certain agency machinery etc ousser over
lands, wo the chief's rights to collect dues, and of other kind 
were assigned by him to minor chiefs, —  istamnardars or
jaghindars on conditions of military service, or for other
consideration; unter rights so exercised by the 8tate and its 
assignee89 was the right to dispose of waste land; obgleich 
within the State area of collection the revenue is settled in 
the form of a money payment in all jaghir estates the revenue 
collected by nn estimate of the produce# nnd money asaesments 
nre unknown* (263-265) and sagte La Touche selbst '’the land 
revenues aret as might be expected, extremely analgous to those 
prevailing in the adjacent Native States"*(p*266)

1)32/ In Europe, in Untcrschied von East, in place of the produce
tribute was substituted a dominion over the soil —  the culti 
vators being turned out of their land and reduced to the con
ditions of serfs or labourers (366,367)

In the East, under the village system, the people practically 
governed themselves, and the contest for power among the chiefs 
of the noble dass was mainly a struggle for corammd of the 
kachohri tabils* (271)

/(Marx's brackets) knehahri tabils, the contents of which were op 
for personal living etc ■ Phear/
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